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Conflict in marital relationships affects couple intimae:; and satisfaction impacting on
the couple system, the family system and wider social systems. Negative conflict is
associated with breakdown in intimacy, marital dissatis;action, and is seen to be a
prominent cause of marital failure. As conflict is a process, it has the possibility of
change and development over time, including moving towards a process whereby
disagreements can be worked out with mutually accept.::ble solutions.

Theoretical frameworks for conflict and marital counselling were reviewed and the
systems-interactionist theory and a systemic-based co~elling approach chosen for the
purposes of this study. It was hypothesised that a syste:nic-based counselling approach
would lower the levels of conflict occurring within a Ir.::.r1tal relationship. The principal
objective of this study was to provide a more rigorous investigation than previous
studies of client perceptions of the effectiveness of a systems-based counselling
approach for marital counselling.

Three case studies were conducted, with embedded uni:s of analysis, within the context
of a therapeutic process which drew on current theories of systemic counselling.
Conflict was measured and operationalised as overt be:'avioural conflict,
communication of negative affect, frequency of disagreements, intensity of
disagreements, desire to change the other partner, the desire for change, and evidence of,
and frequency of, positive conflict.

As the study was based on the client's perceptions of chJnge, multi-methods of selfreports were employed. As none of the known measure:nents met the needs of this
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study, a questionnaire known as the QCR was devised specifically for the pre- and post
tests. The QCR was designed to measure: any increase or decrease in positive conflict;
changes to both the intensity and frequency in negative conflict; and perceptions of the
desire for change.

The effectiveness of the counselling approach was measured by comparing the results of
the pre-and post-tests with the continual self-reports and the self-reports at the long term
follow-up interviews. An analysis of the self-reports focus on: the desire for change; the
effectiveness of a systems based counselling approach in lowering negative conflict; and
the usefulness of the QCR and other tools as measures.

The systems-based-counselling approach, proved from the clients' perspective, to be:
highly effective in case one; mostly effective in case two; and ineffective in case three as
one partner aborted the counselling process. The systems-based-counselling approach
had variable success in decreasing the intensity of negative conflict but was mostly
successful in decreasing the frequency of negative conflict. This approach was not
largely successful in reporting an increase in the frequency of positive conflict.

The study revealed evidence of a relationship between commitment to the marital
relati~nship

and negative conflict. It also adds to the debate about the appropriateness

of a systems-based counselling approach in violent relationships.

In judging the clients' perceptions of the effectiveness of the systems-based counselling
approach multi-measurements employed including the lengthy recording of the
therapeutic sessions. It is claimed that this thesis offers a more rigorous methodology
than anecdotal evidence previously used in the reporting of systemic counselling cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Unresolved and/or escalating negative conflict in marital relationships impacts not only
on the interpersonal couple relationship but also on the members of :he family and then
on society itself. Couples undergo counselling in an attempt to lo\\-er or resolve conflict
in their relationship. A systems-based counselling approach is increasingly becoming
the most favoured method of marital relationship counselling. The:e have been no
substantial studies to evaluate the client's perceptions of effectiveneSS of a systems
based counselling approach for marital relationships experiencing conflict. Other
studies (for example Gurman and Kniskern, 1981) on systemic cou::selling have focused
on outcomes and have not distinguished client perceptions from ou:comes. This study
aims to examine the clients' perception of change to the level of cc::r1ict in marital
relationships while conjointly undergoing a systemic-based counse~ing approach for
marital conflict.

A relationship between unresolved negative conflict and domestic
by Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz (1980), shows that, in marital

-\~olence,

couples~

established

as the amount of

conflict increases so too does the rate of violence (p 161). Couples \vith a higher
occurrence of conflict had a violence rate sixteen times higher thar: :he rate for the non
conflict couples (43.9% versus 2.3%, p161). Thus investigation of\vays of lowering the
levels of conflict within marital relationships could be expected to :.:npact upon levels of
violence in marital relationships.

Unresolved negative conflict, as well as potentially leading to domestic violence, can
also lead to an imbalance of power in a couple relationship, low sel:' image, and is
associated with marital dissatisfaction and breakdown in intimacy (Tzeng, 1993; Calm,
1992; Davis, Leijenaar, & Oldersma, 1991; Walters, 1990; Sillars..

~985;

Sexton &

Sexton, 1982; Straus, Gelles & Steinmetz, 1980; Stuart, 1980). The failure to deal with
negative conflict in marital relationships has been viewed as the sir:gle most powerful
force in dampening marital satisfaction and the most prominent caGe of marital failure
P.F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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(Gottman, 1994; Cahn, 1992; Gottman, 1991; Jacobson & Gunnan, 1987; Straus~
Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980; Braiker & Kelley, 1979).

Within family relationships, children develop higher self esteem in households that have
harmonious relationships (Ellerman, 1993; Lawler, & Lennings, 1992; Scott, Scott &
McCabe, 1991; and Cooper, Holman & Braithwaite, 1983). Whereas children
witnessing domestic violence can exhibit: post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms;
psychosomatic symptoms that range from fear and anxiety, aggressive behaviour and
self-harm; and are at risk of short term and long tenn damage to their overall
development (Blanchard, 1993, 31-32). Thus the ability to lower conflict within the
family system also impacts on the potential well-being of the children growing up in that
system.

Where negative conflict escalates to don1estic violence that violence in families may
produce more violence, as it is often speculated that each generation passes on what they
have learnt by being a participant in a violent family (Blanchard, 1993, 31; Straus,
Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980, 121). The ability to lower conflict within the family system,
as role-modelled by the parents, would impact strongly not only on the couple system,
but also on the family system. It would be expected the there \tvould be a flow-on
impact upon the whole social system.

The failure to deal with negative conflict at the couple level results in considerable
impact on the wider social system. Although it is hard to quantify the effect of
unresolved marital conflict on the wider social system some of the following
information indicates that there are considerable emotional, social and financial costs.
In New South Wales alone, 23,000 women applied for protection from domestic
violence in 1994 (Blazejowska, 1996). The application for protection involves a
significant number of work hours from the Police in preparing and serving an
Apprehended Violence Order (AVO). There is also the provision of the needed
Services to back up and support the victims of domestic violence such as Women's
P. F. Stuart-Smith, /999
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Refuges, Sexual Assault Services, Legal help, and the Financial help available through
the Sole Parent's Pension. Psychological and emotional support provided by
Community Health Centres or Women's Health Centres has to be funded. Domestic
violence is a serious community problem and it appears to be the single major cause of
assault sutTered by women. Homicide statistics for NSW between 1968 and 1986 reveal
that almost 50% of women murdered in that period were killed by their spouse or defacto spouse (Crime & Justice Bulletin, NSW Bureau of Crime statistics March 1991).
Recent studies show that the proportion of women murdered each year by their intimate
partners has risen to 58% (The Canberra Times, 1999). Unresolved conflict in
marriages has the potential to affect work-place effectiveness, productivity, and social
welfare costs. Therefore the aim of lowering conflict in marital relationships has the
potential to systemically affect the social system in the areas of lowering the divorce rate
or lowering the need for protective and legal intervention.

1.1 AIMS AND SCOPE

It is hypothesised that a systemic-based counselling approach will lower the levels of

conflict occurring within a marital relationship. It is hoped that this study will add to
counsellors' understanding of the perceptions of clients who experience a systemicbased counselling approach to marital conflict.

The principal aim of this study is to provide an investigation of a systems-based
counselling approach for marital counselling by addressing the question:

What are the clients' perceived changes to their level ojconflict while participating in a
systemic-based counselling approachJor marital relationship counselling?

Specific aims of the study are to investigate
•

changes in the clients' perceived 'desire for change' while participating in a
systemic-based counselling

P. F. Stuart-Smith. 1999
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•

the clients' perceptions of how effective a systems-based counselling approach 'is in
lowering conflict during counselling conf1ictual couples, and

•

the soundness of the use of a questionnaire and other tools in providing
complementary indicators of clients' perceptions of change while participating in a
systems-based approach to counselling marital conflict.

The scope of the study was limited to
•

heterosexual couples with conflict issues, who sought counselling. The couples may
be married, co-habiting, or recently separated. The terms 'marital' or 'married' will
refer to both married and de-facto relationships.

•

the conducting of three therapeutic case studies using a systems-based approach and
involving at least four and no more than fourteen sessions, and

•

reporting on the clients' perception of effectiveness of the systems-based
intervention by the use of multiple self-report methods, intervie\vs and observation.

1.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The limitations of the study are common to those that are encountered \vith any
investigation of a systemic counselling, and include

•

difficulty in identifying and controlling variables as events that occur in a
therapeutic session result from complex factors

•

the lack of constancy in a system (either a couple or a family) that is in a state of
continuous change

•

the observer (counsellor/researcher) is often part of the system and may change with
it

•

changes in the intrapsychic.. relationship, and communication variables as well as
variations in the contextual variables of commllnity,
(Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1985, 307-8).

P.F. Sluarl-S,nith, 1999
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The use of a control group would otTer a more rigorous study but ethical considerations,
the constraints of time and finances, and the size of the populations needed, means that
it was not viable and beyond the scope of the current study.

1.3 THE CHOICE OF A SYSTEMS-BASED COUNSELLING
APPROACH

Negative conflict in marriages may damage intimacy in the marital relationship and may
lead to marital breakdown. When marriages break down through negative conflict
whole families may be affected, neighbourhoods and friendships may be affected.
Children and schools may also be affected, the legal system is affected, and financial
and social welfare systems can be affected. A systems-based approach (also called
systemic counselling, Systems Therapy or Family Therapy) in marital counselling was
chosen to investigate whether conflict could be lowered as it allows for a holistic
approach whereby the construction of the problem is not isolated from its interactional,
sociocultural and developmental contexts. A systems-based counselling approach
encourages the recognition of the couples' conflictual communication patterns that
increase or decrease intimacy and it also takes into account homeostatic feedback
mechanisms (see Table 1.1) that act to maintain the status quo.

A systems-based approach is based on theorems from general systems theory,
cybernetics, and communication theory. The emphasis is on relationship, pattern and
information, circularity, the notion that the whole cannot be understood adequately by
breaking it into parts or by examining parts in isolation, and the idea that there is no
kno\vable independent reality. Relationships are viewed as circular (not linear) and are
mediated by feedback loops which are continuous. For change to occur, it must be
brought about in the system as a \vhole or in the way partners interact \vith each other,
\vhich will lead to change in the whole system.

P.F. Stuart-Smith, /999
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The systems-based counselling approach was also chosen to be investigated for its
effectiveness in dealing with marital conflict because it is increasingly becoming a
frequently used method of marital counselling (Personal communication at the
Professional Training Course at Relationships Australia, ACT, 1994; Weeks and Treat,
1992; Gunnan and Kniskern, 1981), and there have been no substantial investigations of
client perceptions of the effectiveness of the method.

This study aims to be rigorous in its investigation of a systems-based approach by using
multiple single case study design with embedded units of analysis. To satisfy this aim,
three case studies were undertaken and a questionnaire, the QCR, \vas designed as one
of several measures of the effectiveness of the clients' perceptions of change.

1.4 DEFINITION OF TERMS

Unless otherwise explained in the text, the following key terms, and inter-related
assumptions, used throughout the manuscript are defined in Table 1.1. Where
appropriate, for terminology specific to systems-based counselling, the major
proponent(s) of the theoretical perspectivees) is also indicated.

P.F. Stuart-S,nith, J999
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Table 1.1 Terminology ofkey terms used in .\ystems-based counselling and inter-related

assumptions.
Term

Explanation

Major
Proponent

Boundaries

These are the imaginary lines which exist around and between
subsystems (eg., individuals, families). "Boundaries are rules
which define who participates and how, and regulate the flow of
information, access and activity" (Hayes, 1991)

Bateson
Minuchin

Change

Change is the difference that occurs across time (Bateson, 1972,
452).

Circular
questions

Circular questioning allows those present in the sessions to hear
a wider perspective of the problem and see how others see it.
Circular questioning facilitates external ising of the problem. It is
an "...approach to therapy that encourages persons to objectify,
and at times, to personify, the problems that they experience as
oppressive" (White, 1989,3). Circular questioning is difference
questioning which enables the therapist to address differences in
relationships and allow the couple to connect particular pieces of
information (Hayes, 1991, 41). They include more/less,
before/after and hypothetical questions (ibid).

White

Circularity.
Circular
causality

"The members of a system are seen as elements in a circuit of
interaction where none of the members have unidirectional
power over the whole (Hayes, 1991). The behaviour of one
person is not caused by that of another, rather every member
influences the others and is in tum influenced by them (Hoffman,
1982). The notion of circular causality is a central concept of
systems-based counselling and is in contrast to the notion of
linear causality which implies that a symptom, behaviour or
problem was caused by an event or person. (Robinson, 1980)

Bateson

Collapsing time

Collapsing time contrasts, past, present and future possibilities
by asking questions in which the therapist highlights possible
trends and directions the problem could take. This renders a
cycle, or pattern, significance. It enables clients to draw a
distinction between the state of things at two points of time.
Time can be collapsed backwards: as when historical data is
being collected in order to highlight the significance of insidious
influences on the problem, or to draw a distinction between
present problem behaviour and a previous period of nonproblem behaviour. Time may be collapsed forward: serving to
highlight the inevitable outcome of continued participation in the
current cycle. Highlighting the state of the problem now, in the
past, and in future years, demonstrates differences and enables
the clients to predict the consequences of their behaviour at
specific times in the future which is a major aim of collapsing
time. (White, 1986b)

White

I,
I

Table 1
continues -+
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Major
Propone"t

Term

explanation

Communication
Theory

Communication theory is the branch of science dealing with the
quality and characteristics of transmitted information, also
known as information theory (1977, World Book Dictionary A
K). There is no single definition of communication theory.
Communication theories are multidisciplined evolving from
rhetoric, behaviourism in social science, and mathematical
theories of "communication and consistency" or "balance
explanations of attitude change" (Bormann, 1980, 16-17). The
mathematical and mechanistic approach to communication
stemmed philosophically from Norbet Wiener and cybernetics
and statistically from Shannon and Weavers (Fisher, 1978, 204).
Communication can be generally defined as a set of symbolic
interaction processes involving coding, meaning thinking,
information, and persuasion (Dance" 1982, 251). In general,
communication scholars have often incorporated social
psychological perspectives on such matters as equity, person
perception, conflict and interpersonal attractiveness into their
discussion of communication theory (Bormann, 1980, 42). One
constructivist definition views "communication as a process that
is defmed not by its products or gao Is but by its peculiar
structure of reciprocal intentions (Delia, O'Keefe & O'Keefe in
Dance, 1982, 159).

Complementary
questions

This technique offers two-sided and circular understanding of
the problem allowing for complimentary description of the
problem. (White, 1989; 1984)

White

Complementary
description

This is a description that takes account of the fact that both/all
parties to the interaction are (inadvertently) participating in
maintaining the problem (White 1986b).

White

Conflict

Conflict is neither good nor bad. Conflict presents itself when
there is a disagreement, difference, opposition, or
incompatibility (Cahn, 1992). The way people choose to engage
each other in conflict, however, can be judged as positive or
negative depending on how it affects the participants in the
relationship (Knapp and Vangelisti, 1992, pp 243-4). Conflict
occurs in couple relationships when there is opposition to one
another; disagreement; or clash of ideas or interests.

Cahn

Conflict.
Catharsis theory

There are views that conflict has both a cathartic and a selfstimulating effect that dissipates the urge to fight (eg., Casriel,
1974; Perls, 1969, in Stuart, 1980, 285). The major point of
catharsis theory is the belief that it is better for families to deal
with conflict rather than avoid it, for without conflict couples, or
families, like any social unit, would not grow or adapt to change
(Fredman, & Sherman, 1987, 159). However, there are differing
opinions about the effectiveness of the catharsis approach and
Straus (1980) quotes his own study of the catharsis theory on
married couples (1974) as revealing "the more ventilation the
more violence" (Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980, 168). Chart
15, in Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz'S paramount work (198O),
demonstrates (in the authors' words) "the more conflict, the more
violence" (166).

Table I
continues ~
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Term

Explanation

Conflict in
Marital
relationships

Includes both overt contlict and the individuals' perceptions of
the contlict and its significance. Conflict will be measured and
operationalised as overt behavioural conflict, communication of
negative affect, frequency of disagreements, seriousness of
disagreements and attempts to change the other partner. (Straus,
Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980)

Conjoint therapy

Involves both marital partners concurrently participating in a
therapy session. (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1985)

Context

is central to the understanding of behaviour as nothing is
meaningful outside its context. (Durrant, 1989).

Double or
multiple
descriptions

These allow for the contribution of contrasting descriptions to
the original description where the ne\v description is not bound
by the same constraints as the original description (Bateson,
I979, 79). The comparison of these descriptions allows for the
introduction of "news of difference." The aim of double or
multiple descriptions of events is to make "news of difference
which makes a difference" (White, 1986b, 172). Some
techniques which facilitate double or multiple description are:
relative influence questions; collapsing time questions; unique
outcome questions; raising dilemmas; complimentary questions;
complimentary descriptions; and challenging restraints (White,
1986b, 171-2)

Effectiveness

Effectiveness in a counselling approach is difficult to measure.
A useful definition of counsellor effectiveness is offered by

_J-Iajor
Proponent

3ateson,
·.\'llite

Egan: Counsellors "are effective to the degree that their clients,
through client-helper interactions, are in a better position to
manage their prob lem situations and!or develop the unused
resources and opportunities of their lives more effectively"
(Egan, 1990, 5). In this study the clients' perceptions of
effectiveness will be measured by comparing the results of the
baseline, the pre-, and post- tests. A comparison of these results,
along with the continual self-report, will give an indication as to
whether the frequency, and the intensity, of conflict has changed.
Exceptions, to
rule /
Highlighting a
win/
Establishing a
ne..v pattern

These are all a questioning technique that aim to reinforce that
the clients have attempted something new and achieved change.
See also "news of difference" and "unique outcomes." (White
1986b, 1989)

~bite

ExperiJnents or
tasks

Task assignment, or experiment, is a therapeutic strategy used by
all systemic schools of therapy including the structural and
strategic schools. Experiments are designed to foster growth in
new directions (White, 1986b). Sometimes experiments are
direct and sometimes paradoxical. Clients may be assigned
specific tasks to do within the session or as homework, with the
aim being to change the transactional patterns (Hayes, 1991).

Strllctural,
Strategic and
\vbite

-:able 1
.:ontinues
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Term

Explanation

~[ajor

Proponent
Externalising the
problem

Is a method of using the client's frame or view of the problem to
locate the problem outside the person. [t communicates that the
problem is the problem and not the client and that the client can
have some kind of relationship to the problem. It is an "...
approach to therapy that encourages persons to objectify, and at
times, to personify, the problems that they experience as
oppressive" (White, 1989,3)

White

First order
change

First order change is change that occurs within a given system
and the system itself remains unchanged (Watzlawick, et aI.,
1974, 10).

Bateson,
Watzlawick

Genogram

"A structural diagram of a fanlily's multigenerational relationship
system, schematically depicting the various family members in
family-tree fashion and noting pertinent data ..." (Goldenberg &
Goldenberg, 1985, 240)

Guerin

Goal
construction

Client goals are encouraged through the use of solution focused
and future oriented questions, such as "magic wand" questions
(where clients are asked if they could wave a magic wand what
they would really like) or scaling questions (eg. on a scale of one
to ten how would they ... ?). This is also achieved by questions
that ask clients how they would know if things have improved.
(de Shazer, 1988)

de Shazer

Homeostasis

A process of self-regulation whereby a system maintains order or
stability. (Hayes, 1991,41; Robinson, 1980; Goldenberg &
Goldenberg, 1985, 330; Bateson, 1972)

Structural,
Minuchin,
Systemic,
Bateson,
Palazzoli

Hypothesising

Is an attempt to make sense of the problem within its context. It
attempts to include all elements in the situation and how they
link together. As a working tool the hypothesis can be changed
according to new information. (White, 1984)

Systemic -the
Milan
Associates
White

Table I
continues
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C'!lupler I

Term

E..Y:planation

Major

Proponent
Intimacy

The seeking and valuing of intimacy is an expectation of modem
marriages (Frankel, 1982). Intimacy is highly correlated with
marital happiness or satisfaction (Frankel, 1982). The word
intimacy comes from the Latin word intimus, meaning inner or
inmost (Sexton & Sexton, 1982, 1). Tracing the word intimacy
through the Spanish, intimo, the Italian~ intime, and the French~
intime, Sexton & Sexton conclude that intimacy means: an
awareness of the innennost reality of one person by another that
is normally concealed but is disclosed in the privacy of an
interpersonal relationship (Sexton & Sexton, 1982, 1).
Intimacy is created by mutual consent and involves friendship,
closeness, caring, love and affection within a close relationship.
It is about seeing the other person in their fundamental depth and
understanding them from inside out, internally and deeply
(Sexton & Sexton, 1982, 2; Knapp and Vangelisti, 1992, 243).
The paradox about intimacy and conflict is that, as intimate
relationships are characterised by increased breadth and depth,
the possibilities for conflict increase as the relationship becomes
more intimate (Knapp and Vangelisti, 1992, 243).
Intimacy is a close personal relationship in which two persons
are mutually dependent and engaged in joint actions (Braiker and
Kelley, 1979). Dissatisfied partners who seek counselling may
also be viewed as intimate partners, even if they are temporarily
or permanently separated, because of their close personal
relationship in the immediate past (Cahn, 1992, p 2).

Mapping the
problem

This is a form of extemalising the problem and allows for
information about its relative influence. The therapist requests
that family members supply details of their influence in the life
of the problem (White, 1986b). White calls it a mapping of the
"spheres of influence" and it involves looking at the history of
the problem and the influences on the problem (ibid.).

Marital
relationships

refers, for the purposes of this study, to heterosexual couples
who have cohabited for the period of one year or more and who
may, or may not be, cohabiting at the time of seeking
counselling.

Meta perspective

in a Milan strategic approach is the therapist's perspective of
observing oneself in the recursive process between the therapist
and the family (MacKinnon & James~ 1987).

Metaphor

The therapeutic application of analogous descriptive language to
an object, behaviour, event or process which has shared nonliteral characteristics (Watzlawick, 1978).

Watzlawick

More o/the
same

A task or experiment aimed to foster the growth in a newly
established direction (de Shazer & Berg, 1988; White, 1986b).

White

White

Table /
continues
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C:hupter I

Term

E.xplanation

Major
Proponent

Naming patterns

A method of questioning that focuses the clients on the
interactional patterns in the relationship. (de Shazer & Berg,
1988; de Shazer, 1988; Watzlawick'l 1978)

Cybernetic
theory

Negative
explanation

Events take their course because they are restrained form taking
alternative courses (White 1986b, 169)

White

Negative conflict

Negative contlict is unresolved contlict that leaves one or both
partners feeling dissatisfied. Negative contlict often involves
complaint, criticism, disgust, contempt, defensiveness, and
coldness. Negative conflict usually involves anger and hostility.
Hostility can be expressed verbally and behaviourally as insults,
name calling, sarcasm, defamation, not speaking, withdrawing,
avoidance, withholding of sexual contact, physical
aggressiveness and violence. Negative contlict leads to marital
dissatisfaction and breakdown in intimacy. (Braiker & Kelley,
1979). (Also Tzeng, 1993; Cahn, 1992; Davis, Leijenaar, &
Oldersma, 1991; Walters, 1990; Sillars, 1985; Sexton & Sexton,
1982; Stuart, 1980; Straus, Gelles & Steinmetz, 1980 ).
However, not all forms of negativity are destructive to marital
relationships. Some forms of negative conflict are perceived by
some as having an effect that 'spices up' a relationship and anger
(when directed at a particular issue), experienced without
contempt or global criticism, is healthy and at times necessary
(Gottman, 1994,46; Gottman, 1991).
Gottman (1991), in discussing negative conflict that damages
intimacy, argues that the more intense the conflict (especially in
terms of physiological arousal for men) the more likely the
marriage is to dissolve (Gottman, 1991; also Cahn, 1992).
Gottman also observed that if the balance of negative conflict
became greater than positive emotional interactions in the ratio
of a five to one (exchanges of five positive to one negative) than
the marriages were doomed (Gottman, 1994,44).

Negative
reciprocity

is also known as escalating conflict. It is the pattern of
communication behaviour that involves the reciprocation of
displeasurable behaviours. Involving the cybernetic concept of
feedback, the couple as components of a system interact with one
another, obtain feedback and continually adjust themselves to
conform to a familiar pattern. (Cahn, 1992.)

News of

This technique creates a context for change. According to
Bateson "corrective action is brought about by difference"
(Bateson, 1972: 381). Double or multiple descriptions are a
systemic strategy for advancing change for they trigger new
responses and new solutions (Wh ite, 1986b).

Bateson,
White

A paradox is a contradiction that follows correct deduction from
consistent premises.
A therapeutic technique in which the therapist suggests that
change should not occur, while hoping to achieve the opposite
by creating a double bind (Hayes, 1991).

Strategic - De
Shazer,
Haley and
Madanes

difference

Paradox /
paradoxical
intervention

Table 1
continues
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C'hapler I

Term

Explanation

Major
Proponent

Posing dilemmas

This puts possibilities side by side for contrast. (White, 1986b)

White

Positive conflict

Positive conflict is contlict that is categorised by positive effects
on the intimate nature of the couple's relationship (Cahn, 1992).
Positive contlict is about couples engaging in the process of
resolution of disagreements or differences of opinion such that a
mutually acceptable resolution is the outcome of the process and
the reciprocal exchanges of communications are carried out with
mutual respect. It involves, often, self-disclosure, efforts to
change, and efforts to solve problems (for example, spending
time trying to work out problems, telling partners what each
needs or wants form the relationship) (Braiker and Kelley, 1979~
Calm, 1992).

Questions

Questions are used to locate events in time and place and then
explore the significance of them. Each part of the counselling
process, particularly the mapping of the problem and the
exploring of unique outcomes, locates the answers to the
questions within the context of a pattern of events. This would
allow a directional account of events to emerge framed in a
progression towards change. (White, 1988)

White

Reframing

This is a major therapeutic technique used to facilitate change
(Hayes, 1991, 34). The symptom or the problem is redefined to
give it a new nleaning and challenge the couples' perception of
the problem. A successful reframe "matches" or "fits" the facts
offered by the family and changes the context of the problem.
The aim is to change the couples' perceived reality so that they
can no longer apply the same "solutions" thus making new
solutions and patterns of interactions possible (Watzlawick,
Weakland and Fish, 1974).

Watzlawick

Relative
influence

Relative influence questions elucidate the influence the person
has over the problem, and contrast it with the influence the
problem had over the person. (White, 1986b)

White

Restraints

A couple's, or family's, behaviour and organisation of
information is governed by restraints. Restraints can keep a
system stuck. They prevent things being seen differently.
Restraints prevent the system from discovering or developing in
alternative ways. (Durrant, 1989; White, 1986; Bateson, 1980)
Restraints of redundancy: are ideas, beliefs and assumptions that
the clients hold that prevent new solutions being tried. They are
the matrix on which "news" is mapped so they limit what is
retained and limit the system's capacity for trial and error
searching of new ideas (White 1986, 171).
Restraints of feedback: different events can trigger a response
that sets off the negative feedback loop so that the loop is easily
activated (Munro, 1987, 184).

Strategic 
Haley,
Madanes.
White

Table 1
continues ~
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Term

Explanation

Major
Proponent

Scaling

A form of a goal construction question (de Shazer, 1985). Used

De Shazer

~uestions

in this study by, for example, asking the clients on a scale of one
to ten, with one being very low and ten very high, how would
they rate the intensity (or frequency) of the conflict they are
experiencing. This helps focus the client on future oriented
questions, for example, "How will you know when things are
going better?" or "When you are able to say (the number the
client wishes to be) what will be happening differently?"

Second order
:hange

Second order change is change that changes the system itself
(Watzlawick, 1974, 10).

Bateson,
Watzlawick

~·niqlle,

These are entry points to preferred stories about clients which
may occur in the past, present or future (White, 1986b). It is a
method that uses previously neglected aspects of lived
experience that serve to challenge the dominant description.

White

;utcomes

1.5 SUMMARY AND THESIS FORMAT

Conflict in marital relationships has the potential to impact upon the couple's intimacy
and marital satisfaction. It also can affect the children's development, the family as a
~.vhole

as well as impacting on society. A popular approach to counselling couples and

:'amilies is a systems-based counselling approach. However, there has been little
research on the clients' perception of its effectiveness. There has also been a lack of
:igour in research methods in investigating any systems-based counselling approaches.
This study aims to address the lacking in studies on client' perceptions of effectiveness

of this counselling approach and it addresses the lack of rigour in research methods
'.vhen investigating and reporting on systemic counselling by using multi methods of
:eports.

The body of this thesis comprises three chapters (Chapters 4,5, and 6) detailing the
:-esults of the three case studies. Chapter Two presents a literature revie\v of the
:heoretical perspectives of conflict and the marital therapies most used in marital
~ounselling

and the approach that underpins the three case studies. Chapter Three

0utlines the methodology employed in the study. Chapter Four has a detailed account of

?F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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the first case study and discussion of clients' reports in regard to their perceptions of the
levels of conflict. Chapters Five and Six also give detailed summaries of cases two and
three and the relevant discussion of them. Chapter Seven is a brief synthesis of the
results and examines if the counselling approach employed has been reported to be
effective by the clients.
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Chapter 2

CHAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF CONFLICT AND
MARITAL THERAPY

... When two people live together as a couple, conflict will arise.
(Bornstein & Bomstein, 1986, 93)

The paradox about intimacy and conflict is that.

&1S

intimate relationships are

characterised by increased breadth and depth, the possibilities for conflict increase as
the relationship becomes more intimate (Knapp and Vangelisti, 1992,243).
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In any study on the effectiveness of a counselling approach understanding the nature of
the problem occurring in the relationship is important. This chapter examines the nature
of conflict in a marital relationship and examines the types of counselling approaches
employed in marital conselling.

A review of the literature on conflict revealed that the significant theoretical frameworks
for conflict are all highly influenced by communications (for a definition of
communication theories see Table 1.1) theory (for example: Gottman, 1994; Knapp and
Vangelisti, 1992; Cahn, 1992; Retzinger, 1991; Schaap, Buunk, and Kerkstra, 1988;
Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980; Braiker & Kelley, 1979). The two main theoretical
frameworks on conflict from communications theory, the cognitive exchange (social
exchange theory) and the systems-interactionist theory, are discussed here. A third pre
eminent approach, a rules interventionist perspective, is not discussed in this thesis as it
is more appropriate for divorce dispute resolution or mediation process (Cahn, 1992, 5).

Marriage counselling is a relatively new and rapidly evolving therapy (Weeks and Treat,
1992; Gurman and Kniskern, 1981). According to an exhaustive survey of the literature
on marital counselling, the main therapeutic approaches are: psychodynamic;
behavioural, including a social learning-cognitive approach; and a systems-based
approach. These theories are briefly reviewed as to

the~r

appropriate application to

marital conflict counselling. A brief investigation is also conducted as to what methods
have been used to evaluate systems-based counselling practices.
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This chapter also examines previous efforts to judge client perceptions of the
effectiveness of a systems-based counselling approach and any outcome studies of the
effectiveness of a systems-based counselling approach. It also examines the most
commonly used measurements for marital conflict, investigating their suitability for
measuring the client's perception of the effectiveness of the systemic-based counselling
method.

2.1 THEORETICAL DIMENSIONS AND CONCEPTS OF
CONFLICT

Conflict impacts upon couple relationships. The following discussion looks at the effect
on intimacy, the consequences for the future of the couple relationship, and its

i~pact

on marriages. In communications theory, couple communications either affirm the level
of the relationship or they change the level of the relationship to one of greater or lesser
intimacy (O'Leary & others, 1992; Knapp & Vangelisti, 1992; O'Leary & Vivian, 1990).
Hence, negative conflictual communications in an existing relationship structure the
nature of the future of the relationship in a way that mostly lessens intimacy. The
existing marital relationship is affected the couple's communications but the
communications also playa part in structuring the nature of the future of the relationship
(Knapp & Vangelisti, 1992, 6). C.ommunication response matching occurs when
couples convey messages (ibid). Some features of communication response matching
include the ways couples frequently mirror: the length of utterance; interruptions and
silences; the amount of disclosure; the use of certain types of words; and certain non
verbal signals such as smiling or nodding. There are also indications that affectionate
responses often follow affectionate behaviour; hostile responses follow hostility; and
P.F. Stuart-Smith, J999
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distrust usually leads to distrust (O'Leary & others, 1992; Knapp & Vangelisti, 1992;
O'Leary & Vivian, 1990).

Conflict in relationships can be labelled in many ways, confrontation, difference of
opinion, friendly debate, fight, tiff, discussion, little misunderstanding, spat,
disagreement, and argument. The choice of label usually relates to either the perception
of the enormity, or intensity, of the conflict by the person(s) involved or that person(s)'
need to reduce or increase the actual enonnity or intensity of the conflict. The choice of
label therefore has the effect of making the conflict seem more trivial or more critical to
the relationship than it actually is (Knapp, & Vangelisti, 1992). The most volatile
conflict occurs when: 1) the issue is clearly linked to basic and deeply held values; and
2) when the relationship has few accumulated rewards (Knapp, & Vangelisti, 1992, 234;
Gottman, 1994).

Possibilities for conflict increase as the relationship grows more intimate (Knapp and
Vangelisti, 1992, 243; Stuart, 1980). Conflict takes place when there is a disagreement,
difference, or incompatibility (Cahn, 1992). Within the context of marital relationships
conflict has been described as neither good nor bad, however, the way people choose to
engage each other in conflict can be judged as positive (for a definition of positive

conflict see Table 1.1) or negative (for a definition of negative conflict see Table 1.1)
depending on how it affects the participants in the relationship (Knapp and Vangelisti,
1992, 243-4). Positive conflict is conflict in which a resolution is reached and both
partners are happy with the outcome (Cahn, 1992; Braiker and Kelley, 1979). Negative
conflict usually involves an expression of intensity of the emotions and is seen as an
emotionally charged effort to coerce relationship changes from another person. The
impact on a marriage of negative conflict is great as it is associated with breakdown in
P.F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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intimacy, marital dissatisfaction, and is seen to be a prominent cause of marital failure
(Cahn, 1992; Gottman, 1991).

There are views that conflict has both a cathartic (see Catharsis theory in Table 1.1) and
a self-stimulating effect that dissipates the urge to fight (eg., Perls, 1969, in Stuart, 1980,
285). However, there are differing opinions about the effectiveness of the catharsis
approach and Straus (1980) quotes his own study of the catharsis theory on married
couples (1974) as revealing "the more ventilation the more violence" (Straus, Gelles, &
Steinmetz, 1980, 168). Chart 15, in Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz's paramount work
(1980), demonstrates (in the authors' words) "the more conflict, the more violence"
(ibid, 166). There is also a strong belief is that when there is a cathartic effect that
dissipates the urge to fight this interval is brief, and those who have engaged in violence
can be expected to be at least as violent again in the not-too-distant future (Domestic
Abuse Intervention Project, Minnesota, 1990; Connell, 1987; Blanchard, 1993; Durrant,
1989; Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980). Negative interactions have a higher
probability of retaliation than positive exchanges and so are more likely to escalate
(Blanchard, 1993; Jacobson and Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987; Gottman et aI., 1977; also
Doehrman, 1968; in Stuart, 1980, 285).

2.1.1 The Cognitive Exchange (or Social Exchange Theory)

Cognitive exchange researchers regard conflict as cognitive constructs (Cahn, 1992).
These cognitive constructs are strategies that involve perceptions and intentions that
range from direct confrontation to avoidance and they in turn influence commitment to
the relationship (Cahn, 1992). The cognitive exchange paradigm identifies two pre
eminent characteristics of intimate relationships: satisfaction and commitment. Mariwl
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partners interact in ways that lead to either relationship satisfaction and commitment or
dissatisfaction and lack of commitment. According to cognitive exchange theory social
relationships involve an exchange of resources. These resources could include love,
status, information, money, goods, and services. However, all resources are perceived
as positive and/or negative (Knapp & Vangelisti, 1992; Schaap, Buunk, and Kerkstra,
1988; Schaap and others, 1988). Cognitive exchange theory identifies two dimensions
of conflict resolution: the ability to care for one's self-interest and the ability to assert
oneself; and willingness to cooperate or show concern for the relationship. Cognitive
exchange theory describes the tension between conflict avoidance and commitment to
the relationship. Conflict avoidance is used by those partners who are not yet
committed to the couple relationship (Cahn, 1992) or by a partner who perceives they
are powerless in the couple relationship. Roloff and Cloven (1990, in Cahn, 1992) call
this later form of conflict avoidance the "chilling effect." The "chilling effect" is more
likely to occur in a relationship which is perceived to be unstable (Cahn, 1992).

Cognitive-exchange theories and research have been used to explain the role of conflict
in long-term intimate relationships. Human behaviours are viewed in terms of their
utility and the behaviours are associated with rewards and costs. Positive consequences
of behaviour, such as pleasure and gratification, are seen as rewards. Negative
outcomes, such as undesirable effort and social embarrassment, are interpreted as costs.
People generally try to maximise profits and minimise costs, although they may balance
short-term rewards in favour of long-tem1 gains. (Romans, 1961).

Cognitive-exchange theories, with their concentration on exchange of resources, utility
and rewards and costs were deemed to be less helpful in assessing the effectiveness of a
systems-based counselling approach for conflictual couples because of the difference in
P.F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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paradigm between this approach and a systems-based approach. Whereas the theoretical
perspectives of a systems-interactionist approach to conflict allows for paradigm overlap
between the two key areas of theory namely, conflict, and general systems theory; thus
allowing for a more holistic theoretical approach. However, cognitiye-exchange
theories have greatly influenced the systems-interactionist approach.

2.1.2 Systems-interactionist

The systems-interactionist paradigm has been influenced by infonnation theory,
cognitive-exchange learning, cybernetics, and general systems perspe:tives (Cahn, 1992,
10). The systems-interactionist approach to the study of conflict focl:.5es on the couple's
interaction patterns and categorises their communication as positive or negative
depending upon its effects on the intimacy of the couple relationship <Cahn, 1992, 9
10). The utilisation of general systems theory to marital conflict corr..munication and
intimacy allows for a paradigm which emphasises the whole, the ove:lap, and the area of
commonality shared by communicators as partners. It allows for a hclistic approach.
As a couple's interrelationship involves exchanges of messages, the cJuple is viewed as
a communication system by systems-interactionist researchers (Calm. 1992).

In the syste:ns-interactionist paradigm, the interpersonal relationship

:s no longer seen as

"background" with an individual as the "figure" rather the individuals recede into the
background as the interpersonal relationship becomes the figure

(Rog~rs,

Millar, &

Bavelas, 1985, in Cahn, 1992, 14). This approach, therefore, looks 3: behavioural
patterns and interpersonal relationships rather than specific behavioll:"5 or individuals in
isolation (Cahn, 1992). Each partner's behaviour is attempted to be oderstood in terms
of the overall pattern and the interpersonal relationship.
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When researchers from the systems-interactionist perspective focused on a couple's
problem-solving interaction as a typical experimental situation (eg., Watzlawick,
Beavin, & Jackson, 1967), they found patterns of communication were used to convey
emotional expressions of opposing views. They emphasised that escalating negative
conflict was damaging to intimacy (Cahn, 1992). The systems-interactionist paradigm
has been seen to be the most useful for recognising couples' conflict communication
patterns that encourage or discourage intimacy (Cahn, 1992).

2.1.3 Marital Conflict and Stages of the Marriage Relationship

Marital conflict takes many forms although it usually involves the communication of
negative affect (Strazdins, 1993; Braiker & Kelley, 1979). It can be a precondition to
physical violence, although physical violence may be marked by other dimensions such
as power imbalance. Conflict may vary in terms of its intensity and in terms of its
frequency. Marital conflict takes place within a specific context, that of a heterosexual,
highly interdependent, intimate relationship.

Marital relationships have been described as having distinct emotional stages.

Developmental theorists (for example Morand, 1992) describe the marital relationship
as having three distinct stages: the honeymoon stage; the dispute stage; and the balance
stage (Roughan & Jerlkins, 1990). The honeymoon stage is characterised by novelty,
and the dispute stage is identified by "vicious cycles" of escalating distress, conflict and
blame as differences become wedges between the couple (Roughan & Jenkins, 1990;
White, 1984). The balance stage is characterised by cooperation and collaboration, an
acceptance of each other, and a high level of wannth. The balance stage is also
P.F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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distinguished by resolutions which do not always get challenged. Although different
theorists have come up with a different number of stages the agreement is that marital
relationships go through a highly conflictual stage that involves power struggles of some
sort (Morand, 1992).

The different theoretical din1ensions of conflict in marital relationships chosen for
discussion in this thesis reveal that patterns of negative conflict lead to patterns of
retaliation in kind, the lessening of intimacy and the lowering of marital satisfaction.
The anger and hostility indicative of negative conflict, are viewed as a "breeding
ground" for verbal and physical abuse. As conflict is a process, it has the possibility of
change and development over time, including moving towards a process whereby
disagreements can be worked out with mutually acceptable solutions. The next section
of this chapter looks at some therapeutic approaches to marital counselling and seeks to
assess their suitability for facilitating changes in conflictual couples.

2.2 THEORETICAL DIMENSIONS OF SOME COUNSELLING
APPROACHES TO MARITAL THERAPY

It was not very long ago that the field ofpsychotherapeutic practice once known as
"marriage counselling" was described by many observers as Ita technique in search ofa
theory." (Gurman, in Stuart, 1980, ix)

This part of the thesis looks briefly at two models of marital therapy, the Psychodynamic
and the Behavioural, and then discusses a Systems-Based Approach mentioning its
origins and examining its suitability for the purposes of this study.
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2.2.1 Psychodynamic marital therapy

Psychodynamic therapy provides a comprehensive scope for the description of
individual personality, a framework for conceptualising individual development, and
takes into consideration life-cycle considerations (Dare, 1986, 13). Individual
psychodynamics are believed to structure the marriage relationship through unconscious
family-of-origin motivations complicated by transference dynamics (Freud, 1963).
Therapy consists of an interpretation of these processes and the employment of various
psychoanalytic psychotherapeutic techniques. Freud found that his patients responded
to the mental cues they carried with them in whatever social contact they were in.
However, the limitation for people functioning below Freud's neurotic level of
functioning allows for a tendency to emphasise the mental context of behaviour to the
exclusion of the social context. The psychodynamic tradition moved from Freud's focus
on neurotic conflicts to more primitive personality structure, exemplified in the
personality disorders such as narcissistic or borderline personality disorder (Kemberg,
1976).

From the psychodynamic approach, for the client to grow in relationships, and potential
achievements, he or she needs to develop increasingly realistic perceptions· of his or her
inner self (Dare, 1986, 19). Interventions in this context openly refer to processes
within and between the people involved and are postulated by the therapist to reflect the
existing individual and dyadic processes (Dare, 1986, 19). The past individual
childhood of each partner is explored as a way of understanding some of the current
structure of the marriage relationship, the origins of attitudes and roles experienced by
each partner, or compulsive repetitions or areas of avoidance. A key element of the
P.F. Stuart-Smith, /999
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therapeutic sessions is the gaining of a symmetrical relationship with the couple by the
therapist. Interpretation is the therapist's chief method of transmitting understanding to
the couple. However, meaning can be communicated analogically through "tasks,
injunctions, or enactments by the therapist (foe example expressing rage, pain,
hopefulness, restlessness, bewilderment,") (Dare, 1986, 27).

Following Freud's lead, most psychotherapists would not treat the distressed person's
partner and believed that as the client changed so would the partner and ultimately the
couple's relationship. This notion does not address resistance (in systems terms see
Table 1.1 as against the psychodynamic meaning of an awareness of a defence
mechanism), or restraints (see Table 1.1), within a system and the attempt of a natural
system to maintain homeostasis (see Table 1.1). Also, in the past, individual
psychotherapy "focused on helping the individual adapt and adjust to the existing
family, believing that the family structure is a given" (Ivey & Authier, 1978, 179). In
comparison, a systemic approach (which is described in 2.2.3) views the family as a
natural social system instead of a collection of individuals who happen to occupy
specific physical and psychological space together (Goldenberg and Goldenberg, 1985;
Robinson, 1980). In a systems-based approach the couples' relationship is the client
instead of only the individual's problem, making conjoint therapy more workable.

The psychodynamic approach, coming from the medical model, has traditionally viewed
problems, or symptoms, from a pathological persp,ective. Whereas a systemic approach
understands clients' symptoms to have a number of possible functions: they may be
understood as an attempt by the clients to either solve a crisis or reduce its intensity; or
an individual who exhibits dysfunctional behaviour such as, for example, alcoholism,
depression or schizophrenia, may simply be representative of a system that is faulty; or
P.F.
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the system, because of the mechanism of homeostasis, has a vested interest in
maintaining the symptom in its existing form (even if it is destructive); or the symptom
may in fact trying to balance the equilibrium of tIle system (Goldenberg and Goldenberg,
1985; Pietrofesa et aI., 1984). Ickes (1985) expresses the fundamental difference in
approach between the psychodynamic and the systems-based approach in the following:
the psychodynamic paradigm "found a way to treat marital distress" but the systems
pioneers "developed a conceptual model for understanding the relationship as an entity
in itself' (Ickes, 1985,335).

The systems-based approach was chosen in preference to a psychodynamic approach
because it is a paradigm that focuses on the relationship as a whole rather than the
individual pathologies within the relationship. Most of marital treatment from a
psychodynamic approach focuses on individual therapy, individual dynamics and only
then shifts to couple dynamics.

The psychodynamic model was taken and applied to a Psychodynamic Brief Family
Therapy model with practitioners like Ackerman, Bentovim and Kinston and Waddell
and Weltner using applied psychodynamic principles to family therapy (Ackerman,
1966; Kaffman, 1963). These methods have aimed to facilitate a sense of awareness
and understanding of underlying conflicts in the family. The psychodynamic brief
family therapy model centers on a first, lengthy, interview that allowed a therapist to
assess the basic characteristics of the family, uncover the central conflicts, assist the
family to define the most serious problems and then offer a plan of treatment, including
the length of that treatment, to the family (Kaffman, 1963).
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2.2.2 Behavioural marital therapy

Behavioural marital therapy is based on the assumption that behaviour is learned and
maintained by circumstances in an individual's social environment (Anderson &
Stewart, 1983). Marital conflict is seen to be the result of poor skills in the areas of
communication and conflict resolution, or a preponde:ance of negative over positive
exchanges in relationships (Jacobson, 1981, Anderso!1 & Stewart, 1983; Gottman,
1994). Behavioural therapists teach partners more effective ways of conununication
interchange with each other by changing the interperS0nal consequences of behaviour,
especially modifying the possibilities of reinforcemer:I. Behavioural marital therapists
"'

clarify specific goals (sometimes using written contracts), teach new skills, model new
behaviours, and assign tasks and homework (the aim of which is to require new
behaviours) (Anderson & Stewart, 1983). Behaviour2l Marital Therapy applies social
learning and behaviour exchange principles to the tre=:nnent of marital problems
(Jacobson and Margolin, 1979).

A Social Learning-Cognitive Perspective approach has evolved from Behavioural
Marital Therapy as standard behavioural techniques L:cked effectiveness in marital
counselling (Jacobson and Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987: Jacobson, Follette, Revenstorf,
Baucom, Hahlweg, and Margolin, 1984; Gurman & Kniskern, 1978). Social LearningCognitive (SLC) Therapy asserts that social

environrr:~nt

satisfaction. The relative frequency of positive and

is a determinant of marital

n~gative

behaviour exchanges

between spouses are seen to determine marital stabili~- and subjective marital
satisfaction (Jacobson and Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987: Jacobson & Moore, 1981; Weiss,
Hops, and Patterson, 1973). There is considerable e\·ijence to show that non distressed
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couples exchange higher frequencies of rewards, and lower frequencies of punishers,
than do distressed couples (Jacobson and Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987; Jacobson, Follette,
& McDonald, 1982; Margolin, 1981; Margolin & Wampold, 1981; Gottman, 1979;
Birchler, Weiss, & Vincent, 1975).

Distressed couples often have a pattern of exchanges that either reinforce or punish. In
exchanges of negative behaviours the pattern becomes highly reciprocal (Jacobson and
Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987; Schapp, 1984; Margolin & Wampold, 1981; Gottman,
1979). When one partner delivers a punisher to the other, the latter is very likely to
reciprocate, thus beginning a chain of escalating coercive interaction (Jacobson and
Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987; Hahlweg et aI., 1984). Distressed couples are highly
reactive to immediate relationship events, whereby punishers have a greater impact that
is more punishing, and rewards have an immediate impact that is more rewarding
(Jacobson and Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987).

Research in the Social Learning-Cognitive field has added understanding to marital
conflict. Cognitive research has focused on the role of causal attribution in producing,
maintaining, and exacerbating marital distress (Jacobson and Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987;
Blau, 1964; Homans, 1961). The results of this research suggest that it is not only the

things that spouses do and say t11at can escalate conflict but also how events are
construed and perceived. More recently, the role of affect has been emphasised in
controlling both functional and dysfunctional marital processes (Gottman, 1994;
Jacobson and Holtzworth-Munroe, 1987; Levenson & Gottman, 1983; Gottman, 1982).
Gottman (1994) proposes th'at there are also gender differences in the dislike of negative
affect where, for example, husbands manifest strong physiological arousal during
conflict.
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Although behaviourally-based marital therapies have demonstrated effectiveness, they
do not provide assistance for all distressed relationships (Jacobson, Follette, Revenstorf,
Baucom, Hahlweg, and Margolin, 1984). Therapies, other than systemic, for extremely
conflictual couples are usually highly structured and educational (Friedman, 1993;
Guemey, Brock, & Coufal, 1987; Jacobson & Holtzworth-Mumoe, 1987). It is not
uncommon for a combined problem-solving and communications training program to be
recommended to alleviate marital distress (Bomstein, Anton, and others, 1981).
However, for this to be effective in therapy a variety of skills are required to facilitate a
mutual understanding of the problem. Firstly the partners must be capable of
behav-ioural specification, expression of feeling, and active listening skills, as well as
brains!onning, compromise, and evaluation skills (Bomstein, & Bomstein, 1986, p 93
4). It is unrealistic to expect clients to have these skills and it is as unrealistic to expect
them to remain in therapy to learn them after the reason for perturbation has subsided.

Cognitive-Behavioural therapies have added substantially to the body of knowledge on
marriage conflict. They focus respondent conditioning upon the connection between an
individual's behaviour and the social context. They do see classical conditioning as
including a link with the biological level (as in the physiological arousal during conflict
reponed by Gottman (1994). However, the behavioural paradigm punctuates the feed
back loop and views causality as linear in contrast to the circular causality of a systems
based approach (Schultz, 1993). Whereas the utilisation of a general systems approach
(which is discussed in the next section) to marital conflict communication and intimacy
emphasises the whole, the overlap, and the area of commonality shared by
communicators as partners. It allows for a holistic approach. (Cahn, 1992).
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2.2.3 Systems-based approaches

A systems-based counselling approach is the clinical application of systems theory.
Systems, or family therapy, has had many origins. In Gurman and Kniskern's words: "it
began in a dozen places at once among independent-minded therapists and researchers"
(Gunnan and Kniskern, 1981, 18).

General Systems theory developed in the physical and biological sciences in the 1920's
and 1930's. Ludwig von Bertalanffy propounded looking at the whole organism as a
system of interacting parts rather than examining the parts in isolation. This notion had
parallels in the field of Ethology and the study of organisms within their natural
environment or context.

The field of Cybernetics, the science of communication and control, focused on the
processes of the system and became concerned with the flow of information and
feedback mechanisms which control or change systems (Robinson, 1980). Cybernetics
began as an application of systems theory to information processing machines for
industrial and military needs in the 1940's (ibid, 183).

Systemic family therapy derives its perspectives from Cybernetics. It is concerned with
how information is processed within the system. Gregory Bateson, a cultural
anthropologist, applied cybernetic theory to understanding of communication patterns
within families (Goldenberg and Goldenberg, 1985, 6). Bateson's work brought about a
shift in focus from the single individual to the exchange of infonnation and the process
of evolving relationships bet\veen and among family members (ibid). Bateson pointed
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out the need for language to describe and emphasise relationships with feedback
information and circularity. He believed that linear thinking was limiting ways to deal
with living systems (ibid).

Cybernetic theory also influenced the work of Milton Erickson, a psychiatrist, who was
a key contributor to much of the rationale and therapeutic techniques of systems therapy
(Goldenberg and Goldenberg, 1985, 17).

Milton Erickson was a hypnotherapist who

employed paradoxical techniques. Erickson greatly influenced Jay Haley who was
particularly interested in power and hierarchies within families (Hayes, 1991, 28).
Directly following from Milton Erickson's work Haley and Cloe Madanes developed
strategic family therapy, one of the cybernetic schools (ibid).

A systems-based counselling approach, also known as systems therapy or family
therapy, was developed by clinicians who have adopted some of the main assumptions
of systems theory. The key assumptions of systems therapy are summarised in Table
2.1.

Different "schools" of systemic counselling focus on different assumptions of systems

theory but they all adopt the notion that the family is a natural system and that the family
is more than just the sum of its parts (Robinson, 1980).

First Order Cybernetics concentrated on how feedback operated to preserve the
homeostasis of the system (Haley, 1976). Second Order Cybernetics concentrated on
how positive feedback operates to promote change (MacKinnon & James, 1987).
Positive, or deviation-amplification, feedback is a mechanism which explains how small
variations in a system can become associated with large effects (Becvar & Becvar,
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1988). It explains how small perturbations can generate chains of events that can result
in large alterations. Problems develop as the inevitable outcome of vicious cycles
(Wender, 1968; White, 1984). Vicious cycles are set up by any number of random
events, mistakes, stresses or chance occurrences (ibid). As the family develops through
time the effects of any such events become amplified by positive feedback through the

Table 2.1 Key assumptions ofsystems therapy.
Notion

Explanation

Holism

The whole is made up of more than a group of individuals, as it also includes the
relationships between its members. (Hayes, 1991)

Openness

Living systems have on-going two-way exchange with the environment. (Robinson, 1980)

Boundaries

For a system to define itselfas whole it must have a boundary between it and other systems
(Robinson, 1980). Every system, and subsystem, has a set of boundaries which separate it
from the rest of the world (Papp 1983)

Hierarchies

Living systems exist in a hierarchy of levels (Robinson, 1980). Each level is made up of
subsystems that have a relationship with other parts of their own system and to systems at
other levels. Behaviour at an individual level is different than that individual's behaviour at
a group or family level, because of the characteristics of that higher level (family rules,
roles, power structure, ways of communicating). Family members relate to each other with
greater intensity than they do to others outside the family boundary, but they also relate to
others in society, a higher system. (Robinson, 1980)

symptom

Or presenting problem, is believed to have occurred when the family has not adjusted to
disruptions or transition points in the family life cycle (Robinson, 1980).

homeostasis

The family is a self-regulating system and so will attempt to maintain stability in response
to fluctuations or change (Robinson, 1980)

negative
feedback

Keeps the system in balance. It is a response to fluctuations brought about by changes in
the developmental life cycle or stressors from outside the family system, so that change in
one family member may be counter-balanced by complementary changes in another
member. If only negative feed-back loops existed then the family would never experience
significant change. (Robinson, 1980)

Positive
feedback

The opposite of negative feedback in that a small deviation within the system may be
exaggerated or amplified by other members. This is how many problems escalate. Positive
feedback is a vital process for change, whereby a small change in the desired direction can
escalate and assist in producing large-scale change. (Robinson, 1980)

circular
causality

In a system every member influences the others and is in tum influenced by them.
(Robinson, 1980)
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system, spiralling the whole thing. Individuals, couples and families operate as
infonnation systems which select information to be processed and acted upon.

.

Information is selected in keeping with the way the system sees itself and information
which does not "fit" does not get through (Durrant, 1988).

The three main schools of thought in systems, or family, therapy are: structural; strategic
and systenlic (Hayes, 1991). They all, broadly, share the above-mentioned foundations
but differ in their particular focus and approach to therapy and their methodology (ibid).

2.2.3.1 Structural approach

Primarily associated with Salvador Minuchin and his colleagues from the Philadelphia
Child Guidance Clinic (Braulio Montalvo, Harry Aponte, and later, Lee Combrink
Graham, H. Charles Fishman, M. Duncan Stanton, and Thomas Todd), the structural
approach to counselling is concerned with boundaries, the sub-system patterns of
families, the relationships between the subsystems, and the relationship of the whole
family and its wider ecological environment (Barker, 1981). Symptoms are seen as
supported by the operational structure of the family as demonstrated by the ways in
which family members relate to each other. Structural therapists emphasise the strength
of a family's homeostatic mechanisms. The homeostatic mechanisms are described as
rules governing the family members ways of relating. The family is largely unaware of
these rules. Structural therapists believe that these rules must change in order for the
family's structure to change thus allowing the symptomatic behaviours of family
members to change. The responsibility for change lies primarily with the therapist who
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facilitates change using three main strategies, challenging the symptom, challenging the
family structure, and challenging the family reality (Minuchin & Fishman, 1981).

The structural therapist creates change in the couple, or the family, by the use of the
interview. Historical data is not collected on the couple nor even details such as the
complete sequences of the conflict situation as it occurs outside the therapeutic session.
The therapist uses observation of the process of spontaneous interactions that occur
within the sessions to direct the family in engaging in functional transactions as
prescribed by the therapist's goal. (James & MacKinnon, 1986)

The structural approach usually involves brief sessions of therapy (ten or less) that seek
to create a small unit of change which then reverberate throughout the family system
leading to its transformation or reorganisation. Unlike psychodynamic marital therapy,
structural therapy does not attempt to create insight on the part of the couple or the
family members, nor is it concerned about the exploration or recovery of feelings per se
(James & MacKinnon, 1986).

2.2.3.2 Strategic approach

Strategic family therapy was originally developed by a group at the Mental Research
Institute (MRI) in Palo Alto. It was influenced by three major directions: the
communication theories of Gregory Bateson (Bateson, Jackson, & Haley, 1956), the
reasoning and hypnotic processes of Milton Erickson (1954), and the clinical experience
of Don Jackson (1965) (Anderson & Stewart, 1983; Cade, 1987). In the 1970's Haley's
strategic views evolved and another model of strategic family therapy was developed by
the Milan Group. The Milan Group included: Selvini Palazzoli, Luigi Boscolo,
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Gianfranco Cecchin, and Giuliana Prata (MacKinnon & James, 1987; Carle, 1987). The
Milan group was replicated and extended by therapists at the Ackerman Institute in New
York (Hoffman, 1981; Papp, 1980, 1981). The MRI group has a 'here-and-now'
orientation to the clients' internal processes believing that there is no need to know or
understand either past or internal processes. In contrast the Milan group looks at
symptoms in the context of the present but also in the context of the family's history
(Selvini Palazzoli et al., 1978).

Strategic therapists are identifiable more by how they act than by their theoretical
formulations (Cade, 1987). Some of Erickson's theoretical principles underpin the
approach of most strategic therapists. These include the beliefs that: people operate
from their own internal maps rather than from sensory experience; at any given moment
people make the best choice for themselves; any theory, explanation or metaphor used to
relate facts about a person is not the person; all messages from the client are to be
respected; choice is to be taught and never taken away or limited; each client has the
resources he or she needs from their own personal history; the client must be met at her
or his model of the world; the person with the most choice or flexibilit:· \vill be the
controlling member in the system; it is impossible for a person to not communicate; and

outcomes are resolved at the psychological level (Cade, 1987).

As with other systems therapists, strategic therapists begin with the assumption that
families operate with repetitive sequences of interactions which define the family's
, unwritten rules, and that problems are produced and maintained by the \vay difficulties
are viewed. Normally the rules adapt and modify according to development and
circumstances. However, in dysfunctional families the family's efforts to change, in the
face of changing circumstances and needs of its members, has been unsuccessful.
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Families come to therapy not :ecause of the problems themselves but because their
attempts to resolve the proble::ls have not worked. Despite lack of success at resolving
the problem, inappropriate co?ing mechanisms are often repeated thus escalating
matters. Strategic therapists c-elieve that a couple's or a family's efforts to solve their
problems usually end up

perpe~ating

them.

Resistance to change is a COII1.:non expectation in strategic therapy. Relabelling and
reframing techniques attempt :0 overcome resistance by changing the perceived reality
of family members. A key intervention is the use of paradox. Paradox uses the strength
of the couple, or the family's, :-esistance to change in order to move them on toward their
goals. The most common par::.doxical interventions are prescriptions to continue or
increase the same sort of behc:.iour the family is wishing to change. Paradoxical
interventions are usually deliYered at the very end of the session so that the
disequilibriating value of the s-Jggestion is not dissipated by ongoing conversation about
the suggestion. In strategic th~:apy the responsibility of the therapist is extremely great
as they take on an enormous r;;sponsibility for change (Anderson & Stewart, 1983).

The Milan approach, adopting 1 second order cybernetic perspective which emphasises
the therapist's inclusion and p~1:icipation in the system, decided that it could no longer
talk about concepts of dysfunc:ion, pathology, or resistance. Resistance for example
would emerge from a perception that the therapist and the family system are separate
entities, rather than aspects of :he same process. Resistance was reframed as a
relationship instead of a char~.::eristic of a family (MacKinnon & James,'· 1987). The
Milan approach challenged the belief that the therapist can know the truth about the
family or the problem. Rathe: :han there being a 'truth' to be known there can only be
"successive approximations to
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together in the service of a meaningful idea" (Hoffman, 1985, p 392). The therapist's
task is not to prescribe or specify changes, rather it is to develop the context for change.
The Milan approach also emphasised that the therapist must always be considered as
part of the system of therapy. the therapist operates at two levels simultaneously: the
level of interacting with the family; and that of maintaining a meta perspective
(MacKinnon & James, 1987). The Milan approach distinctively focuses on mental
phenomena such as ideas, beliefs, attitudes, premises, and values as well as interactional
patterns, dysfunctional structures, or 'objectively' perceived behaviour (MacKinnon &
James, 1987).

The structural and strategic approaches have in common the assumption that behaviour
originates from the context in which it occurs, i. e., the system of family relationship and
its interface with other social systems. Problems are maintained by the prevailing
interactions within the system and often surface when the family is faced with a major
life stage transition that requires the family to reorganise (James & MacKinnon, 1986).

2.2.3.3 Systems-based approach (also known as Systemic or Family Therapy)

Similarly to structural and strategic approaches a systems-based counselling approach is
also based on theorems from systems theory, cybernetics, and communication theory.
Systemic therapists have included the Milan Group as well as others such as Hoffman,
Penn and Tomm (Hayes, 1991). The Milan group conduct their family interviews
under three major principles: circularity; hypothesising; and neutrality. A central notion
is cybernetic epistemology which means that the systemic therapists examine the
meaning a family gives to the symptom and relate the symptom to all parts of the system
(Hayes, 1991).
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Systems therapy includes the following notions. Any given group of individuals who
are somehow related to each other (eg married couple) can be viewed as an open system.
Also, an individual can be viewed as a system, but in couple relationships, or families,
individuals are labelled as subsystems. These systems exchange information within
larger more comprehensive systems. The relations between the participants of a system
have qualities that cannot be understood by examining the behaviour and experience of
the separate individuals. The whole is seen to be greater than the sum of its parts. All
parts of a system are inter-related to the extent that changes in one leads to changes in
the others. Relationships are viewed as circular (not linear) and are mediated by
feedback loops which are continuous. (Broderick & Smith, 1979 in Goldenberg &
Goldenberg, 1985)

All systems are involved in constant change. However, interventions cannot causally
effect a specific change in a specific system but they can provide an impulse for change
in a system if they "fit" the momentary state of the system. The "stimulated" system
itself decides in which direction and to what extent the impulse will effect a change
(Grau, Moller, and Gunnarsson, 1988)

Change and stability at one level (eg the individual) will influence change and stability
at another level (eg the relationship). All open systems are in a kind of equilibrium or
state of balance with larger encompassing systems. There are simultaneously acting
tendencies towards stability for all systems and subsystems. Change and stability are
seen as opposite sides of a cybernetic complementarity. The cybernetic notion of
deviation amplification feedback explains how small imperceivable events in a system
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become inadvertently associated with large alterations and an escalating chains of
events.

A systems-based approach focuses on the interactional system, rather than the
individuals who are interacting. It requires of the therapist a focus on patterns of
communication rather than on the content of communication. Behaviour is explained in
terms of the information available to, and selected by, the system (for example, an affair
can be the outcome of a pattern of conflict avoidance, Brown, 1989). The therapeutic
emphasis is not on the internal states of people as detemlinants of behaviour but on the
way people make sense of the information available to them. A couple's, or a family's,
behaviour and organisation of information is governed by restraints (in the area of
conflict, one restraint can be the couple's fear of attempts to solve differences of
opinion, Bomstein and Bomstein, 1986). These restraints may be preconceptions or
views of reality which allow information to be interpreted in terms of the current system
functioning. Some forms that restraints may take could include: myths about families,
marriages, or relationships; traditional generational ways of thinking; or preoccupations
with particular subjects. Restraints, however, prevent the system from discovering or
developing in alternative ways, resulting in the system becoming stuck.

In summary key properties of a systems-based counselling approach for marital or
family counselling include: wholeness; boundaries; structure; relationship and
homeostasis. The emphasis is on relationship, pattern and information, circularity, the
notion that the whole cannot be understood adequately by breaking it into parts or by
examining parts in isolation, and the idea that there is no knowable independent reality
(Tomm, 1985; Robinson, 1980; Bateson, 1972). For change to occur, it must be brought
about in the system as a whole or in the way partners interact \vith each other. This shift
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in perspective is realised through a variety of techniques such as: double description;
collapsing time; raising a dilemma; setting experiments. For explanations of these
techniques see Table 1.1 and Chapter 3.

2.2.3.3.1 Systemic-based counselling approach and Michael White
Another evolving systemic approach is offered by Michael White. Particular features
of the White approach that differentiate it from other strategic models include double
description, the role of restraints, and the selective links the therapy makes with the
social contexts of the problems (Munro, 1987).

White's approach is really a unique application of a number of ideas from: systemic
cybernetic theory; anthropological sources; philosophers; social scientists; literary
theory and constructivism (Kayrooz, 1991). He has particularly brought out Bateson's
ideas of negative explanation, restraint and double description.

The White approach has been labelled as a first order cybernetic perspective, but it is
also a distinct model in its own right, while sharing major commonalities with the
strategic group of therapies, especially MRI (Munro, 1987).

Marital and family therapists who are trained in systems-based counselling techniques
are also trained in Michael White's approach to counselling, including his Narrative
Therapy (which is beyond the boundaries of this study) (Personal communication from
Relationships Australia Professional Training Course Staff). White has als'o worked
successfully in conjoint sessions with couples engaged in negative conflict relationships
and so his approach is pertinent to this study (White, 1986 a)
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Table 2.2 Some key terms in White's approach.
Notion

Explanation

Negative e.xplanation

Events take their course because they are restrained fonn taking alternative
courses (White 1986b, 169)

Restraints

Block new solutions to problems.
Restraints of redundancy: are ideas, beliefs and assumptions that the clients
hold that prevent new solutions being tried. They are the matrix on which
"news" is mapped so they limit what is retained and limit the system's capacity
for trial and error searching of new ideas (White 1986b, 171).
Restraints of feedback: different events can trigger a response that sets off the
negative feedback loop so that the loop is easily activated (Munro, 1987, 184).

Double description

The therapist works to develop double or multiple descriptions of events to
make "news of difference which makes a difference" (White 1986b, 172).
Some techniques that facilitate double description are:
Relative influence questions that elucidate the influence the person has over the
problem, and contrasts it with the influence the problem had over the person
(White, 1986b).
Collapsing time questions in which the therapist highlights possible trends and
directions the problem could take. This contrasts, past, present and future
possibilities. (White, 1986b)
Raising dilemmas which put possibilities side by side for contrast. (White,
1986b)
Complementary questions which offer two-sided and circular understanding of
the problem allowing for complimentary description of the problem. (White,
1986b)
Complementary description is a description that takes account of the fact that
both/all parties to the interaction are (inadvertently) participating in
maintaining the problem (White 1986b, 171).
Challenging restraints: double description challenges restraints and so triggers
new solutions. (White, 1986b)

2.2.3.4 Applicability of systems therapy for marital conflict counselling

A number of different therapeutic approaches are practised in counselling married

couples, and all have merit. In the last twenty years a systems-based counselling
approach has become more and more commonly used in counselling couples (Personal
communication at the Professional Training Course at Relationships Australia, ACT,
1994; Weeks and Treat, 1992; Gurman and Kniskern, 1981). The systems-based
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approach has been chosen for this research as it allows a complex "construction of the
problem that is not isolated from interactional, sociocultural ... contexts" (Kayrooz,
1991, p8). The systems-based counselling approach harmonises well with the systems
interactionist paradigm of conflict thus enabling the theoretical perspectives of both
conflict and the therapeutic approach to be matched. In comparison to the
psychodynamic and the behavioural approaches to marital counselling, the systems
based approach is a more holistic approach as the couple relationship is seen as a
"whole", as a system with an organised complexity of interacting individuals with
internal devices of self-regulation and self-perpetuation and external mechanisms
governing exchange with the wider environment (Robinson, 1980). Instead of the focus
of the sessions being based on linear thinking which places blame on someone for
causing the "problem" a systemic approach is multi directional using notions of
circularity.

A systemic-based counselling approach attempts to relieve the system of

the idea of blame (particularly blaming one person or seeing one partner as "the
problem") and helps to identify patterns of behaviour. "A major goal of family therapy
is to help the family get unstuck and view itself and its members in new and creative
ways." (Ivey & Authier, 1978, 180). Some techniques used to achieve the aims of
therapy include: circular and complementary questions; externalising the problem;
double description; unique outcomes; negative explanation; raising dilemmas;
collapsing time; restraining change; promote readiness; predicting relapses; and
experiments (for explanations of these terms see Table 1.1 and Chapter Three).

With escalating negative conflict being damaging to intimacy (Cahn, 1992; Gottman,
1991) the systems-based approach has been seen to be the most useful for recognising in
a holistic way couples' conflict communication patterns that encourage or discourage
intimacy (Cahn, 1992). Homeostatic negative feedback mechanisms (see Table 1.1) are
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constantly in operation in marital relations (Jacobson & Gurman, 1986, 16). These
homeostatic feedback mechanisms act to maintain the status quo (Robinson, 1980).
After identifying the specific negative feedback processes the therapist can permit
change to occur by modifying the processes (Robinson, 1980).

However, there is doubt by some therapists as to the appropriateness of a systems-based
approach for conflict situations that include abuse and violence (eg Kaufman, 1992;
Avis, 1992; James and McIntyre, 1990; McGregor, 1990; and McIntyre, 1984). In
keeping with a systemic view that there is no objective truth, it would be possible for a
systemic method to be accused of condoning abuse and/or violence in a couple
relationship, or for therapeutic solutions which may be unethical or even dangerous for
the victim (ibid). This thesis hopes to add to the investigation of the suitability of a
systems-based approach when the negative conflict has become violent. There is also a
strong debate about individual counselling sessions verses conjoint, in cases of violence,
which claims that conjoint sessions are often counter-productive and can even put
women at great risk of reprisals outside the session (Shaw and Pye, 1995; Kaufman,
1992; Goldner, 1992; Myers Avis, 1992; Lipchik, 1991; McGregor, 1990; James and
McIntyre, 1990; Goldner, Penn, Sheinberg, and Walker, 1990). Goldner and others
argue that "conjoint therapy, by definition, implies that there is a mutual problem to be
solved, and this almost inevitably slides into the implication of mutual responsibility for
it" (1990, 344). However, therapists such as White and Jenkins present evidence of the
success of short-term systemic therapy in extreme cases of conflict involving violence
and abuse (Jenkins, 1991; Durrant & White, 1992; Lipchik, 1991; White, 1986).

Another recent challenge to systemic counselling with couples experiencing violence is
offered by McConaghy and Rocco Cottone (1998). They argue that the view that
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humans believe violence is wrong comes from an "endog'enic" perspective, whereas
systems theory is describing the world from an "exogenic" perspective which is
intrinsically amoral (McConaghy and Rocco Cottone, 1998). McConaghy and Rocco
Cottone acknowledge that morality and therapy are inextricably intertwined and so there
is a need to recognise that systemic theory, as originally conceived by Bateson, is an
inappropriate therapeutic framework for serious domestic violence cases (ibid, 60).

Taking into account the lack of reports on couple relationships and systems therapy
when violence is present (Jenkins, 1991; Durrant & White 1992; and White, 1986) it
was decided to investigate conflictual couples from the systemic approach by allowing
the system to identify patterns of behaviour and proceed towards becoming "unstuck".
However, the work of McConaghy and Rocco Cottone (1998), McGregor (1990), and
James and McIntyre (1990) meant that a greater flexibility of the systems-based
counselling approach was needed if the couples disclosed incidents of violence, or
potential incidents of violence. The researcher planned, if violence was disclosed or
suspected, to use a combination of separate sessions and conjoint sessions as was
deemed necessary for the safety of one or both of the clients should violence be present

in the couple relationship. As a result of the above safety and ethical issues both
conjoint and separate sessions were conducted for each of the three cases reported in
this thesis.
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2.3 PREVIOUS EFFORTS TO JUDGE CLIENTS' PERCEPTIONS
OF EFFECTIVENESS OF SYSTEMIC COUNSELLING METHODS

There have been no substantial studies to evaluate the client's perceptions of
effectiveness of a systems-based counselling approach for marital relationships
experiencing conflict. Other studies (for example Gurman and Kniskern.. 1981), on
systemic counselling in general, have focused on outcomes and have not distinguished
client perceptions from outcomes. These efforts to evaluate systemic moceIs of therapy
began in 1972 with Wells et. al. publishing the first review of outcome studies in the
family area (referred to in Gurman and Kniskern, 1981, 742). To date, Gunnan and
Kniskern have produced the most thorough work on the effectiveness (outcomes) of
systems therapy. In 1978 they examined over 200 studies of marital and family therapy
and reported favourably as to the effectiveness of the method (Gurman and Kniskern,
1978). They concluded that "every study to date that has compared famil:- therapy with
other types of treatment has shown family therapy to be equal or superior" (ibid. 835).
In 1981 Gurman and Kniskern reported that outcome studies for systems therapy had
enormously increased. They point out that there are numerous family and marital
therapies, with overlapping and divergent presuppositions about the nature of
psychopathology, necessary treatment goals and techniques to effective therapeutic
change (1981,744). They summarised factors that affect assessing the efEcacy of the
family therapies:

•

That, in general, it was impossible to extricate the treatment effects frem therapist
effects in the studies done to date;
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The treatments that were studied almost never followed "pure" applications of given
treatment models; and

•

It was usually impossible to be certain just what specific treatment interventions had
actually been used, since treatment execution had almost never been described in
detail (1981, 745).

A review of the journal articles shows the most common method used for reporting on

the effectiveness of systemic counselling approaches is by case history reports or
anecdotal evidence supported by snippets of counselling session reports (see Jenkins,
1991; Lipchik, 1991; White, 1989, 1986a, 1986b). Smyrnios and Kirkby (1992), in their
analyses of the effectiveness of brief family therapy, report a paucity of scientifically
acceptable investigations. Their summary states that "in terms of measurement of the
effectiveness of brief family therapy, there has been an absence of adequately designed
research rt (1992, 125). The literature indicates that systems therapy is a difficult model
to evaluate and does not lend itself easily to control group methods, nor to empirical
studies.

The most used measurement that has been clinically used to assess conflict in marital
relationships is the CTS-N (Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980). Neither it, nor any of

the other measures found in the literature (which are discussed in the next section),
proved to be adequate for the purposes of this study. Therefore a process for assessing
the effectiveness of the counselling approach from the clients' perception was needed.
This is discussed in Chapter Three.

Since treatment execution had almost never been described in detail in previous studies
this study has attempted to describe the case studies in considerable detail thus reporting
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with more certainty just what specific treatment interventions had actually been used.
This study looks at variables including: the types and causes of negative conflict; the
frequency and intensity of negative; the occurrence and frequency of positive conflict;
the desire for change; and approaches to handling conflict (see dependent variables in
Chapter Three)

2.4 MEASUREMENT OF CONFLICT IN MARITAL
RELATIONSHIPS

From an extensive literature search the most used measurement of conflict in marital
relationships is the Conflict Tactics Scale -Form N (CTS-N) (Straus, Gelles, &
Steinmetz, 1980). The Conflict Tactics Scales were designed ·to directly measure the
reasoning, symbolic aggression, and violence used during family conflicts (Fredman, &
Sherman, 1987, 159). CTS-N is used to identify physically aggressive, verbally
aggressive, withdrawing, and non distressed/low conflictive couples. The underlying
assumption of all the CTS scales is the belief that it is not the existence of conflict that
causes trouble in the marriage, rather, inadequate or unsatisfactory n10des of resolving
conflict (Fredman, & Sherman, 1987, 159).

Although the CTS-N is the more used measurement for marital conflict there were,
however, a number of problems in using the CTS-N for the purposes of this study. It is
geared to identify the existence of, and categorise, the physically aggressive, verbally
aggressive, withdrawing, and non distressed/low conflictive types of conflict in a
relationship but it is not intended to map the effectiveness of the counselling process
over a relatively short period of time. The questions in it refer specifically to a time-
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frame of the previous twelve months. However, as systemic'counselling is brief
therapy, most case studies were expected to complete in a three to six month period.
The CTS-N is not geared to picking up differences in the time frame of a short te~
counselling process. More significantly the CTS-N does not measure the intensity of
conflict occurring in the marital relationship. Along with frequency, intensity is an
important dimension of conflict. The CTS-N would be useful for the
researcher/therapist who wished to measure the couple's, or family's, history of violence
in the previous twelve months, or to evaluate a family for spouse, or child, abuse
(Fredman & Sherman, 1987, 161). However, it is not the most appropriate measure for
measuring changes in the clients' perceptions of the effectiveness of the therapeutic
approach in affecting the levels of conflict over a period of four to twelve clinical
sessions. The CTS-N formed a basis for the self-report process that was specifically
developed for this study. In fact the self-report process developed (the QCR) included
all items of the Marital Conflict Index of the CTS-N (see Table 3.1).

A five item Conflict Scale, CS, developed by Braiker and Kelley (1979) was
investigated. This scale was developed on a san1ple of newly married couples but its
reliability was not reported by the authors. However, it is to be noted that short item
measurements are less reliable than the longer scales (Fredman & Shennan, 1987). The
items in the CS are general questions which \vould provide some measure about
frequency of conflict but very little about the changes in intensity (eg item 3 "How often
do your feel angry or resentful towards your partner?" and item 4 "When you and your
partner argue how serious are the problems or argument?"). The CS fails to differentiate
between positive and negative conflict and could confound the measurement of any shift
from negative to positive conflict. The CS in its present form was not an appropriate
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n1easure for this study, however, a number of items from it formed the basis of questions
for the self-report process that was specifically developed.

Other measurements that were investigated for researched reliability and validity and
which might have been appropriate measures for this study were: Dyadic Adjustment
Scale, DAS (Spanier, 1983, in Fredman & Sherman, 1988, 52-58); The Marital
Satisfaction Scale: Form B, MSS (Roach, Frazier & Bowden, 1981, in Fredman &
Sherman, 1988, 59-64); The Marital Satisfaction Inventory, MSI (Snyder, 1981, in
Fredman & Shennan, 1987,65-71); Marital Agendas Protocol, MAP (Notarius &
Vanzetti, 1983, in Fredman & Sherman, 1987,72-76); The Marital Instability Scale,
MIS (Booth, Johnson, & Edwards, 1983, 387-93); The Waring Intimacy Questionnaire,
WIQ (Waring & Reddon, 1983); and Marital Communication Inventory, Mel
(Bienvenu, 1978, in Fredman & Sherman, 1988, 103-5).

The Dyadic Adjustment Scale, DAS, is an assessment tool for measuring the quality of
adjustment in marriage and other dyads. It is regarded as one of the most
psychometrically sound measures of marital adjustment available (Fredman & Sherman,
1988, 53-55; Ickes, 1985, 340). The DAS was appropriate to the population of this
study, namely that it can be used with either married or unmarried couples who are
living together in a marital-type relationship, and it has subscales which allow
researchers with more limited needs to use one or more subscales in the areas of: dyadic
consensus, dyadic satisfaction, dyadic cohesion and affectional expression. Three of the
four subscales had high reliability. The subscales on dyadic consensus and dyadic
satisfaction had some questions which would have been appropriate for this study (eg.,
item 21 "How often do you and you partner quarrel?") but the answer choice did not
gain sufficient information for picking up changes that may have occurred in the time
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frame of the counselling process ('always', 'most of the time',"'more often than not',
'occasionally', 'rarely', 'never'.). However, many questions in the subscale on dyadic
satisfaction were not helpful to gaining the information on client perception of ch~ge,
and were not necessarily helpful for the focus of the study (eg. item 20: "Do you ever
regret that you married (or live together)?").

The Marital Satisfaction Scale, MSS: Form B, was designed specifically to measure the
effectiveness of therapeutic intervention (Fredman & Sherman, 1988, 59). The 48 item
scale is an attitudinal survey measuring general marital satisfaction. It has a very high
internal consistency and has been demonstrated to measure satisfaction with
considerable reliability (Fredman & Sherman, 1988, 60-1). Despite the importance of
satisfaction in a marriage and satisfaction being important within the whole domain of
marital conflict the MSS does not measure frequency and intensity of conflict and the
items in it would not yield the information this researcher was seeking (eg item 10 "My
marriage has a bad effect on my health" would show in the pre and post test if the
attitude had changed but would not quantify the changes to the intensity and frequency
of conflict levels in the marriage. Similarly item 12 "I feel competent and fully able to
handle my marriage" bears no relation to the research question.).

The Marital Satisfaction Inventory is a 280 item true/false self-report for couples who
are married or cohabit for at least six months. Its eleven non overlapping scales and the
number of items in each scale include: conventionalisation (21); global distress (43);
affective communication (26) problem solving communication (38) time together (20)
disagreement about finances (22) sexual dissatisfaction (25) role orientation (25); family
history of distress (15); dissatisfaction with children (22) and conflict over child rearing
(19). The items on family history of distress were not relevant to the present study as
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they concentrated on the family of origin's distress or conflict and not on the changes
occurring for the current clients. Most of the items were too detailed for what this study
was seeking (eg item 9 "My spouse and I don't have much in common to talk about", or
item 19 "My spouse has no common sense when it comes to money"). However the
MSI was helpful in providing categories for this study of items that were important for
marital satisfaction in specific areas of potential conflict: finances, sex, time together,
role orientation; conflict over children; and the desire to change some aspect of the
spouse's personality. The desire to change some aspect of the spouse was listed by the
MSI as an indicator of the spouse being overly critical (Fredman & Sherman, 1988, 65
71).

The Marital Agendas Protocol is used to locate areas of conflict in marital relationships.
Unfortunately the questions are framed in temlS of expectancies of future behaviours
making it difficult to use as an assessment of current changes to levels of intensity and
frequency of conflict. No reliability coefficients have been reported for MAP
(Fredman & Sherman, 1988, 72) therefore it was not considered.

The Marital Instability Scale has strong support for its ability to predict the
consequences of instability in a marriage, namely separation and divorce (Tzeng, 1993,
160). However, in both its long (19 items) and short form (5 items) it is an indicator of
the instability of the marriage and not a direct measure of conflict within the
relationship. It is best used as an indicator for divorce counselling. If the goal of
therapy is optimistic then it is not the best instrument (Fredman & Sherman, 1987,
157). It was judged to be an inappropriate measure for this study.
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The Waring Intimacy Questionnaire is a true or false questionnaire specifically designed
to measure the quality of intimacy in a marital relationship. It is a 90 item paper and
pencil test that has eight facets of intimacy (with a ten item measure for each facet) and
a measure for social desirability (ten item measure for this as well). The eight facets of
intimacy are: conflict resolution; affection; cohesion; sexuality; identity; compatibility;
expressiveness; and autonomy.

Its reliability is questionable but its usefulness is

developing (Fredman & Sherman, 1987, 129). In the literature any version of the CTS
was the more preferred measurement for research on marital conflict rather than the
WIQ. Tzeng (1993) does not even mention the WIQ, whereas Tzeng recommends the
CTS for both research and clinical purposes.

The Marital Communication Inventory, MCl, is a 46 item, four-point measure of the
communication within the marital relationship as reported by the spouses. Despite a
high internal consistency (.93) the MCI has been found to lack validity (Fredman &
Sherman, 1987, 104-5). It is not recommended as a research tool but as a useful
"nonquantitative instrument for guiding and counselling" (Murstein, 1978, quoted in
Fredman & Sherman, 1987, 105; Bienvenu, 1978).

2.5 SUMMARY

In order to investigate the clients' perceptions of change while undergoing a systems
based counselling approach it is necessary to understand the impact of conflict upon
marital relationships and the theoretical framework on which the different counselling'
practices are based.
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The two main theoretical frameworks on conflict, the systems-interactionist theory; and
the cognitive exchange (social exchange theory), derive from communications theory.
In communications theory, couple communications are affected by the existing
relationship and yet also playa part in structuring the nature of the future of the
relationship. This has the impact of either affirming the relationship or changing the
relationship to that of either greater or lesser intimacy. The literature revealed that
conflict impacts on couple intimacy. Conflict takes place when there is a disagreement,
difference or incompatibility. Within the context of marital relationships conflict has
been described as neither good nor bad, however, the way people choose to engage each
other in conflict can be judged as positive or negative depending on how it affects the
participants in the relationship. Conflict usually involves an expression of intensity of
the emotions and is seen as an emotionally charged effort to coerce relationship changes
from another person. Negative conflict is associated with breakdown in intimacy,
marital dissatisfaction, and is seen to be a prominent cause of marital failure. Cognitive
exchange theory proposes that all relationships involve an exchange of resources and
has been helpful in adding to the understanding of positive and negative outcomes of
interpersonal behaviour.

The systems-interactionist paradigm for conflict has been influenced by information
theory, cognitive-exchange learning, cybernetics, and general systems perspectives.
This approach to the study of conflict focuses on the couple's interaction patterns and
categorises their communication as positive or negative depending upon its effects on
the intimacy of the couple relationship. The systems-interactionist paradigm looks at
behavioural patterns and interpersonal relationships rather than specific behaviours or
individuals in isolation. Each partner's behaviour is attempted to be understood in tenns
of the overall pattern and the interpersonal relationship.
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The different theoretical dimensions of conflict in marital relationships, drawn from the
systemic-interactionist approach, reveal that patterns of negative conflict lead to Qatterns
of retaliation in kind, the lessening of intimacy and the lowering of marital satisfaction.
The anger and hostility indicative of negative conflict, are viewed as a "breeding
ground" for verbal and physical abuse. As conflict is a process, it has the possibility of
change and development over time, including moving towards a process whereby
disagreements can be worked out with mutually acceptable solutions. Therapeutic
approaches to marital counselling were reviewed to assess their suitability for
facilitating changes in conflictual couples.

The theoretical dimensions of the counselling approaches for marital therapy included:
psychodynamic marital therapy; behavioural marital therapy; and systems-based
approaches. The psychodynamic and behavioural models were judged to be less
appropriate for the study. The psychodynamic model views a couple as two individual
personalities and diagnoses the problem from a pathological perspective. Behavioural
(and cognitive-behavioural) marital therapy assumes that behaviour is learned and
maintained by circumstances in the individual's environn1ent. Cognitive behavioural
therapies have added substantially to the body of knowledge on marital conflict but
require, in therapy, clients to have a large range of skills and a willingness to learn new
skills. Behavioural therapies also view causality as linear. A systems-based approach is
based on theorems from general systems theory, cybernetics, and communication theory.
The emphasis is on relationship, pattern and information, circularity, the notion that the
whole cannot be understood adequately by breaking it into parts or by examining parts
in isolation, and the idea that there is no knowable independent reality. Relationships
are viewed as circular (not linear) and are mediated by feedback loops which are
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continuous. For change to occur, it must be brought about in the system as a whole or in
the way partners interact with each other. A systems-based counselling approach
encourages the .recognition of the couple's conflictual communication patterns that
increase or decrease intimacy and it also takes into account homeostatic feedback
mechanisms that act to maintain the status quo. It allows for a holistic approach
whereby the construction of the problem is not isolated from its interactional,
sociocultural and developmental contexts.

This study chose to investigate the clients perceptions of the effectiveness of the
counselling process from a systems-based counselling approach for marital conflict
because: it is rapidly becoming a frequently used method of marital counselling; it
investigates the problem in a holistic context; and there have been few rigorous
investigations of the effectiveness of the method (with Gurman and Kniskern, 1978 and
1981, producing the most thorough investigation of the effectiveness of systems
therapy).

An investigation of measurements for marital conflict revealed that the Conflict Tactics

Scale-Form N (CTS-N) was the most used measure. Neither the CTS-N, nor any of the
other measures that were investigated, was found to be suitable for measuring the clients
perception of change while undergoing counselling for marital conflict.

A case study approach was the method used in pursuing the clients' perceptions of
change while undergoing counselling for marital conflict. The methodology is
described in the following chapter.
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The Research Design used in this study involved the use of a multiple (3-8) single case
study approach with embedded units of analysis. As a qualitative research design, 'the
method attempts to address soundness and internal reliability. Triangulation
(interviews, tests, and self-report) and multimethods (pre-, and post- tests, self-report,
observation, continuous self-report, and a ratings scale self-reported during treatment)
contribute to the soundness and internal reliability (Borg & Gall, 1989, 393; Kayrooz,
1991,82; Yin, 1984),

3.1 CASE STUDIES

A case study method, conducted within the context of a therapeutic process which draws
on current theories of systemic counselling, was the main procedure used to investigate
the research question: What are the clients' perceived changes to their level ofconflict

while participating in a systemic-based counselling approach for marital relationship
counselling?

The case study method is an "...empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon are
not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are in use." (Yin, 1984,
p.23). Yin describes four distinctive applications of case studies:

•

"to explain the causal links in real-life interventions that are too complex for the
surveyor experimental strategies";

•

to "describe the real-life context in which an intervention occurred";
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•

to benefit evaluation with a illustrative case study of the intervention itself; and

•

"to explore situations in which the intervention being evaluated has no clear, single
set of outcomes" (Yin, 1984, p. 25).

The case study approach was selected for this research design, particularly instead of a
survey method, because it allows a description of the therapeutic intervention in its real
life context, an exploration of the interventions being evaluated, and a contextual
analysis of the problem (Gottman, 1994; Gurman & Kniskern, 1978; Yin, 1984). By
allowing the research to be conducted in its socio-cultural and interactional context it
fits with the approach of a systemic-based counselling context. A case study strategy,
involving conjoint therapy, allows for the epistemological premises of a systemic-based
approach to be explored in context. This includes an emphasis on relationship, pattern
and information, circularity, the notion that the whole cannot be understood adequately
by breaking it into parts or by examining parts in isolation, and the idea that there is no
knowable independent reality.

3.1.1 Sample selection, description and location

The selection of clients for the case studies was limited to heterosexual couples who
were either married or who had cohabited for the period of one year or more and who
may, or may not be, cohabiting at the time of seeking counselling
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The subjects for the case studies came from the Canberra region and a rural- town in
N.S.W. Three case studies are presented, two urban couples and one rural couple. All
counselling cases, including the three presented in this study, are couples who
approached either a counselling agency or were referred for relationship counselling.
Therapeutic sessions were conducted in either private rooms or rooms provided by a
counselling agency.

The three cases presented here completed the full process in the time frame. The
counselling process was available for 18 months on one day of the week. Five other
cases began the counselling process but discontinued. Of these five, one moved cities,
two said they \\·ould prefer to be no longer be audio-taped and did not \vish to be part of
the research c.ny more, and two couples did not return after the first session (one because
one partner left the relationship). Five other couples elected to not be involved in the
research from the start. All couples presented for their first therapeutic session in a state
of high perturbation and were focused on the reason for being there.

For each ofthc three cases presented here, the therapeutic sessions were usually of one
hour and a halts duration. The frequency of sessions depended on the clients' perceived
need and in discussion with the counsellor. :tv'1ostly the cases were conducted with
weekly therapy sessions for the first fOUf sessions and then became fortnightly, and then
monthly. Sonctimes subsequent session dates were negotiated around times of work
commitment. travel, or holidays, for those involved. The number of sessions, dependent
on each couF:~'S need, ranged from five to thirteen. One of the three cases was referred
on to another ~ounsellor after completing the study.
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The problem of confidentiality for reporting case studies was addressed by removing all
identifying information. Confidentiality was also stressed on both the client information
sheet and the client consent form. Participants in the study were voluntary and had the
freedom to discontinue at any time (refer to Client Information Sheet, Appendix 1, and
Client Consent Form, Appendix 2).

3.1.2 The counselling procedure

Each therapeutic session was audio-taped to allow the researcher a faithful account of
the sessions and also allowed the researcher to collect information and analyse the data
gathered in the form of self-report through the session for evidence of change in the
clients' perceptions of frequency and intensity of negative conflict. The audio taping
allowed for a more thorough continual assessment of the changes in the client's
perceptions about the levels and frequency of conflict.

The overall procedure for each of the therapeutic sessions followed that of a systems
based counselling approach (for example de Shazer, 1982; Cade, 1987; White, 1986b).

1.1 Presenting problem.

To ask specifically what brought the clients to counselling

1.2 History.
This would include'a little of the relationship history such as ho\v long married, if
currently separated or not. Often a basic genogram is used at this stage to gain
some of the story and context of the wider systems.
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1.3 Attempts to solve the problem in the past
Direct questions around past solutions and awareness of the part the conflict now
playing in the relationship.

1.4 Commitment to change

Usually on a ratings scale and can be combined with a question about commitment
to the relationship. The questions about commitment to the relationship
sometimes were asked in subsequent sessions instead of the first one or two, if
there was an instability in the relationship or a reluctance on the part of one
partner to answer it.

1.5 Restraints
An attempt to explore with the couple any patterns of interactions that n1ay

sabotage attempts to change.

1.6 Tasks.

Often given at the end of the session as an experiment and may have a paradoxical
suggestion.

3.1.2.1 Counselling techniques

The sessions usually included the following range of techniques:

Questioning. Initial expectations of questions is to get a view of the problem and to
map the territory. This part of the therapy sessions could include a genogram if there
are intergenerational issues or patterns presenting. This method would be judged to be
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effective if the clients were able to express the reasons they were attending counselling,
their expectations of the therapy sessions, and their view of what the problem is. The
questioning attempts to get a broad picture of the impact of the problem on the lives of
the clients. Direct questioning is also used as a tool for gaining self-reports in the areas
of intensity and frequency of conflict.

Questions are used to locate events in time and place and then explore the significance
of them. Each part of the counselling process, particularly the mapping of the problem
and the exploring of unique outcomes, locates the answers to the questions within the
context of a pattern of events. This would allow a directional account of events to
emerge framed in a progression towards change (White, 1988, p 9)

Circular questioning. Circular questioning allows those present in the sessions to hear a
wider perspective of the problem and see how others see it. Circular questioning
facilitates extemalising of the problem. It is an "...approach to therapy that encourages
persons to objectify, and at times, to personify, the problems that they experience as
oppressive" (White, 1989, 3). Circular questioning is difference questioning which
enables the therapist to address differences in relationships and allow the couple to
connect particular pieces of information (Hayes, 1991, 41). They include more/less,
before/after and hypothetical questions (ibid).

Externalising the problem. The use of this method and the language which enables it to
be effective would be expected to lower the intensity of the conflict and the individual
emotions around it. It is designed to help the individuals to no longer blame each other.
It would be judged to be effective if the habit of blaming dropped considerably. The
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effectiveness of this method would be judged by the observed behaviour and the
language used by the client afterwards. (White, 1986b)

Extemalising the problem has to be carefully balanced, or avoided, in cases of domestic
violence as often the perpetrator has a pattern of denying responsibility for his/her
actions (White, 1986b; Goldner, 1992, 59).

Metaphor. The therapeutic application of analogous descriptive language to an object,
behaviour, event or process which has shared non-literal characteristics (Watzlawick,
1978).

Paradox. A therapeutic technique in which the therapist suggests that change should
not occur, while hoping to achieve the opposite by creating a double bind (Hayes, 1991).

Reframing. This is a major therapeutic technique used to facilitate change (Hayes, 1991,
34). The symptom or the problem is redefined to give it a new meaning and challenge
the couples' perception of the problem. A successful reframe "matches" or "fits" the
facts offered by the family and changes the context of the problem. The aim is to
change the couples' perceived reality so that they can no longer apply the same
"solutions" thus making new solutions and patterns of interactions possible
(Watzlawick, Weakland and Fisch, 1974).

News ofdifference. This technique creates a context for change. According to Bateson
"corrective action is brought about by difference" (Bateson, 1972: 381). Double or
multiple descriptions are a systemic strategy for advancing change for they trigger new
responses and new solutions.
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Double or multiple descriptions. Allow for the contribution of contrasting descriptions
to the original description where the new description is not bour:j by the same
constraints as the original description (Bateson, 1979, 79). The

~omparison

of these

descriptions allows for the introduction of "news of difference." The aim of double or
multiple descriptions of events is to make "news of difference \\-iich makes a
difference" (White, 1986b, 172). Some techniques which faciliute double or multiple
description are: relative influence questions; collapsing time questions; unique outcome
questions; raising dilemmas; complimentary questions;

complir::~ntary descriptions;

and

challenging restraints (ibid, 171-2)

Unique outcomes. These are entry points to preferred stories ab.:ut clients which may
occur in the past, present or future (White, 1986b). It is a methc·': that uses previously
neglected aspects of lived experience that serve to challenge the iominant description.

Experiments or tasks. These were designed to foster growth in :.~w directions (ibid).

3.2 UNITS OF ANALYSIS

A number of units of analysis were used to measure the clients'

;~rceptions

the level of conflict.

Conflict was measured and operationalised as overt behavioural 2onflict,
communication of negative affect, frequency of disagreements.. i:.tensity of
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disagreements, desire to change the other partner, the desire for change, and evidence of,
and the frequency of, positive conflict.

Client perceptions of change, for the purposes of this research, were measured by verbal
self-report at the pre- and post- test. A comparison of these results gives an indication
as to whether the frequency, and the intensity, of conflict has changed. Another
continuous measure of change to the clients' perceptions concerning the levels of
conflict was verbal self-report throughout all therapeutic sessions. This was sometimes
prompted by specific questioning on the frequency and seriousness of conflict. The
continuous self-reports would also give an indication of the effectiveness of the therapy
by revealing whether the clients had gained, and were using, new skills, resources, and ,
opportunities. Bateson defines change as "difference which occurs across time" (1972,
452). The observing of differences across time through the pre-, post-test, continuous
self-report, and observation within the therapy sessions, were all measures of client
perception of change.

3.2.1 Independent variables

The independent variables of each case in the study included:

a)

systemic based therapeutic sessions expected to be between four to fourteen
sessions;

b)

tasks given during, or at the end of" those sessions;
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c)

. the use of language and methods characteristic of a systemic-based counselling
approach (eg. questioning, reframing, double description, metaphor, circular
questions objectifying the problem, paradoxical interventions).

3.2.2 Dependent variables

The dependent variables for each case in the study included the following qualitative
measures:

a) type and cause of negative conflict - continuous assessment.
These were obtained through self reports in the following ways:
i) pre-, post- and during therapy, including a eight-twelve week follow up;
ii) self report informally throughout therapy sessions;

b) frequency of negative conflict - continuous assessment.
These were obtained through self reports in the following ways:
i)

pre~,

post- and during therapy, including a eight-twelve week follow up;

ii) self report informally throughout therapy sessions;
iii) self report on a ratings scale

c) intensity of negative conflict - continuous assessment.
These were obtained through self reports in the following ways:
i) pre-, post- and during therapy, including a eight-twelve week follow up;
ii) self report informally throughout therapy sessions;
iii) self report on a ratings scale
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d) desire to change the other partner - continuous assessment.
These were obtained through self reports in the following ways:
i) pre-, post- and during therapy, including a eight-twelve week follow up;

ii) self report informally throughout therapy sessions;

e) frequency of positive conflict - continuous assessment.
These were obtained through self reports in the following ways:
i) pre-, post- and during therapy, including a eight-twelve week follow up;
ii) self report informally throughout therapy sessions;

f) Approaches to handling conflict - continuous assessment.
These were obtained through self reports in the following ways:
i) pre-, post- and during therapy, including a eight-twelve week follow up;
ii) self report inforn1ally throughout therapy sessions;

g) Desire for change - continuous assessment.
These were obtained through self reports in the following ways:
i) pre-, post- and during therapy, including a eight-t\velve week follow up;
ii) self report informally throughout therapy sessions;

iii) self report on a ratings scale

h) occurrences of positive conflict - continuous assessment.
These \vere obtained through self reports in the following \vays:
i) pre-, post- and during therapy, including a eight-t\velve \veek follow up;
ii) self report informally throughout therapy sessions;
iii) self report on a ratings scale
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i)

self reports in answer to inquiries (within the sessions) concerning the affective
areas.

j)

Diary.
To be filled in by clients in between sessions.

3.3 MEASUREMENTS

A number of measures were investigated for their suitability in measuring the clients
perception of change while undergoing the

counse~~ing process.

These measures are

discussed in Chapter Two and they included: the Conflict Tactics Scale -Form N (CTS
N) (Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980); Conflict Scale, CS, developed by Braiker and
Kelley (1979); Dyadic Adjustment Scale, DAS (SJ:'anier, 1983, in Fredman & Sherman,
1988, 52-58); The Marital Satisfaction Scale: Forn B, MSS (Roach, Frazier & Bowden,
1981, in Fredman & Shennan, 1988, 59-64); The

~Iarital

Satisfaction Inventory, MSI

(Snyder, 1981, in Fredman & Sherman, 1988,65--:-1); Marital Agendas Protocol, MAP
(Notarius & Vanzetti, 1983, in Fredman & Sherman. 1988,72-76); The Marital
Instability Scale, MIS (Booth, Johnson, & Edwards. 1983, 387-93); The Waring
Intin1acy Questionnaire, WlQ (Waring & Reddon. 1983); and Marital Communication
Inventory, Mel (Bienvenu, 1978, in Fredman & Sherman, 1988, 103-5).

However, none of the above psychometric tests, alL10ugh reliable, related fully to the
current research. The instruments designed to ider:rify the existence of, and categorise,
conflict in the relationship did not measure changes to both intensity and frequency of
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conflict nor did they distinguish oet\veen positive and negative conflict (except items a,
b, and possibly c in the CTS-N\ Hence these instruments were not specifically able to
assess the effecti-'.-eness of the tl:erapeutic interventions. Instruments designed to
measure the effe:tiveness of the therapeutic intervention (eg. MSS) were not designed to
measure conflict- nor the specific changes to intensity and frequency of conflict, rather it
was designed to :neasure gener3.1 marital satisfaction. The language in some of the
instruments had :he potential to increase marital dissatisfaction and even conflict, thus
adding to their ir..appropriatenes5 for tl1is study (for example the DAS). Hence, no
single measurerr:ent scale was round appropriate to meet the needs of this study.

Another probler::. in regards to :ie use of the psychometric tests (revie\ved in Chapter
Two) for this sttdy, revolves c:,:;und the fact that they have to be administered by a
psychologist. T.:e author of th:s research study is not a psychologist and would breech
ethical protocol ~y undertaking :ests. Moreover, if the testing was carried out by
another person~ ::.amely by senc~'1g tl1e clients to a psychologist for the pre- and post
test, the counselling process

\\~culd

be compromised. The development of rapport

between counse~:or and client \~:0uld have been severely hampered by the questions of
an intimate

natu:-~

had prospec::\"e clients been sent to a psychologist for a test before

the therapeutic F:"ocess started. Couples who are motivated to con1e to counselling often
seek urgent relie: from the syn:;'tomatic state of one partner, or they are suffering from
overt marital dis::ess (Dare, 19S-. 19). In fact each case that presented \vas desiring
speedy connection with a

couns~llor

as they were at crisis point with their relationship.

This study atten:;'ted to balanc;; :he desire for rigour in research with the reality of
dealing with the iistress of hur::ms who perceived their problems to be unmanageable at
the time of seelC..::g counselling.
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3.3.1 Development and description of the QCR

The author developed, for the purposes of this study, a self-report process, the QCR (see
Appendix 3), in the form of a self-report questionnaire which was used as a pre- and
post-test.

The goal of the QCR is to assess the clients' perceptions of change to the level of
conflict occurring over time in tl1eir marital relationship. The researcher focused on
three areas in order to judge any change to the clients' perceptions: negative conflict;
positive conflict; and desire to change the levels of negative conflict. Change will be
judged to have happened if the clients report:

•

an increase, or decrease, in positive conflict (ie in frequency);

•

if there is an increase, or decrease, in negative conflict (ie in frequency);

•

if there is an increase, or decrease, in the seriousness of negative conflict (ie
intensity)

•

if there is a change in perception of the desire to change.

Clients would perceive a change even if it were in the area of desiring to change,
indicating a dissatisfaction witll the status quo. If there is no change reported in the
level of negative conflict or in the desire to change but there was an increase in the
frequency of positive conflict the QCR measurement would indicate that there had been
a change in perception of the conflict occurring in the relationship but it may not have
P.F. Stuart-Smith, /999
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been picked up consciously by the clients because of the tendency of some humans to
notice negatives in preference to positives.

The research question narrowed the field of possible measurements by its focus on client
perception of change. The questions in the QCR are intentionally client-centred as they
are measuring the clients' perception of change. The QCR is not measuring the
effectiveness of change. Clients' perceptions of change are necessarily measured by
self-reports. Therefore all measurements for this study are self-report. The clients'
perceptions of the change to their level of conflict has been operationalised through a
series of self-report tools, a systems-based counselling approach, using multiple case
studies.

In order to achieve the goal of the QCR the questions concentrate on the types,
frequency, and intensity of negative conflict and the change in patterns of conflict
towards, or away from, positive conflict. The facets of conflict covered by this fifteen
item questionnaire are the label, or description, of the conflict, major causes of conflict,
frequency of negative conflict, intensity of negative conflict, the desire to change the
partner, methods of handling disagreen1ents, the desire for change in the frequency of
conflict, the desire for change in the intensity of conflict, the recording of incidents of
positive conflict, and the frequency of positive conflict.

Table 3.1 contains a list of the questions in the QCR stating the groups or categories of
the information being sought and the source of the question (\\ihen selected from other
scales). Where questions were developed specifically for tllis study they were formed
from the theoretical background of behavioural and systemic approaches to counselling
already discussed in Chapter 2.
P. F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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The instrument was designed around behavioural and systeII:5 theories and an
understanding of conflict and communications theories. The QCR attempted to match
the style, nature and language of the research question in the following ways: the
wording of the questions so that changes of the client's perce?tions to conflict could be
noticed; the use of scaling to record intensity and frequency of conflict, thus quantifying
the answers; the focus on negative and positive conflict; questions about the
acceptability or unacceptability of the present patterns of cO!"'i1ict; and the opportunity to
express a desire for change in the frequency and intensity of ~onflict. The QCR also
attempted to avoid behavioural affect language so that the completing of the
questionnaire was not likely to raise or lower the conflict al:-=ady present in the
relationship. Wherever possible the QCR attempted to ma!23 the style and language of
the systemic-based counselling approach used for the

therap~:.Itic sessions

(eg ratings

scale, looking for exceptions to the norm, questions about fr=quency being "more" or
"less" - which lead to paradoxical interventions often sugge9ng more of the same, and
the 'present' (or here and now) context of the majority of the

~uestions

which avoid the

historical reasons for the conflict).

3.3.1.1 Reliability

The internal consistency reliability of the QCR was attemptej by including all items of
the Marital Conflict Index of the CTS-N. The CTS-N's

reli:::.~ility was

examined by two

techniques: item analysis and the Alpl1a coefficient of reliarility, (Straus, Gelles, &
Steinmetz, 1980) and by item repetition. The following ques-rions were repeated, in
different forms, in the QCR to encourage internal reliability:
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Table 3.1: Summary oj'report ccztegofY, description, and source ofthe QCR
Question

Report Category

Description

Source
CTS-N particularly
questions: d, e, f, i, I, m, n,

2

Type and Cause of
negative conflict

Distinguishes overt behavioural
contlict or communication of
negative affect.
Describes the major causes of the
contlict

3

Frequency of negative
conflict

Describes the frequency of negative
conflict

4

Frequency of negative
conflict

Describes the acceptability of the
frequency of negative conflict

C5, question 1

5

Frequency of negative
conflict

Distinguishes whether frequency of
negative contl let is typical

CS, question 1

6

Frequency of negative
conflict

Distinguishes \vhether frequency of
negative conflict is typical

CS, question 1

7

Intensity of negative
conflict
Desire to change the
other partner

Describes the intensity of negative
conflict
Ascertains if there is a desire to
change partner

Based on CS, question 5
CS, question 2; MSI question
151

Desire to change the
other partner
Approaches to handling
conflict

Describes the effort put into
behavioural change of partner.
Distinguishes the usual approaches
to handling conflict

CS, question 2; MSI question
151
Developed specifically for
this study

Approaches to handling
conflict
Desire for change in
frequency

Looks for an exception to the usual
approach of handling conflict
Rates the client's desire to change
the frequency of negative conflict

Developed specifically for
this study
Developed specifically for
this study

13

Desire for change in
intensity

Rates the client's desire to change
the intensity of negative conflict

Developed specifically for
this study

14

Occurrences of positive
conflict

Recognises the occurrence of
positive conflict

Developed specifically for
this study

15

Occurrences of positive
conflict

Distinguishes the frequency of
positive conflict

Developed specifically for
this study

I

8

9

10

11
12

Type and Cause of
negative conflict

CTS-N, DAS, MSI & MAP
questions a), b), c), d) & e)
based on CTS-N (thus
including all questions on its
Marital Conflict Index).
Questions a) to i) except for e)
based, in the following order,
on DAS questions 1,12, 7, 1O,
9, 5, 15, & 11. Question e)
also comes from the MSI and
l\v1AP.
C5, question 1; DAS question
21

CTS-N: Conflict Tactics Scale- FornI N, (Straus & others, /980)
CS: Conflict Scale (Braiker and Kelley, /979)
DAS: Dyadic Adjustment Scale (Spanier, 1983, in Fredman & Sherman, /988, 52-58)
MSI: The A1arital Satisfaction Inventory, (Snyder, /98/, in Fredn1an & Sherman, /988, 65-7/)
MAP: Marital Agendas Protocol (Notarills (.~ Vanzetti. /983, in Fredman & Sher/nan, /988, 72-76)
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Table 3.2: Categories in the QCR
Description

Category
Type and Cause oj
negative conflict
(Questions I, &
2)

Frequency of
negative conflict.
(Questions 3,4,5,
&6)

Intensity of
negative conflict.
(Question 7)

Identifies if the couples' perception of conflict is non distressed! lo\v contlictive:
verbally aggressive~ or physically aggressive. (Straus et aI., 1980)

withdn~'ing;

Couples also describe \vhat they perceive to be the cause, or causes, of conflict. ClientS ".\ere
asked (if they wished, as it \vas not included in the instructions of the QCR) to rate the~ :Tom
the major causes to the more minor causes. The rating of the causes enables a compari50n of the
partners perceptions of the cause.
[n Question 3 four categories indicate the client's perception of the number of times ne~ive
conflict occurred in the past \veek. Category e) was included to include frequencies oth~ than
those included on the ratings scale. In the analysis of frequency these will be treated as ~:ther:
greater than four times a day: or less than once a week.
Clients \vere also asked in Question 4 to indicate if the current level of conflict was
or unacceptable to them.

Clients are asked to rate the majority of their negative conflict in the past week on a sci~ of one
(not intense at all) to ten (very intense).

Question 1 in the QCR gives an indication of the intensity of the conflict (as the choic~ Jf
ans\vers grade similarly to the CTS) as a double-check for the researcher on the self-re;:·:rt scale
on intensity in Question 7. The research question is concerned only \vith the clients' p:7;eption
of change however~ the double-check on the information is indicative of reliability a.~ci
congruency in the ans\vers.
Items concerning the intensity and frequency of negative conflict (Questions 3 to 7)
theoretical notions of dissatisfaction and marital failure (Cahn, 1992).

Desire to change
the other partner.
(Questions 8, 9)

ac.:~ptable

re~.:.:e

to the

The desire to change some aspect of the partner's personality \vas listed by the MSI as ::::
indicator of one partner being overly critical of the other partner (Fredman & Sherman. : 988,
65-71). It is also mentioned by Braiker and Kelly (1979) as an indicator of marital
dissatisfaction.
Negative conflict involves, amongst other things, complaint, criticism, anger, disgust ~d
contempt. Questions 8 and 9 expect to reveal aspects of negative conflict that fall inre. :he
categories of complaining, critizing, overly angry to\vards, disgusted with, or contempr..:ous of
the other partner.

Approaches to
handling conflict
(Questions 10, 11)

Desire for change

(Questions 12.. 13)

frequency of
positive conflict
(Question 15)

Question 10 asks clients \vhat they usually do in a disagreement. It puts the focus off·:- ~3.l11ing
the partner and has each client stop and think about their o\vn behaviours.
Question II investigates if there was an exception to the normal \vay of handling the e.::iy stage
of conflict. If there was an example of positive conflict it can be reinforced as "ne\vs C':
difference" in the subsequent counselling session or at the follo\v-up intervie\v.
The Questions concerning the desire for change in the frequency and intensity of neg::::·, e
conflict (12& 13) aimed at getting the clients to state their belief about \vhether or not :j~y
\vanted to change the levels of contlict. Understanding the belief behind behaviours 0:- ':~sires is
relevant to a systemic approach (Hayes.. 1991, 38). With an understanding of their beIi~:' about
change in conflict the resistance to change to the status quo through homeostasis is mo:-: likely
to be challenged.
This question raises a\vareness of occurrences of positive contlict.. allowing clients to S~ if there
has been times of satisfactory contlict and to see if the incidences of resolution have in~ased.
This question has a reliability check \vith questions 10 and 11 should those ans\vers in~::lte
positive conflict resolution.
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Question 4 asks if the frequency of negative conflict is acceptable to the client and
question 12 asks the client to indicate on a ratings scale their desire to change the
frequency of negative conflict.

•

Question 6 is a repetition of question 5;

•

Question 15 is a repetition of question 14, in a different form, to pick up
inconsistencies in answers.

•

Question 11, using the systems approach of looking for an exception to the usual
approach of handling conflict, has the possibility of being reinforced by questions 14
and 15 if there has been a change towards positive conflict. If there has been a
change towards more negative conflict the inconsistency in answers of questions 11,
14 and 15 will be apparent.

Concurrent validity was encouraged by the fact that both spouses responded to the pre
and post-tests. CTS-N results were based on interviews with either the husband or the
wife (Straus, Gelles, & Steinmetz, 1980, 265) and provided no data for the agreement
between spouses. As this research question specifically addresses the changes to the
clients' perceptions of change it was deemed a necessity to interview both partners in the
marital relationship. Where domestic violence, or an imbalance of power, exists in the
relationship it is possible that the results of the QCR could be confounded (as it may be
unsafe for the partner who is victinl in the relationship to disclose in front of the
perpetrator). Multinlethods attempted to address confounding of this nature, namely in
the self-reports during therapy, especially in the separate sessions (rather than in the
conjoint sessions).

Briefly, the process for item selection in the QCR was as follows:
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All items which could be located in any marital conflict.. satisfaction or adjustment
scales were identified,

•

all duplicate items were eliminated

•

all items not pertaining to the research question were eli:ninated

•

the remaining items were modified where necessary to b~ specific to this research

•

a pilot test of the questionnaire was run and adjustments "-"ere made

•

all remaining items were discussed with supervisor and ;:-esented to and approved
by a board of academics at the university

•

the questionnaire was approved by the University of Ca=aerra Ethics Committee

3.3.1.2 The Structure of the QCR

The structure of the questions in the QCR are graded from

r:~gative conflict

towards

positive conflict. After labelling the conflict and causes of:: occurring in the
relationship, the items in the QCR move away from the

lab~]ing to

raise awareness that

positive conflict exists and that there is an alternative to nef.ltive conflict. The last two
questions in the QCR (14 & 15) are about the occurrence of?ositive conflict and are
purposely placed in that position to represent that moveme::: can be made to\vards
positive conflict from negative conflict. In comparison, the structure of the questions in
the CTS-N move towards the more violent, physically aggressive behaviours (the last
item (s) asks clients if they have used a knife or gun during.::. dispute. The second last
P. F. Stuart-S,nith, J999
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question (r) asks if they have "choked the other one"). As the therapeutic goal is to
facilitate change the QCR aims to have a secondary role with the counselling process in
facilitating positive change.

Table 3.3 QCR structure

Label of negative conflict
Label of possible causes of negative conflict

2

Named fequency and inte:}5ity of negative conflict

3,4,5,6,7

Named desire to change the other

8,9

Naming ways to handle conflict (including positive conflict options)

10,11

Named desire to change tl:e level of frequency and intensity of

12,13

negative conflict
Naming the occurrence or positive conflict

14

Naming the frequency of ;ositive conflict

15

* The questions in the QCR ari grouped in an hierarchical order

Consistent with the goal of therapy the design of the QCR leads from negative to
positive. This was thought to be particularly important for the post-test interview. The
post-test and the eight to twelve week follow-up interview were to be the clients' last
contact with the researche:- after completing the therapeutic process. It was thought
preferable to finish on questions concerning positive conflict, rather than negative
conflict, as this study's fo.:'Js was not on the 'problem' but rather on the clients'
perceptions of change. T::erefore if there had been change towards the positive the
final focus on positive co:--:lict would, hopefully, reinforce the new pattern.
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3.3.2 Pre and Post-test (QCR)

Subjective measures known as self-reports, in the form of questionnaires, are the qlost
typical measure used for research on conflict in marital relationships (Cahn, 1992). This
study chose to use self-report in the form of a pre- and post-test prior to the first
therapeutic session, and in a eight to twelve week follow-up session. Self-report was
seen to be the most appropriate measure of changes to clients' perceptions of the level of
conflict. The instrument designed, the QCR (which is descriced in detail above and is
in Appendix 3), is a self-report questionnaire of 15 questions.

The QCR was filled in by the counsellor as the questions we-:e asked of each partner in
the relationship in a conjoint session. The partners answered separately and the answers
were recorded on separate forms which were coded to protecr the confidentiality of the
clients. The partners were asked to nominate as to who went first. The length of time to
complete the QCR is 15-20 mins depending on how much the clients' wished to
elaborate on their answers. There was space on the form for :i.n1:her comments at the
end of each question. Two clients (both males) finished it in :~n minutes, however, one
of these finished it quickly in the post-test but elaborated with angry examples in the
pre-test (taking 25 mins in the pre-test and 10 mins in the pos:-test to complete the
QCR).

The measurement of changes from pre-test (assessment) to post-test (reassessment)
evaluates effectiveness of behavioural and marital therapeuti2 methods (Cahn, 1992, P
123). To increase the accuracy of the instrument and lessen r~sponse bias that operates
in subjective self-reports both partners' self-reports are incluc~d. Often researchers use
only one partner's self-report (Straus et aI., 1980,24, 265; Ca.:.m~ 1992, 122). Each
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partner responded from their own subjective assessment of the conflict occurring in the
relationship and did not attempt to answer for their partner, thus encouraging each to be
responsible for their own actions, patterns of behaviour and the

re~ultant

consequences,

and avoid the tendency of some respondents to blame. Comparisons of the "two
subjective reports may produce two different assessments of the 'same' phenomena,
showing response biases that may themselves serve as variables in a research study"
(Cahn, 1992, 115)

3.3.3 Continuous Self report

As research by O'Leary et al (1992) indicated a rise in the willingness of wives to self
report physical aggression against themselves when interviews were used with direct
questions instead of self-written reports, this study used direct questions both in the pre
and post- tests with the counsellor writing down the responses. Direct questions were
also used as a means of self-report within therapeutic sessions. Whenever the
possibility of violence seemed present in the couple relationship, the couples were
offered, and accepted, separate counselling sessions for some of the therapeutic
interventions (although separate sessions were also offered fqr a number of other
reasons too). Thus the reliability of the self-report was bolstered by using multi
methods of self-report: the pre and post test; direct question; interview; questions
requiring scaling; and continuous self-report in an informal way throughout the
therapeutic sessions.

Another measure to aid client's perception of the change occurring in their relationship
was the use of a (structured) self-report diary to be filled in by the clients after each
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session and prior to the next session and to be shown to the researcher (or client-selected
parts shown) after the follow-up interview. The diary was for therapeutic purposes with
specific questions about the frequency of conflict, ratings scales, and. seriousness of
conflict as well as space for client's own reflections and explorations around meanings
and significance. The partners were encouraged to exchange diaries and process that
back into the diaries. However, this was one measure that all clients found difficult.
The researcher gave little bound diaries to the clients at the first session and explained
the way they could be used. None of the males used the diaries. One ferr:a]e used the
diary with effect but she was one of the cases that did not complete the \,-tule process.
Another female (case two) used bits of paper occasionally when greatl}F perrurbed (and
so apparently couldn't find the diary) and would bring these to therapeutic sessions but
prefer not to share them. That client said she found it useful to have writ:en things
down when she was upset, however, she did not attempt to note the diffe:-ences to
changes in frequency or intensity at those times. Although the diary was chosen as
another measure of self-report it is not able to be counted as one of the mcltimethods
due to insufficient use by the clients.

Self-report measures can be problematic as reliable objective measures. To address the
subjectivity of self-report measures each therapy session was audio-taped in order to
correlate the self-reports with behavioural evidence. As a guideline for the use of self
reports Kazdin recommended data for assessment be frequently gathered ar various
points, namely before, during and at the conclusion of treatment (Kazdin. 1982). Self
report measures are consistent with a systems-based approach and have been chosen as
the most favoured measure for this type of research after searching the literature for an
appropriate way to judge any variation in clients' perceptions of change. (Cahn, 1992;
Jacobson & Gunnan, 1986,610-613; Kazdin, 1982,35-39)
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3.4 METHOD OF REPORTING

The report on each case study was as follows:

3.4.1 Introduction and description of the problem
3.4.1.1 Presenting problem
3.4.1.2 History
3.4.1.3 Attempts to solve the problem in the past
3.4.1.4 Goals
3.4.1.5 Commitment to change
3.4.1.6 restraints

3.4.2 Summary of counselling sessions

Summaries were \\ntten, drawing on relevant transcriptions of systemic methods used
and looking for panerns of change in increase or decrease of negative or positive
conflict. The wrinen extracts were selected to show how the therapeutic

techni~ues

link with the change process in each session. All counselling sessions were auclilJ taped.

3.4.3 Counselling Process

The use of the various techniques of counselling that are specific to a systems-b25ed
approach to counselling were recorded. The reported effectiveness of these
interventions was discussed.
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3.4.4 Self-Report

Self-report allowed for expressions from the clients of their perceRtions concerning the
nature and levels of conflict. The self-reports obtained during the counselling sessions
were discussed under the following categories:

3.4.4.1 Results indicating an increase or decrease in the frequency and intensity of
negative conflict.

3.4.4.2 Results indicating an increase or decrease in the frequency of positive conflict.

3.4.4.3 Indications of change in perception of desire to change, including a self-report
on the Marriage

3.4.5 Pre- and Post- Test Results

The results of the QCR were discussed under the following categories:

3 .4.5.1 Results indicating an increase or decrease in levels of negative conflict.

3. 4.5.2 Results indicating an increase or decrease in levels of positive conflict.

3.4.5.3 Indications of change in perception of desire to change, including a self-report
on the marriage or couple relationship.
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3.4.6 Long term follow-up on the achievement of initial goals.

A summary of the long-term follow-up interview was written.

3.4.7 Discussion and Conclusion

Assessment of the clients' perception of the effectiveness of the systemic-based
approach was traced throughout the discussion on whether there was any perceived
change to the frequency and intensity of negative conflict and whether there was any
evidence of positive conflict. The effectiveness was also assessed on whether the
clients also perceived that their initial goals of counselling had been achieved.

3.5 SUMMARY

The research design is a qualitative one using a multiple (3-8) single case study
approach with embedded units of analysis. The research design addresses soundness
and internal reliability in the method by using triangulation (interviews, tests, and self
report) and multimethods (pre-, and post- tests, self-report, observation, continuous self
report, and a ratings scale self-reported during treatment).

A case study conducted within the context of a therapeutic process which draws on
current theories of systemic counselling was the main procedure used to investigate the
research question. The case study approach was the most appropriate method because it
allowed a description of the therapeutic intervention in its real life context, an
exploration of the interventions being evaluated, and a contextual analysis of the
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problem. Three cases completed the full process and are presented in the next three
chapters.

None of the psychometric tests which were looked at as possible measurements related
fully to the research question. The author developed, for the purposes of this study, a
self-report process, the QCR, in the form of a self-report questionnaire which was used
as a pre- and post-test. The specific goal of the QCR was to assess the client's
perception of change to conflict occurring in the relationship while undergoing
counselling.

The counselling procedure followed that of a systems-based approach and the method of
reporting the therapeutic sessions has been listed above. This method of reporting is
followed in the succeeding chapters for each of the three case studies.
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CASE ONE - SONIA AND TED
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4.1. INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

4.1.1 Presenting problem

In the first session the couple identified the relationship problem as on-going negative
conflict that had escalated to 'unbearable' proportions. The problem was increased by
the fact that Ted had moved out of the family home for six to seven weeks and begun an
affair, which he said was over but that he intended to have ongoing daily contact with
the third party as she was a work colleague. Ted had returned to the family home half a
week before commencing counselling.

4.1.2 History

The couple attended the first session together. Sonia was 32 years old and Ted was 29
years old. They had been married for three and a half years and lived together for two
years before that. They have one son, Jono, who was 12 months old. Sonia had been
married previously, for five years, and described that relationship as abusive. Sonia said
that her first husband was an alcoholic. She left him four months after the death of their
only child, an eight weeks old daughter. Ted had other relationships but had not been
married before.

The couple said that they believed they initially had a good relationship but that they had
been insecure since the time of their wedding. Both said they had doubts before getting
married. As they discussed these doubts in therapy it appeared that the doubts were
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based on a fear of the other person having doubts rather then each one doubting that the
relationship was wrong. The relationship grew to be one of frequent negative conflict
that was becoming increasingly intense. Sonia had resorted to physical violence in her
efforts to get Ted to respond and Ted withdrew physically and emotionally after each
episode of intense conflict. Sonia had threatened to leave the relationship a number of
times. About two months before coming to counselling Ted had told Sonia that he was
leaving and that he didn't love her anymore. Soon after moving out of the fanlily home
Ted had begun an affair with another person that he had ongoing daily contact with.
Sonia had a break-down and was admitted to hospital for six days. Ted's and Sonia's
parents urged Ted to "do the right thing" and Ted moved home again half a week before
starting counselling. Sonia approached me, by telephone, for marriage counselling and I
arranged for a conjoint appointment.

I hypothesised that a pursuer-distance pattern was one of the destructive patterns in the
relationship with Ted's words supporting the notion: "And the more she chased the more
I ran away." Other patterns that were destructive were hypothesised to be the pattern of
avoidance (particularly avoidance of conflict) and an under-responsible and over
responsible pattern.

An ongoing hypothesis was that as Ted's commitment to the relationship rose, the
frequency and intensity of negative conflict would lower. Equally as Ted's under
responsibility increases Sonia's over-responsibility would decrease having, I believe, a
positive influence on the levels of negative conflict by lessening them.
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4.1.3 Attempts to solve the problem in the past

Sonia said she tried "everything she could think of." She "yelled, screamed, hit, and
even wrote Ted a letter."

Ted said that some time previously they had been to Relationships Australia and that it
hadn't helped. However, Ted admitted that he hadn't tried because he was convinced
long before he left the relationship that Sonia wanted it to finish but didn't dare go
because "she had already left one marriage and didn't want to have a second failure".

4.1.4 Goals

Ted and Sonia's stated goals were that they wanted to "sort things out", improve their
communication in terms of understanding each other. Sonia stated that her goal of
counselling was tied up with her commitment to the relationship and that it was "all or
nothing."

Ted also said that his goal was to "test the waters", meaning "test whether he wished to
stay in the relationship or not".

4.1.5 Commitment to change

At first there was no commitn1ent to change from Ted at alL He said that he "was
testing the waters."
Sonia was committed to change if there was any hope for the relationship but she would
regularly swing from hope to hopelessness.
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4.1.6 Restraints

The past history of negative conflict was a strong restraint. Both partners admitted to
being deeply hurt by the negative conflict.

Another strong restraint, that surfaced after a number of counselling sessions, was that
Ted was still emotionally entangled with the woman with whom he had the affair.

4.2 SUMMARY OF COUNSELLING SESSIONS

4.2.1. Session one

The session began with my conducting the pre-test. After we had finished I inquired
what the couple were hoping for in seeking counselling, and what would be helpful for
this session.

Ted answered first: "Urn, we're here to sort things out, and spend an amount of time
talking to each other, urn sort of seems as though whatever Sonia says to me I can hear
what she is saying but not understand and I think it's the same when I speak to her, and
urn so we can get on with fixing something up."

I then asked Sonia what she was hoping for from these sessions. Sonia replied: "I don't
know, I don't know, I don't think that anything can fix it up, What am I hoping for? I
can't see anything worth hoping for. Why am I here then? I guess because I made a
commitment three and a half years ago and I have to stand by that commitment. That
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commitment is very important, very important to me, and urn I made that commitment
and it has been all or nothing, so what am I doing here? Urn, trying to do that if that's
possible. "

Ted then spoke: "Urn, I don't know if this is going to come into my story or Sonia's, the
situation is, urn, so we were married three and a half years ago, and we probably used to
live together for a year or so before that, didn't we? or a bit longer." Sonia said it was for
two years. Ted continued: "Two, I don't know, so we have known each other for a fair
while, and all the rest of that jazz. Anyway over the main period of our marriage, there
has been quite a deal of conflict, falling largely into a lot of categories, but the way it's
been dealt with has probably been common throughout that period of time. And
likewise probably not been resolved at any time over the three and a half years... And so,
ah, some of the time there has been lots of happiness and unhappiness, and quite a
number of times through the unhappiness that Sonia had, she would try to convey that to
me through many different means and some of those means were to fire degrees of
rejection as she said. And some of those means of rejection were like, 'I'm leaving you'
or some of the time it would be, like the cold shoulder or not talking. It occurred to me
recently that that sort of action was designed to make me jump up and say, 'Hey hang on
a second ... you can't go ... 'I'll change.' and all that sort of thing. But that didn't actually
occur. So, however, she persisted in that way of communicating to me and others as
well, and recently I've got to a stage of going through my own sort of unhappiness. I
can't exactly remember why, but certainly, I remember thinking to myself, 'Well now it's
my, turn, you've been unhappy and it's my turn to be unhappy now.' And um, ah, I left
the relationship. And it's not the first time that I've done that either. But I said this time
I'm really leaving. At least so I can sort things out. So that's what I did. And I didn't
move physically very
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house, where I stayed. And there is something else that I did that urn, urn, I think is a
major problem here, and that is that I did urn, took a friendship relationship that I had
with a business colleague further and developed that into a physical and sexual
relationship. And Sonia knew about that as the deep down feeling that someone does,
know, and then she knew about it when she confronted me and I said yes that's true. So
that's been going on at the moment."

I asked if that relationship was still going on? and Ted said: "No it started after I moved
out. And it finished while I moved out. I moved out for a total of I think six or seven
weeks. So it finished about three weeks ago, two or three weeks ago." I inquired as to
whether Ted had finished the relationship or the other person. Ted said: "There is a
complication, and I don't really want to change anything ... The fact is that this person
is actually a business colleague, to the extent where she is actually a client of mine, and
not only that but my largest client. She works for my largest client I should say. But as
a result of that, I would see her every day of the week. Urn and ah. Sonia doesn't find
that easy to deal with and I would appreciate that she wouldn't. But I'm, as much as this
sounds very pig headed, I'm not going to change that."

I inquired as to when discovery about the affair occurred and Sonia answered: "He told
me about two weeks ago, but I was the one that actually said to him he was having an
affair and I was the one who actually told him who it was. Right from the beginning ...
And he covered up with one lie and another and another and another."

I said that I'd like to ask some questions that would give more of a map (see Table 1.1)
of the relationship. I asked Sonia about her perceptions of how things have gone over
the past three years. Sonia said: "Well when we were married we were very happy.
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can't speak for Ted. I can on_:/ speak for myself. But I know what I believe and what I
believed at the time. Whethe:- it was true as far as Ted was concerned I don't know." I
asked: "Were you happy in
"Yes, well I was always

t:.~

two years before you were married_ too?" Sonia replied:

hap~:J· .

I was unhappy about certain things, but I wanted to be

re~tionship,

there I wanted to be in the

I wanted to be his wife and I wanted him to be

my husband but urn, I was chappy about certain things because I knew, not certain
things, I was unhappy about :ne thing. I was unhappy about the lack of communication,
which made me very confusei as to how to love him somewhere along the line with all
of communication that we h2i had between us, with all the talking and the wonderful
time that we did have,

some-:~,·here along

the line that Ted stopped talking to me, and all

our arguments - they were fr: m really loving gentle discussions to screaming sessions
on my part, throwing things :n my part through the walls - everything with-in that
radius. We, that was the

SCl

total of all our arguments. This deep communication

which I was looking for. I v\~ saying, I cannot I can't love you if you don't tell me. So
it just got worse and I was

g~·:ting

very insecure and I felt as though he did not love me.

I wrote Ted a long letter. I cd everything. But I, to find every possible way that I knew
how to try and make him un':~rstand how important this was to me. None of it was
_~d

important. None of it was.

I tried everything. I tried hurting him. And I did. I, I,

even tried that. And at the t':::le I would hurt because at the time I loved him... And the
less he reacted the more
became in the

ins~~~lre

relationship~

I became in the relationship, and the more insecure I

:::e more I hurt him."

I asked Sonia how much eff::1 she \vas prepared to put into repairing the relationship on
a scale of one to ten with ter. ·Jeing maximum effort and one being very little. Sonia
marked the scale as follows:
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Sonia said she was only willing to put a two into helping the relationship. I then asked
Ted and he marked the scale as follows:

o- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10
X
Ted said his number for effort was zero.

Sonia then said that in the last six weeks she had "been fighting to get him to admit it to
me." Saying that "It was better to know. Because at least then I have some control.
Because all of the control was taken completely out of my hands I was left with the baby
at home I was left with all the responsibilities." Sonia also described how hard it was to
have Ted back in the house and how he was distant from her not even touching her.

After acknowledging the pain and hurt on both sides I used an externalising technique
(see Table 1.1) saying: "at the moment the patterns seem to be repeating themselves and
causing further distance and lack of understanding, so to look at patterns might be
helpful. I think also that the whole picture is pretty overwhelming, and I don't know
how easy it would be to work at just at one or two things at a time. You'd have to let me
know really if you felt that would be possible."

Ted said: "I don't feel particularly proud about it and I don't feel very nice about myself
for it. But at least to this extent, I've got this opportunity to take it easy and if things are
not working I have got the opportunity to say to you, 'Come on Sonia look there was a
break down before and a third party became the focus, but it shouldn't have been the
focus because there was a breakdown. It was a breakdown between us." Ted also said:
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"My major concern is the fact that we are parents of a twelve month old child. And urn,
largely that is what has brought me back into the relationship is that." Ted said that he
was "testing the waters" to see if the relationship had a future.

Sonia responded to Ted declaring he was testing the relationship by saying: "No I don't
believe in this testing rubbish that gives you a choice. You've got a choice at the end.
Because you've made a commitment and you, make it work. So it's not about testing
anything." Sonia then said that if Ted wanted to do any testing and feeling of the
waters, then he better go and live elsewhere.

1 suggested that there might possibly be a "pull-push" pattern going on. It was like one
part wants to push Ted away, at the same time as being committed for life, it's a sort of a
pull and a push sort of thing." Sonia said: "There's part of me that doesn't want to
believe that he's turned out the way he has and still wants that. And there is part of me
that wants to pinch myself and say wake up and how did this horrible nightmare happen.
And there is part of me that still believes and part of me that is very realistic that says, "I
don't know if I will get over this, 1 don't know if I'm going to feel that way about him
that 1 once did. And that's the only way that our relationship can work is if I feel that
way about him that I once did. That's the only way because 1 'can't be, I 'can't be in a
half hearted relationship."

I affinned that both were saying they couldn't be half-hearted and thanked them for their
honesty. I asked a question aimed at externalising (see Table 1.'1): "If there were a
voice of expectation in your marriage, what would that voice of expectation be saying?
About your relationship and what you want for it?" Sonia said that she didn't know. 1
then asked what the voice of expectation in the relationship would have said three years
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ago. There was a long pause and then Sonia s~:j: "I wanted someone in that
relationship. The thing in that relationship, I t":nk that the main thing, and that is
because of my past. And that is all that I want=J. is security. And however that security
was shown to me whether it be through gentle
into bed at night he used to cuddle up really

~ouching.

Whether when we used to get

c: :se to me, urn, all night. Now he doesn't

even touch me, I want someone there for me.

~

said that the voice of expectation in the

past was for security for Sonia and in the pres=:lt was for someone to be there for her.

I then asked Ted: "What would the voice of e=~:;ectation be for you in the relationship?
Now and three years ago?" Ted answered: "l-::1. a voice of expectations means a very
quiet voice. Expectations? I didn't want sorr:::-Jne to need me all the time. Urn, (long
pause) although I've had it come to me of late

~1at

I probably was expecting someone

like my mother. My mother is the sort of perE: n ... because she is quite happy sort of to
do things on her own urn, in the absence ofhe:- husband, my father urn, and he was
absent a great deal of the time urn, through

hi~

.:ommitment to his work." Ted described

how his father had been absent a lot from his ;lrent's relationship and that his mother
had her own life. Ted said he thought that \\-~ a good expectation of a relationship and
also said that he had thought that a good inco=c would have satisfied Sonia.

I inquired as to who worked harder on the re~.;.::onship and Ted said that Sonia did but
that he believed that: "most of the things that ~ie tried, ... were urn, on the negative side
of things. So, although she'll tell you after 1\-= finished, that wasn't her intention.
Nevertheless these were the things that I rem~::lber most. Yelling and screaming sort of
thing. Speaking to me as if I'm half her age. -_-m, from tin1e to time throwing the odd
thing around the place. Urn, ah, not talking tc me urn, I don't know how many months it
occurred, but she made it very clear to me th:: \ve didn't have anything in our
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relationship but we were just two people co existing in the one house. Sonia tried to get
through with her reverse psychology theory you know, rather than doing one thing do
the opposite. Urn she tried it once and then she tried it again and again and again. And
the first time she tried it, it didn't work it just moved me apart. And the second time she
tried it it didn't work and it moved me further apart. And for each successive time she
tried it Ijust got further and further apart from her." Ted said that as they moved further
apart he thought that Sonia had realised that she had made a mistake in marrying him
but would not walk out on the relationship "because of the fact that it was her second
marriage in a very short space of time and that would be something very difficult for her
to do."

I used 3n externalising (see Table 1.1) question when I asked how long the pattern of
insecurity had been in the relationship and Sonia said" "At the time I didn't think that he
would be thinking that he'd made a mistake." I asked Sonia ifit was "a surprise for you
to hear a few minutes ago that Ted was insecure in the relationship from the start?
Sonia said "From the start, yes. But not towards the middle because I created that."
Sonia said she had felt insecure from just before the wedding and: "thought, well,
"Does Ted really want to do this?" This was such an important occasion, happy
occasion, why wouldn't he want to be involved in all the arrangements that were
happe:Jing. So that made me a little insecure. Urn and that's where the insecurity
started. So, we got married, and I hadn't changed my mind about, but I was needing a
bit more reassurance. So that was what I was always after. I was after reassurance.
And e'.-ery time that I didn't get it I would try something different and I wouldn't get
reassurance... And that's what, in my eyes, it all was. It was, really out of desperation,
that n~d to be secure in the relationship and to know that this person is here for me.

Urn, \'"natever I did, and everything Ted told you I did to him, I did do. But it was out of
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urn, an insecurity in me that just kept growing and growing and the less he responded
the more desperate I would become. And that sounds like a very very good excuse, but
that's exactly how it was for me."

I said: "To me it seems like insecurity has had a big control in the relationship. Would
you think that insecurity has a big part to play in the relationship?" Ted said: "Yes it
has, urn, ah, (long pause) Oh well, yes and no. Like 1 mean Sonia is a very insecure
person" I said: "I'm talking about the relationship." Ted responded: "Mm, like all, all
the way along I'd never ever thought that she was in this for the long haul until the time
that 1 decided 1 was leaving. And I thought, 'Oh. This is news to me." Ted continued
by saying that he thought Sonia was suddenly so committed because there was a third
person involved: "Because 1 think that, at the moment I believe that her response is
based entirely on the third person not the fact that 1 left the relationship." I asked what
the efforts to prove or disprove that would do to the security stakes for the relationship
at the moment? Would that make them (the security stakes) go up or down?" Ted
responded: "I don't think they'd go up."

I asked them both if that would make the relationship more insecure or less insecure.
Both Ted and Sonia thought that it would make the relationship n10re insecure." Ted,
however, said a little later that there were only two things he could do at the moment:
"One is I can clear out and you'll never know, or two is to test it (the relationship). And
that is my commitment at this level." Ted also said that he had a lot of wounds. Sonia
spoke about her hurts and the pain of where she was at present. I suggested that as they
were both feeling wounded that it put them in a very difficult space to make permanent
decisions about the relationship. I also acknowledged that there was an understandable
ambivalence about future commitment to the relationship. I asked: "If I were able to
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wave a magic wand and it's ten years down the track, and Jono's ten years old, what
would be your ideal picture, Ted, for the future. If the pain wasn't there and the
woundedness? And this may be a hard question to answer today. Ted said: "I would
find it difficult at the at the moment, it wouldn't have much to do with the
circumstances." Then Ted suggested I asked Sonia first. Sonia said in answer to my
question: "If there was no hurt and there was no pain...ten years down the track. If there
was no hurt and if there was no pain, I would want it. Yeah another brother or sister,
we'd have a family. I have a picture of us in a park. Mum and Dad. Ted is pushing Jono
in the swing." Ted joined in and said: "1 might be." Sonia then said: "And in twenty
years..." Ted spoke up again and said: "careful, I wouldn't be pushing him in a swing
then." And Sonia said: "No. Jono would be 20 yrs old and there's a party. It is our
wedding anniversary. That was my picture." I said that picture is about the relationship
being there for the long haul and Ted said: "Mm."
I said that: "in the overall picture insecurity has had a large voice in this relationship."
Sonia added: "And that has all come from lack of communication." I said that there
were also different ways of showing it, different expectations, and different ways of
communicating about it including some destructive patterns that push away more, and
then, and also then when feeling pushed away, not communicating about that to, and so
getting further each time, and continuing patterns of hurt. There is a lot ofum, being

caught in patterns that you really actually, I get the message, you didn't want to be in and
were really uncomfortable and hurting. Is that right?" Ted nodded and Sonia said:
"They were. Always."

Ted and Sonia said they would like to continue the counselling process. I gave the
couple a diary each and explained how we would be using it and I asked them to
consider two things. Firstly: "What were the strengths each took with them if they lived
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singly? And secondly "In what ways have they understood each other?" I also
suggested that they try an experiment: To take it in turns to take responsibility for the
relationship. I suggested that Sonia took the odd days of the week and Ted the even
days and that they had to be very careful to 'not take responsibility' on their partner's day.

4.2.2 Session Two

The session started with an inquiry as to how the previous week and been and if Ted and
Sonia had found anything helpful from last week's session. Both Sonia and Ted were
silent. After another question about whether anything was helpful from the previous
session's counselling Ted said that Sonia has used her diary but that he "didn't have
anything to write down basically." Sonia said she found the diary helpful. She said: "I
wrote in it whenever I needed to relieve bad feelings, get rid of blocked things, clarify
things in my head, work through what I'd been thinking." Sonia said that writing in the
diary helped her with some of the negative thoughts that she would have said to Ted in
the past and which would have then led to escalating conflict. Both Sonia and Ted
reported that the frequency and intensity of negative conflict had lowered but they
believed the reason was that Ted had barely been at home for them to see each other.
They also said that when they attempted to communicate it had been a negative
experience. Ted said he didn't like the ways Sonia talked to him because he felt
intimidated and then would close off. Sonia said that she had a 'need to know' what he
was deciding and that the position she was in at present was all his fault. The
experiment suggested at the end of the first session and the t\VO diary suggestions were
not reported on but Sonia also said: "I couldn't pinpoint areas "vhere I felt less or more
secure and whatever Ted does is not going to create whether I'm secure or insecure."
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There was a lot of discussion

:n the early part of t.he session about the notion Ted had

introduced in the first sessio!: of 'testing the waters'. Sonia said she was "offended" by
the suggestion of being teste:.. and that it put her in an insecure position. Ted said that
he had actually begun questicning whether he wanted "to be in a relationship with
anyone at all." Ted said to S(>nia: "I'm not testing you at all, I testing me, me." I
suggested the notion of 'testi~;.g the waters' be reframed as 'the relationship being tested'
so that they could both be 'testers'. Sonia responded to this suggestion saying: "It is
important for me to know ~-:'at he is testing because if he doesn't know he might as well
not do it ... It is very hard tc Je around son1eone when you don't know whether to put an
arm around them or give the::l a hug ... " Sonia reported her style of communication and
decision making was on a

'r:~~d

to know basis' and that she could not leave things

hanging. Sonia said she al\;-:..ys needed to sort things out. Ted described his as:
"coasting along". Ted said :':at Sonia's pattern of communication was in the same "she
needs to know" style and th2: she "wouldn't ever give me a minute, a second. And the
more she chased the more I :-:m away." Sonia said that she felt slle had to find out
information from Ted himse~f as she often heard information about their marriage from
a third person. Sonia gave
had said the relationship

2..'1

\V2.S

example that she had heard fron1 Ted's mother that Ted

over but that Ted hadn't told her that fact at that stage and

so she "needed to know ane ?ushed him for an answer."

I asked Ted: "If you had yo:=- ideal relationship how much effort would your ideal
relationship need for you to :ick along?" Ted replied: "I don't know. If I had my time
over again then I don't think = \vould be in a relationship." I explained that it was a
speculative question and \V2.5n't about the present relationship. Ted then said that scaled
on a scale of one to ten wid: :en being maximum effort he would expect to put zero into
the relationship and would ~xpect that of the other person too.
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Ted marked it in a linear way as follows:

o-----------------------~------

10

X

He said he would expect the relationship to coast along." I asked Ted and Sonia to help
define the terms 'effort in making a relationship work' as a question designed to help
Ted explore the meaning of his previous answer. Ted suggested effort in a relationship
would be about patience for the other person, tolerance, and accepting the good with the
bad about them. Sonia suggested spending time together and Ted also added to that
"allowing the other person to spend tin1e alone." Sonia said sharing ideas and a mutual
sharing should be included in the effort couples put in relationships. I wondered if it
would be possible for any of these suggestions to take zero effort and Ted said
"probably not."

I asked Sonia the same question I had asked Ted a few minutes before about how much
effort did she think was needed for an ideal relationship to work. Sonia said she thought
seven out often would be the ideal: "because once it gets past that it becomes difficult
because then you put in too much effort and it beconles one-sided." Sonia said she
thought seven out of ten was fairly typical but that she was prepared to put more in:
"God knows I think I have and you could sayan eight. Yeah I'd probably sayan eight."
Sonia reported her answer for an ideal amount of effort she believed she should put into
a relationship was follows:

-

8

X
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Ted also said that he put zero responsibility into the relationship and he believed that
Sonia put in ten out often. He said that he believed that five would be the ideal but that
he was happy with a zero now.

At the end of the session I suggested aparado.xical intervention (see Table 1.1) as an

e.x:periment (see Table 1.1) for them to try over the next week whereby Ted were to put
more responsibility into the relationship and Sonia to try and put less. Ted said that he'd
try but that he didn't think he'd "try very hard" because "it depended on what came up
and if Sonia reacted in certain ways" he'd close down. Sonia became rather angry with
Ted for that statement and said "that it left it all to her again." I said that the experiment
may be too hard and that they could let me know the following week.

4.2.3 Session three

Ted and Sonia arrived for ajoint session and Ted said with what appeared to be a
nervous laugh: "Well we're here." I observed that the couple appeared to be a little more
relaxed and happier than I had seen them. Ted said that they had a good week and that
things were a lot better. I inquired what the words 'good' and 'better' meant in terms of

the relationship. Ted said that they meant that there was more "mutual contentment."
Ted also said that there had been a "fair degree of communication breakdown" because
he had started the week by "doing my part and sort of collapsed again" and then didn't
want to try anymore. I pointed out the news of(1ifference (see Table 1.1) that Ted had
taken more responsibility than before and had also put more effort into the relationship
rather then less effort and that he had even recognised when things were collapsing
again. Ted said that he did get lazy though and "that's why I wasn't playing my part and
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Sonia started to get really stinky (he laughed as he said this) about it in a :lon-verbal way
and then said to me that she wasn't all that happy." Sonia said that the beginning of the
week was "all right" but it was "a case of I spoke because I had to

~d

I could feel it and

we both did it. Then on Saturday Ted became cold and distant. He didn': \vant to talk,
communicate verbally or physically and I just got to the point at the end of the night and
said that I had no intention of being treated like a leper anymore. I told him that if he
thought I deserved that he was mistaken." Sonia described that night as r.egative verbal
conflict. I used a paradoxical intervention (see Table 1.1) when I asked Ted what
qualities Sonia had shown when she has made it obvious they weren't cowmunicating
on the Saturday night. Ted looked blank and said; "qualities?" Sonia srriled and said
"you know that's the good points." Ted thought Sonia had shown some ;erception as he
really had withdrawn.

During the session both Sonia and Ted got into a discussion about who \,-as right or
wrong in a description of what they had said to each other. Ted suggestej he carry a
tape recorder around so that he could show Sonia what he had said and S0nia replied to
Ted: "tape the whole lot, then you'll know I'm right." I inquired of them :oth ifit was
important to be right or wrong in communicating to each other. Sonia s2.id: "No." Ted
thought it was if the information was being misused against him. Sonia :nen said to

Ted: "you've said a lot of things I don't agree \vith tonight." I asked a cfT."ular question
(see Table 1.1) as a paradoxical intervention (see Table 1.1): "Sonia \v11~t qualities
would Ted be using to

b~

able to say some of the things he is saying whc:l he's talking to

you?" Ted spoke up and said: "That's good things about me, Sonia." Sc:tia laughed
back and said: "Yeah, mind your ownjoke." Sonia then said: "For the f:.-st time I'm
stuck for words. I don't know." Sonia then described how she could no ~onger look at
Ted in the way she used to, and had trouble seeing qualities. Sonia said :hat in the past
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she used to think of him often but that it wasn't like. that anymore. She said that she had
been walking through David Jones the other day and saw a tie that she liked and that in
the past she would have thought of Ted but this time she didn't know who to buy it for.
Sonia said that it was like something was "missing, lost, no longer there." I asked if lost
things could be found. Sonia said that she didn't dispute that they could be found but
that "it makes me very sad because even when having an argument that person is special
to me. Now I can't say he's not and I can't say he is either. A lot of that is because I
became unspecial to him." I asked what could make Ted special to her again and Sonia
replied that she didn't know but that she did know that what stopped it was when
"someone else became more special" than she was. "I can never take that away, I can
never clear that because it is like a blot in our history," Sonia said. I asked what would
it do for the relationship if it stayed there and Sonia said: "it won't stay there like that
because I won't allow it to. But I'm not sure that by Ted treating me the way he did on
Saturday night that he wants me to be there." Sonia said that she didn't know \vhat
would make it better. Ted said he thought time would make it better because: "time will
change levels of anger and the ways one outwardly twist the love of a person. In the
same way apartness is now togetherness. Once the little bits all come together then the
bigger problem will resolve itself." I asked Ted what, in his view, the bigger problem
was. Ted said: "the void Sonia has with me. I'm not going to rough my way into that."

During the session I asked if the use of the diary had been helpful and if there was
anything they wished to share from the diaries. Sonia reported that she "didn't write in
tIle diary this week because I didn't feel the need to." Ted said that he didn't 'Write in it
because he didn't remember what he was meant to write in it. Sonia said that she had
thought about the numbers of effort that we had talked about last session and said that
her number had not changed but that she was pretty sure that Ted had misunderstood the
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question at the time. Sonia said that they had discuss.ed it during the week and that Ted
realised that he had misunderstood the question. Tee spoke up and said that was the
case: "much later afterwards it occurred to me what :: meant and that answer I gave
wasn't really what I meant because I had misunders!cod the question." I asked Ted how
much effort he'd like to put into the relationship. T ei answered: "so urn. I think a
reasonable amount of effort would be at least half-\\~y and more. I'd put something like
a seven or and eight on the scale. Ted's nomination :s as follows:

0

o
Ted said "that's a lot isn't it?" I asked Ted the

mear~g

7

8

x

X

_

behind the change and he said it

was to do with misunderstanding the question and =-=alising that a relationship could not
work with zero effort.

Sonia raised an issue that was troubling her. She s2d that it wasn't fair when Ted went
off angry and she didn't' know why. Ted spoke up ::.:ld said it was not fair that Sonia
needs to know why he is angry. I asked a circular ~:lestion (see Table 1.1). How much
responsibility would it be fair for Sonia to take for -=-ed being angry?" Ted said he didn't
understand the question and Sonia said: "I don't

\V2.::.:

to take any responsibility for him

being angry when I don't know what he is being an;:-y about. But I don't think I know
the answer to this one too." Ted said that he still d:.:n't know \vhat I was asking. I said I
was "asking ho\\y fair is it that Sonia takes on respo:.sibility for how you feel and act?"
Sonia said: 'I don't know because I will always tak~ that responsibility in order to work
it out because I can't stand things not being sorted

C".lt."

I wondered if Sonia would

always take some responsibility to sort out whateve~ is happening for Ted in his life and
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Sonia said she definitely would not. Ted said that when he was angry at times, he was
not angry with her or with an issue about the relationship and so he saw no need to tell
her about it. Sonia said: "so there is no need to take responsibility for things that are not
part of the relationship - all I can do is comfort him." But Sonia then said in order to
decide how to act she would need to know whether it is a relationship thing or
something about her or not. I asked if misunderstandings would be less or more if Ted
and Sonia named to each other whether the anger was a relationship issue. Sonia and
Ted agreed that they would try to tell each other if the anger being experienced by one
was a relationship matter or not. Sonia also said that she could see that Ted had the
right to be angry at times and not discuss it then but "I need to discuss it to know what I
did that made him angry and my reason for that is so I don't do it again." I said: "are you
saying that if you don't know what made him angry you'll repeat the pattern of pursuing
to find out?" Sonia thought she probably would as it mattered to her to find out if she
had made Ted angry. I asked Ted "what does it say to you when you hear Sonia say that
it matters to her to know if she has made you angry or not?" Ted said: "I suppose it says
that she cares and values everything. It's good that she is very considerate in not
wanting to upset it all." I said it "sounded like 'quality' stuff - remember we were
looking for qualities in each other?" Ted said with a grin: "yeah. she is a quality
person." Sonia laughed.

I asked a relative influence question (see Table 1.1): "How much of a void do you think
there is in the relationship when the levels of caring go up?" Ted said: "1 think its
variable depending on circllmstances. At the moment if you highlight this word 'void' it
is huge but if you don't mention it it is like a small plot in the back yard or something."
Ted continued to say that he felt that the problem of void must not be "the focus of
attention" and that it might shrink if it was left alone. I said I wondered what raising the
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level of caring would do to the void in the relationship and that I had just witnessed
some real caring between the two of them in the room that night. Sonia said that she
was pleased the void image had been mentioned again and that

sh~

wondered herself

how much of a void was there after all.

I asked a collapsing time question (see Table 1.1), asking Ted if he could imagine a
picture of the relationship in five years' time. Ted said he could see a new child a sister
for the baby.

T~e

baby would now be going to school, with another sister or brother and

a dog. "We'll have a dog by then. I could be bald and I will still be a busy person but I
think there will be quite a bit of security inside me. And in financial circumstances
things will be set. We'll be living like other people you see some\vhere else, for
example our next door neighbours with bigger kids." I reflected that it was picture of a
family life together. I then asked: "What steps do you Ted have to take to help that
picture come about for security in the relationship?" Ted replied: "urn well. We need to
get back to grass roots you know. Relating is the first step from my point of view.
Come back to the good things we've got going, just draw them back into urn day to day
circumstances." I asked what sort of things were the 'good things'. Ted said: "I guess
how to put behind you any hang ups you might have. Also spend time with each other,
sporting activities, talking. We've got off to a good start. I also think acceptance of

each other and time."

I asked Sonia for her picture of the relationship in five years' time. Sonia said: "It is still
the same, the kids on a s\ving. Unfortunately \ve'll have to have a dog." (both Sonia and
Ted laughed) I asked Sonia what steps she could take for the picture to become
possible. Sonia said that it was important to her to do everything perfectly. She realised
that bothered Ted and that maybe she didn't need to be like it anymore. I asked what
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would happen if Sonia was less perfect. Sonia said: "Nothing. I wouldn't have said that
a month ago because I only need to be perfect for me. Sometimes I think my standards
are ve::; high. I stress myself."

I asked Ted and Sonia at the end of the session if they could give me an indication of the
levels of negative conflict during the past week. They reported no intense negative
conflict. When I asked about frequency they reported one major conflict (the Saturday
night). The rest of the week had been conflict free.

I suggested that the following week's appointments be separate sessions to which both
Ted ar:d Sonia readily agreed. I also suggested they do more of the same (see Table 1.1)
as they had done so well in the last week.

4.2.4 Session four

This

\\-.15

an individual session with Sonia. Sonia started by saying that she had been

thinkir:g during the week about the question I had asked last \veek about Ted's qualities.
She said that Ted was kind, easy going, even tempered, caring, loving, unselfish and

honest. She said that she thought that Ted had done all this out of rebellion and that he
was re:-clling against her. She said: "It was his way of saying he thought I wanted to
change him, dominate him, manipulate him - but I had no other choice. I think he came
back
I will

bc~ause
5~OW

maybe he thought the affair was not that important. I think he was defiant.

you."

I asked Sonia if she could mark for me, on a scale from Rock Bottom to Perfect, where
she \\:C:lld put the relationship when it was at Rock
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she thought Good Enough would be considering that no relationship was ever perfect.
Sonia marked those three points as follows:

x- - - - - - - -X- - - - - - - - - -X- - - - -Perfect
Rock

Now

Bottom - May 1995

July 1995

Good Enough

I said to Sonia that I had noticed that she put the relationship at Rock Bottom in May of
that year and I pointed to where Sonia had marked the relationship to be at Now and I
wondered if she knew what had shifted it. Sonia replied it had moved because of all her
hard work: "I did so much." Sonia also described how her efforts for the relationship
had Ted withdraw more from it, saying it was not necessarily the right decision at the
time as she was "badgering I suppose, talking, talking." I asked Sonia if she could
hazard a guess at what steps she thought Ted had taken to help move the relationship up
the scale too. Sonia though that he "probably realised that maybe he hadn't explored all
the avenues he could have and maybe admitting he'd make a mistake and trying to find
an answer too. So I guess those things and finally his decision to actually try to work
these things out."

Sonia said that she didn't want to be 'the baby sitter' any more for Ted. We explored the

metaphor (see Table 1.1) Sonia had used by my asking what Sonia meant by the term
'the baby sitter'. Sonia described it as making all Ted's decisions for him and doing his
thinking for him. Sonia said that it was important for her to have someone next to her
that she was proud of and to whom she could look up. I asked if it was easier or harder
to look up to Ted if she stayed in the role of baby sitter with him. Sonia said that it was
definitely harder. I asked if it would then be helpful or unhelpful for the relationship for
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the role of baby sitter to continue. Sonia declared that it would be unhelpful and said: "I
don't see any point if two get married an one is doing 1000/0 of the work and one doing
all the pulling while the other is pulling away. Life is too short." _Sonia said: "Well I
have changed a lot since three months ago because I don't want to do all the work
anymore. I don't see the point. I really don't see the point. Why do two people get
involved, decide to get married and then one person takes the load."

Sonia spent some of the session talking about how hard it had been on her, especially
the shock the separation had caused. She said it got worse as she badgered Ted to find
out if there was a third party and discovered that there was. She said that she had six
days in hospital at that time but had booked herself out after deciding that she had to sort
it all out. Sonia described how exhausted she \vas with a baby who doesn't sleep and
who was very disturbed and out of sorts and ho\v she did all the child-care and
household chores herself. Sonia said that she had returned to work eight weeks ago and
that was adding stress to the situation for her as she was unhappy at work and they were
impatient with her as she had sick leave soon after returning from maternity leave.
Sonia gave a self-report on the details of the negative conflict during the last twelve
months. She said that firstly she was exhausted and would get frustrated with Ted
because he would come home and after half an hour fall asleep on the lounge. "And

then I'd get angry." "On three occasions I got violent. Once I threw a cup at the wall
and broke it. On two other occasions I hit the \vall with my hand and broke the wall. I
am by no means a violent person. Only two people have made me angry. Ted is one of
them and my ex-husband is another. The only t\VO people I could ever get that angry
about - that got me to the point of actually doing something with my anger." Sonia said
that "I didn't know what to do anymore and with Ted it was a case of him sitting there
every time. I tried to talk to him and when he \vould say he 'didn't know' I'd scream at
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him "What do you know?" I would keep going. I would feel my barom~ter going up
and up and that came after years and years of trying everything - from being totally
loving and gently to being totally angry and a lot of times I wasn'( angry I was trying to
get a response. When I threw things it was from definite frustration. T'l,\ice I hit my
hand on the wall and broke the wall. I don't remember feeling pain. I fe1t angry that
someone had made me that angry - that I was pushed that far and from S0meone I
loved." I asked Sonia about patterns of violence in her first marriage. S-0nia said that
the first marriage was totally different because he was an alcoholic and ":lSed to hit me
and in the end I hit back whereas with Ted it was a lack of him wanting :0 try."

I asked Sonia what she really wanted now for the relationship taking into account all she
had been through and her own resources and effort and determination. 50nia said: "I
really, really, really, really and truly want the marriage." Sonia describe: how hard she
had fought for this relationship. Sonia said that she believed she had m::Je the right
decision to marry Ted and "to this day I still do. Even when we are goiI:~ through hard
times I still know we are meant to be together not apart. I just didn't

ha~,·~

a vision for

it."

I used an externalising (see Table 1.1) circular (see Table 1.1) question ~.\-hen I said that
Ted's affair had played havoc with the relationship and asked Sonia: "de you want to
reoccupy the territory you had in the relationship before that ever happe::~d?" Sonia
said: "Are you saying could I tum back the handle of time? No. No I dC::l't want to be
there. The relationship was difficult and I don't \-vant to reoccupy that

t~~tOl}r.

whether

the affair happened or not because it was hard. I'd gotten to the end of l::Y tether. It was
hard work particularly with the baby. It was emotionally hard work. H2".-ing come
through that I wouldn't want to be back there. No. It was harder then
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don't' think that our relationship is what I thought - I really ·hate to say this but I'll say it
an~way

- I think that in the long run when all of this is settled that our relationship will

probably be stronger :hat it could have been without it. It's a blessing in disguise really
- that's what I think. I'm thinking twelve months down the track that this would have
been one big learning curve for Ted. And if I was a different person the relationship
\\"ould not be continuing. I also think that if I hadn't been married before I don't think
tl:c relationship would be continuing. If I didn't work things out as quickly as I do the
r~lationship

wouldn't be continuing. I just know that if what had happened hadn't

t2ppened, Ted and I \vould be definitely divorced ... I feel we were drifting apart and
g~tting so

far apart tl:e only way to go would be further.

..;.: the end of the session I suggested to Sonia that as she had decided to pull back on
e~ort that

she contin:.:e to lessen the effort and pull back from the 'baby sitter' role.

4.2.5 Session Five

1 ~s

session was an individual session with Ted. At the beginning of the session I

u:vited Ted to bring l:!J any issues he wished. As I said that Ted gave a nervous laugh
2.-~d

said that there "'-2.5 something he wanted to "get out" but he didn't want to start with

i:. I asked Ted ifhe

~ould give

me an indication on a continuum between Perfect and

Ruck Bottom where ::e thought the relationship \vas at Rock Bottom and where it was
I:0\V.

Ted marked the line as follows:

x- - -X- - - - - - - - -X- - - - - - - - - -X- - - -Perfect
RB

When I left
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Ted wrote above Rock Bottom the words: "three to four times in the last 12 months,
twice in the twelve months prior." Ted talked about his Rock Bottom times and said
that he did think of leaving in :hose times and if he was a more ll].otivated person he
would have left. He said that he believed that Sonia was "gone as well", despite what
she was saying about 'cries for help'. I asked Ted what kept him in the relationship and
he said that he didn't have an:~.\"here to go, nor enough money to not be where he was
and that he was embarrassed. He said that Sonia was about to leave when she
discovered she was pregnant \,-jth Jono and that things weren't "too good then." I asked
Ted to mark on the line where he though 'good enough' would be for the relationship
(see line above). I then asked Ted: "if things were better in the relationship and it was
good enough how would things be happening differently?" Ted said: "I would be more
committed to the whole cause. It's just that I find myself in two minds at the moment."
Ted said that he thought comr::itment was "the variable at the moment."

I used an externalising (see T2.ale 1.1) technique when I asked Ted if we could 'map the
territory of commitment' and te said to go ahead. In ans\ver to a question about what
commitment was doing when 2~ returned home after the separation Ted said: "I
specifically came back so I could say I came back and if it didn't work out 'but then I
tried'." Ted said he had a very lo\v expectation of it (the relationship) \vorking. He said:

"I didn't come back with the

t~:0ught

that this is going to work but witl1 the thought this

is what I have to do." Ted said: "it sort of con1es back to me - that I'm not happy at
home. It's basically OK and t1:ere have been days I've loved her (Sonia) since I came
back and other days I don't kr:O\\"... there is doubt there and its alive and it keeps coming
back to me." I asked where the third party fitted into the territory of commitment and
Ted said: "its um. It is that I 5:i11 have feelings for Zandra." Ted described how he
reluctantly broke it off with Z2...1dra because of pressure on him from Sonia confronting
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Zandra

herselt~

and because of pressure from his parents an'd "from everyone around

saying you ought to have a go." Ted said that he believed that he went back for the
wrong reasons and that he felt "between a rock and a hard place."_ He said that he wasn't
sure he wanted to be back in the relationship and that he may also "be quite possibly
suffering from 'the grass is greener' syndrome but there was also a tension between this
is my bit and this is my duty and responsibility to my son that has to be met. 1 may not
be overly in love with Sonia but 1 did marry her. That's exactly what I'm thinking now.
That like it or not you did get married, you did have a child. You have got a house to
payoff and if you don't like it that's bad luck. you drew the short straw and you've just
got to get on with it." 1 drew a picture of a fence with green grass on one side and a
rocky patch on the other side and asked which side Ted was on at the moment. Ted
replied: "Well, what I'd like to do and what I've said I'll do aren't the same thing. 1 don't
think I'd like to be in this marriage but what 1 am doing 1 am in it. I'm doing what I've
got to do."

1posed a dilemma (see Table 1.1) to Ted: "What you are deciding to do at the moment
is to stay in the marriage and get your emotional and relationship satisfaction outside.
Do you think that is going to be a workable marriage?" Ted replied: "No. I don't.
Which is why I am here. I can't really explain that to Sonia because I don't know that

that's a fixable thing. 1 might be wrong." 1encouraged Ted to explore (not all in this
session) what he thought might be fixable and unfixable issues in a relationship. Ted
said: "I don't know what it is but it is in the same way that Sonia has a void in her - I
have it (a void)."

Ted also said that he didn't want to hurt Sonia any more and that he would rather she
found out things slowly like a slow leak in a bag of water than a flood. Ted said that if
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he let the water out all at once there would be notr.i:1g left of the relationship at all, but
he was troubled by the way Sonia kept pushing for information. He said he knew there
was a "bit missing and the missing bit is the key to:t. And she'd want to know what that
missing bit is that makes me so indecisive. And if Z knew that maybe I'd be able to deal
with the whole thing." I asked what took most of -=- ~ds' thoughts as it might be a clue to
the missing bit and Ted said that "I miss the relatic:l.Ship I had with Zandra. As soon as
I got back home I wished I wasn't' there. You

can~:

have your cake and eat it too." Ted

talked about some of the losses he was experiencir:g in giving up the relationship with
Zandra. He then said what really touched him was :hat during the week he discovered
that Zandra was still missing him and he said "tI1a: :nakes it difficult because I went
back for the wrong reasons." I asked Ted what the

~tIect

on the territory of commitment

(that we had been mapping earlier) the desire to be ·,vith Zandra would have. Ted said
that he wasn't sure but that he didn't expect to go :f:- ~m a marriage to another long term
relationship and expect that relationship to work. = :nentioned to Ted some of the
statistics about second marriages being more likel:: :0 fail than the first marriage often
because the unresolved issues from the first relatic::ship had not been worked through.
Ted said that he had seen that happen to friends of2.is where the second relationship had
not lasted and the person had given up family toge::emess and lost everyone. Ted said
it was really like "jumping out of the frying pan in:o the fire".

We also talked for a little while about the typical ";:.rrsuer and avoider" pattern in
relationships and in Ted's and Sonia's relationship :.:J particular.

At the end of the session I suggested we have

anot:~r joint

session the following week

and Ted agreed. I asked Ted a reframing question see Table 1.1) for him to consider
during the next week as an e,xperiment (see Table:.1). I requested that Ted think about
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how much elf the territory of his relationship with Sonia he wished to reoccupy over the
coming week.

4.2.6 Session Six

During the \\"eek Ted rang to ask ifhe could have another individual session before
there was a conjoint session and he asked what the question was again that he was
meant to be thinking about this week. Ted arrived a little late. I observed that he looked
rushed and agitated. I began with the question from the end of last session asking Ted
how much :::i'the territory of the relationship did he wished to reclaim or reoccupy. Ted
said: "You ::e basically saying how much do I want to have \tvhat I did have? I'll answer
that after\\·-2.:"ds because that was probably the heavy time when we \tvere talking before.
I find it a b:: heavy to start with."

I asked Tee i!"'there were things he wished to bring up this session. Quite a period of
silence follc\ved that invitation and then Ted said: "ah, urn. I don't know specifically
but I have

be~n

wondering of late whether Sonia and I are working towards an

achievable goal. And I know she's been wondering that herself." Ted said that Sonia
had written :ne a letter that she then showed to hin1 saying "something along the lines
that she dic::'t want to continue counselling." Ted continued saying "I mean I haven't
been all the.: great to be around because sometimes I just don't \vant to talk to her, don't
want to be 2:ound her." Ted described his non-verbal communication as being very
rejecting of Sonia and that he believed it \vould be telling her there \vas no future
together. I lSked: "So you think Sonia
would

knO\\-

knO\VS

then? Is it a relief for you to know Sonia

or is it still leaving you between a rock and a hard place?" Ted thought it

was a bit of ':-oth as he said he felt guilty for the \vay he was feeling and he felt afraid to
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admit to Sonia the way he was feeling. Ted said: "Like an ideal ending from coming to
see you would be that Sonia and I walked away and live happily ever after and blah,
blah, blah. But I don't feel motivated towards working towards that." I clarified with
Ted as to what he was really saying: "are you saying you don't want to work towards that
ideal ending and that you want out?" Ted said: "I think so. What I know is that for
whatever reason I don't feel enthusiastic about working towards something like that. It
has been good coming along here and for a while I feel happy but its almost like a cheap
roller-coaster, you get your feet back on the ground and think 'oh no, I'm feeling like I
was before.' One of the great difficulties I have in coming to grips with the whole thing
is because I have a little boy there and I don't dislike Sonia. She's quite a nice person
and we have built a lot of things together. It scares me to think that all we've built is
going to go."

I asked Ted ifhe was feeling hesitation about jumping one way or another. Ted said:
"That's right. So I don't know and left on my own to think about it I'd probably think
about something else." I asked a question that posed a dilemma (see Table 1.1) and

collapsed time (see Table 1.1). I asked Ted what the relationship with Zandra would be
like in a few years time. Ted said he'd probably be where he was at present. He said
that he would "not be feeling good and I'd probably go through a stage of enormous
regret." Ted also said that he had no sense ofa long term commitment to Zandra. He
said: "I'm not happy at the moment and I wish I was single again. I think the
responsibility things are getting me down again. I don't want responsibility. I don't
want anything 'like that. I just want to be able to do what I want to do." Ted said that
he was seeing Zandra on a daily basis and that "son1etimes I'm happy about that,
sometimes sad." He then said: "I guess I sholl1d tell you something else too. I urn
(silence) when I'd be going along in my car some\vhere I might ring her up and say
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'good-hey' and just talk to her and urn so I do that. I think over the past few weeks 1
reckon I've done that more than I should and urn she hasn't really responded 'cept to say
'I don't think you should be doing this'." Ted said that Zandra had said that she wouldn't
be "just something on the side" but that up to a week ago if Ted had turned up on her
"door step it would have been back on." Ted then said that he had been at Zandra's
place that night before coming to counselling. Ted talked about how much he liked
being with Zandra and that occupied most of his thinking. Ted said: "I'm wondering
that if I was in your position or someone who knows me \\J"ould say 'you idiot, look at
what you've got. Why are you thinking of what's between your legs rather than what's
in your head?' sort of thing. And if someone said that to me I'd say 'I'm OK and I can
make my own decision.' But I don't know. In amongst this I get critical of myself and
say:o myself, 'Ted you are really not thinking vvith your head here.' All of those things
which are uncomfortable and wrong about the relationship with Sonia and myself have
all come back to me." Ted said his perception of the relationship with Sonia was that
they \vere both very unhappy and "what she says and what she did and the way I felt
about what she did there doesn't seem any room for one to cross over into the other."

I asked Ted a question to raise awareness of relative influence (see Table 1.1). I said: "If
it \\-ere believable that all that Sonia did was to try and make you respond in love would
that make a difference to you?" Ted said: "I guess it would have to ... If I believed it, I
wouldn't be fighting." I showed Ted the Cycle o/Violence diagram (see Appendix 4)
and said that the typical pattern became more and more destructive. I also mentioned a
boo~

called Getting the Love you rVant. I suggested that there may have been a pattern

in tl~e relationship where the harder Sonia pushed in the relationship the more Ted
pulled back and the harder Sonia pushed and so it made him feel like it was rock
bott0m. Then I asked a complimentary question (see Table 1.1) again: "so if Sonia was
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pushing hard like that out of love would it make a difference?" Ted said: "1 suppose it
would have to. Yeah, I guess it would make a difference." I asked Ted if this was News

ofDifference (see Table 1.1). Ted said it was new in thinking abo_ut the things he wasn't
happy about in the relationship, but that one side of him still wanted to be

~ith

Zandra.

Ted then said: "above all of this, while I don't have any loving feelings for Sonia, it
makes it more difficult because part of me is saying 'go home to your wife and give her
a big cuddle' and everything like that." Ted then said that he doesn't look fonvard to
going home and that he found it much easier to have commitments and some\vhere else
he had to be rather than go home. I returned to the metaphor (see Table 1.1) Ted had
offered in an earlier session: "So both of you are between a rock and a hard place?" Ted
replied: "Well Sonia is only because of me. She's very depressed and unhappy because
I'm like a piece of dead meat."

I showed Ted two diagrams Ricci's (see Appendix 5). and the one called Rejalionship

Map (see Appendix 6). As Ted looked at Ricci's diagram he said it was gooc to know
that his feelings were normal. I also pointed out that when the relationship bad been so
far down the path of negative conflict that it had to swing up and start afres11. Ted said:
"in the square of that diagram (Ricci's) I do feel that although Sonia has lost m
enormous amount of trust in me which is obviously understandable urn I do :eel that she
wants me to have a slightly different shape diagram - which is obviously the

~orizontal

sign, the vertical occurred instead of scooting back over there she's wanting me to come
back very quickly." I asked if that would be too fast for Ted and he said: "Oh hell Yeah.
It's just not going to happen like that at all. I think I was trying to say that last night but
I was unsure if I was saying that to make her feel better or if it was really right." I asked
if it would be helpful to take the diagrams home and show each other where ~~ey are in
them. Ted said: "yeah sure. I think I said to her 'I need a lot of time' becaus~ she said to
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me 'why come back here if you don't know'... She said 'well its just taking too long for
me.' I just can't go faster. If she forces the pace I'll get out. The down side of it is
because I'm lazy and let things go on beyond what is possibly fair. -It's hard to be fa}r
because on the one hand I need bucket loads of time but I'm just as likely to abuse
having bucket- loads of time. I'm not at the serious stage or the polite stage (referring to
the Relationship map)" I said: "This stage comes when you have decided to return. I
get the sense that you still not decided." Ted said: "I think you are right. Because I
almost feel forced back into the cycle." I asked Ted to point to where he thought he
might be on the Relationship Map. Ted pointed to the withdrawal curve. I said that it
isn't surprising to be swinging in that place and suggested to Ted he think about the
place where he was at on the diagram at present and where he really wanted to be.

I also used a metaphor (see Table 1.1) to raise awareness of the difficulty of the present
position for both he and Sonia. I said that if we imagined the relationship as a car "who
is in the driving seat at the moment?" Ted said it was probably him. I asked where
Sonia was in the car at the moment and what would happen to the car if the driver didn't
know where he was going? Ted said: "Urn probably in the back seat I suppose. I am
going around allover the place. I don't feel particularly heroic about it. I don't feel
particularly heroic about saying 'I don't know' to so many questions. It would be much
easier for me to say thanks for the answer and go out there and apply it and get on but I
can't. I know I'm dragging her around and she's particularly patient and forgiving in
spite of all the circumstances. And at the end of all that there's still the possibility of
'thanks for hanging around, thanks for driving allover the place but this is where you get
off.' That's the reality that could happen. I guess it means something that I'm coming to
counselling. It probably means that I'm not out of the car yet. But I'm still unsure."
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Ted said that Sonia wasn't really "a lost sheep" but that he thought she was following
him around waiting for him to say "come here." I reframed (see Table 1.1) Sonia's
'following Ted' in my next statement: "It says a lot about her commitment to the
relationship." Ted replied: "Its huge. At this stage I don't think there is any doubt that
her commitment is strong and that um she wants it to be on my side and you can ask me
as you have in previous sessions where does your commitment lie. Well I don't know
and I don't exactly know how to find out either." I asked Ted what his image would be,
using the idea of the car, of who is in the driver's seat in an ideal relationship. Ted said:
"Urn both I suppose." I wondered ifhe would find it easier to find out if he moved over
in the driver's seat and shared it with Sonia for a while. I said that I had one more
question for the session and then we must wind up. I asked "how would it feel if
someone else were in the driver's seat and you were in the back seat?" Ted said: "I'm
not sure I understand the metaphor entirely but if I do understand, I wouldn't like it. For
me to be in the driver's seat at the moment means driving, deciding about whether the
relationship ends or not. So I know I'm going to get in the car and drive home now only
by virtue of the fact I know they'll be there."

We made an appointment for ajoint session for the follo\ving week.

Plzone contact between session six and seve!',
TIle day after the individual session with Ted~ Sonia rang me from her work place
saying she was very upset and asked to see me straight away. Sonia requested to listen
to the audio tape of last night's session with Ted. I said I could only do that if Ted rang
me and gave his permission. Sonia said that it was Ted's idea anyway. Ted rang a little
later to say he would like Sonia to listen to the tape. I asked Ted if there was anything
from the session he would or wouldn't like me to share with Sonia. Ted said he was
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happy for everything that we had talked about to be shared with Sonia. I made an
appointment to see Sonia as she travelled home from work that day.

4.2.7 Session seven

Sonia arrived looking rather upset. I thought Sonia looked as if she had been crying.
She said that she was upset, hurt and confused. She said that Ted had not gone straight
home last night after the counselling session. Sonia was crying and said that she did not
want to hear the tape but didn't know what to do and that she couldn't go on like this
anymore. Sonia then showed me two letters. The first letter was written by Sonia to
myself but had not been posted. In the letter Sonia said that she could not go on
anymore and that the pain was just too much. I asked Sonia if she had thought of
hurting herself. She said that she had contemplated suicide a number of times but that
she was all right now. Sonia assured me that she was very safe and I went through a list
of her support networks with her. Sonia also promised to ring Lifeline if she could not
get hold of anyone and she was feeling desperate. Sonia then talked about her pain and
her own lack of "energy to keep this up." Sonia said that she felt that she didn't deserve
"this".

The second letter was from Ted to Sonia saying that he thought she was beautiful and
listed some of her positive qualities and that he was sorry for how things were. Sonia
said that Ted had given her the letter on the week-end. Sonia said that she would do
anything for Ted's love but as she didn't have it now she said '\vhat's the point."

Sonia appeared to gain a quiet control of herself and suddenly requested to listen to the
tape. As we listened to the tape together, Sonia would pause it at times and respond to
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something on it. When Sonia listened to the part on the tape where Ted said that he had
gone to Zandra's house before coming to counselling Sonia jumped out of her chair. I
observed that she was very agitated and so I stood in front of the <Joor blocking her exit.
Sonia asked me to get out of her way as she was going to rush home and tell Ted to
leave that night. I suggested Sonia waited for a while before leaving and asked her what
she thought Ted's motive was in having her listen to the tape. Sonia said "so that I
would rush home and finish the relationship for him to save him from the dirty work." I
suggested that we explore some of Sonia's options before she left. Sonia listened to the
rest of the tape and was calmer when she left.

Phone contact between session seven and eiglzt
Sonia rang me the next day to "fill me in" on what had happened when she went home.
Sonia said that she was very angry and when she got home she physically attacked Ted,
"beating him so hard with my hands and arms that I hurt my own and even bruised them.
Ted stood there and didn't retaliate." Sonia repeated several times that she hit Ted a lot
and very hard. Sonia said that she then told Ted that she loved him but hated herself for
saying that. Sonia said that Ted responded by saying "don't' say that" and that his face
went red and uncomfortable. Sonia said she asked Ted why he had said that and he had
replied "because I want to hear you say it." Sonia said that she had backed away from
Ted and, as she did, he requested to hug her. Sonia said that she refused but that Ted
had gone and hugged her anyway. Sonia said that she accepted his hug and they lay
down on the lounge together and fell asleep like that for two and a half hours. Sonia
then said that they went to bed and that Ted kept on hugging her closely all night. Sonia
said that she told Ted that all she wanted was for Ted to love her and to be happy. Ted's
response, Sonia said, was to draw her closer and hold her tight. Sonia said that Ted did
not go to work the next morning.
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I said to Sonia that I was glad that it had worked out as safely as it did and said that if

Ted had retaliated it could have become very serious physically for them both. I
reinforced to Sonia that there were some different patterns (see Table 1.1) operating
which were ne"',,' news (see Table 1.1). I said that Ted had not withdrawn as his usual
pattern nonnalI:· dictated but instead had given strong non-verbal communication about
connectedness. I also said that it was unusual for Ted to miss work. I suggested Sonia
and Ted explore what difference was made by his trying a new pattern of connectedness
instead of withdrawal. Sonia reported that she was feeling unsure about how to handle
going home as she was sure that Ted would probably swing away from her. I suggested
that Sonia try a new pattern to try pre-empt the pattern of rejection that often follows
after closeness. I suggested that Sonia try a more neutral and less vulnerable way of
greeting Ted as he came home instead of kissing him. Sonia thought that she might
hold out a bottle of wine as a welcome home to Ted but yet keeping Ted at a little
distance physically. Sonia said that she had decided to stop taking all the responsibility
for the relationship and she was no longer going to put all the effort in either. We made
an appointment for ajoint session in five days time.

4.2.8 Session eight

Ted was half an. hour late and Sonia said that she would phone him and remind him to
come.

Howe've:-~

responsibility

After Ted

I asked Sonia if it would increase responsibility or decrease

i~-- she

arriy~d,

response to the

phoned Ted and Sonia decided not to make the call.

I began this session by reading, with their permission, my letter of

~ritical
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in the last week (see Appendix 7). Ted and Sonia listened intently to the letter. When 1
had finished 1 asked: "How much control did Ted have in the decision to use the tape
and myself to feed the pattern of avoidance of responsibility?" Ted answered first
saying: "I don't know. I'm not consciously aware of the specific pattern you are talking
about prior to you labelling it now... I guess the pattern was in control. When she asks
me stuff I either answer or I don't. When I left here 1 had a whole hour of spilling my
guts and I didn't feel like talking about it and so I said since it was here she might as
well listen to that." "Does that mean that the pattern of avoidance was in total control at
that point?" I asked. Ted replied: "To some extent. But I was so annoyed at being
forced to talk that I didn't care about the consequences." I inquired "When that pattern
of avoidance was in control in the relationship would it be normal then not to care about
the consequences?" Ted said: "Yeah. Very much take it or leave it." I asked what it
would do to the relationship if the pattern of avoidance was in control and the
consequences didn't seem to matter? Sonia answered: "It is slowly destroying it. It has
already done it. It is quite a destructive pattern."

I then asked: "How does Sonia, by feeding into this pattern let it control her responses to
the relationship?" Sonia replied: "I do allow it to control my responses because I find it
very -like that particular evening I Imew that Ted had an appointment at 7 pm and I
thought 'right 9.00 at the latest he'd be finished'. And then he rang me from the car to
say he's been to his mum and dad's for a cup of tea and 1thought 'strange'. He sounded a
bit depressed ... didn't get home until midnight ... it meant he was telling them
something he should have been telling me." 1 said that "when Ted goes to a third
person, in this case his mum and dad, it buys into the pattern of avoidance and how
does that feed your response Sonia?" Sonia said: "WeIll was getting very angry. When
he left me Ted told his mum and dad and my mum and dad the marriage was over but he
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didn't tell me." "What is Sonia's response that feeds this pattern of avoidance - that buys
into the pattern and builds it up?" 1asked. Sonia said: "I guess 1am working harder at
it." 1said: "so the more Ted avoids the more you work?" Sonia s~id: "That's right, that's
right, yeah ( I observed that Sonia had leant forward in her chair and her voice sounded
stronger at this point) ... I'm tired of it now. I don't want to work that hard any more."
"So you are keen to break the pattern?" I asked. Sonia replied: "Well it's got to. Either
that or it cant' work like that anymore. I can't be responsible for it all the time." I
summed up the discussion on the pattern of avoidance as fed by Sonia: "So this pattern
of avoidance has been fed by your overwork and you are saying that you have reached
the point where you don't want to feed it anymore?" Sonia said emphatically: "No".

I asked Ted if he could see the results of Sonia buying into the pattern and did he agree
with her perception of ovenvork feeding it. Ted said: "Yeah. And sometimes she feeds
it when there isn't really any need. Take the example of what happened the other night.
Mum watched TV after giving me a cup of tea. Dad and I talked work and after a
couple of hours I said that I had things on my mind that I'd like to sort out and that I
wouldn't be there the next day. I didn't go there to confide in them or anything like that.
That's something that she felt that wasn't there." I said: "So sometimes Sonia is so used
to the pattern being there that she will respond as if it is happening even though it is not
operating?" Ted said: "Mm yeah." I asked if that in tum caused a need for the pattern to
start up, "that is the overwork create a need for a response from you so that you go into
further avoidance?" Ted said: "Definitely." I said to the couple: "Do you see how you
feed into each' other's patterns? As it happens again and again and as each responds to
even the expectation of the pattern it can be triggered it off again so that it becomes a
monster in the relationship becoming more and more destructive."
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I said "Now to look at the relationship from another perspective· let's stand on another
hill (1 was referring to a diagram I had drawn in previous sessions - see Appendix 8).
How much responsibility does this pattern of avoidance really allow Ted to give up or is
it only a way of trying to spread responsibility out?" Ted said: "To relieve myself of
responsibility? I think urn it can be a lot superficial. I think when you get the wrapping
off I still have to deal with it. It's more like a delay." I asked if the delay would be a
helpful or an unhelpful pattern for the relationship. Ted said that the delay gave him
more time and had been a friend to him at times. I asked if it had worked for the
relationship and Ted answered: "Well, I don't think it has achieved anything except time
delay but if I didn't use the pattern of avoidance I might have made decisions which
probably wouldn't have been right but I would have decided out of anger and
frustration's saying 'No that's it'."

I wondered what the main thing the pattern of avoidance was avoiding and Sonia
thought it was conflict. I said that we'd check with Ted whether he thought it was
avoidance of conflict too and Ted said that it often was. I asked Ted: "To what extent
do you think you would go to avoid conflict?" Ted replied: "That has been the biggest
thing I have done throughout my entire time with her is to avoid conflict. And generally
it is by not rocking the boat so I go that way you know." I said: "So the pattern of
avoidance of conflict has had a big say in the relationship?" Ted said: "Oh yeah.
Avoidance of conflict definitely. she knows as well as I do that 1 will more likely deal
with the situation by going with the flow." I asked if Ted were feeding into the pattern
of avoidance of conflict when he suggested that Sonia listen to the tape and Ted though
it was quite possible but said that he was mentally exhausted too. I asked if the pattern
of avoidance took over more when he was too exhausted to talk or just didn't want to
talk and Ted said he thought that was very likely. I asked if in fact there had been more
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or less conflict after the pattern of avoidance took over. Sonia answered quickly saying:
"Huge. There is huge conflict when the pattern takes over." Ted said that "certainly at
the time it caused quite a lot of conflict but r don't really know if ~onflict would be more
or less than if she had got the information from me."

I said that because there is an emotional response to conflict I wondered how fair it was
on Sonia and on the third party when avoidance is used. Ted replied in a strong voice:
"There's no two ways about it - it just is not (fair)." I said that it seemed that "when the
pattern of avoidance was really in control the results were unfair on those involved. Ted
said: "very much" and Sonia said: "they sure are unfair!" I asked Ted if the results were
fair on him and he said that "they are easy ... and probably almost seem worth it for that
little bit of a reprieve." I asked if the pattern of avoidance was a helpful or an unhelpful
pattern to have within the relationship. Sonia said she thought it was a destructive
pattern. Ted said: "Helpful, if I was the only person that mattered in the whole thing.
It's not good for Sonia or the third party and in the big picture not good either."

I asked if there were any exceptions to the rule (see Table 1.1) of the pattern of
avoidance. Neither Sonia nor Ted could think of one and so I asked what happened
when Sonia come home angry after listening to the tape as that was a high conflict
situation. "Was the patten of avoidance in control or was Ted in control?" Ted thought
"the pattern of avoidance came in again." I questioned that and Ted said: "I thought I'd
let her be angry while it lasts and the another patten came into playas well. You know
the pattern where you walk a\vay from it kind of thing?" I asked if he meant
"Withdrawal" and Ted said: "Yeah that's the one." I inquired if Ted had fed the pattern
of avoidance by withdrawing and he said: "No, no, no. I thought about it though." I
pointed out that this was
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situation Ted had not fed the pattern of avoidance by withdrawing but had stayed right
there. I wondered how Ted managed to go against such a strong pattern and asked him
how he beat it that time. Ted said that he could see it was a break in the pattern of
avoidance when Sonia was hitting him because he "thought of hitting back or walking
out. Then I thought in my head you can tolerate this don't do it. So I didn't walk out. I
told myself in my head you've done this in the past. You cannot walk away from these
things so that's all."

I said that it wasn't possible to make "too much" of that decision to stay right there at the
time because it was actually a step to take control back from the pattern of avoidance. I
said that if they could beat the pattern once, they could conquer its control of the
relationship and that it had been a significant step. Ted the said: "That's how it was for
me at the time. There aren't words for me to say, so Ijust held her."

Ted then complimented Sonia saying that he had heard her say things in these
counselling sessions that made him think"gee you really are a good person. You really
are wonderful. You can listen and are compassionate ..' Sonia interrupted Ted and said
"What you say is not what you mean." Sonia and Ted argued between themselves for a
while. Ted then said: "What I want to say is I don't want to hide anything from you but
what I was going to say..." Sonia interrupted again saying: "Get to the point if you are
going to tell me. I don't want to come crashing down for you to tell me something else.
How do you expect me to feel when I know you are still hiding something from me.
When I know that every day you see Zandra and every day talk to her (Sonia hit the
couch with her hand with each sentence and appeared to be getting very agitated). I've
had enough right now, Ted. I've had enough." I asked Sonia what the trigger was for
her just then when Ted was saying that he did want to tell you everything. Sonia said:
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"Because there is a lot of dishonesty here. Because every time I tum something else is
happening." Sonia said that she expected honesty from the minute Ted had walked back
into the house.

I externalised the problem (see Table 1.1) saying that for the pattern of honesty to take
over the pattern of avoidance that pattern of avoidance had to be named and isolated and
starved first so that the pattern of honesty can take up more. Sonia said: "Why can't he
be honest with me? There's no point to any of this. It's not going to get any better. The
marriage is lost anyway. We've nothing left. I'n1 in no-man's land. I'm not married and
I'm not not-married. You want everything Ted. All you care about is you and what is
happening to you. I'm too tired to carry on. I don't want to play games anymore (Sonia
was crying as she spoke). What I wanted was your love and that alone would make me
happy." Ted said: "I know."

I asked them both "Who do you think cares the most about the relationship?" Ted said:
"Sonia does" and Sonia agreed with what Ted had said. I asked a paradoxical question
(see Table 1.1) at this point: "On a scale of one to ten with ten being the highest and one
being the lowest how much hope would you give the relationship?" Ted spoke first
saying: "Urn before we came in here tonight I would have said eight but now I'd say
five. Ted's scale for hope in the relationship was marked as follo\vs:

1

5

10

X
I asked Sonia what her number for hope would be on the same scale as I had explained
before. Sonia said her hope was ten out often and marked it as follows:
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1

------------------------------10
X

I asked Ted if he was surprised at Sonia's answer and he said that he was "because I
thought she was saying she wasn't working at it any more so if its a ten that's fine." I
asked Sonia if she was surprised at Ted's number being a five at the moment and Sonia
said that she wasn't really surprised. I then expressed surprise that Sonia had given a ten
out often for hope and I asked Ted ifhe could help in understanding it. Ted said that he
couldn't but Sonia said: "I'm not going to give up. I told Ted that before but ifhe doesn't
want to work at it then I'm not going to do it all on my own."

Ted volunteered that he was happy with the progress they were making at counselling.
He said that he thought they were "going forward" as a couple and he said "even my
body language shows it" ( Ted had reached out to Sonia a few times in the session
holding her hand or touching her). Ted continued saying: "In the time we've been
coming and talking and putting names on things, although it confuses the hell out of me
at times, and looking at diagrams and pictures and fitting into the idea that there are
other people like you - and I think 'Oh wow' and I actually am personally feeling a lot
better for it. And I'm finding myself saying 'you know Sonia is so good like that' and
I'm finding all the good things about her again. Some of those things were pushed
behind, up and out of the way. I didn't plan to say that now but much later."

Sonia spoke to Ted saying that it frustrated her that he had such a gradual way of doing
things because when she made up her mind "I just do it." Ted spoke back to Sonia
saying: "Look if you decide to bake a cake at say 200 degrees and if you were impatient
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with it being that slow~ as you are suggesting with that in our circumstances, you could
tum it up to 400 degrees and" Sonia finished the sentence off for Ted saying: "It would
get burnt." And Ted said "that's right." Sonia said: "1 have control with my life and the
decisions I make." 1 asked "if the heat gets turned up too quickly is it easier to lose
control?" Ted said that it was the case. I reflected that the analogy of the cake was a
good one because cooking slowly allowed the inside to cook at the same time as the
outside. Sonia spoke with a laugh: "It is a good analogy and he's proud of it." I asked
where the frustration would lie "if the relationship was allowed to cook slowly." Sonia
said that she didn't think there was any problem with the slow cooking but she did have
a problem with the non-thinking about the relationship. Ted appeared to get annoyed
with that comment and said: "OK"

I intervened with a reframing (see Table 1.1) summary of son1e of the things Ted had
said in the session. I said that Ted had given examples during this session that he is
actually thinking a lot about the relationship and has said that he appreciates your
qualities again. He said that he is thinking about what is happening but that
communicating is a little slower." Sonia said: "Fair enough. I think it is important to
hear something." Ted then said: "Let me say something. While I'm going through this
avoiding pattern which is probably still taking place in this lack of communication I'm
getting on top of these patterns." Sonia said to Ted in a joking way and with a smile:
"By the time you get there I'll be a fossil." I observed that they leant towards each other

as Sonia joked and Sonia initiated a touch which Ted responded to by taking her hand
for a short time.

\

I suggested one experiment (see Table 1.1) for the coming week. They were to both see
"how the pattern of honesty could take over from the pattern of avoidance." They were
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to both watch out for the pattern of honesty and tell each other when it. was happening.
We talked about how they could do some everyday things to starve the pattern of
avoidance (Sonia suggested she not ask Ted when he's going to be out. Ted said that he
could volunteer when he was doing things or when he had a period of not feeling like
talking - that he could name that honestly). I also suggested that they gave each other
feed-back on when they had managed to starve the pattern of avoidance or feed the
pattern of honesty.

4.2.9 Session nine

I observed that both Sonia and Ted looked more relaxed than before as they arrived for
the session. Ted looked pleased with himself and as soon as they sat down Ted reported
that he had tried to break the pattern of avoidance during the week and had succeeded
three times. To highlight a win over the problem and reinforce the establishment ofa

new pattern (see Table 1.1), I asked details on ho\v Ted had managed to cheat the
pattern of avoidance and he described three situations when he was tempted to walk out
the door and he stopped himself. Ted also said that he had noticed that he had more
motivation to spend time together and that he had told Sonia nice things like "I
appreciate you." I asked: "with the lowering of the pattern of avoidance had the pattern
of negative conflict also lowered?" Ted said that it had very much lowered negative
conflict as there had not been any during the past \veek. I asked the couple what
meaning this lowering of the patterns of avoidance and conflict had for the relationship.
Ted said that it leads to a positive path for the relationship and that he could now see
light at the end of the tunnel. I reflected that was a better place to be than 'between a
rock and a hard place.' Ted also said: "I'm in a positive frame of mind now." He said
that he found it helpful to label patterns and he also said that it was good to do it with
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one word, like avoidance, because it was nice and simple and easier to work on the
relationship.

Sonia reported that there had not been any negative conflict but that she was not feeling
as enthusiastic as Ted about the success. Sonia said the she just wasn't ready to embrace
it (the success) 100%. I asked Sonia how would she know when she was ready to
embrace it and she said she would know when she saw evidence of consistency and
longevity in the relationship. Ted said, in reply to Sonia, that he understood that it
would be hard for her for a time and that the in1age he had used last week of a cake
needing to cook slowly was probably appropriate for Sonia at the moment. Sonia
reported that she was finding it hard to be enthusiastic because she had memories
coming back to her of Ted with the other woman each morning as she woke. When we
discussed how these memories could be dealt with Sonia said that she thought that the
memories would go and that Ted would be the way for that to happen. Ted said that he
thought it would be something that he had to do but neither he nor Sonia knew what it
was yet.

I asked the couple to name two strengths that would help them maintain the effort to
work on the relationship. Sonia said humour was a strength and Ted said the fact that

they were friends was a strength. Sonia then said that the friendship went "right back".
I asked Ted and Sonia if they could put on a scale of one to ten, the figure for effort they
were each willing to put into the relationship now.

Ted listed his commitment to effort in the relationship as follows:
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8- - - - - - 10
X

Sonia listed her commitment to effort in the relationship as follows:

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8- - - - - -10

X
I asked the couple if there was anything noticeable about the numbers that they had just
nominated for their desire to put effort into the relationship. They both said that this
was the first time their numbers had been identical and that their commitn1ent was the
same. I highlighted this as aformation ofa new pattern (see Table 1.1) and encouraged
them to see this as a positive showing that they had achieved a lot in their reclaiming the
territory of their relationship.

I invited the couple to draw on a continuum between Rock Bottom and Perfect where
they thought the relationship was at present, and where it might be in the future.

Sonia drew it as follows:

RB- - - - - - - - - - - - -I- - - - -X- - - - - - -X- - -p
March '95

Half
Way

Now
Aug '95

Future

Ted drew it as follows:

RB

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -X
- - - - - - - - - -X

March '95
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P

When things
are good
1st \veek in Sept.
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I.asked Ted and Sonia if the depiction of where they perceived the relationship to be at
present said anything to them. Ted said that he could see real progress as he had not
placed it even near half-way in the past. I took out their last account of the same
question from my file and we looked at the previous time Ted and Sonia had depicted
where they thought the relationship was at that point. Sonia said that she could see the
obvious change too. I pointed out that they both had a similar perception of where it
could be in the future but I was a little confused by the fact that Ted could name when it
would be at that point. Ted replied with a grin that he was taking Sonia away that week
end and they were getting Jono minded so that they could be together.

I said that there was no specific experiment (see Table 1.1) to try this week but
encouraged the couple to do more ofthe same (See Table 1.1) as they had been doing so
well. I also warned the couple that sabotage could happen and to not be discouraged if
they found old patterns trying to fight back.

4.2.10 Session Ten

A conjoint session had been booked but Sonia rang and asked if it would be all right if
she came on her own, a request to which I readily agreed. When she arrived I observed
that Sonia looked depressed and worn out. She was dressed in old clothes and was not
wearing make-up. When I asked Sonia how she was feeling, she replied that she felt
inadequate and had no confidence in herself. Sonia singled out her marriage
relationship and her work as t\VO areas grieving her deeply. Sonia said that she had put
everything into saving the marriage and was now drained. She also said that she wished
she had let Ted walk out when he did and not put so much effort into the marriage. I
asked Sonia how much she wanted the marriage to continue. Sonia said that "I do know
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that I don't want it to continue as it is," and that she felt strongly about that. Sonia said
that there were no shared roles in the relationship and that she did everything from
dropping the baby off to the baby-sitter to all the organising that ~ent with having a one
year old. She said that Ted's priority was to be at work, even at week-ends, and that
there was no sharing or support happening at home. Sonia said she believed that
marriage was about company and togetherness and that she no longer believed that Ted
was capable of that. Sonia said that she did not love Ted anymore. She did say that they
had a nice week-end away recently but in the very same sentence Sonia said that she
hoped Ted didn't ask her to wear her wedding ring again as "I don't want to and don't
want him to ask." Sonia said "when someone reduces you to where I am it makes you
question your feelings for that person." As we explored the meaning of what Sonia had
just said Sonia also said that she had been sexually abused as a child and had attempted
to work on that herself but had never sought help with it before.

I asked Sonia what she thought her options were and she said she had thought about
them and had decided to leave Ted and work. I expressed surprise at the fact that
leaving work and Ted were put together and Sonia replied that they were the two things
not making her happy. Sonia said: "I feel very sad about it. It is like having a limb
chopped off particularly because I felt - when they say about t\vo becoming one - I felt it
was definitely the case for me." Sonia said that she felt that there was no area of life
that she had any control over. Sonia described feeling a victim to her boss at work and
she said that she then kept trying to avoid him.

I said that I thought Sonia was in crisis but that crisis was an opportunity for positive
change. 1 said that I believed that change would happen for all three of them (I included
their son) but that they could have a say in which changes came about. I agreed with
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Sonia that things could not continue how they were. I said that first of all I'd like us to
check what support networks could help Sonia at this time and that we would also look
at what support was possible for the baby.

I suggested that as my role was to counsel the relationship, that it would be helpful for
Sonia to have regular weekly counselling and gave her some phone numbers of people
that I believed would be supportive. I also suggested that she see her doctor straight
away and that perhaps she might be able to take some sick leave. I asked if she was
tempted to be violent with the child when she was feeling this much out of control.
Sonia said that she did feel like hitting Jono when he wouldn't stop crying, and when he
wouldn't sleep and she was exhausted, but that she wouldn't do it. I asked her what
areas of her life she felt she had control of at the moment. Sonia couldn't think of any
and so I suggested we draw up a pie chart of the different areas of her life. As Sonia
looked at the different sectors of her life she said that there was no area in which she felt
she had any control at present. The largest amount of her time was taken up with Jono
and she could see that there could be small options around his routine. We explored if it
was possible to increase the amount of time Sonia had away from Jono and she said that
it would be possible to leave him with her parents once a week. The only activity that
Sonia did for herself was to go to a dancing class one night a week and that had its
difficulties as Ted would often be home too late to mind Jono and so Sonia missed more
classes than she managed to make. Sonia said that Jono was in control of her life at
present, "1 do everything for him." I asked Sonia what she needed to do to avoid a
breakdown. Sonia felt th'at she couldn't go to her parents again and that she would think
about the supports I had suggested. Sonia said that it probably \vas not possible to take
a break from work at present as she had no sick leave left and she had no back up for
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minding Jono if she were to go away. I encouraged Sonia to increase the things she did
for herself and to regain controlover some 0 f the sectors.

I also asked Sonia a paradoxical question (see Table 1.1) as to what was she going to do
in the future to avoid the pattern of being the aggressive fighter and then leaver in the
relationship and what new pattern did she wish to have?

Sonia said that she thought there was a pattern of fighting in relationships but she would
have to think about a pattern of retreating after the fight. She said she thought there may
have been a reason for that in her childhood as she felt that she always had to fight for
someone to love her. Sonia said that she spent most of her teenage years in her bedroom
and when she did that her mother accused her of being selfish. Sonia said that her
mother told her that she fell "pregnant with me at a time when she and dad were about to
split up. And so dad always told me I was special but I've paid for it by always being
alone."

We did a genogram (see Table 1.1) of Sonia's family looking particularly for patterns.
Sonia said that there was a pattern of "respect" in the family. As she talked about her
childhood she said that there was a pattern of "aloneness" and a pattern of "fighting for
someone to love me." Sonia said that she was molested at the age of three by her baby
sitter and hence she was worried about who she left Jono with. She was sexually abused
at the age of seven by her mother's sister's boyfriend. Sonia said that all her life she
never felt understood and that she had been asking for help since she was a little girl.
Sonia said that she always had to do things perfectly ever since she was little and that it
used to annoy her mother. So she developed

apattern of always doing things herself

because she wanted them done properly. Sonia said that she and her mother had only
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got close after the death of Sonia's daughter in her first marriage and that her
relationship with her parents was now "perfect".

Sonia requested to look at Ted's genogram to identify patterns there that she may not
have noticed before. We drew up patterns in Ted's family as explained by Sonia. The
patterns that she named there were: lack of respect; no guide posts especially in that
there was no sense of right and wrong; and addiction to work by Ted and his father.
Sonia also said that Ted's father had been a 'rescuer' for Ted's brothers Wll0 were
irresponsible (two had been on drugs) and that she could see now that Ted was pretty
responsible in comparison to his brothers. Sonia said that she found it helpful to have
named the pattern of "addiction to work" that she believed Ted had~ as she said she had
more of an idea of what she was up against.

I suggested that Sonia concentrate only on self-care for the next week and if she was
unable to get away for a break I'd see her and Ted for a conjoint session in a week's
time.

4.2.11 Session eleven

Sonia and Ted turned up separately (as was usual) to a conjoint session, with Ted
arriving a little later than Sonia. This week Sonia had taken more care with her
appearance and her manner was less flat. When he arrived Ted said that he was most
unhappy and that he didn't blame Sonia for his unhappiness but that he was feeling that
he didn't want to come home. Ted said that things were OK while he was absorbed in
work but that after the busy period stopped he said that he did \vhat he could to avoid
Sonia. While the busy period was on Ted said that he had worked t\venty hours a day
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and that he was 1000/0 absorbed in work. Ted said that the busy period had only just
finished and so he felt quite confronted by how much he now didn't want to go home. I
asked Ted how much control work had over the rest of his life. Ted said he thought it
controlled as much of his life as he let it and that it was normal to think about work all
the time and that he didn't wish that to change. Sonia said that they might as well not be
married for they were never together to be husband and wife. Both Ted and Sonia spoke
negatively about the relationship.

I asked a circular question (see Table 1.1) the couple what they thought Jono would say
about his hopes for the relationship. Ted said that for Jono's sake Jono would say that
the relationship should continue. Ted said that he loved his son deeply and that
continuing the relationship would be the sacrifice l1e'd make for his son because "I'm not
happy." Sonia said that she thought Jono would say that it was better for the
relationship to continue as it was better to have both parents because he loved them both
very much.

Ted said that he had looked forward to Sonia going on a work trip to Sydney because he
wouldn't feel the pressure to be attentive and he wouldn't have to be considerate about
what time he got home from work.

The body language of both Ted and Sonia appeared to be very flat and I formed the
impression that they appeared depressed about the future of the relationship, and so I
asked them if they could give me an indication of how much hope they thought the
relationship had on a scale of one to ten. Both Ted and Sonia declined to answer the
question.
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I asked a series of paradoxical questions (see Table 1.1) beginning with asking what
positives they would each ta!<e into the future if they went into it as singles? Ted said:
"None that I can think of." Sonia said: "Jono." I asked who would have custody of
Jono. Ted said that Sonia would but said that he was surprised at the question and that
he didn't like "the idea of having to organise to see his own son as it should be as natural
as breathing." I said that I was trying to get a map of the territory as to where the
relationship was on the map at the moment. Sonia refrained from answering the
question. I asked what strengths they had if the relationship were to continue. Ted said:
"familiarity." Sonia said: "A greater chance of working it out, a chance for Jono to have
both a mum and a dad, a chance for both to understand each other, and to have tolerance
and comfort." I asked Sonia if she was speaking about what she saw as present
strengths already in the relationship or what she hoped would be there. Sonia replied
that she was speaking about what was already tl1ere in the relationship. I said that I was
surprised as I had thought that Sonia and Ted were saying earlier in this session that
those things were missing. Sonia said that occasionally Ted reached out to her in bed. I
said that was the most hopeful thing I had heard all session and asked Ted if it was true.
Ted said yes he was aware that he did reach out like that. Sonia said that she thought
Ted did it only when he thought she was asleep. I encouraged this news as being the
beginning of aformation ofa new pattern (see Table 1.1) and asked Sonia and Ted if it
would be possible for reaching out to each other to become less "sneaky" in the future.

I used metaphor (see Table 1.1) as an intervention when I asked Sonia and Ted to think

about the relationship in a medical sense and that if the relationship were sick could they
indicate to me if it would need a band-aid, need to go to the doctor's or did it need to be
in hospital and if it was in hospital was it in need of intensive care or bed rest? I asked
them to give me an indication of where they thought the relationship would be in that
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metaphor. Sonia said that she thought the relationship was in intensive care. Ted said
that he thought it was in intensive care and with an "unknown diagnosis and we don't
know ifit is terminal or not." I asked Ted and Sonia what it

mea~t

for the relationship

to be in intensive care and they said that it would be easy to pull the life support plug out
and there would be no hope. I asked who they thought was in control of the life support
plug to decide, was it a doctor or did tl1ey have control. They both said that it should not
be a doctor or other people outside the relationship but that it did not feel like they had
control either. I suggested that it might be a good idea to rest for a while and nurse the
relationship and have a think about what patterns were in control of the relationship so
that they felt they could regain control.

Sonia reported that the frequency of conflict had increased as her frustration and present
exhaustion had increased. Ted said that he hadn't been home enough to really notice but
that it "wasn't pleasant when he was there."

I suggested an experiment (see Table 1.1) for the coming week which I said was based
on something that the couple had told me was a strength for the relationship. They had
both told me in an earlier session that humour was a relationship strength and so I
requested that they find one thing to make the other laugh. I said that it was well known
that laughter was the best medicine and so it might help the intensive care situation but
it would also lighten things up a bit at home.

4.2.12 Session Twelve

This appointment was three weeks after the previous one as the couple rang and
postponed an appointment because their son was ill.
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The couple arrived for the appointment together (which was the first time as they had
previously come in separate cars). I started the session by asking for feed-back on
whether there had been any changes since the last session. Ted and Sonia discussed
between themselves as to who would go first and Sonia, with a smile, nominated Ted.
Ted said that it had been a good time in regards to the relationship, but they had a tough
time as a family lately because there had been a death in his family and their son Jono,
had been taken to hospital. I asked what the impact, of the things that Ted had just
mentioned, had been on the relationship. Ted replied that the impact had been positive
as "we gave support to each other and our communication increased." Ted said that
while they were sitting at the hospital he realised that if they were struggling with a
divorce and had a chronically ill child he didn't know how they would cope or how they
would even be on common ground. Ted said that it was a "good thing" that he and
Sonia had been there for each other. Ted also said: "I think it has helped in a lot of other
ways."

I asked Sonia to tell me how she thought things were since we last met. Sonia gave a
sigh and said: "When we left here there was a definite change in Ted in that he wanted
to, or at least show that he wanted to, try a little bit harder at what \ve were supposed to
be about. He was also more affectionate that night and in the morning. But when this
business happened with Jono and we ended up in at the hospital on Thursday night, then
when it all happened, Ted was the third person I thought of calling. And at the end of
the night Ted and I sat down at home with a cup of tea that sort of affected me and I said
to him 'I felt very disappointed that I felt that way. That I thought of calling him but he
was the third person I did call because I didn't want to disturb him. I didn't want to get
him at work. I just didn't feel comfortable with calling him." I asked what Ted did
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when he got the call and Sonia said that he came to the hospital at once. I asked the
couple what meaning they had made out of Sonia's delay in calling Ted. Sonia said that
she though it revealed the lack of security she felt in the relationship which she said
made her sad. Sonia continued: "and I said to him 'I feel so sad that our relationship has
got to such a point where the insecurity I feel would get in the way of calling you'.
Anyway he had a sad expression on his face and said 'there are a lot of bridges to build
aren't there' and I said 'do you want to build bridges?' and he said 'Yes I love you'."

I said that we had two news ofdifference (see Table 1.1) items here: the bridge building
and Ted saying 'I love you' to Sonia I asked what it did to insecurity to hear Ted say
that he loved her. Sonia said: "If that hadn't happened to Jono, and he wasn't vulnerable
at the time, Ted may not have said it. I'm not saying I don't believe him but I'm afraid of
being handed something again and have it taken away from underneath me, because I'm
not sure that's not going to happen. I don't think Ted would say anything he doesn't'
mean but the problem is he can change."

I asked a relative influence question (see Table 1.1): "How long have you known that
Ted has changed so that what he has said is meaningful for more than just that moment
for you both?" Sonia said: "I don"t know. I think it is changed but maybe time. I don't
know if insecurity goes ... It's not that I don't want it but I'm scared." I asked Sonia if
she could give a name to what she v,,'as scared of and she said: "the hopelessness that I
seem to feel when Ted says he's leaving." I asked if Ted had said he was leaving since
"

we had started counselling and Sonia said that he hadn't and that she thought her feeling
of insecurity related back to when he first said he was going. I wondered it either of
them could think of any bridge building ways to build up security and hope so that, with
time, hopelessness and insecurity would have less of a say in the relationship. Ted
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suggested more "being there for each other" like they had been over the recent crisis.
Sonia said she thought more communication and tenderness. We talked for a while
about how these things could be achieved. Ted nominated that he had trouble bridge
building in areas that Sonia made him angry. Ted gave an example from the time of
intense conflict they had during the previous week. He arrived home late, 2.00 am, and
Sonia went for his 'jugular' as he walked in the door. I asked the couple if they could tell
me what patterns were operating in the episode. Sonia said that she could now see that
she had talked herself into a "raging frenzy" that night because she didn't know where he
was. Ted said that he thought he could have avoided it by giving Sonia more
information than he did when he rang at 5.00 pm and said 'I'm going to be a little late'. I
asked what the effect would have been on the relationship if either of them had done
that one thing differently. Ted said that it would have been "a gain" instead of hurt
caused, and Sonia said that she would have got more sleep and there probably would not
have been a fight.

I asked Ted and Sonia if they could tell me where hope for the relationship was on our
usual scale of one to ten with ten being very high hope for the relationship to keep
going.

Ted scored hope for the relationship as follows:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -7- - -8- - - - - 10

X

X

Sonia scored hope for the relationship as fo11o\'/s:
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -7- - - - - - - - 10

X
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I asked what the difference was since last session as neither of them wished to giye me
an indication for hope last time. Ted said: "Well it says that there's been a big shift and
that urn there will always be negatives in tl1e relationship but they won't be
overpowering anymore." Sonia offered an example of how they had resolved conflict
recently by talking about how they were really feeling to each other. Ted then said that
had happened "because you didn't come at me and so I told you all about it." Sonia said

"I think that is the key to what happens. I do tend to work myself up into an absolute
frenzy when we don't talk, and I don't know what is happening and then I go for him and
make it hard for us to talk as Ted just withdraws when I go for the jugular." I asked
what pattern they were going to both employ to starve that pattern that Sonia had just
mentioned. Sonia said that she would have to watch that she didn't talk herself into a
frenzy and not to start dragging other issues into the present thing annoying her as extra
ammunition. She thought they had better address one thing at a time. Ted said that
when Sonia goes off he "has no inclination to find out what the real truth or issue is
anymore because it feels like sandpaper rubbing me from the inside" and that he would
try to ask Sonia what is hurting her instead of looking at his own hurt inside first.

I asked the couple where they thought the relationship was in regards to the hospital
image we had used last time when they both thought it was in intensive care. Sonia said
that the relationship was "not at a life threatening stage anymore and maybe still in
hospital but out of intensive care." Ted thought that the relationship was "no longer in
hospital anymore." I encouraged the couple to keep up the "nursing" of the relationship
and suggested that reassurances to each other about their hope and commitment might
lower insecurity and raise security.
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I raised with Ted and Sonia that there were other patterns that they might watch out for
in the coming weeks which may try to sabotage the gains they had been making. I
warned against the pattern of 'avoidance of intimacy' and the pattern of 'feeling like a
victim' who expects it all to fail anyway. Ted said that when anger went up intimacy
went right away and they both laughed when I asked the obvious question: "raising
which one would help the relationship?" He said that when Sonia is angry he
withdraws. I asked what happens to intimacy when he withdraws and Sonia said "it
goes out the door tOO."

I asked them what they could do to sabotage the patterns of avoidance and of falling
victim to hopelessness and insecurity. Sonia suggested the use of humour. I said that
they both had the ability to do that too, and Sonia answered: "We certainly do." Sonia
also said that they had used humour after last session as I had suggested to them. I
reaffirmed that humour was a strength in their relationship. Ted said to Sonia: "I can
make you laugh now if you like." Sonia said with a laugh: "no don't" Ted then joked
that Sonia had just used the pattern of avoidance.

I asked if there had been frequent or intense conflict over the previous weeks and Ted
and Sonia reported one intense negative conflict issue in the last three weeks ("when
Sonia went for my jugular vvhen I came in the door. ").

4.2.13 Session Thirteen

Ted and Sonia arrived together and looked very happy. They sat close and looked at
each other frequently as they spoke. I started the session with seven questions that I
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asked Ted and Sonia to do on separate pieces of paper. A summary of the questions and
Ted and Sonia's answers follows:

Question

.•.

...... Sonia

,

1. How intense have the
fights been in the last
week? (Rated on a
scale of one to ten.)

One

One

2. How intense have the
fights been since our
last counselling
session?

Two

Two

-"'. How many conflicts in

None

One

Don't remember

?

,.:

the last week?
4. How many conflicts
since last session?
5. On a continuum
between Rock Bottom
and Near Perfect where
is the relationship
Now?

RB

X
June '95

X P
Now

RBX
May '95

6. What would be the
ideal number of fights
per week?

None

None

7. What would be the
ideal intensity in
conflict?

One

If any, two

X P
Now

As we went through the answers I commented to both Sonia and Ted how similar their
answers were and Ted joked that Sonia must have cheated. I asked "How did the level
of intensity compare to when they first came to counselling?" Sonia said that it had
been an eight or a nine (on the scale with ten being the most intense). Ted said: "Oh
yeah. I don't know that we had a lot of fights but they were certainly more awful when
we had them, very intense, probably a nine (on the scale with ten being the most
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intense). I asked them how they had managed to change the intensity from a nine to a
one. Ted said it was good counselling and I said I was wanting an indication of what the
two of them actually did as I wasn't there when they were

fighting~

Ted said that

"~e

had periods of fighting and not fighting and then going back to fighting on and off.
Then we were fighting less frequently and then we were being more guided in our ways
of responding to what was going on and then we were eliminating areas in which we had
been fighting. Looking together at areas we had been in conflict until eventually we
weren't fighting." Sonia said (in answer to the question) that "there's a lot of
understanding on both parts. 1 think not only about each other but also about ourselves
as well. So when we were fighting it was a recognition of what was happening and
saying 'well this has happened and we really don't need it to.' So um that's how we
handled it. I really think it was because of raised understanding." Ted also said: "yeah
its like you know if you cut your little finger there isn't enough pain to upset the whole
body so it was like that - after a while a disagreement didn't upset the whole
relationship." Sonia said: "I do need to stress though it is equally the understanding of
oneself and it is the understanding of the other person." 1 asked if they could explain
what they meant by "eliminating the cause" (Ted used the phrase a bit earlier). Ted said:
"When we became more sensitive to the other person's need. It was basically not being
reactive only to the other person but understanding what is going on for ourselves and
why. So after we worked out things which were in our own person... " Sonia joined in
Ted's explanation and added: "Conflict wasn't happening because there was no cause for
it. What Ted means by eliminating is that because we came to understand that couldn't
equate.. that didn't cause nlrther ... " Ted joined in the explanation and finished it off: "so
it didn't escalate, it didn't snowball." 1 affirmed that they had done something important
for their relationship because they had worked out a way to prevent escalation of
cont1ict., and it was a skill they had practiced.
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When we looked at the diagram of where each perceived the relationship to be 'Now'
Sonia was visibly pleased with the fact that Ted's perception was siJIlilar to hers. She
said: "Its almost identical!" I asked them both how they thought the relationship had
moved from Rock Bottom to where it was now. Sonia said it had been through tears,
pain and determination. Ted said that "it was not so much what I did but things which
happened around us. For example Jono's accident and the death in the family in the
same week. It certainly jolted me into giving more consideration into the value of
family and so forth. A lot of issues were raised... I'd been coming to a few little
realisations within myself about the fact that I was very immature as a person and
immature in the relationship and I wasn't really facing a lot of responsibilities because I
couldn't see those before, couldn't even identify how I was failing. When those
realisations became clear to me they became a motivating force and also a good goal.
Things that I saw, witnessed and felt that I didn't feel good about and saw what I've been
creating... all had a big impact on the relationship to the extent that the things which
needed to be dealt with were." Ted said that the communication part of the relationship
was dealt with and would continue to be in the future.

I asked Sonia and Ted if they were to put their commitment to the relationship on a scale
of one to ten with ten being highly committed where would they place their commitment
now.

Sonia marked her commitment as follows:

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10

X
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Ted marked his commitment as follows:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 10
X

Ted said one strength of the relationship was Sonia's determination and it had been a
major factor in them coming to counselling. I said that I thought too that the fact that
both of them persevered with the counselling, when the relationship was swinging in
some ups and downs, suggested that at times the commitment on both their parts was
probably higher than the numbers they offered in some of the sessions when they were
asked to scale commitment.

Ted said that genuineness was also a strength of the relationship. Ted then said that
'yesterday as we were cleaning out the kitchen cupboards Sonia asked me 'do you think
we have a good relationship?' I didn't answer at first but the ans\ver is 'yes'. But it is
good to be able to say yes."

Ted said: "The level of conflict is much more give and take. There were things that
Sonia used to get on my case about and she got less frequent and I avoided her less
frequently. She tells me frequently that she appreciates me and I her.' I asked if that
was happening two months ago. Ted said: "No. There were t\VO barriers there. One
was the con'flict and there \vas a reason for that barrier; and the other was my thinking 'I
do feel like giving a bit but I'm not going to give a bit'." Ted said that the barriers now
are like tissue paper because they each feel good about themselves. "Both of us are
more positive and really seriously looking to the future."
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I inquired how the couple had sorted out the ratio of work and together time
commitments. Ted said that he had been spending a lot of time at home over the last
two months which was possible because of the seasonal nature of his work and that he
hoped that the quality time together would see them through "the ratty times." I
affirmed that this was another example of the positive changes that the relationship had
experienced. Sonia reported that they were communicating a lot now. I said to both
Sonia and Ted that I had noticed that they each started off a sentence with words like: . "I
was saying to Ted the other day "or "I said to Sonia..." which I perceived to be an
indication that they were communicating frequently.

Ted volunteered that another factor in the positive change that had occurred for the
relationship was that he had realised how immature he was. Ted said that he had, until
recently, still thought of himself as a boy. He said that was reinforced by the fact that he
worked for his father and that his father still did the 'man things' like use the hammer
and such. Ted said that he realised that he had allowed the old pattern to go on and he
suddenly realised that he had plenty of maturity in business. He reported that he then
made the decision to "come to grips with the fact that I was a man" and realised how his
immaturity had prevented so many things in their relationship. I asked what the
realisation that he was a man and not a boy had done for the relationship. Sonia jumped
in with an answer and said one word: "freedom." Ted said "everything and certainly
freedom. An enormous amount of freedom. I now feel free to do things around the
house." I asked what this freedom does for the relationship. Ted said: "I now feel
equaL" Sonia said: "It allows us to grow together. I no longer feel like the baby sitter."
Ted said that he could see she had to be the baby sitter because "someone had to do the
grown-up things" in the relationship.
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I remarked that the being equal changes the whole dynamic of the relationship and Ted's
response was "definitely." I asked them to describe the dynamics of the relationship
now. Ted said: "It's normal. There's still work to be done but its totally do-able whereas
before it wasn't." Sonia said: "It's easier now., because we are working together." Ted
joined in with more to the answer: "Not orily that because we've identified it. When you
don't know about something then you don't really want to work on it. I used to just think
'oh well, we don't get on that's it. And you talk yourself into a simplistic answer to a
complicated issue."

Sonia reported that they do a lot of laughing together. She said: "the relationship is
different. It is where I knew it could be."

4.3 COUNSELLING PROCESS

Different counselling techniques used in the systemic-based counselling process. Some
of the systemic techniques included: Questions; complementary questions; relative
influence questions; metaphor; extemalising the problem; circular questions; collapsing
time; news of difference and looking for exceptions to the rule; paradoxical
interventions; genogram; reframing; posing dilemmas; and experiments. Diagrams and
charts that were used are nominated in the counselling session summary and can be
found in the Appendices. It was deemed necessary to set boundaries on the discussion
of the counselling methods so that this study had containable limits. The parameters of
this discussion of the counselling approach is limited to the following techniques:
externalising the problem; reframing; relative influence questions; collapsing time;
paradoxical interventions; posing dilemmas; news of difference and/or exceptions to the
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rule; and experiments or tasks. Other ,JI" the above categories receive a mention when
they have been used as part of a more

~lobal

technique (for example metaphor is

mentioned when it was used as a way of extemalising the problem).

Externalising the problem
One method of externalising the prob."~m (see Table 1.1) and facilitating the clients to
see where changes had been occurrin~ \\-as the question requiring them to mark where
they perceived the relationship to be

a continuum from Rock Bottom to Perfect

C:l

(explaining that no relationship was re31ly perfect and so could they mark where they
thought Good Enough would be in re~;!ion to Perfect). They were requested to mark
three points: when and where Rock Bcrrom was; where the relationship was now; and
where it would be when it was Good

~:lough.

Each time this technique was used it

revealed a positive shift in the couple's beliefs about where they thought the
relationship was at present and where :'1ey believed it was heading. This led to
questions exploring the process that l:.::.d helped bring about the change and increased
hope for the future of the relationship. The use of this technique also enabled Ted in
session five to nominate that for

thin~5

to be Good Enough in the relationship he would

be more committed. This enabled Te=. to name a key issue in the cause of conflict in the
relationship. My hypothesis was that
would decrease. Hence this was an

lS

Ted's commitment increased then the cont1ict

ic.~ortant

insight at this particular time and Ted was

even able to name his own ambivalenc~ to commitment at the time. In continuing on
the track of extemalising the problem = asked Ted if we could 'map the territory of
conunitment'. This led to Ted reporti:.g that he still "had feelings" for the 'third party. I
asked a question about whether it

see:::~d

to be a workable marriage if he were to stay in

the marriage but obtain his emotional .::.nd relationship satisfaction outside the
relationship. Ted's answer to that led :0 my setting him a task as to \vhat he perceived to
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be fixable or unfixable in the relationship. [n this session I also named and explored
with Ted the "pursuer and avoider" pattern. The final intervention of the session was
my request that Ted think about how much territory of his relationship with Sonia ~e
wished to reoccupy over the coming week.

Another way of externalising the problem was through encouraging the couple to name
patterns (see Table 1.1) in their relationship that were unhelpful. In session one I

suggested that the relationship had many repeating patterns which caused further
distancing and lack of understanding, so the first part of the counselling process would
be to look at the patterns in the relationship. I also suggested that the whole picture was
rather overwheln1ing at this stage and we work onjust one or two patterns at a time.
Sonia's use of the tenn 'baby sitter,' in session four, for her role in the relationship
enabled an exploration of the patterns of relating used in this relationship. The use of
questions about whether it was easier or harder to respect Ted and about whether it was
helpful or unhelpful for the relationship for the role of the baby sitter to continue
facilitated Sonia to say that it would be unhelpful and to declare that she no longer
wanted to do 100% of the work in the relationship. This in tum helped Sonia to see that
she needed to relinquish her role of being over-responsible in the relationship. To
reinforce the process that had begun with Sonia's awareness that she was the over
responsible partner in the relationship, I suggested that as Sonia had decided to 'pull
back from effort' that she continue to lessen effort and to lessen the baby sitter role.

The naming of patterns in the relationship \vas a most successful method in facilitating
change for Ted and Sonia. A key therapeutic intervention \vas the recognition of the
role of the pattern of avoidance and then the challenging it in session eight. Towards the
end of session eight Ted provided strong evidence of this in his self-report: "Let me say
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something. While I'm going through this avoiding pattern which is probably still taJing
place in this lack of communication I'm getting on top of these patterns." Ted also
named that he saw that Sonia had reacted because he had withdra'Nl1 and indicated :.:at
there was some link between withdrawal (avoidance) and negative conflict

escalatil:~.

This was another significant insight for the couple.

In session nine Ted reported on the success of the intervention about the pattern of
avoidance. Ted was very pleased with how he had actually beaten it. As a result tb:re
was a considerable lowering of negative conflict and commitment to the

relationsr~;

had increased immensely. The couple depicted the changed state of where the macage
was at when they both depicted it as being at least half-way up from Rock bottom =d
both indicated that they felt the relationship was heading to a future spot that each ·::·uld
even nominate.

Sonia drew it as follows:

RB- - - - - - - - - - - - -I- - - - -X- - - - - - -X- - -p
March '95

Half

Now

Way

Aug '95

Future

Ted drew it as follows:

RB- - - - - - - - - - - - - -X- - - - - - - - - -X- - - - -J
March '95

Novv Aug '95

When things
are good
1st week in Se::.
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I also asked the couple to self-report on their commitment to working on the relationship
(namely effort) at this point.

Ted listed his commitment to effort in the relationship as follows:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8- - - - - - 10
X

Sonia listed her commitment to effort in the relationship as follows:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -8- - - - - - 10
X
I asked the couple if there was anything noticeable about the numbers that they had just
nominated for their desire to put effort into the relationship. They both said that this
was the first time their numbers had been identical and that their commitment was the
same. I encouraged them to see this as a positive and that they had achieved a lot in
their reclaiming the territory of their relationship. This session provided evidence that
my hypothesis that negative conflict would lower as hope increased and would lower as
the pattern of avoidance was starved \vas proving correct.

Another way of extemalising the problem was through the use of a circular question
(see Table 1.1). In session three, a circular question to Ted about how much
responsibility it was fair for Sonia to take for Ted's anger in the relationship challenged
Sonia at the time and led to her deciding that she needed to know if the anger was a
relationship issue or not before she would react in the future. This insight led to a
relative influence question about whether misunderstandings would be more or less if
P. F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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Ted and Sonia were able to name whether the anger was a relationship issue or not. Not
only did Sonia and Ted agree to name the source of anger when it happened but it led to
further insights about the pattern of pursuing that was occurring in the relationship.
When I asked Ted, with a circular question, what Sonia's pursuing to know if she had
made him angry said to him he said that it revealed that she cared. This was an
important insight into beliefs about caring in the relationship at the time.

I asked in session twelve if Ted and Sonia could think of ways to bridge build to build
up security and hope so that with time hopelessness and insecurity would have less of a
say in the relationship. Ted and Sonia gave much evidence in this session as to how
they had taken on the ideas and patterns of systemic thinking. They named patterns
themselves and they revealed ideas on how to use the revelation of a pattern to the
benefit of the relationship. Ted even named a restraint (without using that language) by
nominating that he had trouble bridge building in areas that Sonia made him angry. In a
later session Ted reported that he had noticed a pattern that when anger when up
intimacy decreased and as he withdrew from the anger intimacy decreased all the more.
Ted had become aware of further repercussions of the pattern of avoidance and was
actually naming an impact on intimacy that Gottman suggests (1994. That intimacy is
undermined when conflict is avoided, giving a perception of the marriage as cold and
distant). When I asked how they might in the future sabotage the patterns of avoidance
and of falling victim to hopelessness and insecurity the couple came up with their OvvTI
solution - the use of humour.

The use of metaphor (see Table 1.1) was another method of externalising the problem.
Ted, after a while would suggest the metaphor. Ted's suggestion of "being between a
rock and a hard place" in session eight, and of the idea of the relationship being like a
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"cake in the oven," in session five, and it needing to cook slowly, were very useful in the
counselling process. The use of the metaphor about who was in the driving seat of the
car in the relationship led Ted to state that it was something that he was still coming to
counselling and that he believed that meant that he was still not out of the car yet. When
Ted referred to Sonia being like a lost sheep (in session six) following him around
waiting for him to say "come here" I reframed that description as revealing a lot about
Sonia's commitment to the relationship. Ted's reply, "it's huge", is evidence that he was
taking on news of difference. Ted had come to the point of recognising that the
relationship meant so much to Sonia. Previously Ted had stated that 11e believed that
Sonia was "out of the relationship" before their son had been born. In realising that
Sonia's commitment to the relationship was 'huge" Ted was acknowledging a change in
attitude that would continue to challenge his desire to work out whether to stay in the
relationship or not.

The metaphor about the relationship being in hospital, in session eleven, had a
successful impact on the counselling process. The couple stated that they did not want
anyone else to control whether the life support plug was pulled on their relationship.
With time, Sonia and Ted declared the relationship to be out of intensive care and
perhaps still in hospital or just released. I encouraged the couple to keep nursing the
relationship and that reassurances about hope and commitment might lo\ver insecurity
and raise security.

Another successful extemalising technique was the use of a letter to the clients
(Appendix 7). I used this as an intervention only once. In session eight I decided to use
the critical incident of Sonia listening to the audio tape of Ted's individual session and
the resulting violent behaviour to try an intervention with a letter from myself to the
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couple. Michael White uses letters in his systemic intervenl:ons. By starting the session
with this letter I set the agenda for the session - to specifically address the pattern of
avoidance. I had mentioned it in other sessions but it had be-en 'avoided'. Starting the
session with a letter took both Sonia and Ted by surprise and they were very attentive
while it was being read. The recognising of the pattern of avoidance was a key
intervention this session, as was the recognition of its place in the relationship. The
exploration with the couple for an exception to tl1e control mat the pattern of avoidance
had in the relationship was an extremely important intervenjon. To continue the
process begun in this session the experiment was suggested \vhereby the pattern of
honesty would take over from the pattern of avoidance. The couple both explored
suggestion as to how they could starve the pattern of avoid~ce and feed the pattern of
honesty.

The use of diagrams as an externalising technique was also successful. Ted reported
"feeling normal" when he viewed the diagrams (session six '. The ones used (Ricci's
[Appendix 5], Relationship Map [Appendix 6] and the hill ?erspective diagram
[Appendix 8]) enabled an objective view of a current situaion. In session six Ted also
reported experiencing relief when the diagram illustrated \\-~at he had been trying to
describe to Sonia about his need to go slowly in his return :0 the relationship whereas he
had been feeling pressured by Sonia.

Rejraming
In session two I suggested the notion of 'testing the waters' ~e reframed (see Table 1.1)
as 'the relationship being tested' so that they could both be ':~sters'. This intervention
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aimed at balancing the decision-making power a little so that Sonia didn't stay the
subject of the test and could actually do her own testing too.

When, in session four, I commented that Ted's affair had played havoc with the
relationship and asked Sonia if she wanted to reoccupy the territory she had in the
relationship before that ever happened. Sonia replied that she did not wish to turn back
the handle of time as the relationship had been difficult and so she didn't want to
reoccupy that territory. Sonia reported that the affair was a blessing in disguise and that
she believed that in the end their relationship would be stronger.

Relative influence qllestion
In session one I also asked a reframing relative influence question (see Table 1.1),
asking the couple how long the pattern of insecurity had been in the relationship. This
shifted the focus off Sonia's feelings of insecurity and reframed insecurity as a
relationship issue. During subsequent sessions, I continued to follow the part insecurity
or security played in the relationship and continued the line of relative influence
questions: "would it make the relationship more or less secure?" During session six I
asked if it would make a difference to Ted if it were believable that Sonia was fighting
for Ted to respond to her in love rather than fighting for the relationship because a third
party had entered the scene. Ted reported that it would make a difference and that he
too would fight for the relationship. This was a very important insight.

These questions helped the couple put the 'hot" issue at the time in a broader context and
a context to do with the relationship instead of the individuals. They also encouraged
the discovery of meaning for the relationship in each issues.
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Collapsing time question
Ted and Sonia were observed to shift perceptively in the counselling sessions when
collapsing time questions were asked. They were a very su~cessful intervention.
During session one I also asked a collapsing time question (see Table 1.1) asking the
couple to give me a picture of what the relationship could possibly look like in ten years
time if we were able to wave a magic wand and heal the huts and pain. Ted said that he
found it difficult to answer. Sonia painted a picture of family togetherness around a
swing in a park that Ted nodded a brief verbal agreement to: "Mm." Sonia then moved
on to a twenty year picture, uninvited. This intervention was successful at the time and
increasingly continued to be over the future sessions - it facilitated Sonia and Ted to
discover more commitment and hope for the future.

In session three when the collapsing time question was asked Sonia reported her

willingness to state her own need of change instead of trying to change Ted. In that
session the collapsing time question about the future of the relationship in five year's
time allowed Ted and Sonia to name the ways they might achieve the change
themselves. This question had both Ted and Sonia report a desire to be together in five
years time which was a shift in their beliefs about the relationship and where it was
heading. This collapsing time question also enabled Ted to report a shift in his
connectedness towards Sonia. In session one Ted wouldn't answer the question and this
week he reported a strong picture of family togetherness. Ted was also able to name
some steps to achieve that togetherness.

Paradoxical intervention

The paradoxical intervention (see Table 1.1) in session three where I asked Ted what
qualities Sonia had shown during the night of intense verbal negative conflict, took Ted
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one intervention proved successful over a period of time as

the couple continued to think about the qualities of each other outside the sessions. It
also enabled their sense of humour to come to the fore as they jo~ed with each other that
qualities meant their "good points". In session four Sonia began by saying that she had
been pondering on Ted's qualities throughout the week. Sonia indicated that the
question from last session had continued to cause her to think and to find positive
qualities in Ted. As a result Sonia came up with her own hypothesis that Ted was
rebelling against her. This in tum aided Sonia's awareness of her ways of relating in the
relationship. In communication theory terms it heightened Sonia's interaction
awareness. The paradoxical question about qualities enabled both Sonia and Ted to re
address how they viewed each other, to look at each other in a different way and to
rediscover each other's qualities. Ted reported it in the following words: "And I'm
finding myself saying 'you know Sonia is so good like that' and I'm finding all the good
things about her again. Some of those things were pushed behind, up and out of the
way." It is an intervention whose impact must not be underestimated in facilitating
change for this couple. The fact that the couple regularly brought this into the
counselling sessions, each time it was with a positive comment, is indicative of the
impact this paradoxical intervention had.

In session eight I asked both Ted and Sonia a paradoxical question requiring an
indication about the levels of hope they each held for the relationship. I asked it at a
time in the session where it was quite paradoxical as Sonia had just given a lengthy
speech about how there was no hope for them. Ted's answer indicated that he had con1e
to the session with increased hope which had decreased with Sonia's little speech.
When Sonia then gave her indication of hope it was at the top of the scale leading me to
comment on the paradox of the comparison with what she had just said and yet name
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the news of difference that hope had considerably increased in the relationship. This
paradoxical intervention shifted, within the session, negative views on the relationship
to positive.

In session ten, when the relationship appeared to have swung back away from hope, I
also asked Sonia what was she going to do in the future to avoid the pattern of being the
aggressive fighter and then leaver in the relationship and what new pattern did she wish
to have? Sonia's awareness of her own patterns were raised by this paradoxical

intervention and during the session she named that she always had a pattern of "fighting
for someone to love me".

When I suggested the medical metaphor for the relationship (see Table 1.1) and both
Sonia and Ted placed the relationship in intensive care. I asked who they thought was
in control of the life support plug for the relationship. Both said that they did not feel
they had control but did not wish anyone outside the relationship to have control either.
I suggested they rest for a while until they could regain control. Sonia reported that
conflict had increased as her frustration had increased and as Ted had been more absent.
I suggested a paradoxical intervention on the basis on something they had previously
told me was a strength: that they do something to make the other laugh. This was based
on the premise that laughter was the best medicine and so fitted with the intensive care
situation.

Posing dilemmas
In session six Ted was swinging in his commitment to the relationship with Sonia and
said that he was still having daily contact with Zandra~ I posed a dilemma (see Table
1.1) and collapsed time when I asked Ted what the relationship with Zandra would be
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like in a few years time. Ted's 'answer revealed his own ambivalence when he said that
he would not be feeling good and be going through a stage of enormous regret. Later in
that session I posed another dilemma about relative influence asking whether it w~uld
make a difference to Ted to discover that Sonia's negative conflict actions had been an
attempt to have Ted respond in love. Ted's answer was that if he believed that he
wouldn't be fighting. After a complimentary question Ted said he believed that it would
make a difference to him. When I posed dilemmas to Ted he really wrestled with them
and thought them through, often in between the counselling sessions.

News 0/ difference,

e.:~ception to

ti,e rIlle, Iligilligilting wins over ti,e problem,

encouraging/ormation o/new patterns (see Table 1.1)
The recognising of the pattern of avoidance was a key intervention in session eight, as
was the recognition of its place in the relationship. The exploration, then, with the
couple for an exception to the control that the pattern of avoidance had in the
relationship was equally in1portant. In session eight Ted and Sonia saw that there had
been an exception to the rule when Ted had not withdrawn at the time of extreme
negative conflict. This raised hope that they could take control over the pattern rather
than it controlling them. From this time on there appeared to be a break-through in the
dominance of the pattern of avoidance as the couple joined forces to beat it, and as Ted,
in particular, gained courage from the knowledge that he had beaten it once before. Ted
was so pleased with his success that his body language indicated his excitement at
infonning the counsellor at the beginning of session nine of his successes in winning
over the pattern of avoidance.

Sometimes the couple would swing from hope to hopelessness in their thinking about he
relationship within one session. Session eleven was indicative of that pattern of
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sWIngIng. Ted and Sonia had slipped into old patterns of relating and spoke negatively
about the relationship. After a number of circular questions about what their son would
say about his hopes for the relationship and about what positives

~hey

might take into

life as singles. I then asked what strengths they had if the relationship were to continue
and Joth were more positive. Sonia then offered some news ofdifference saying that
Ted ·"vould at times reach out to her in bed when he thought she was asleep. I reflected
that mat was the most hopeful thing I had heard all session and asked Ted ifhe was
a\vc:e of doing it. I suggested that their reaching out to each other could become less
"sneaky". I observed this to be the case as the couple in the final sessions and in the
long tenn follow-up reached out to each other a number of times. Sonia also reported
more affection in the relationship.

Dui-llg session twelve Sonia reported that she had perceived that there had been a
cha::ge in Ted in that he wanted to try harder at the relationship. She also reported that
Tee 3ad been more affectionate immediately after the previous session (apparently in
resr0nse to being "less sneaky" in showing affection). Sonia also reported that when
the:: son had ended up in hospital Ted was the third person she thought of calling and
that had disturbed her. When I asked questions about the meaning around this incident
Sor~a

suggested it was indicative of the insecurity she felt about the relationship.

Ho\\-ever, she also said that she had been able to discuss that with Ted and he had
repi:ed that there were a lot of bridges to build between them. This time of
cOrL'11unication had resulted in Ted declaring his love to Sonia. I affirmed the two news

of a·~ierence: the bridge building and the "I love you'

statement~

and asked what that did

to ir..security in the relationship. I encouraged the couple to see that it was a win over
old ;,roblems, of lack of communication and lack of commitment to the relationship, and
ne\\" patterns had been established.
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Experiments
Experiments (see Table 1.1) were usually given at the end of each session. The first one
was a diary task (What were the strengths each took with them if they lived singly?) was
to prepare them both for possible separation as neither gave a very high number on the
scale of working on the relationship. The second diary task (In what ways have they
understood each other?) was a relative influence question that would hopefully shift
them from looking at the misunderstandings towards the times of understanding each
other, and fitted in with a stated goal of counselling. The experiment set at the end of
session one, to take it in turns to take responsibility for the relationship on the odd and
even days of the week, was a paradoxical intervention that addressed the ambivalence in
the relationship and also the imbalance of an over-responsible and under-responsible
pattern.

Sonia gave some feedback to the diary task when she said at the beginning of session
two: "whatever Ted does is not going to create whether I'm secure or insecure." This
appeared to be Sonia's response to the diary suggestion of thinking about the strengths if
they lived singly and our discussions in session one about security, and relative
influence questions about the relationship being more or less secure. Sonia also
reported the diary as being helpful and a place where she vented negative feelings as
well as sorting out her thinking.

At the end of session two I suggested a paradoxical intervention as an experiment over
the next week. I suggested Ted was to put more responsibility into the relationship and
Sonia less responsibility. I also said that I thought the experiment might be too hard for
them and they could let me
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In session three Ted reported that it had been a "good week and that things were a lot
better". Ted correlated the differences in the relationship to the attempt he had made at
the experiment set at the end of the last session" stating that he had started the week by
"doing my part and sort of collapsed again." He also said that negative conflict
increased when he stopped doing his part. I pointed out the news ofdifference that his
attempts had resulted in a decrease in negative conflict when Ted had "raised the
responsibility stakes". At the end of session three the experiment set for the couple was
to do more ofthe same (see Table 1.1) as they had done so well in the last week. Ted
also reported in session three a change to his levels of commitment and effort for the
relationship in the words; "in the same way apartness is now togetherness". Ted's report
indicated that the changes in his levels of commitment to the relationship and effort for
the relationship were a direct result of the experiment set at the end of both session one
and two to take some responsibility for the relationship.

At the end of session four the experiment set was another version of "more of the same".
I suggested that as Sonia had decided to decrease her effort in the relationship that she
also lessen the baby sitter role. The aim of this experiment was to reinforce the process
that had begun with Sonia's awareness that she was the over-responsible partner in the
relationship, and to reinforce her own decision to lessen her efforts in the relationship.

The experiment set at the end of session five was for Ted to think about how much
territory of his relationship with Sonia he wished to reoccupy over the coming week. As
a result of the setting of this experiment Ted rang in between sessions asking what he
question had been and requested another individual counselling session before the
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planned conjoint one. This experiment led Ted to face his continuing involvement with
Zandra which he brought up in the next session.

To continue the process of overcoming the pattern of avoidance begun in session eight,
the experiment was suggested (at the end of that session) whereby the pattern of honesty
would take over from the pattern of avoidance. The couple both explored suggestion as
to how they could starve the pattern of avoidance and feed the pattern of honesty. Ted
and Sonia managed to win over the pattern of avoidance, a gain that must have some
relation to the following through of the experiment set in this area.

In session nine I affirmed how well the couple were doing and suggested more o/the

same but with a warning to watch for a pattern of sabotage. I also told the couple to not
be discouraged if old patterns tried to return. In session eleven when things needed to
be lightened up a bit, I suggested an experiment in the form of a paradoxical
intervention on the basis of something the couple had previously told me was a strength:
that they do something to make the other laugh. This was based on the premise that
laughter was the best medicine 'and so fitted with the intensive care metaphor.

In session eleven Sonia and Ted suggested their own experiment for the future. They

suggested that when Ted felt rubbed like sandpaper on the inside he would ask Sonia
what was hurting her instead of responding form his own hurt first.

Conclusions

The above examples of systemic-based counselling techniques indicate a change in the
clients' perception, of a decrease in the frequency and intensity of negative conflict'9 can
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be directly associated to a particular therapeutic approach. The couple also reported
using positive communication techniques with a resultant increase in positive conflict.

In session thirteen the report of one intense negative conflict occurrence in the last three
weeks revealed a definite lowering of the levels of negative conflict. The cause of the
lowering could not be strictly related to the systemic counselling method as there had
been two outside factors reported during the counselling session. Ted reported a death
in his family and the incident with their son in hospital. Both of those factors had
impacted on the relationship too. I do argue that Ted and Sonia perceived change in
their relationship and were looking at their relationship and differences in new ways.
Sonia and Ted appeared to have the possibility of permanent change by the end of the
counselling relationship, a fact that was confirmed by the post-test and the long term
follow-up. However, I cannot argue conclusively that the change was brought about by
systemic counselling methods only because of the confounding factor of those two
'outside' influences.

I do argue that the systemic approach had to be a contributing factor to the changes
perceived by Ted and Sonia to the levels of conflict and to the restoration of their
relationship. There is much evidence in the discussion of the counselling sessions and
the pre- and post-test to illustrate that the couple had "taken on" many of the systemic
methods and were continuing to use them in their relationship (particularly their
a\vareness of the pattern of avoidance and their ability to name other patterns in the
relationship). The ongoing hypothesis was that as Ted's commitment to the relationship
rose, the frequency and intensity of negative conflict would lower. Equally as Ted's
understanding about Sonia's commitment to the relationship increased so too did his
own commitment to the relationship increase. When Ted's pattern of underP. F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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responsibility became more balanced so too Sonia's over-responsibility balanced and
Sonia stopped being "tl1e baby sitter" in the relationship. I believe that the counselling
sessions offer evidence that the clients perceived the therapeutic interventions to have a
positive influence on decreasing the levels and frequency of negative conflict.
However, although reported on in the counselling sessions, their perception of an
increase in positive conflict was less memorable.

4.4 SELF-REPORT

The self-reports throughout the counselling sessions allowed the clients to express their
perceptions concerning the nature and levels of conflict. In keeping with the focus of
this study the self-reports included in this sections cover the following categories:
information indicating increase or decrease in negative conflict; information indicating
increase or decrease in positive conflict; and indications of perceptions of change
including perceptions of change in the marriage.

4.4.1 Results indicating an increase or decrease in negative conflict

Overall Sonia and Ted reported a decrease in the frequency and intensity of negative
conflict. The pattern of change in the levels of negative conflict is not one of steady
decline as throughout the counselling process the frequency and intensity both decreased
and increased as unresolved issues were still impacting upon the relationship. However,
by the end of the counselling process both Ted and Sonia reported no negative conflict.
A report sustained by the post-test and the long term follow-up.
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The results of Sonia's and Ted's self-reports on the occurrences of incidents of positive
and negative conflict in between each counselling session are summarised in Table 4.1.
Session one and the pre-test were conducted at the same time and the questions
concerning the frequency and intensity of conflict related to the week prior to attending
counselling.

Table 4.1 Datafrom selfreports indicating an increase or decrease in levels of
negative conflict. Numbers relate to the scale ofone to ten, with one being lo}v
incidence and ten reporting a high incidence. Sometimes reports were not quantified
and so any relevant data is represented verbally.
session number

. frequency
Sonia

Pre-test/Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Session 6
Session 7
Session 8
Session 9
Session 10
Session 11
Session 12
Session 13
Post-test
Long term follow

3-4
lower

1
no
no
no
no

frequency
Ted
7
lower

1
data
data
data
data

1

no
no
no
no
1

data
data
data
data

o

o

no data
higher

no data
higher

1
1

1

o
o

o
o
o

intensity
Sonia

intensity
Ted

'10
lower
lo\v
no data
no data
no data
no data
high

7
lower
lo\v
no data
no data
no data
no data
high

no data
higher
high
low (1 out of 10)

no data
higher
high
low (1 out of 10)

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

o

o

up

In session one there were a number of self-reports of the relationship being in a state of
intense and frequent negative conflict. Sonia and Ted both said that Sonia would yell,
scream, speak in derogatory ways to Ted, throw things and hit the wall with her hand.
In session two Sonia and Ted said that the frequency and intensity of negative conflict
had lo\vered'l but that part of the reason was that Ted had not been at home very often.
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They also reported, in that session, that their communications were still in a negative
pattern and there was no report of positive communication.

In session three Ted reported that he and Sonia had a "good week and that things were a
lot better", phrases which Ted explained meant that there was more mutual contentment.
He indicated that negative conflict had lowered when he had "done his part (increased
responsibility as had been set in the experiment) but negative conflict had increased
again when he had "sort of collapsed again." However, at the end of the session the
couple reported that there had been no intense negative conflict for the week and only
one major conflict situation.

Session four was an individual session with Sonia and focused on Sonia's agenda for the
time and so no data was given concerning negative conflict over the previous week.
However, at the beginning of the session Sonia volunteered that she has spent time
considering Ted's qualities over the past week and reported on those.

Ted's individual sessions offered no data on recent incidence of negative conflict as Ted
used the sessions to try work out if he wanted to stay in the relationship. However,
negative conflict escalated rapidly after session seven when Sonia listened to the audio
tape of that session and learnt of the current emotional entanglement Ted still had with
Zandra.

Session eight appeared to offer a breakthrough in the couple's pattern of attempting to
avoid conflict which would actually lead to more intense conflict. The pattern of
avoidance of conflict was noted and both Ted and Sonia joined forces to work against
that pattern.
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The success of the intervention around the pattern of avoidance was evident in session
nine. There was a report of a subsequent lowering of conflict and- a raising of
commitment to the relationship had increased immensely.

However, the reports about the frequency and intensity of negative conflict reveal an
increase in session 11 where Sonia reported that conflict had increased as her frustration
had increased and as Ted had been more absent. This was followed by reported lower
levels in session 12 where there was only one report of negative intense conflict during
the previous three weeks.

In the final session, 13, Sonia and Ted reported that intensity of negative conflict had
dropped to very low (one out often). Ted reported no fights in the last week and Sonia
reported one when they were self-reporting on the frequency of fights. Both Sonia and
Ted felt the level of present intensity was acceptable and that the ideal number of fights
would be none. In this session Ted also said that he realised that one disagreement no
longer upset the whole relationship. Ted and Sonia reported that their conflict had eased
as they became less reactive to the other person and became more self-aware. I quote
from the summary of that session Ted's and Sonia's words. 'Ted said: "When we
became more sensitive to the other person's need. It was basically not being reactive
only to the other person but understanding what is going on for ourselves and why. So
after we worked out things which were in our own person..." Sonia joined in Ted's
explanation and added: "Conflict wasn't happening because there was no cause for it.
What Ted means by eliminating is that because we came to understand that couldn't
equate, that didn't cause further ..." Ted joined in the explanation and finished it off: "so
it didn't escalated, it didn't snowball." ,
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4.4.2 Results indicating an increase or decrease in positive conflict.
Self-Reports on positive conflict

Overall Ted and Sonia reported considerable improvement in their ability to resolve
conflict or disagreements occurring between them. They reported an increase in
communication patterns between them. In searching the data relating to positive
conflict the researcher observed that these occasions were less memorable than those of
negative conflict and the clients would report that they simply couldn't remember. It
may be possible that the term "positive conflict" created difficulty and this data may
have been clearer if the researcher had used terms like "disagreements which were
resolved" instead of the term "positive conflict." However, the self-reports indicate that
Sonia and Ted developed ways to resolve conflict and skills to prevent conflict
escalating into negative conflict.

The results of Ted and Sonia's self-reports on the evidence of positive conflict and
frequency of positive conflict are shown in Table 4.2

Sonia's response to the occurrence of positive conflict in the pre-test was the decision
for Ted to move back into the house. A decision taken and carried out in the week
preceding the pre-test. Ted did not report it as a positive conflict incident.

In session two Sonia reported another way of handling conflict when she "used the diary
to clarify her thinking" and to "relieve her bad feelings." Sonia reported that she would
have said these things straight to Ted in the past and they would have led to escalating
conflict.
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Table 4.2 Tablefor showing evidence of andfrequency oj self-reports ofpositive
conflict, for the period oftime in between counselling session, as reported in
counselling sessions

session number

Evidence
Sonia

Pre-test/Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Session 6
Session 7
Session 8
Session 9
Session 10
Session 11
Session 12
Session 13
Post-test
Long term follow
up

yes
yes

Evidence Ted Frequency
Sonia
no

1

- Frequency Ted
0

yes

1

yes
yes

yes
yes

not sure

1
3

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
no
yes

1+
several
2
several

1+
several
N/A
several

The increase in occurrences of positive conflict from session eight appears to be directly
related to the couple winning over the pattern of avoidance which had been predicted to
in1pact on the patterns of conflict.

In session twelve Sonia mentioned an example of resolving conflict in a positive way by
she and Ted telling each other how they were really feeling about an issue. In session
twelve a question about hope for the relationship facilitated a description of how much
Ted and Sonia had increased their skills at positive conflict. In this session Sonia and
Ted were asked to place on a continuum their current perception of hope for the
relationship. This question enabled a follow-up exploration of the positive change to
hope. When I wondered how this had occurred Ted replied: "Well it says that there's
been a big shift and that urn there will always be negatives in the relationship but they
won't be overpowering anymore." Sonia offered an example of how they had resolved
conflict recently by talking about how they were really feeling to each other. I
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encouraged Sonia and Ted to see that they' were describing an example of positive
conflict and that they were showing that they had learnt to instigate different patterns to
the previous destructive ones. In the discussion about how to starve old patterns Ted
and Sonia firstly took responsibility for their own actions instead of blaming their
responses on the ?ther. Sonia and Ted suggested their own experiment for the future
(that when Ted felt rubbed like sandpaper on the inside he would ask Sonia what was
hurting her instead of responding from his own hurt first). It is very possible that there
were numerous examples of positive conflict that could have been reported in session
twelve, however the couple reported mostly on the major one that occurred after the
hospital visit. Sonia and Ted, also in session twelve, offered examples of how they
would challenge the patterns they perceived occurring in their relationship. Sonia gave
an example of how she and Ted were openly discussing issues between the!ll. Ted
named it "bridge building."

In session thirteen Ted reported that there was more give and take in the relationship
now and also reported feeling equal to Sonia. Ted also said in session thirteen that he
and Sonia had become more sensitive to each other's need. This, he reported, enabled
them to understand rather than being reactive to the other person and also understand
what was going on for themselves and why. In the same session Sonia reported that"
conflict wasn't happening because there was no cause for it." Ted and Sonia reported
that they had worked out a way to prevent escalation of conflict and were practicing that
skill. In this final session the couple reported that things were "easier now, because we
are working together."
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4.4.3 Self-Report on the marriage and perceptions of the desire to change

Questions were asked, during the counselling sessions, concerning the couples'
perception about the marriage 3...'1d questions about willingness to put effort into the
relationship and commitment to the relationship were asked to get a measure of their
desire for change in the relationship. The couples' response to questions about where
they perceived the marriage to ~e on a continuum between Rock Bottom and Perfect
was an indicator of their perce~tions of the change that had occurred in the relationship
and the change they perceived ::ecessary for the relationship. The issue of commitment
to the relationship, and its rela:ed impact on Security and insecurity in the relationship,
was a key issue for Ted and Sc::ia. When commitment to the relationship was low on
the part on one partner then co:.r1ict appeared to be correspondingly higher.

Commitment to the marriage

\\"3.5

reported in counselling sessions on a scale of one to

ten either for willingness to pu: effort into the marriage or for a measure of each one's
commitment to the marriage. Tne perceived changes come from the continuum drawn
about when the relationship \V2.S at "Rock Bottom" and where it is in each session in
relation to "as close as a relationship can get to perfect" (namely ten out often). This
question was not asked every session. Just so with the questions around effort and
commitn1ent both these areas r:.:arked on this table were only asked when it was
therapeutically appropriate. Tl:e results of these are shown in Table 4.3.

The results show the swings tf:2.t the relationship went through in the area of
commitment before things were resolved in session twelve. However, the perceived
changes in the relationship are on a upward climb making it possible to hypothesise that
as the couple perceived the
P. F. Stuart-Smith, /999
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increased and as commitment increased the couple perceived the marriage to be
improving. As noted though, the questions around this area were not asked every
session and so may not be consistently unidirectional.

Table 4.3 Summary ofselfreports on commitment to the marriage and perceived
changes to the marriage.
session number

,commitment to ti,e marriage
Sonia
Ted

Pre-test
Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Session 6
Session 7
Session 8
Session 9
Session 10
Session 11
Session 12
Session 13
Post-test
Long tenn follow
up

no data
8
no data
no data
high
no data
no data
no data
no data
8
low
low
no data

10
no data
10

,;;,perceived changes to the
,-' marriage
Ted
Sonia

no data

no data

no data

no data
8
no data
no data
low
no data
no data
8
no data
low
no data

no data
no data
3

no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
no data
6
no data
no data
no data
9
yes
yes

o

10
no data
10

5
no data
no data
no data
7
no data
no data
no data
9
yes
yes

* numbers were done in the sessions on a ratings scale of one to ten with one representing low
commitment or change and ten being very high comnlitment or high perception of change.
During session one both Sonia and Ted expressed ambivalence towards their
commitment to the relationship and a lack of desire to put much effort into the
relationship. Ted said quite emphatically that he believed that their relationship had
long ago broken down. Ted reported coming back to the relationship for the sake of his
twelve month old child and that as far as the relationship went he

~as

in counselling to

"test the waters" to see if the relationship had a future. Sonia declared her commitment
to the marriage in session one as a commitment that went back to her marriage vows and
that when you make a commitment like that you "make it work." Paradoxically Sonia
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nominated a figure of two out of ten for the

amot:.~t

of effort she was willing to put into

the relationship at this point but nominated a ten out of ten for her level of commitment.
Ted described that whenever Sonia had participa:ed in negative conflict methods t? try
to engage him in the relationship he had moved ":Urther and further apart from her."

In session three Ted reported that things were "gNd" and better" in the marriage
meaning that there was more mutual contentmen:. However, Ted also reported that
there had been "a fair degree of communication creakdown" too. In session three Ted
nominated his scale for effort was more like a

se~:en

or eight out of ten and that the

change in his levels of commitment had come frc·:n originally misunderstanding the
question as well as realising that a relationship c2uld not work with zero effort. This
was an indication that Ted's perception about co:::mitment to the relationship was
changing. In session three the collapsing time q::cstion, about what the relationship
would be like in five year's time, enabled the cOl:ple to verbalise a picture of hope for
the future of the relationship. I believe this was::. positive intervention for the future of
the relationship.

Sonia's words, in an individual session, session :0Uf, "I really, really, really, really and
truly want the marriage" reveal a very high

cOITh.~tment to

the relationship.

In session five Ted related his commitment to the relationship to his view that the
marriage had been falling apart long before this ~sis and that he truly believed Sonia
was "gone as well" from the relationship before :"1eir son had been born. Ted also
admitted that his commitment to the relationship \vas "'variable at the moment." During
the individual sessions Ted showed evidence of 5\vinging from being on the point of
leaving the relationship to staying because Soni~ \vas the person he had married. In
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and he

seriously questioned his own commitment and whether he and Sonia were \vorking at an
achievable goal. However, he continued to stay with the counselling and said at the end
of the session that he "guessed it means something that I'm coming to counselling."

Ted's self report in session nine indicates that he had moved towards more commitment
in his personal level of commitment to the relationship. His shift was so dramatic that I
hypothesised it would have a large effect on the future levels of conflict. I predicted
that, as Ted's commitment to the relationship grows, the frequency and intensity of
conflict would lower. Ted has also increased his responsibility stakes in :he relationship
which I also believed would impact on the conflict levels as Sonia would not have to do
the work of two in the relationship and therefore be less frustrated. In session nine both
Sonia and Ted nominated the same numbers for their willingness to work on their
relationship. This I believe was evidence of a positive change in the clie:lt's perception
of the relationship. It indicated that hope had increased as well as their commitment to
work at their relationship.

In session ten Sonia's commitment to the relationship retreated as Ted's grew, offering
an example of homeostasis. In this session Sonia discussed many personal issues which
impacted upon her view of self and on her expectations in relationships. T awards the
end of that session I asked a paradoxical question that challenged Sonia as to whether
she really wanted to leave the relationship or whether old patterns were driving her.

Session eleven revealed a low commitment from both Sonia and Ted at the beginning of
the session. However, in session t\velve both Ted and Sonia report "being there" for
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each other in a crisis over their son's health. Ted also commented that they would "no
longer let negatives overpower" them any more in their relationship.

In session thirteen Sonia reported on the "raised understanding" of each other in the
relationship and Ted said that conflict was no longer happening in the relationship as he
and Sonia had eliminated the cause of it - namely understanding themselves and their
partner. In session 13 I asked Sonia and Ted if they were to put their commitment to the
relationship on a scale of one to ten with ten being highly committed where would they
place their commitment now.

Both Ted and Sonia reported very changed and positive perceptions of their
commitment to the relationship in comparison to earlier sessions.

In session thirteen the couple also reported they had worked out a way to prevent

escalation of conflict by being more sensitive to each other's needs and by trying to
understand each other instead of being reactive. They believed these tactics eliminated
the cause of conflict. They also reported that communication part of the relationship
had been addressed and that it would continue to be an important factor in the
relationship in the future.

4.5 PRE- AND POST- TEST RESULTS

The results of the pre- and post-test are given in Appendix 9

In the indicators for the main types of conflict occurring in the relationship both Ted and
Sonia indicated that the main source of conflict in their relationship was household
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chores in both the pre- and post-tests. Sonia commented, in her pre-test, that it was
really the lack of consideration for the other behind it rather than chores themselves that
was the source of the conflict. In the post-test she also indicated tliat future goals or
plans were a cause of conflict. Ted and Sonia both described a typical conflict incidence
as not speaking to one another in their pre-test and as verbal fights in their post tests.

4.5.1 Results indicating an increase or decrease in negative conflict
(questions 3-7).

The results of the pre- and post-test indicate substantial decrease in negative conflict in
both frequency and intensity.

In their pre-test, Ted and Sonia indicated that conflicts with no resolution occurred daily
and 3-4 times a week, respectively, and that this frequency was unacceptable to them.
Intensity levels were high (7 out of 10 for Ted and 10 out of 10 for Sonia). Both
reported a complete reduction in the frequency of unresolved conflicts in a typical week
and that there were no such conflicts in the week prior to their post-test. Both found the
absence of conflict acceptable. Both Sonia and Ted stated in the post-test that the
results reported represented a typical week.

4.5.2 Results indicating an increase or decrease in positive conflict.
(questions 10,11,14,15)

In both pre- and post-tests Ted could not recall any incidents of conflict where both he
and Sonia were happy with the outcome. On the other hand Sonia indicated that such
incidents occurred about once a \veek in a typical week prior to the pre-test and twice a
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week at the post-test. Both changed the way they usually tried to get their point of view
across to the other partner. At the pre-test Ted commented that he did not try, using
little effort to put his view whereas Sonia indicated she had tried everything, including:
saying how she felt, use of repetition, raising her voice, affection or using physical force.
Ted commented that when he had tried a different approach by "telling her everything
asked whether she liked to hear it or not" and found that it only resulted in escalation of
the conflict. At the post-test Ted and Sonia both indicated that they would say how they
felt as a first tactic of handling disagreements.

The QCR results for Ted and Sonia suggest little change in the generally low level of
positive conflict reported. However, they do reflect a change in Ted's attitude towards
putting more effort into conflict resolution and that both had modified their approach.
Sonia qualified her report on positive conflict by saying that they were not really
conflicts, rather little things. However, her answer in the post-test indicates strong
change so that little things are no longer escalating to negative conflict. Ted qualified
his answer by saying that he could not remember.

4.5.3 Indications of a change in perception of desire to change (questions
8,9,12,13)

Ted and Sonia were in agreement at the pre-test that they wanted to change both the
frequency and intensity of negative conflict. Both also wanted to change the things
about the other that bothered them. This contrasts with a disparity in how much effort
either would put into trying to change the other: out of a scale of 10 Ted indicated 1 (no
effort) whereas Sonia marked 9 (10 = constant effort).
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At the post-test, there being no recorded instanc'es of negative conflict, both expressed
satisfaction with the zero level attained yet still indicated a desire to change their
partner. Ted, significantly, did not change his indicated "no effort" level (lout of 10)
for trying to change his partner and suggested

~'it

was more trouble than its worth", yet

named the thing that bothered him most" when she wants something done it has to be
that second and I don't think it needs to be", evidence of engagement in the marriage
that was not evident in the pre-test. Sonia indicated level 3, a considerable reduction in
effort from her pre-test result. It bothered her that Ted "didn't care if we are all late," yet
accepted that "it was

him'~.

4.6 Long term follow-up on the achievement of initial goals.

The long term follow-up was conducted three months later after the final session. Sonia
and Ted reported that there was no negative conflict occurring in their relationship.
They both said that there were verbal disagreements which they resolved by telling each
other how they were feeling. Ted reported that he might also raise his voice in the
disagreement. Sonia reported that she might choose to go and do the chore herself
instead of following the old pattern of pursuing Ted until her request was met.

Sonia reported a positive conflict situation in the previous week when Ted ended up
washing the dishes. Ted said he could not remember any positive or negative situations
to report on.

Both Sonia and Ted reported that they were continuing to communicate well and
believed they understood each other better and had achieved their initial goals.
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4.7 DISCUSSION

Sonia and Ted presented for counselling reporting "unbearable" negative conflict: They
were very unhappy and did not see much hope for their marriage. Ted had separated
from Sonia for a number of weeks and had only just returned to live with her when
counselling began. Ted said that he had only come back for the sake of their child and
that he was really "testing the waters" to see ifhe would stay. Sonia had become quite
violent in the relationship and said that she had actually used every type of behaviour
listed in the pre-test (although she did not admit to them when the pre-test was being
conducted). She said that in her pain and anger she had even hit the wall and had "tried
everything. "

James (1996) describes how women's violence is often in either self-defence or an
expression of frustration and stress. James maintains that it is not usually an attempt to
control or dominate. This is consistent with Sonia's episodes of violence and her reports
of great shame and distress at her actions and that only two men had ever driven her to
this extreme. Matching James' claims, Sonia's violence ceased when the frustration
about lack of commitment to the relationship was resolved.

Ted's affair is consistent with Brown's (1989) description of some affairs being the
result of conflict avoidance. Ted's pattern of conflict avoidance and its consequences
are described also by Cahn (1992) as a pattern of conflict avoidance that is more likely
to occur if the person is not committed to the relationship. It is a pattern that is more
usual in engaged couples. However, Ted and Sonia described a pattern of insecurity in
the relationship from before their wedding where Ted said he thought that Sonia had
believed she was making a mistake in marrying him. Sonia in tum had been responding
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to Ted's lack of commitment and insecurity and so the patterns had perpetuated
themselves. The difficulties that Sonia and Ted were undergoing with their relationship
and their behaviour patterns were best understood in terms of overall patterns and
interpersonal patterns (Cahn, 1992). As the issue of commitment was resolved in the
relationship, there was less conflict avoidance on Ted's part, and subsequently less anger
and frustration on Sonia's part, which lowered negative conflict in the relationship. In
terms of circularity and wholeness, when the pattern of avoidance was challenged and
Sonia and Ted both joined forces against it (including Sonia and Ted looking at the
things Sonia did to "feed" it) so too commitment to the relationship increased.

Ted and Sonia's case differed from the literature in the area of response matching
(Knapp & Vangelisti, 1992; O'Leary & others, 1992; O'Leary & Vivian, 1990). Ted did
not mirror Sonia's increasing violence, but withdrew more into conflict avoidance.
There was no evidence of the fighting being cathartic for either Ted or Sonia. In fact
Sonia's and Ted's case adds to Straus' argument of "more ventilation more violence"
(Straus and others, 1980), as when Sonia vented her frustration it led to more violence.
It also differs little from the notion "more conflict, more violence" (ibid).

This case differs from the authors who talk about stages of marital relationships (eg.,
Morand, 1992; Roughan and Jenkins, 1990). The conflict was evidenced to have more
to do with the pattern of avoidance of conflict than the stages of the relationship. The
fact that Ted may not have originally committed to the relationship would also affect
any argument based upon stages of n1arriages.

In the area of intimacy, this case reflected what was reported by Cahn (1992) and
Gottman (1994) that negative conflict leads to a breakdown in intimacy and marital
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dissatisfaction. Gottman describes how contlict avoidance undermines intimacy leading
to a perception of the partner being distant or cold (1994, p 45). The changes to
communication levels affecting the levels of intimacy in a relationship is mentioned by a
number of people (Knapp & Vangelisti, 1992; O'Leary & others, 1992; O'Leary &
Vivian, 1990). Sonia and Ted's changes are consistent with the notion that as
communication levels improve a greater level of intimacy is experienced.

Ted and Sonia's stated joint goals were: that they wanted to "sort things out" and
improve their communication in ternlS of understanding each other. Sonia and Ted
perceived the counselling process helped then1 to achieve these joint goals. Their
individual stated goals were to do with working out their individual commitment to the
relationship. Other goals inferred were: the reduction of frequent negative conflict; the
reduction in intensity of negative conflict; and the development of positive patterns of
conflict resolution in the relationship.

At the conclusion of counselling the clients believed they had achieved all of these joint,
individual and inferred goals. This is evidenced in the self-reports of the clients
perceptions during the counselling sessions, in the final counselling session, in the post
test QCR results and in the long term follow-up interview.

Ted and Sonia reported an increase in communication and commitment to
communication in the relationship. The counselling sessions facilitated Sonia and Ted
to "sort things out" including each of their commitment to the relationship. They
reported in the last sessions communicating well with each other and feeling understood
by each other, instead of being "reactive" to each other. A perception that they had
"joined forces" against negatives overpowering their relationship was reported in session
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eleven by Ted. In session thirteen Ted reported that the communication part of the
relationship had been addressed and would continue to be important in the future. They
also reported increased sensitivity to each other's needs. They reported in the finaJ
session having worked out a way to prevent conflict escalating and reported on incidents
of positive conflict. In the final session of counselling they reported believing that they
have a good relationship, a comment that reveals both to be strongly committed to the
relationship and that the idea of "testing the waters" had been resolved to the point that
the "tester" was fully in the relationship. Both Sonia and Ted expressed a perception
that they had a good marriage.

The levels of conflict in both frequency and intensity were reported to have reduced
with the frequency reducing by session thirteen to only one fight in three weeks and the
intensity of that fight being extremely low (one out often). In contrast at the first
counselling session the number of fights was reported to have been between four and
seven in the past week with the intensity being high (nine out or ten). These self-reports
during the counselling sessions are consistent with the self-reports in the QCR post-test.
The reported frequency of conflict had decreased from either three, four to seven times a
week in the pre-test to zero times a week in the post-test. The reported intensity of
negative conflict had decreased from either a seven or a ten in the pre-test to no
occurrences in the post-test and so no reportable intensity. The QCR had extra
questions built into it as a double check on this area and the answers were consistent.

In the case of Ted and Sonia they perceived that all their goals were achieved and were
still effective at the time of the long term follow-up. The self-reports support a strong
argument as to the effectiveness of the systemic-based counselling approach in
achieving the goals of the study. Two confounding factors were co-existent with the
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systemic-based counselling approach for Ted (the death of a friend and his son's
admission to hospital). These created insights for Ted about his commitment to the
relationship and offered information T.vhich "fitted" with the changing system.
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Dick and Janet attended eight counselling sessions including the pre- and post-test
sessions.

5.1 INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

5.1.1 Presenting problem

The couple stated that their marriage was failing and that the only communication with
each other was in volatile, affective behaviour or long periods of not talking to each
other (such as three weeks) which then led back to the negative and intense conflict.

5.1.2 History

Dick and Janet attended the first session together. Dick was 37 years old, Janet was 42.
This was the second marriage for both partners. They had co-habited for 14 years and
had been married for nine of those years. There was one son from this marriage, Adrian,
aged eight. Janet's first marriage had lasted nine years and the two sons from it had
continued to live with her and Dick in this relationship. These sons had been a factor in
some of the couple conflict at times in the present relationship. Janet said that her first
relationship was violent at times and that she had to have police intervention to obtain
her sons when that relationship had finished. Dick's first marriage had been for one and .
a bit years and had produced one son, now 15 years, who had remained with his mother.
Both Dick and Janet left their first marriages to live with each other and both believe
their ending of their first marriages was amicable.
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Both Janet and Dick said they were happy in their relationship until about five years
ago. At that time they went into business together and were

wor~ing

together all the

time. They then found that they were on an escalating pattern of negative conflict that
was totally out of their control. Dick reported that the conflict first started over Janet's
sons when they got to their teenage years.

Janet and Dick had attended counselling twice before. They had gone to a counsellor at
Marriage Guidance (before it became Relationships Australia) for ten sessions, which
were a mixture ofjoint and separate sessions. Attendance at these sessions was stopped
by the couple themselves in response to being "doubled booked" by the counsellor at a
time when they had had a big fight. After a few months break they went to a counsellor
in private practice for one session. The couple did not return to this counsellor because
Janet "didn't like him at all". Each time counselling was sought because the couple
perceived the relationship to be in crisis.

The approach to this researcher came through a counselling centre and the couple
requested urgent admission to a counsellor as they were in crisis.

5.1.3, Attempts to solve the problem in the past

Janet and Dick had attempted to solve the problem by:
•

seeking counselling twice before;

•

Dick reported that he tried to do what the first counsellor suggested and that he had
changed as a person.
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•

Janet stopped working with Dick in their own business in a situ~tion where Dick
was Janet's boss and this had appeared to solve things for a short time.

5.1.4 Goals

Dick and Janet revised their goals as the counselling process continued. Initially, in
session one Dick described his goal as:
•

"I really want this marriage to work;" and

•

a desire to change the pattern of him "exploding and carrying on" followed by Janet
"refusing to speak to me for weeks on end."

Janet initially named her goal as :
•

"doing something" with her "rage and anger".

Dick also said he wanted the counsellor to "tell" Janet what her problems were: "But I
think by going and admitting that she's got problems is half the battle but she won't. I
know she's got them." Dick's reported his goal in session six to be: "to be together for
the rest of our lives, see the family grow up and be prosperous." In session eight Dick
named his goal of counselling as: "I want to save the marriage ... and make it better for
us".

In session four Janet also named "building up" her self-\vorth as a goal of counselling.

In session two ajoint goal emerged. Janet suggested: "talking more and agree or
disagree without arguments and trying to be fully involved with all the family. In that
session Dick's goal was also relationship based. Dick suggested he and Janet talk more
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"about work, the future and family things" and for he and Janet to "do things together as
a couple."

5.1.5 Commitment to change

Dick declared that he was very committed to change and that he wanted to save the
marriage. However, at other times he said that he did not really want to change himself
and he would be ambivalent about staying in the marriage using threats to leave.

Janet said she did not know initially if she could commit to change or whether the
marriage was really finished and that it was "not worth trying anymore".

5.1.6 Restraints

Dick and Janet were attending for different reasons and were not in agreement about the
goals of the therapeutic sessions. Janet was unsure that she wanted to be present at the
sessions but felt "forced" or "blackmailed" to attend by Dick. Two other attempts at
counselling had not lessened the occurrences of negative conflict. Both Janet and Dick
were 'experts' at negative conflict. The couple seemed to have formed a dependency on
finding a counsellor to solve their problems. Dick came to counselling with the stated
intention that it was up to the counsellor to "tell" Janet what her problem was. Another
restraint that emerged during counselling was Dick's belief that he had changed after
seeing the first counsellor and there was no need for him to do any more.
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5.2. SUMMARY OF COUNSELLING SESSIONS

5.2.1 Session one

Dick and Janet attended together and sat on opposite sides of the room. Janet had a full
length plaster cast on her leg. Whenever Dick offered to help Janet (for example get her
a seat) Janet would strongly refuse his help.

The session started with the conduction of the pre-test and then proceeded to collect
some history of the problem and the attempts to deal with it in the past. The couple
stated that the problem had reached unbearable stage the Christmas before last (that is
about twenty months ago) and that Dick had left the family down the coast and come
back home on his own. He was so upset that, after a week on his own, he phoned
Marriage Guidance and make an appointment with a counsellor. He then phoned Janet
down the coast and told her she "had to attend". Janet reported that she "didn't want to
go because I thought I was going there for the counsellor to tell me that everything Dick
says is right and that I should do as I am told and I should listen to him".

Dick described a pattern of him exploding and shouting and "carrying on" followed by
Janet "refusing to speak to me for weeks on end". When I asked what the average
length of the "refusals to speak" were both agreed that it was often three weeks,
although it had been known to be five weeks. Dick said "mind you not speaking is not
fighting". Counselling had been sought this time because there had been a particularly
"nasty" fight that had hurt both partners deeply and then three weeks without speaking to
each other. Dick had taken the initiative to seek the counselling. Janet reported that
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."the longest I can last is a couple of weeks" of not talking to Dick and then he would
"niggle" or "force" a fight. She said that the "only reason I stayed was for Adrian's sake"

I observed that Janet appeared very depressed, an observation that was supported by
Janet reporting that she had no energy, no motivation, and did not look forward to
getting up each day. I asked Janet if she had seen a doctor about how she was feeling
and she said "yes" and that he had prescribed anti-depressants but she had refused to
take them saying that it make her angry to think that she had been driven to that point.

Most of the session was spent trying to map the problem. During this period there were
three escalations as one or the other would react to how the other one described a
particular situation. When I first said that I wanted to map the problem Janet said that
"Dick says that I'm the problem". I used an externalising (see Table 1.1) technique of a
metaphor (see Table 1.1) to support the notion that people were not the problem. I said
that people were definitely not the problem that only a problem could be the problem
and we were on a "search and find mission" to find out what the problem or problems
were for the relationship. I also stressed that it would be the relationship we'd be
working on and not the people. In mapping the relationship both partners said that it
was very happy at first. Janet said "you'd have to understand what it was like. It was
really special". Dick said "we loved the simple ordinary things, we talked a lot, now we
can't last three days before we are going off at each other". Janet said that "I can't forget
the past because I feel that I, I feel that Dick has cheated me, and I feel like I cheated the
kids". When I asked about the meaning of the being cheated Janet explained that she
and Dick set up their own business and until only about eight months ago she had to
work in it too. Both Dick and Janet described how they had established their business.
When they finished I posed a dilemma (see Table 1.1) asking if in their present
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relationship they had another relationship - that of the business one and· wondered if it
could have had a triangulating effect on their marriage relationship. Janet answered by
saying: "I think we put ourselves on hold while all these things

w~re

going on and we

drifted apart and didn't notice it happening because we were so busy. We don't hold
hands anymore or kiss anymore. You know if we have sex, there's nothing beforehand.
There was nothing. It always seems to be a money thing. And so all the things we used
to do together started to fall apart. I like to do things separate now".

I asked a question hoping to obtain an idea of how committed both Janet and Dick were
to working on the relationship, asking: "how much would you like to see this
relationship work?" Neither answered the question at first. Janet said she didn't know
as she goes "hot or cold". Dick said "It's very hard particularly now she (Janet) might go
out on her own if we don't resolve it. But she won't be on her own. This is my biggest
problem that is very hard for me to deal with. I've got no family apart from my sisters
and I have very few friends. I have one friend I can calIon. Janet doesn't have a lot of
friends either apart from aerobics and stuff like that (Janet interrupted and said they
were acquaintances). If she did leave she would have her family by her side. There's no
question about it ... but the situation is that she draws off these and I'm totally alienated".
Dick also said that "Janet will do things by herself she's so stubborn. She won't ask me
(Janet had her leg in plaster). Last week she wouldn't rely on me. I used to always do it.
Now she doesn't". Dick did say, after saying many other things, that "I really want this
marriage to work". I reflected the statement back and Dick said "of course I do. I
wouldn't be here otherwise". I said that I was a little confused as I thought I had heard
Dick say earlier that he didn't want the marriage to stay together. Dick responded that "I
certainly did to a more extent that I do now but I wouldn't be here today if I didn't want
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. it to. There's no question of that". (On query Dick said that his words about "more
extent" was when they first had counselling)

I used the intervention of an article about stages of marriage relationships as an

externalising (see Table 1.1) technique. I asked the couple if they had ever read
anything about the different stages of relationships including conflict stages and gave
them a copy of Morand's article (1992). I suggested that Dick photocopy it so they
could have a copy each and that they then mark on their own copies stages they had
noticed in their own relationship.

I said to the couple that if they wished they could return for another session but that at
this stage it appeared that there was some uncertainty about whether both wished to be
in the relationship and about whether both wanted to work on the relationship. The
couple said that they would continue counselling and we negotiated to meet for six
sessions and then assess if further counselling would be beneficial after that. I also
informed the couple that I would most likely not be available for the further counselling
as it appeared that I would be moving interstate when our contracted time was expired.
I said I believed that they could take control over what creates the separation between
them and that they could make choices rather than let external things have control of the
relationship. I gave them a diary each and asked them to share one thing with each other
during the week and then write in their diaries what it meant to share that. This was an

experiment (see Table 1.1) aimed at addressing the separateness and creating an opening
to re-establish the link of talking about the simple things, as the couple had said earlier
had been a part of the relationship. I suggested they may want to put insights about the
relationship into the diary too.
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5.2.2 Session Two

I started the session by asking Janet and Dick if they had found anything helpful from
the last session. Janet said that she found it helpful to know that we'd be looking at the
problem and not the person. She also said that the article (Morand's) was helpful as if it
"had been written for us, like we didn't make this up. I think we are at this stage here,
this struggle for independence - the fourth stage where it says competition (Janet had
taken out the article and was pointing to the chart in it). We've already gone past here
where it says 'you're just like my mother and father, you're selfish' we've gone past that
stage". Janet continued to name the parts she had related to and came back to stage four
"where it says 'I can make it by myself, I don't need you'. I'm stuck at this point and I
don't know how to move on from there". I asked Janet a circular question (see Table
1.1) asking if she could hazard a guess at where she thought Dick was on the chart.
Janet said "I didn't actually try to read it to Dick. I don't know where Dick is because,
you see, as I keep saying I don't know Dick anymore. You know obviously we've both
changed but he's not the person I married. I don't know him, I don't know what Dick's
needs or wants are. Ijust don't". I said 'What about if I were to ask someone else who
does know Dick, like your son Adrian, I wonder what Adrian would say? Would you be
able to hazard a guess at what Adrian would say?" Janet said "No, I don't' think so he's
only eight. He doesn't know what is happening"

I said to Dick: "When you read this..."Dick interrupted and speaking very quickly said:
"I haven't read it. I didn't get it to even copy. Janet had it all the time. We haven't
spoken during the week. She's obviously read it. I could have read it. I photocopied it
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on Friday at work. It was in my brief-case and my brief-case was in the car all week-end
and so I didn't get it until today. I will read it."

I asked: "So after Monday you didn't talk at all?" Dick said "no". I asked "on the drive
home?" Dick said "nope". I asked "what do you make of that, that you didn't speak in
tha~

time?" Dick said: "That's just the way it always is at the moment. Dick then said

that what Janet had said was wrong when she said "Adrian doesn't know what is
happening." Janet interrupted Dick and corrected him as to what she had said. Dick
over-talked her and said "I think Adrian knows where we are at." Both Janet and Dick
raised their voices as they spoke, with Dick saying that he tells Adrian exactly how
things are. I asked the question again as to what Adrian would say and Janet said
"Adrian would say they were close to a divorce." I asked Dick what that meant to him
to hear that and Dick spoke for some time on why he had not read the article but did not
answer the question.

I inquired as to frequency of conflict during the week. Both said that they had not
spoken all week after the first counselling session. Dick also added: "yesterday we had
an argument and Friday and Saturday we spoke." I asked if there had been any
exceptions to the patterns of 'conflict, withdrawals and no-speaks'. Dick replied: "we

were quite amicable on Friday and Friday night and on Saturday night. As I say for the
amount of times I was there and we were speaking but it usually only lasts a couple of
days before something comes up and the tensions are there again. I say let's wipe it off
and try again. It's stupid things." I wondered what skills they had used to manage an

exception to the rule or usual pattern (see Table 1.1) so that Friday and Saturday were
better. Dick said "we hadn't talked all week and I only had a day and a half to get the
social thing going and talking again before Monday (the day of their counselling
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appointment)." I asked Janet what she thought and she responded looking angrily at
Dick: ttl didn't physically take this (shaking the article in her hand). I didn't do anything
malicious. I wasn't hiding it ... Dick interrupted in a low tone and said: "I didn't say you
were hiding it." Janet raised her voice and said that it was what he had inferred. Janet
then said that she had done the diary but not in the book because it was upstairs. Dick
spoke and said that he hadn't done the diary and Janet muttered under her breath that it
would probably be better written on toilet paper at the moment. Dick then said: "I think
we are the most important thing at the moment. I'd like us to focus on that. When you
look at it we are here now and we weren't speaking to each other 24 hours previously to
this. She swings all the time".

I asked "Do you think it is possible that there is so much hurt in the relationship that
even the slightest thing is interpreted through the hurt?" Instead of answering the
question, Dick said that I had nlisunderstood him in his statement that Janet had kept it
from him (the article). Janet interrupted and both Dick and Janet escalated over the fact
that Dick had not read the article with Dick saying: "you don't speak to me all week ... I
wouldn't interpret that you'd keep it from me but the fact that you had not discussed it
with me or said are you going to read it." Janet said: "Fine, I couldn't discuss it with you
because ..." Dick over-talked her saying: "Thee was no way I'd even copy it if I didn't
think I was going to read it" and then he said to Janet: "you don't even know how work
is now."

Janet and Dick gave an example of what their fight had been about on the previous day
when Dick had said he told Janet at 3pm to ring a friend and invite them to come over
for fireworks and a BBQ that night and she had refused. I asked a paradoxical (see
Table 1.1) circular question (see Table 1.1) to try open up the 'being stuck in the onP. F. Stuart-Smith. 1999
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going fight' asking Dick what qualities Janet showed when she 'stuck to her guns' and
didn't do something she didn't really want to. Dick said "qualities do you mean good or
bad?" Dick said "urn, urn, well as a mother she'd probably look

~t

the situation that I

had got Adrian's and my tea (Dick reported that he didn't cook for Janet who was lying
up on the bed upstairs with a leg in plaster but that he had cooked for Adrian and
himself) and my suggestion to have people around wasn't in her nature to do things on
the spur of the moment." Dick started to talk about things other than the question and so
I asked him if he saw any other qualities there in the situation and he said: "I mean by
her coming down and apologising because it is very difficult to know what it means ..
but the classic case of then she won't do things... " I asked Janet what qualities Dick had
shown in the week-end scenario and she said: "talk - he likes having people around".
Dick interrupted as if this was a criticism and Janet raised her voice again.

The couple had told me that they had seen a marriage counsellor 20 months ago and that
the counsellor had said to them in the first session that she didn't have much hope for the
relationship surviving. I asked another paradoxical question (see Table 1.1) asking
what qualities they thought the relationship had to still be together 20 months later.
Janet answered first saying that the major thing for her was that "Dick let me stop work.
I really did think that was going to make everything all right. Not having Dick as my
boss everyday, not having to answer to Dick everyday ... Also he let Mum back into our
family life...all the time I feel I have to come up with some kind of pay-back ... Dick
says I did nothing". I asked again about the qualities in the relationship and Janet said "I
wasn't going to give in, maybe I was just resting and I thought it had to be helping the
relationship. I did try to help it in what I cook. I'm not working and I wanted to make
nicer meals and look after the house. I wanted to do a computer course so I could have
some conversations but Dick says 'no'." I asked Dick what qualities he saw in the
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relationship that had kept it going for the last 20 months. Dick replied: "1 don't think. I
was in shock when she said 'no hope' (counsellor 20 months ago) but Janet is the
problem ..." I interrupted Dick's criticism of Janet and asked ifhe could answer the
question. Dick at first kept trying to over-talk me as 1 attempted to keep him to the
question and away from telling me what Janet does wrong. Finally Dick said "I did
what 1 did in kicking Joe out of the house (Janet's eldest son) for the relationship. I did
all these things for the right reasons as it turned out it was for the wrong reason." I
asked "was it a quality that helped keep you together?" Dick said "No. The reason being
that Janet hasn't forgiven me. And since then she has left work. She'd had more time
for herself and less time for me. The only quality 1 can see that has happened is she is a
good cook. She has a lot of ability. 1 keep telling her that. Certainly from where I see it
the relationship has suffered." 1 asked Dick again if there \vere any other qualities and
he said: "I don't see anything else because she won't speak to me."

1 asked a relative influence question (see Table 1.1) asking Janet and Dick to mark for
me, diagrammatically, when they thought the relationship was at Rock Bottom, where it
was now where it would be if it was as near to perfect as it can get. This was trying to
externalise the intensity of the ongoing fighting and to indicate in an external way where
each thought the relationship was at the present time.
Dick's line was as follows:

x

Rock

x

Now

Bottom
(Xmas '93)
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Janet's line was as follows:

x x- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x- - - - -

Now

Near Perfect

Rock Bottom

I asked relative influence questions (see Table 1.1) about where they had been in the
relationship and how they had moved from rock bottom to now. The questions were
aimed to reveal that the couple could have control over the pattern of negative conflict
in their relationship, and to look for similarities instead of differences. I pointed out that
they had a similar idea of where both Rock Bottom was and where Near Perfect was for
their relationship and that both had indicated some shift from Rock Bottom towards
Near Perfect. I asked them to give me some ideas how they could keep moving towards
that goal. I said "how do you think you get from here to here? (from "Now" to "Near
Perfect" on the linear diagram)" Both Dick and Janet offered possible ways. Janet
suggested they "talk more and agree or disagree without arguments" and try to be "fully
involved all the family". Dick said he'd like to talk more "about work~ the future and
family things" and he'd like them to "do things together" as a couple. I asked: "how will

you know when you have moved towards Near Perfect and started to achieve these
things?" Dick said: " how will I know urn, from Janet not being able from her, we have
to sit at he table at night, for her not to have to think about things to ask me." I said
'what can you do for these things?" Dick said: " what can I do, what I can do is start to
do as I used to do, and I gave up on it, to be able to go out more. Talk about work,
family things and the future. I can't do that." After we discussed more ideas of how to
do it I said: "this is the 'how' but what's the incentive to get to it no\v?" Dick said
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"there's none". I said 'how realistic is it then to get from here to here (from

'No~'

to

'Near Perfect' on diagram). Dick said "1 don't think it is realistic at all at the moment". I
said: "So then Dick if I push that line of thinking are you talking about separation then?"
Dick said: "Certainly". 1 said 'it is helpful to be really clear what we are working
to\\-ards." Dick said: "OK. Look when I wake up I don't like what I do, I don't like my
life. it has to change. I'm not saying it has to be major changes. I'm not putting pressure
on her." 1 suggested that Dick speak only for himself. Dick said: "when I went 20
months ago, I've changed. I've done what had to be done." I asked a relative influence
(see Table 1.1) question asking Dick how much hope he'd give the relationship on a
scale often. Dick answered: "at the moment a two at the most". I asked Janet what she
would scale hope at and she answered: "1 thought we were making progress. I've have
thot:ght we were up to a four. Because before I didn't want to be with him. He's
dorrinant, he's overpowering. I thought we'd progressed to there (points to line). I don't
hate him now, 1 don't like him and here (points to Rock Bottom part of line) I could
neye: see us staying together because I hated him so much. I asked him at Christmas to
leay~

and he said 'No'. But I felt we had progressed but obviously and I admit that had

Dic~ felt

as 1 did there (pointed to her mark for Rock Bottom) we wouldn't be together.

It's only Dick's insistence that we try that pulled me up to there. But if Dick has given
up ..." Dick interrupted saying: "I didn't say I'd given up". Janet continued: "because I
don': have the staying power he has, if he wants to finish it I'm happy. I'll go along with
it, yeah." Dick interrupted: "You see, that's the thing, I said to you what I thought we
nee;::ed. What I'm saying if Janet thinks things are better, better for whom?" I said "let's
talk lbout it as the relationship" Dick said: "For the relationship., if I didn't want to
succ~ed

in the relationship I wouldn't be here now." Dick said that he was now at Rock

BOTI0ffi but "I'm not saying I can't shift."
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I used a .diagram as an externalising tactic, the diagram of a Relationship Map (see
Appendix 6). I pointed to the part labelled the dark side of relationship and said that we
can't move backwards. Janet asked if it was possible for a relationship in the dark side
to get back. I said it was but that it took a lot of patie.nce, tolerance, commitment and
perseverance. I said that I thought there was an ambivalence about whether they really
wanted the relationship to continue, and that produced an insecurity. If they wanted to
build up security then that might lessen the ambivalence. I suggested each partner say
one positive thing a week to the other to build security in the relationship.

Janet asked "when we leave here how do we try to communicate?" I referred them back
to the Relationship Map which marks being civil and polite as the starting line back and
suggested they think of one thing each that could be civil and polite to the other. Dick
said "I don't really know. I mean if we started talking she'd would hear what I had to
say". I suggested they try an old experiment to listen to one another about one thing
they may have done. Experiment (see Table 1.1) set was for them to share one thing
they had done and for the other to listen and accept. I suggested they try not to assess if
it was a worthwhile thing or not but to just listen.

5.2.3 Session three

The session started with my requesting whether the conflict had lessened or increased
but instead of my question being answered Dick reported to me how much Janet had
mood swings and how Janet was not trying in the relationship. Dick was very wound up
and talked with energy and agitation about how he perceived Janet to be. He said that if
Janet were to change and "listen to me (him) then things would get better. Dick said "I
keep telling her ... but she won't listen". Both Janet and Dick looked unhappy and ill at
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ease. I asked again for a self-report about the frequency and intensity of cont1ict.over
the last week. Both Dick and Janet reported that they had just about constant conflict
and that it has been on an escalating pattern with two big "blow ups." When I asked if it
was n10re or less conflict the reply was that it was pretty usual. Janet spoke up more in
this session than in the previous sessions.

I asked what the problem was in terms of the big picture. Dick replied that the main
problem was communication and that he felt that he got no feed-back in any
conversation. Dick said he had initiated the big fight because he believed Janet did not
care about him. Janet interrupted and said that she had tried over the last week to
communicate more and more. Janet said that she had decided to try and break the
pattern of the past after last week's session and had tried to talk to Dick on the way
home in the car. Janet said that Dick had refused to talk. Janet also said that she had
planned to do something positive for the relationship too. Janet said she "was going to
put her arms around Dick as he opened the mail but Dick did something else" and so she
did not carry out her plan. I pointed out to the couple that this was nelVS of difference
(see Table 1.1) and that it was an attempt to break the patterns of the past. Janet then
volunteered that she had done something else too. She had noticed that Dick had said
last session that he wanted to be included in extended family gatherings and so she
asked Dick to come to a BBQ. Dick interrupted Janet and said that \-vas not what she
had done. He said "you don't understand. She knew I wouldn't go because I'd be very
uncomfortable there. And so when she asked me I didn't respond and say whether I'd go
or not. In the end she didn't go either and so I wasn't spoken to." Dick reported that he
"felt punished" for stopping Janet from going.
I asked "How much 'retention span' (a metaphor, see Table 1.1) like a bridge that had
come out of the session, with the image being that the couple start coming at it from
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either side just as the Harbour Bridge in Sydney was built) was needed to help make the
marriage better?" Janet said "1 can't answer that because I'm not even sure I want Dick
to bother because this week on that graph we did last week and I ~as a four, I'd
definitely put us back this week with mine a one or two. You know of our chances of
surviving because this week has been covered in negativity". Janet said that she had
gone backwards and that her anger had increased on the previous Friday because she haC
made the effort to talk in the car on the way home but that Dick had then instigated a big
fight about Janet not caring for him. Janet said that Dick started it by saying that he was
going to eat and drink himself to a heart attack.

Both Dick and Janet said they missed out on going to Janet's nephew's 18th Birthday
party because of escalating negative conflict and because of negative messages to each
other. Dick said that they "were responding to past hurts rather than to the new
contract." Janet said that she was "so angry that I couldn't talk to Dick. He is a
psychological bully. He refused to drive me to the party" (Janet had her leg in plaster).
Janet went on to say that "at some stage Dick lost control over me and so now he tries to
bury me in guilt". Janet also said that she "used to think that Dick knows best, well
Dick doesn't know best. He's always got to be saying 'see I told you so'. I'm not
listening any more. This is why I view it differently now \vhere before I used to be
yelling what you'd call verbal attacks on his character and I think that Dick does that to
me but he does it more craftily -like yelling screaming and swearing, its stupid. But I
realise that's exactly what Dick does to me only he does it with more class than me.
That definitely put us back a fe\v notches on the scale".

Janet said that "sometimes I feel I want to get close to Dick but usually he's not there.
But when he's there I back off (Janet shook her head and gave an '000' sound as she said
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this). While the feelings are still there must be why I'm still here. If I walked out the
door I'd never resolve it ... if I walked out the door I'd never know if I'd just stuck it out a
bit longer it might have \vorked out. .. But there's something there. If they get less and
less (Janet was talking about her feelings for Dick) or go away all together that will be
the deciding factor whether I want to be with Dick anymore or not. I don't know if Dick
has the staying power and I don't blame him ifnot. ..You know why can't it just all be
over, but I give it another chance and maybe by next week that chance will be gone." I
asked Janet how much chance she would give the relationship on a scale of one to ten.
She replied "very little. Last \veek it was up to a four this week down to a two now. It
had worked up to a four but this week the arguments have been so much more. It's not
the same swearing and thro\ving things but putting feelings across instead and insults.
The trouble is that twice rye done it in front of Adrian. This fighting has been going on
for ages... " Dick's numbe: for chance for the relationship was a five. Dick also talked
about the relationship really being a fight all the time.

I tried a paradoxical meta.vhor (see Table 1.1) to shift the couple towards unity of goal
and suggested the relationship be named as "the fight" because it was so embattled. I
asked firstly how much energy each had, on a scale of one to ten, to put into the fight as
they were both such exper:s on fighting. Dick and Janet said they really liked the name
and it was appropriate to \\-hat their relationship was like. Janet checked if the scale was
actually about trying to ke~p the maqiage going. Janet answered a two saying that "now
I feel like fighting back bUI if the marriage falls apart I want to know I did give it a go. I
want to walk away kno\vir:g our differences are irreconcilable". Dick would not answer
the question at first. He taL\:ed about the past for some time and then answered a two for
the scale. He said "it is ve:y low now but if we got along it would be high a five or a
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six. If we got along for more than an hour a day but then even the tight today, what
caused it is so stupid".

I tried some other relative influence (see Table 1.1) questions asking if they had the
opportunity to fix "the fight" how much energy was needed to fix "the fight" and if
someone waved a magic wand over the marriage how would it look? Janet spoke up
quickly saying that the first question was too difficult she did not know if she wanted to
stay or leave. I asked Dick a circular question: "how much staying power do you think
Janet has for the relationship?" Dick believed Janet had a four. I then asked about the
staying power for the future and Dick said he couldn't say as Janet was getting stronger
and he "believed if she gets stronger she'll go. I'm not included in that". Dick's reply to
the question led to Dick and Janet having an argument in the session. This was one of
two arguments in the session and with the second one I thanked the couple for giving
me a demonstration of their usual pattern of relating and the situation was diffused.

At one point in the session Janet said that Dick was a bully. Dick said that this was not
possible at all. I asked the couple who did the decision making in the relationship. Dick
gave a lengthy answer saying that if he did the most of the decision n1aking, especially
with the expenses, it was necessary. I suggested they both use their journals over the
next week and work out who makes the decisions and what type of decisions they were
and that exercise would give them some insight into the relationship.

Towards the end of the session I named a pattern of swinging in the relationship. That
there as a "to and fro in wanting to maintain some effort in the relationship" and that it
swung back and forth. The couple said this was well named and that there was a
commitment there at times and at other times there wasn't. I said that the emphasis of
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our session was to name the patterns and then to break the unhelpful ones and establish
new ones. The couple agreed to try to take a "small step for positive change as a giant
step for the relationship". The area they most wanted to try was communication and so I
used a metaphor (see Table 1.1) for communication naming it as a 'bridge builder' - that
it was going to be one retention span (which had been talked about earlier in the
session). The retention span was an effort to stabilise the swing nature of the
relationship. I said that as their attempt to talk had problems after the last session that
we had better have some rules. The couple helped fonnulate the rules. Dick suggested
that when they talked it was better not "to have a go" at each other. Janet said that it had
to be about things they didn't normally fight about. I asked Janet to nominate a possible
area and she suggested gardening and simple things. I suggested that they avoid the area
of past hurts. As the discussion about communication proceeded Dick said that he
"realised that he did refuse to talk to Janet when they were going home last time". He
then asked "how do you keep from bring up the past?" I suggest a 'no-bringing-up-the
past' contract for a time. Dick an Janet agreed to this.

The experiment (see Table 1.1) set for the following week was to do a small amount of
communicating using the following rules. The 'rules' decided upon in the session were:
to not have a go at each other, that is no blaming; to keep to what talking about; keep it
simple and; no bringing up the past. Janet and Dick were happy with this task and
willing to try it. I posed a dilemma and said that I thought it might be too much for
them. Dick and Janet said that they believed they could do it and they wished to try but
Janet asked to have a day off. I suggested they try only on odds days of the week and
Dick said that he'd only "commit to trying if Janet did". I talked about breaking old
patterns and that Dick could only answer for himself. Relating this experimental
exercise back to the effort question asked earlier in the session I asked Dick how much
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effort he was willing to put into the task and he replied a five. I stressed that it was only
for the odd days. Dick explored how to cope if Janet did not speak to him when he was
making an effort. I suggested that if the other person didn't want to talk that there were
other options such as negotiating another time. When Janet heard this she volunteered
that "I can't commit as much as Dick but I'm surprised that he's committed himself to a
five out often. But the way I feel I'll commit to a two out often, but knowing my mood
swings I could possibly get up to a four because I can't say..." With the task set I
wondered again with the couple if it was too hard and Dick replied that we "have broken
a pattern in the past". I reinforced that Dick had said that "we did it" and encouraged
them that pattern breaking had been done before and so could be done again, especially
with their carefully worked out rules.

As we finished up Janet volunteered that "I find it helpful to come to counselling
because it keeps me in there at the moment".

5.2.4 Session Four

I asked the couple how the results of the experiment (see Table 1.1) had been. Both
Dick and Janet said that they had made a big effort with the tasks given at the end of las!
session. Janet reported "we did everything, I mean we had communicated. we even had
some hairy bits. It was a mixed bag this week. It was not all bad. there was negativity
and conflict and huge fights. The first one was Monday night. Tuesday night - I wasn't
sure whether to stick it out for the rest of the week or go now. It was huge, huge." I
asked how many days they communicated. Janet answered first and said "most." I
asked Dick how he perceived the experiment. Dick said "the same, unfortunately there
were a couple of arguments". Dick said that after last session he had done a lot of
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thinking and that he had done two things. He "had tried to do what you said,

anc tried

not to do what I have always done." I said that "it sounds like you both tried to

~s.art

ne\\"

patterns. That you really tried this week and has ten steps backwards as well as 50me
forward. Is that it?" Janet replied that "it was different. I don't know if you wocid call
it good or not, but it was different. Dick spoke up and said: "I don't really

kno~".

Like

coming over here in the car she couldn't talk to me but before she had lots of thjr~s to
say. I'd probably give her a ten out often for effort except for the effort in the czr."

A bit later in the session Janet said "I don't know if I want to stay married to

Dic~."

I

asked a circular question (see Table 1.1) "What would Adrian say you would ge: out of
it if you did stay with Dick?" Janet answered immediately that Adrian would

S2:.-

that

"we'd be together. Togetherness with Dick. He doesn't want to be with one or t:c other.
He's said before: 'I don't care if you fight but just don't get a divorce'." I asked a.r:other

circular question (see Table 1.1) what Adrian would say she'd get out of the reloonship
if she were to leave and Janet answered "I don't know." I asked another circular

question (see Table 1.1) suggesting she pretend she was a fly on the \\,rall and codd have
anything she wanted in the relationship, what would she want? Janet answered :iat
she'd like to have ajob. I asked in terms of the relationship if Janet could wave l magic
wand what would she \-vant in the relationship? Janet replied that she wanted

"r~1'ect

and me to respect him. Which I don't. I don't know. Janet started crying at this ;oint
and then said: "I just keep thinking I'm going round and round and think next vve=k we'd
give it a break and be bearable to each other. We just hold each other back from -.,,-hat
we really want to be, and get so hurt." I asked a circular question (see Table 1.1 asking
Janet what she thought Dick really wanted to be. Janet responded that "he says l:~ wants
to be a family man but I don't know because he wouldn't have left us to fend for
ourselves all that time. I think he wants to be a good businessman. I asked Dick '.\-hat
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he thought Janet really wanted. Dick replied: "she wants to be successful in something
that she can put her finger to. She doesn't have enough confidence in herself. My big
fear is that she'd do that in something that will take her further a'Yay... we've been
married a long time. My outlook is different this week." I asked why and Dick replied
that hope had gone up to an eight for him. I asked What shifted you Dick? Dick said it
was a number of things. "Firstly being llome more over the week and talking a bit but a
big thing was that Janet's second son came to see me for advice." Dick stressed that the
son had come to him and not to Janet and that it had been 12 months since they had seen
him. Dick had also attended a meeting about James Rowan's Five Paths to Life and was
very keen for Janet to listen to the audio tapes he brought back from there.

I mentioned to Dick that I had asked Janet a bit earlier what she'd want from the
relationship if she could wave a magic wand and I now asked Dick that same question.
Dick replied that he'd like Janet to have more respect for him and he'd like to be able to
be trusted - 'I don't need not to be trusted". He added "I suppose the caring and loving
part and longevity in our relationship. Yes, respect, trust, caring, loving and longevity."

I produced two diagrams: Ricci's description of Relationships and the Relationship Map
(see Appendices 5 & 6). I asked Janet to show where she was on the Relationship Map.
Janet said "I tried to be civil this week but I am at withdrawal stage". I said that Janet
had pointed to a fairly far away spot. Janet said "yes. Sometimes I've thought this week
is only for a week and then we will separate". I pointed out that "in the spot you are in it
is not surprising that you'd swing for a. while. That you don't know if you want to stay
and don't know if you want to go and that would be normal at this stage to swing." Janet
said that she was pleased to hear it was normal. I then asked Dick where he was on the
Map. Dick pointed to a place much further up on the outer curve just before the top. I
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remarked that Dick had stopped swinging and was on the uphill part. I also remarked.
that respect could be built up by knowing where each other was on the map and
respecting that. Dick said he'd like the relationship to work out. Janet said that she felt
like she was in "no person's land" and that while she was there Dick could "wear me out
with enthusiasm." Janet said that when he was enthusiastic it was wearing for her. I
asked a circular question (see Table 1.1) asking what happened in response to Dick's
enthusiasm and Janet said that she "turned off'. I asked what happened when she turned
off and Janet said "Dick gets angry". The three of us talked about cyclical patterns and
this pattern of Dick's enthusiasm leading to Janet feeling worn out. I used a metaphor
(see Table 1.1) to reframe (see Table 1.1) it as the "cycle of enthusiasm" and drew a
circle and together Dick and Janet named the steps that happened on this "cycle of
enthusiasm." I then asked "what could come between the initial enthusiasm and being
worn out?" Janet replied if she felt more \vorth. During the session both Dick and Janet
named building up worth for Janet as a goal. So I asked Janet what would build up her
worth and she said getting ajob but that she had a fear that Dick would control what
ever she does. I posed a dilemma (see Table 1.1), wondering if it there was a balance
that if her worth were to rise did Dick's enthusiasm need to go down? Janet said "No" it
was Dick's "take-over interest". After more discussion with both Dick and Janet an
agreement was reached that was called a contract: that Dick would be interested in what
Janet was doing but not have a "take-over interest." Dick said he was happy with that
except for one thing "I'd have a lot of difficulty with Janet going back to work for
someone else". Dick explained that he and Janet had met that way themselves (when
both \vere unhappy in the relationships) and he felt that he would lose Janet to someone
else because Janet was so unhappy in the relationship at present. Dick said that he had
difficulty in having Janet "work for someone else where the highlight of her whole day
would be because she doesn't love me". He went on to say that the "case is that we all
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need someone to· love us and the case is that if you do need someone to love you and
they could find someone else."

I asked a relative influence question (see Table 1.1). Did Dick think there was more
chance for the relationship at the moment if Janet were to stay at home where she is not
knowing if she wanted to stay or leave or more chance if Janet were to take a job and
find her worth going up? Dick replied with great certainty that he wanted things to stay
as they were now rather than Janet get ajob. I asked Janet a relative influence question
(see Table 1.1) asking if she thought getting a job was a fear for the relationship. Janet
replied that "there would be no point in me looking for ajob (with emphatic inflection
to her voice) because Dick had already said... " Dick interrupted Janet at this point
loudly talking over her before she could finish what she was saying. I came back to the
question and asked if it was a real fear for the relationship. Janet replied: "I think it is
stupid that he thinks it will make me go. Why? Why do you think it will help to keep
me locked up at home. It's stupid. When we first got together .he was unhappy at home,
I was unhappy at home or we wouldn't have got together. He thinks if I go out now and
work for somebody I'll be looking around for somebody." Dick appeared to be agitated.
I normalised the fear and then reframed (see Table 1.1) the fear of loosing Janet as
evidence that Dick really cared about Janet and didn't want to lose Janet to ajob or
another relationship. With the reframe both Janet and Dick tried to talk at once with
Dick saying gently (this is the first time Dick was gentle in the sessions) that: "I don't
want to keep you at home." Janet then said in an outburst: "he tells me this, he tells me
that. Why do you want me? Let me go!" Janet's voice raised as she spoke.

At this point I drew two circles on a piece of paper to illustrate negative dependency
relationships where couples lock into negative dependency issues leaving one powerless
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and dependent and that the other keeps that person in that place. I showed that in an
ideal relationship there were interconnecting circles where each one has their own
identity and choses to connect with intimacy and closeness. In a negative dependency
relationship the two circles were on top of each other and it was hard to find who is
who.

I produced the two diagrams of The Power and Control Wheel and the Equality Wheel
(See Appendices 10 & 11 ) and asked Dick and Janet which section they thought was
the most out of balance. Janet said "It's not healthy, it's not healthy where we are." I
reminded both Dick and Janet they had said earlier that they wanted respect and trust in
the relationship but at the moment they were stuck in the same old patterns of negative
conflict but it was possible to find ways to break that. Dick said that if they set goals
they could beat it. I suggested they try in their diaries to list a couple of goals which
were basic and simple. I also suggested that Dick lower his enthusiasm that becomes
like a "take-over interest" so that as Janet does things like list goals her worth will come
up. I suggested Dick come up with a list that would stop enthusiasm from going into
"take-over" mode.

I suggested that, as an experiment (see Table 1.1) at home, each of them work out on the
equality wheel which section to start in. Which is the most out of balance and which is
the least out of balance. Each was to scale it from one to ten for each section of the
wl1eel and then share the scales and decide which section to work with first. I stressed
that only one section was to be done at a time or it might get too much.

As we were winding up in the session Dick asked why relationships had to change. He
said that at first in the relationship Janet thought it was a good thing to be dependent
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upon Dick and now she didn't. "Why would that change when she used to like it?" We
explored whether dependency was a healthy factor or unhealthy factor in a relationship
and I suggested that it might even be a factor in Janet swinging right away when she was
seeking more independence. I said that Janet's dependency probably felt good at first in
the relationship because Dick may have felt needed. Dick said: "yeah, and it was one of
the reasons for getting together." Janet said that her swing away from Dick was to gain
who she was as a person. She said; "if you keep 'handing off someone else you forget
who you are." Dick asked: "so in a relationship you can choose and drop things when
you need to?" I pointed Dick to the Equality diagrams he and Janet were to take home
and said that the sorting out of this stuff was about adapting to change just like Dick had
done the night before when he had attended a meeting for work and had decided what to
use from that (I was referring to the James Rowan talk that had impressed Dick so
much). Dick said: "So we'll never go back to how it was?" I said "that's why I want you
to have this diagram (equality diagram) so that you have some say in how you re-work
the relationship. After the levels of conflict you have experienced and have said to me
you don't wish to continue it is important for you to know you are actually starting
afresh. Dick: "a new beginning." I showed them the Ricci diagranl briefly again and
pointed out that one couldn't go backwards in it because emotionally one cannot go
backwards. Dick then said: "So its got to be changed." I finished up the session by
saying that I had given them the Equality diagram as an example of a mutually
respectful relationship as they had both mentioned the importance of building up respect
in the relationship as a goal during the session.

Pl,O/Ie contact in between session 4 and session 5

Janet rang me very distressed saying that when she had just shifted to thinking that she
would like to stay in the relationship Dick had rung her from work and said he didn't
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want it to work now. Janet was very worked up. I suggested a parcldoxical (see Table
1.1) intervention: that they take it in turns to decide who was to leave. That on an odds
day one of them was to decide and on an evens day the other was. They were then to
answer the following questions: What does it feel like to be the one who wants to leave;
and the one who isn't making the decision to leave?

5.2.5 Session Five

This session was booked to be with Janet only and Dick was booked in for an individual
session the following week. Janet arrived saying that she felt so good that morning that
she wondered if she need to come at all. Janet reported more communication occasions
had occurred with Dick during he last week. She said "Dick talked about things he
likes" (one of the experiments) and that it had been a pleasant experience for both. Janet
also reported that she had gone out to lunch one day after much thought about whether
she "should be at home in case Dick rings". Janet said she made the decision by
thinking "I'll be there for Dick another day. So I went anyway and I didn't think I'd
enjoy it because I'd be sitting there thinking 'I wonder whether Dick is ringing
wondering where I am' and I ended up having a really nice day. It was really good and
when Dick came home I was able to say 'I've had a particularly nice day today, how was
yours?' and I thought this is how it should be all the time." I complimented Janet on the
news ofdifference and the breakfrom old patterns (see Table 1.1). Janet expressed

surprise that she had achieved a break from the pattern of negative conflict by engaging
in positive communication. I asked Janet if the experiment I had suggested of taking it
in turns to decide to leave had been helpful. Janet replied that it had really helped. She
had written notes everywhere and it helped her think so much and she had been writing
in the diary. She said that she had tried both ways (ie decide to leave and decide to stay)
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and hadn't felt devastated or relieved. Janet said that she had come to the conclusion
that Dick was the insecure one and not her even though he kept telling her she was
insecure. Janet said that it had been helpful to read the Morand article. She said: "I
think it is that power thing. I'm fighting for power. I didn't know until I read that and
now I know where I'm at and I'm not going to give up. Before I was dependent on Dick
because he took me out of the situation and I could lean on him. I gave up too much of
myself and depended on him and when you said about choice I thought 'maybe'. I've
concentrated on the'kids and then when they are gone I think what have I got?" Janet
said "I now feel I know what I want and I wonder if I can carry it through with Dick
there." Janet added that she felt secure now and that she had come to recognise it from a
question I had asked Dick last session. "I only saw it in the last few days. I would listen
to Dick about me being insecure - saying I know what you think, what you like - it used
to make me so angry. And I think it made me so angry because I thought that what he
was saying was true and I was angry at myself for being so stupid. And now I was really
angry at Dick for trying to convince me that I was and I'm not. I can do some things on
my own." I asked a question to reinforce the news ofdifference (see Table 1.1): "Do
you think it is a secure or an insecure person who could stay where you are at the
moment and say that I won't decide either way until I know?" Janet said "I wouldn't say
it was insecure because it means you are not listening to what anybody is pounding into
you. You find out for yourself. I have to think it over. And Dick says 'the trouble is
you open you mouth before you think' and sometimes I do because I'm so angry but I
don't always do that. Sometimes I say 'stop' because I'm going to yell and scream. Dick
has to keep on and on and he says 'yes

but~

yes but' - if he would just stop and let me see,

I could come back with some sort of discussion but because I can't think it through I
cant' think what to say and I just yell at him. It does come out as if I'm a moron because
it is stupid...1 have to think it out". Janet then said: "I think I can be happy with Dick if
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he'd just let me go". 1 asked Janet to tell me what this :neant and she said: "1 want him to
just let go - not in the sense that I want to leave but I feel like a 'bird in a cage' and if
he'd set me free I'd come back". We explored the me::Jphor (see Table 1.1) of a 'bird in
a cage' and it became an "escaping from the cage met2.phor". Janet said that self-worth
had gone up with the realisations that she'd had. Her :-ody language was more animated
than it had been in any other session and she became excited and lent forward when the
metaphor 'escaping from the cage' was mentioned. JC2et said that she had come from a
violent relationship to this one with Dick and that at ust she was happy to be dependent
upon him and have him think for her. Janet said that :.ow she realised that she was
angry with herself. "I thought it had been with him,

C~lt

now 1 realise it is with myself

because I had let him think for me. I always made de.::sions by wondering what Dick
would think of it". Janet repeated that she now realisej that she was angry with herself
and that she hadn't realised she had options. Janet alsJ reported that at one point she
and Dick were about to discuss something and he "vas "goading" her to fight and she
decided to walk away. 1 pointed out to Janet that that .lction had been a break in the

pattern (see Table 1.1) of negative conflict. She repEed that at the time she had thought
"oh what's the point" and decided not to waste her tirr:~. I replied that she had lowered
the level of conflict by dong it differently.

I asked Janet if we could explore the meaning of the

.n:~taphor (see

Table 1.1) of

"escape from the cage" a bit further. Janet said she \\-culd like to do that. I asked Janet
how a bird could get out of a cage. Janet said by ha\iog the door opened. I then asked a
question to show that Janet could have more control

~:"the

situation than seemed to be

apparent. I asked Janet if she could open the door to :21e cage herself and give herself
the freedom to come in and go out. Janet said yes anc that she knew her first choice and
that was to get ajob. Janet added that Dick wouldn't 2l10w that and so out of respect for
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Dick she wouldn't do. that. Janet said her second choice was to have time with her own
friends as she didn't usually do that because "I feel that I have (with emphasis on the
word 'have') to be there in case Dick rings or wanted to come home to lunch." Janet
then said that thirdly she wanted the "freedom to trust her own judgement and not have
Dick say to me Why did you do that?' when I come back and had put something on lay
by." I asked an externalising (see Table 1.1) question that checked the restraints of
Janet 'coming and going 'from the cage'. I asked if it might be possible for the pattern of
sabotage to come up and make it hard for Janet to go in and out of the cage. Janet said
she would be ready for that. She said that she would not rush into telling Dick where
she was at now so that she could prepare her case and not become confused. Janet said
that she would find an activity in which she felt equal to Dick to help keep her strong
and that she would also find a distraction so that Dick wouldn't force her to talk when
she wasn't ready.

Janet also said that "I feel what Dick does is emotional abuse and that I can now see it.
He is overpowering man and physically bigger and he keeps at me until I crack and fight
with him and say things that are pushed out of me." Janet then added that Dick had
changed two years ago. She said that he goes "full-on" to something which he "did
initially with the relationship when we were first together, and then he did with the
business leaving me and the kids behind. But two years ago he realised the relationship
needed his full attention and he went full-on to it then. But it was too late for me
because by then he hadn't been there when we needed him and now I don't know if I
need him."

I asked Janet if there were any positives in the relationship with Dick. Janet said that
sex was the only good thing in their marriage. As this provided some ne\vs ofdifference
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(see Table 1.1) I asked Janet what \vas good about it and she said that it was the only
time they felt equals. Janet described the relationship as Dick "up on scales of power
and myself below ... unless Dick has control he will send people off, just like he did
with my two sons. When he couldn't control them he kicked them out of the house."
Janet said that she felt better knO\\1ng that the negative conflict had been about control
but was "worried that Dick would take it personally."

I asked Janet how much effort see \vould like to put into the relationship for it to

continue and Janet said a "ten ot:t often if Dick will let me go." I commented that this
was an enormous shift from the other day of not being able to nominate at all, did Janet
know why she had sifted. "Yes 0'. ] ariet said, that "I've been doing a lot of reflecting and
because of the question you askei last session. That question made me realise that Dick
was the insecure one and not me. I also reflected on the points you gave me (over the
phone about trials days for who

~i\·ould

decide to leave) and did lots and lots of thinking

and journalled it and now I knO\\- \vhereas before I didn't know". I checked with Janet
what she knew and she said that she knew she was angry with herself, that she had lost
herself "into Dick, like into Dick's circle" and now she could see why (Janet was
referring to the diagram I had dr':'\\TI last session about negative dependency
relationships). Janet's final wores as we finished the session were: "But after what we
have gone through it would be c:--=.minal if the relationship were to stop."

5.2.6 Session 6

Dick turned up alone for an indi\idual session and explained that Janet was in hospital
with a blood clot in her leg. I tolj Dick that I was impressed that he still turned up for
the appointment at such a difficU:t time. Dick responded that he was very committed to
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the relationship with Ja1l:et. I-Ie said that when Janet had mentioned the pain to him he
had "gone off' at her and took her straight to hospital and that he had "carried on" at her.

I asked Dick if the fact that Janet had told him she was in pain was a break in an old
negative pattern of communication, as the pattern that had been described to me tip until
then was of intense 'blow-ups" and then long periods of not speaking where Janet would
be very independent. Dick said he hadn't seen it as that but now that I had asked the
question he said it was a break in the old ways of not speaking and of Janet hiding from
him if she needed help. Dick said that he was the positive partner in the relationship and
Janet was the negative partner. Dick said that the need to take Janet to hospital was
typical of his role in the relationship where he said that he made decisions for Janet "for
her own good" and because she won't do "the right thing." Dick said that he "forced"
Janet to look after herself and had to "force her to have a mammogram." He said she
needed to "be shocked into it."

Dick said that he thought he had changed a lot because of the counselling two years ago.
I asked about the changes Dick had undergone in an attempt to map the changes and

look for news ofdifference (see Table 1.1). Dick replied by saying that he had allowed
Janet to stop working at their business even though he did not know how they were
going to manage financially. He then said "but Janet has the most to work on and I'm
doing most of the work on the situation in the relationship we have now." He also said

"I know that what I'm doing is to be better for us." I asked Dick how could he have
responded differently to Janet yesterday when she said she was in pain. Dick said he
wanted me to be a medium to get the message to Janet. I said that doing it that way
would be communicating through a third person and would not help the relationship.
Dick said that he had a long period of rejection from Janet and that Janet was going back
to the way she used to be. I suggested again that there was a need to watch for sabotage
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in the system and that I believed that Janet telling him about her leg was the beginning
of change. Dick said that he went off at her and tried to shock her. "I even said in front
of Adrian that she could have died." I said "how could you have responded differently
to Janet when she made this effort to tell you about it?" Dick said "how could I have
responded yesterday?" I said "Yes. How could you have done it differently in a way to
build up a new pattern starting in the relationship?" Dick said: " I suppose it is a good
thing she did it now rather than next Tuesday. But I'm still furious with her." I
acknowledged his fury but suggested he concentrate on helping the system get
permanent change rather than a balancing back to where things are not any better. I
suggested as Dick believed he was the positive one in the partnership that he use his
positive skills to spot the positive changes and build them up. Dick said "I can do that
but you know what the problem is. I know - its bringing up the past." Dick talked about
attitude affecting action. Dick then said "Janet made the change (meaning a change to
attitude). "

I queried how the experiments (see Table 1.1) set from previous session had gone. Dick
responded that he had left his management material lying around for Janet to read but
she hadn't touched it. I suggested to Dick that this was not one of the experiments I had
suggested to which he looked surprised. I asked about the incidents of negative conflict
over the last week and Dick answered: "Yes the longer it goes on I become more shell
shocked and the outcome might not be good. I don't want to think that." I asked what
Dick meant by "that" and he said the relationship breaking up. We talked for a while
about Dick's fears of loosing the relationship. I asked again about the last week and
Dick said that during the week he "did nasty things like take away Janet's pills because
there wasn't much I could take away from her when I was cranky." And he said: "You
know how you want to get back at someone." Dick described the effect of the last 20
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months as affecting him physically. He said he "can't get out of bed in the mornings and
I don't want to do anything." I brought up the idea of grief and of how it triggers
depression. Dick said he thought he n1ay be depressed but reminded me that he \vas the
positive one in the relationship, and that maybe he would see a doctor at some stage.
Dick then said "We both want the same thing. We both want a close loving family."
but "that Janet doesn't seem to trust me any more although I haven't changed in \vhat I
do." I asked Dick an externalising (see Table 1.1) question if it was possible that there
might be a sabotage pattern in the relationship. I suggested that Dick start to look for
patterns that would drag down new beginnings. Dick asked me to repeat what fd said
and so I suggested that when a positive is starting to build in the relationship a negative
seems to come out of left-field to neutralise it. I wondered if this nlight be a panern of
sabotage. Dick agreed that sabotage was going on and usually within two or three days
after a counselling session. We discussed together ways that Dick could "sabotage the
sabotage". Dick said he would watch for negatives any time a positive appeared in the
relationship. Dick then said "I'm wondering if in leaving (from a counselling session)
you could reinforce it (the experiment) because it is important to me anyway. I come up
against it all the time, that is reverting back to old ways."

I asked Dick to tell me where he thought 'hope' was for the relationship at present on a
scale of one to ten. Dick said he would place hope at an eight out of ten. I asked Dick
where he would scale the effort he was prepared to put into the relationship on the same
scale and Dick said he was willing to put seven out of ten into effort. Soon after naming
the above scales Dick said that he had told Janet 'on the previous Thursday that he was
"out of the relationship" to try push her to naming her number for effort (on a

s~ale

out

of ten). I asked Dick that when pattern of relating was swinging towards hope \vhat
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could he do to sabotage the sabotage? Dick answered that he would not "to bring up the
past."

Dick said that Janet doesn't show where she is in tenns of trying in the relationship and
asked "how do I get that out." I asked Dick 'Do you need to get it out?" Dick said: "I
need to know that what I'm doing is going to be better for us." 1 wondered if Dick was
wondering if he could sustain the effort he was putting into the relationship. Dick said
"Yeah". I then suggested a paradoxical (see Table 1.1) intervention. 1 suggested Dick
back off the effort and not try so hard in the relationship.

1asked Dick his beliefs about love and ways of showing love in a relationship. Dick's
answer was that "very simply it would be a husband going to work, earning the money,
the wife running the household, do the decorating and gymnastics or whatever she'd
want to do and have a hobby. I want to not keep her but let her do her own thing, and
always have complete trust." We talked more on the topic of couple love (during which
I recommended the book Getting The Love You Want by Harville Hendrick) and Dick
volunteered that during the week Janet had brought him a cup of coffee saying: "1 don't
do it because 1have to but because I want to." I asked Dick if he realised that was
another beginning of establishing a new pattern (see Table 1.1) of positives in the
relationship. Dick said he hadn't realised but that in the last two weeks a new positive
pattern was coming in that "after an argument we'll try again whereas we never did
before". I said that this was evidence of a circuit-breaker in the old patterns of negative
conflict and it showed an effort on both sides to try in different ways. I reminded Dick
that this was good news. 1encouraged Dick to put his efforts into pattern-breaking at
the moment and that, ifhe continued to, he would find that it would effectively diffuse
the conflict too. Dick said that he had "gained by hearing how Janet deals with me in
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the counselling sessions rather than by how I think things are going:' Dick said that he
thought he had been "playing doctor" to Janet but that when he sa\\· Janet get things
wrong he wanted to show her the right way to do it. I suggested that before he spoke or
acted he asked himself: "will this be helpful or unhelpful for the relationship if I do or
say this?"

I asked Dick what his goal was for the relationship. He said it was: "to be together for
the rest of our lives; see the family grow up; and to be prosperous".

I gave Dick some experiments (see Table 1.1) to do:
•

Back off effort (relating this to Dick taking responsibility for Ja::et's health and even
thinking for her)

•

To go through the equality sheet;

•

To watch for sabotage of hope and look for ways to sabotage the sabotage.

I then asked Dick "how will you know if there is improvement?" Dick answered: "if
things get different or better."

At the end of the session I told Dick that Janet had given me permission to share with
him the number she had decided she would put into effort for the re::1tionship. I told
Dick that Janet had nominated a ten on a scale often and wondered :fhe had any idea
how Janet had come to make such a big shift. Dick said "that surpr3es me enormously
it "doesn't take much to give him hope and I admit I am seeing Jane: doing things
differently." Dick also said that his "hope is greater now."
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5.2.7 Session seven

Session seven was ajoint session. Dick and Janet had changed their appointment as
Janet had to go back to hospital and have another plaster cast fitted. They attended this
appointment coming straight from an appointment at the hospital and I thanked them for
the commitment they showed in turning up. I said that I believed it showed a high level
of commitment to trying to improve the relationship. I asked the couple about levels of
frequency and intensity of negative conflict and there had been no big fight in the last
\\-eek and no constant "not speaking to each other" fight. I congratulated the couple on
the break through in pattern-breaking and asked them how it had been achieved. They
reported a number of factors with the "not bringing up the past rule as the most
significant factor." Janet reported that Dick had "backed off' a lot which meant that she
\\-asn't getting angry at him so much. Dick said that they had a busy week and that they
had not seen as much of each other and then had been at a family BBQ on the weekend.
I encouraged them to keep up the good work as they were breaking old patterns and
s~ing new

ways of connecting positively. Janet was looking happy and said that she

hadn't felt this good for a long time.

Janet started off the session telling me t\Vo positive plans she had for the relationship.
Janet said that she was planning for "Christmas to be good" for she and Dick, whereas
previously she had "wanted to get things over and done with, with Dick, so that she
could get on with Christmas". I asked Janet what she meant by "over and done with"
and she said "separate so that another Christmas wasn't ruined". Janet also s~id that she
thought of going to Dick's work on a Saturday morning as a way of showing "an interest
in \vhat he was doing and be able to have something interesting to say to him in
conversation instead of being a bimbo." I said that these things that Janet had just
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shared with us were news oJ-difference (see Table 1.1) and were showing positive steps
in commllnication connections in the relationship, reminding the couple that I had
encouraged small positive steps as giant steps for the relationship in an earlier sessioIL I
then asked Dick if he thought they were positive steps in the relationship. Dick said that
both things were things that he "had said in an earlier session were the desires of my
heart and yes they were ne\\- news but that I don't see that they are positive if they are
not going to last." Janet looked at Dick and started to cry. When Janet explained

wh~

she was crying she said it "\\-as when she looked at Dick and it reminded her of Dick as
the boss." Dick became ang::- at what Janet said and said that he "hadn't been that for
20 months and that he had changed everything." I asked the couple what the meaning
was of the swing we

hadjus~ \vitnessed

(that is a step towards the positive being swur:g

back towards negative conflict). In response to the exploration of the meaning of "the
swing" Janet volunteered that \vhen she showed her "true effort to Dick it made me
vulnerable." Dick then said iliat he had trouble seeing any effort from Janet. Dick said
that it was easier for him "to do things naturally rather than think about what I am going
to say or do, or have to work. at them."

I decided to externalise (see Table 1.1) this current interaction by drawing a diagram of
two hills with a house at the

~ottom

of the valley and a tree on one side. I said that t1:e

two different hills were a pic:ure of two different perspectives and that on one side a tree
blocks some of the view dO\\TI into the valley. I called the house at the bottom the
relationship or the goal (as an attempt to put the term in Dick's business language). I
asked J arret where she was comfortable in the picture and she said "behind the tree." I
drew Janet as a stick figure

b~hind

the tree and then asked Dick where he was. Dick

placed himself on top of the other hill in the open and closer to the house than Janet
was. We talked about Janet naving the choice to come out from behind the tree when
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gave Janet the freedom to

slowly move down the valley closer to the house (ie relationship) but still behind cover
for as long as she needed it), and that it was a positive step for the relationship when
Janet did that but if it felt too vulnerable then was she more or less likely to run behind
the tree again? I suggested that the couple start to notice when tree jumping occurred
and name it to each other. Dick asked a lot of questions about how to make positives of
it when he saw it as avoidance and suggested he make a tally of how many times Janet
came out from behind the tree. Dick said that there would be a problem if he had a tally
of thirty times but Janet might only see ten. I explained to Dick that it was not a case of
he or Janet being right or wrong but a process of affirming the positive steps each was
taking in the relationship. I said that it was a process of noticing when old patterns were
being broken. Pick continued to tease out the image of the tree an of "catching Janet
out" in the next week and so I said to Dick that we were on different wave lengths. Dick
stopped talking and tried to listen. Janet said that she had understood the exercise until
Dick started to talk and then she got confused. I said that I had got confused too at that
point and wondered if Dick had a tendency to dig trenches while Janet dashed behind a
tree. Both Dick and Janet thought is was a good metaphor (see Table 1.1) and so I drew
a trench in front of Dick on the hill where he had placed his stick figure in the diagram.
I asked if Dick used trenches to dig deeper when Janet dashed behind a tree. Janet
responded with lively energy to this suggestion and said "yes, he keeps at me to find out
'why' and often there is no n10re. I just want to say 'no' and that's all. There is no more
to it and Dick keeps digging." I chose the metaphors of "trench digging" and "tree
jumping" as a way to extemalise and shift the pattern of blaming for the differepces in
perspective. I also hoped it would "lighten-up" both Dick and Janet's perspectives of the
problem as they were so intense. I suggested that the couple do the same with "trench
digging" as with "tree jumping," that they "name" when it was happening and make a
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choice about whether to do it or not. I suggested that the naming might become a fun
exercise in itself and that the sense of fun could lower negative conflict.

Janet said that she thought it was a good exercise but that she was "worried that it might
be turned into ammunition." I agreed that this posed a dilemma (see Table 1.1) and
asked what would happen if ammunition was used. Janet said that she would duck for
cover and not want to come out. I wondered if the use of the exercise for ammunition
would sabotage the pattern-breaking that the exercise was designed for and how would
they 'sabotage the sabotage' in this case. Janet thought that spotting the ammunition
might help and I encouraged them both to spot the ammunition when they were about to
use it and make a choice about the use of it before going into the big guns without
knowing they were using ammunition. Dick said that he thought what he did naturally
was best for the relationship. Dick said that he had an exan1ple from during the week as
an illustration. He said he offered to get Janet a glass of water and he had to offer three
times and was still rejected. I asked Dick a relative influence (see Table 1.1) question
asking if it more helpful to offer those extra times or better not to dig a trench in that
place. Dick answered that "I still think it was better to keep at it because I believe I
know better than Janet if she wanted the water or not." We talked about how each of us
makes judgements or choices about the decisions we make and I suggested that both
Dick and Janet think about asking "whether it was helpful or unhelpful" for the
relationship before any choice was made. In the conversation about different
perspectives I reframed (see Table 1.1) Janet's description of Dick as "bossy" to
"enthusiastic" and the description of Janet as "angry" as "passion." Dick said that
passion was very much in the early part of their relationship and that he was actually
glad it was not lost completely. Janet said that Dick was enthusiastic but that there was
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a problem when his enthusiasm got forceful. Dick said he could see that enthusiasm
when it was forceful would be a problem.

I reminded the couple that their experiment (see Table 1.1) was to discover when they
were trench digging or tree jumping and help raise awareness of their own techniques,
but to watch out for the sabotage of ammunition.

Phone contact between session seven and session eight

Between session seven and eight there had been a lengthy holiday period where the
counsellor had been away for three weeks. The counsellor made phone contact (as
promised) upon returning and Dick and Janet reported low levels of negative conflict in
the interim. In that phone contact it was agreed that our counselling process would
cease but that Dick and Janet would come for the post-test in a few weeks time.

5.2.8 Session eight

This session was begun with the post-test. After completing the QCR, I offered three
choices to Dick and Janet as to what they wanted to do with the rest of the session. I
asked them if they wanted to follow up issues that may have been raised by the
questionnaire (as Dick and Janet \vere not sounding as happy as they had in the phone
contact a few weeks before); or did they want to compare the differences in their answer
sheets; or did they wish to fill me in on how the relationship had been progressing since
we had met eight weeks ago. Janet decided to address the conflict issue immedl~tely.
She said that from her perspective things had improved from the start of counselling.
Janet said that change had occurred and that there had been a big improvement in the
level of conflict in the relationship, and that her self-esteem was coming up. Janet said
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that their marriage "would have failed for sure if we had not attended the counselling
sessions." Janet said that things I wanted to change before (about Dick) seem silly now,
and I think I accept it now, because that is what the is like and I try to not let that bother
me." Janet also said "I find that I'm listening to how he's saying it and not what he's
saying and I ask ifhe'd stop waving his hands..." Janet said that she had a "desire to
change herself rather than sit and brood on what is wrong with the marriage."

I asked Janet where she was in reference to the different perspective diagram we had
drawn last session (when Janet said she was behind a tree). Janet said "I think I have
come out, I did go back again, but I come out and I'm not going down there again. I'm
on my way up". I asked "down there?" and Janet said "No I'm not at rock bottom
anymore I'm on my way up". (Janet had mixed up the images of Rock Bottom with the
perspectives diagram). Janet said that she was feeling better about herself whereas
before the counselling she "didn't think I deserved anything and I always expected
everything to go wrong." She said "I think this is the right way now. Before I didn't
know, and I didn't know what to do. I didn't know if I wanted to stay married."

Dick said that there had been a big break through too. He said the breakthrough was
when "I forced Janet to listen to the tapes and she got a lot out of them and even took
notes" (these were the Five Paths to Life talks that Dick had referred to in a previous
session). Janet responded to Dick's word "force" and said that she still "felt he was like
the boss" with her and I reframed (see Table 1.1) the word "forcefulness" to
"enthusi(lSm" and asked how "enthusiasm could be a friend rather than an ally of
negative conflict relationship?" Janet responded that enthusiasm could be a friend in
praising her at times. Dick said that he was happy for his enthusiasm to be used in that
way and we talked about it also occurring vice versa (with both partners praising each
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other at times). When asked how enthusiasm could be a frielJd, Dick said he would like
enthusiasm to be used in the form of giving him feed-back. Dick also offered an
example of a time when he had recently used his enthusiasm to praise Janet. I said that
was news ofdifference (see Table 1.1) of positive communication and that if Dick and
Janet could do it once there was no reason why they could not do it more often thus
starving the old patterns of negative communication and feeding the positive
communication patterns they were establishing. I asked a relative influence (see Table
1.1) question asking the couple if "enthusiasm could be unhelpful at times for the
relationship?" and Dick answered "when it starts negative conflict." I asked Dick ifhe
could think of a possible time when enthusiasm could be unhelpful for the relationship
and might be an ally to negative conflict. Dick said "the only thing I can think of is
when I hand enthusiasm on to others to do it in a nice way rather than in a forceful way."
Then Janet volunteered how her passion was also a friend (last session we had reframed
her "anger" as "passion") and we talked about how passion is useful and needs to be
listened to and given "venting space." I also suggested that if Janet found that she still
had unresolved anger that she could talk with a "one to one" counsellor and gave her the
name of a counsellor close to her suburb. I asked Dick what were some possible
channels for Janet to channel her passion and he suggested cooking and sex. Janet
agreed with both those suggestions as she enjoyed both and also said that blocking bad
thoughts about Dick might help too. I posed the image (metaphor) (see Table 1.1) of a
river channel getting close to the coast and that if the only channel for passion was anger
then it would all go that way and leave other channels cut off like billabongs. However,
it was possible to put passion and enthusiasm into other channels of the relationship-and
that perhaps the couple could discover together other channels and use their strengths as
friends and not as enemies.
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Dick said that he was more aware of what he says and that he saw that Janet had
changed but he asked for more reassurance for the future of the relationship. I suggested
Dick and I ask Janet together where she was from Rock Bottom now and Janet said that
she had moved more past halfway. Dick responded that he saw that Janet had moved
from Rock Bottom and that he saw that as a good change for the relationship. He also
said that Janet listening to the tape was a good change as she "got something out of it
and she even bought two books for me from it." I said that this was news ofdifference
(see Table 1.1) for the relationship as it meant that they had both shared an interest in a
positive way and got a lot out of it. Dick said that he had started to make decisions
about the relationship on the basis of "if it is going to be detrimental to our marriage or
not". Dick said that he had used that way to look at things the other night when they
were in a conflict situation and he decided to walk away instead of "pushing to win, and
I went to bed early. The next morning I brought up two cuppas to the bedroom." I saId

that this was terrific nelVS ofdifference (see Table 1.1) in how to deal with conflict and
how to break the pattern of keeping the fight going which both had been experts at too,
because Dick's actions in the morning were different too. At another point in the session
Janet said that she felt a concern that if she said something Dick would laugh. Dick
responded straight away saying "to laugh would be detrimental to the relationship, to
laugh would be like trying to throw it (what she was saying, or her idea) away."

I asked a question to detennine if there was other evidence that would show they had a

different approach to handling conflict now.

I asked how the couple were going to get

messages to each other without resorting to the last resort pounding ones that make or
break a relationship. Dick answered that they would: talk \vhen they were "not in a
conflict situation rather than do it when an argument is there; be enthusiastically
happily; to not look at what else the other is up to instead of looking into the
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and to use enthusiasm in a non-conflict way because in conflict we want to win; and
both can give a little bit." I asked "what would sabotage the push to want to win, when
the enthusiasm is a good thing but the push to win is unhelpful

fo~

the relationship?"

Janet said, before Dick could answer, "I'd like to think that I was on a more level with
Dick." Dick said, with a smile, "give me a try." Janet said that "provided we don't do it
all his way or all my way, we've got to agree you know sort of in the middle. Or you go
this way and I'll go that way - not the way we were going definitely not." Janet also said
that "when Dick raises his voice negative conflict escalates, but now we realise there is
an option."

At the end of the session I referred the couple on to another counsellor saying that they
had done some positive things for their relationship, and that I believed it would be a
good idea to build on that and not let is slip away while it was so new. The couple
declined.

Post script
After the counselling contact ceased Janet and Dick contacted the counsellor as negative
affective violence had occurred again in the relationship and frightened Janet who
named herself as the perpetrator of this violence. I met with the couple again for a
lengthy session and arranged, with their consent, to refer them to another counsellor and
attend a 'handing over' session with them. The new counsellor and myself co-counselled
at that hand-over session. Both Dick and Janet reported at that session that they had
gone a whole week, prior to attending, without any conflict.
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5. 3 COUNSELLING PROCESS

The following systemic techniques were used in the counselling process: extemaljsing
techniques such as mapping the problem, metaphor, reframing; circular questions;
paradoxical interventions; relative influence; posing dilemmas; news of difference or
establishing a new pattern; and experiments. In the reports about the use of these
techniques there is an overlapping of categories at times and the description has been
placed in the category whereby the logical following of the interventions is made
obvious.

Externalising techniques
In session one words and phrases such as "the relationship," "the problem" and
"mapping the problem" were used as an externalising technique. Early in the session I
invited Dick and Janet to give me some history of "the problem." In this session Dick
was quoted by Janet as viewing her as the problem. This provided me with an
opportunity to state tIle systemic perspective of objectivity. In session two Janet
reported that she had found it helpful to have heard in session one that we'd be looking
at the problem and not the person. This appears to have made an impact upon Janet who
reported in session one that Dick viewed her as the problem.

Naming patterns
In sessions one and two I had encouraged the couple to look at the patterns happening
between them so that they could make choices as to whether they wished to continue
them. Whenever there was an attempt to do something different I would inform the
couple that they had done something to change the pattern that had been so dominant in
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their relationship - especially that of "no speaks" or of being experts at fighting. In
session three I pointed out that there had twice been an attempt to break a pattern in the
one week. Janet had reported that they had not talked at all after session one whereas
this time there was a beginning of making an effort. The aim of this intervention was to
increase the effort in the relationship and lower the pattern of blaming each other. I
believe Janet showed a difference between session one responses and session two. She
was more engaged this session, she had taken on the things discussed in the previous
session and had quietly tried them in non obvious ways. The externalising of the
problem was both observed by the counsellor and reported by Janet (notably in sessions
two, three and four) to have been useful to Janet. As Janet started to show a slight
inclination towards positive change I observed that Dick moved to restore homeostasis.

The use of naming patterns as a means of externalising in session four led Janet and
Dick to the discovery of the patterns of "cycle of enthusiasm" and the "take-over
interest." TIle "cycle of enthusiasm was a positive reframe which led to discussion of
how each of them affected the cycle. The naming of both these patterns was helpful in a
later session (seven) where Dick's "bossiness" or "forcefulness" was reframed as
"enthusiasm" and Dick agreed to lower or control it for the sake of the relationship. In
session seven Dick reported that he could see that enthusiasm would be a problem
"when it was forceful." In session seven Janet's anger was reframed as passion which.
gave it a more positive connotation within the couple relationship. Dick responded to
that reframe (passion for anger) by saying passion had been part of their early
relationship and he was glad it hadn't been "lost completely."

In session six I suggested Dick look out for patterns of sabotage that would drag down
new beginnings. Dick had reported news of difference without realising that they were
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changes he was reporting, and then reported punishing behaviour towards Janet (such as
taking her pills). When I asked Dick if a pattern of sabotage might be occurring in the
relationship Dick affinned that was occurring and he nominated that it was usually
within two or three days after a counselling session. I asked Dick to watch out for the
times that a negative would come in from left field after a positive was building up in
the relationship. Dick then named ways he could "sabotage the sabotage." Dick named
the saboteur as being the tendency to "revert back to old ways."

Mapping the problem
Early attempts to map the problem had mixed success. The couple were able to give a
history of what they perceived to be the bad points in their relationship that led them to
seek counselling but also in session one when I said again I wanted to map the problem
Janet replied that Dick viewed her as the problem. This created the opportunity for me
to state that this therapeutic process was not about the person being the problem. Then
the couple joined in telling me about the early years of the relationship which were very
happy ones. For such a negatively conflictual couple this helped them remember that
here had been good times.

In session six when Dick informed me that he had changed a lot because of counselling
two years ago, I asked Dick about the changes in an attempt to map the changes and
reinforce to Dick that he was a person who could and did change. This intervention was
to overcome Dick's reluctance to change that he had reported in session two and the
mixed messages he would give about his own willingness to change (session two: "I've
changed. I've done what had to be done [insinuating that Janet now had to change]; and
later in the same session, "I'm not saying I can't shift" [when Dick had said earlier that
there was no incentive to change]. In session four Dick had asked why relationships had
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to change). Dick informed me during this discussion that he believed that Janet had the
"most to work on" and that he believed he "was doing most of the work." A little earlier
in the session Dick had told me that he believed he was the positiye partner in the
relationship. I used his belief about his positive role to suggest he use his skills in being
positive to "spot the positive changes" that were happening in the relationship and build
them up. This was an exercise aimed at getting Dick to map the changes which I
believed might then build up hope for the relationship.

Metaphor
A metaphor used in session three was that of a retention span of a bridge which was
being built like the Sydney Harbour Bridge (built with spans starting on the opposite
shores and moving towards n1eeting in the middle). The couple reported that this was a
useful metaphor. However in session three Janet said that she did not know if she
wanted to build towards the middle or not as the efforts she had made towards change
after session two had met with such negativity. At the end of that same session,
however, both Dick and Janet said that the area they most wanted to try to work on was
communication. I used the metaphor from earlier in the session - bridge building - and
the couple said they were willing build one retention span. As the experiment set the
previous week on communicating had not worked we discussed some rules to help it
along this time.

In session five Janet used the metaphor of being like a "bird in a cage" to describe her

situation in the marriage. We explored the metaphor and it evolved into an "escaping ,
from the cage" image to one that Janet described as needing "someone to open the door
of the cage" for her. I invited Janet to think about if "she could open the door of the
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cage herself:" Janet responded to this and offered ways which she believed she could do
that.

Reframing
An early reframe in session one was that we were on a "search and find mission" to

discover the problem or problems for the relationship. This enabled continuing
externalising language.

In session seven "forcefulness" was reframed as "enthusiasm" and "anger" as "passion."
These reframes came up again in session eight where Dick's forcefulness was again
reframed as "enthusiasm" and the couple explored how "enthusiasm could be a friend"
to the relationship rather than an ally of negative conflict. Janet suggested "enthusiasm"
could be a friend if it praised her at times. Dick said he was happy to use "enthusiasm"
in that way and would enjoy it occurring in a vice versa way. Dick then offered an
example of a time when he had used "enthusiasm" in that way recently. I told the couple
that this was news of difference and also challenged them

0

think about times when

"enthusiasm" might be unhelpful for the relationship. Dick volunteered that it was
unhelpful when it started negative conflict. As this conversation continued Dick offered
that "enthusiasm" needed to be used with others "in a nice way rather than in a forceful
way." Janet quickly volunteered that "passion" was also a friend. In a previous session
(seven) anger had been reframed as "passion." A short time of exploring friendly
channels for "passion" followed. I encouraged Dick and Janet to view and use their
"strengths as friends and not as enemies."
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Circular questions
In session two I asked Janet if she could hazard a guess at where she thought Dick was
on the chart about the stages of relationship. It lead to an answer _about how separate
both Dick and Janet were. So I tried another circular question asking Janet to guess
what their son would say. This led to Dick interrupting the process telling me how
badly he and Janet had related over the reading of the article. The circular question
technique had not worked in this instance and it appeared that the article (on the stages
of relationships) had been turned into a weapon instead of a useful tool for
understanding the relationship.

When I asked Dick a circular question about Janet's staying power (to stay in the
relationship) in session three it led Dick to talk about how he feared that if Janet became
stronger as a person then he thought she would leave.

Paradoxical interventions

In session two the couple were bringing into the counselling session their on-going fight
and so I asked a paradoxical circular question to try to open up the "stuck in the
fighting" pattern. I asked Dick what qualities Janet displayed when she stuck to her
guns in their fight the previous day. Dick was taken by surprise but was able to mention
something that wasn't in Janet's nature to do and then he believed that her coming to
apologise to him was a quality. Janet was also asked what qualities Dick had shown in
the same scenario and she verbalised one which Dick immediately took to be a criticism
of him. The expectation of blame from each other was so strong that the effect of this
intervention was lost. I followed through with a paradoxical question about the
relationship asking what qualities had kept the relationship together for the last twenty
months when the first counsellor had said that she didn't have much hope for them
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survivIng. This intervention had a little more success with Janet remembering
something that she saw as a positive for the relationship (Dick allowing her to stop
working for him). This line of thought helped Janet remember o~her positives that had
happened (which she reported). Dick's answer at first to the question was to say that
Janet was the problem and then he said that he had done the things he had done for the
sake of the relationship (such as asking Janet's son to leave the home). I then asked a
question a relative influence question as to whether the action had helped the
relationship.

Between session four and five Janet rang and said that she \vas very distressed as just as
she had decided to really try in the relationship Dick had said that she was leaving. I
suggested to Janet a paradoxical intervention. I suggested that they were to take it in
turns (on odds and evens days) as to who was going to decide to leave. They were to
answer to following questions: What does it feel like to be the one who wants to leave
and who isn't making the decision to leave? Janet reported in the next session (five,
which was an individual one with Janet) that this was a most successful intervention.
She said that the paradoxical intervention had helped her realise that she hadn't felt
devastated or relieved when she decided to leave or to stay. She also reported that it had
helped her have insights as to Dick's behaviour which made her feel more secure. Janet
reported that the paradoxical intervention.. along with a question I had asked Dick in the
last session, had helped her see that there were power issues involved in the relationship.
This led Janet to a number of important insights. One insight was that her anger was
with herself and another insight was Janet's description of herself as a "bird in a cage."
Janet also reported her self-esteen1 had gone up.
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In session six vvhen Dick wondered if he coulJ sustain the effort he vvas putting into the
relationship I suggested a paradoxical intervention: that he "back off the effort" and not
try so hard in the relationship. At the beginning of session seven Janet reported that
Dick had "backed off" and that as a result she wasn't getting as angry with him.

Relative influence
In session two the relative influence question about marking on a continuum where the
relationship is in relation to Rock Bottom, Novv and Near Perfect was an effective
intervention. It lead both Dick and Janet into planning together how they move forvvard
from the Now to the Near Perfect. It was the first time they both offered \vays that were
about togetherness. However, its impact \vas limited by Dick's words a little later that
there \vas no incenti ve to move on.

Posing dilemmas
In session one I posed a dilemma \vondering if the business had triangulated the
marriage. This led Janet to verbalising ho\v they had both put their "marriage on hold"
which then caused a pattern of separation.

In session seven I posed a dilemma when Janet expressed that she \vas concerned that an
experiment might be turned into ammunition. I \vondered if ammunition \vould
sabotage the very reason for the experiment, which \vas to break the pattern of negative
conflict. The posing of that dilemma resulted in Janet offering a solution herself, to
"spot the ammunition."
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Diagrams and articles
Both diagrams and articles were used for extemalising the problem and for creating
insights which I hoped would lead to meaning for this relationship. In session one I
gave Janet and Dick the Morand (1992) article on stages in marriage relationships. This
was reported by Janet to have been helpful on more than one occasion and that it had
really helped her understanding. Dick did not read it between session one and two and
showed no indication at later sessions of having read it. Janet's report on the usefulness
of Morand's article was in the following words: it as if it "had been written for us, like
we didn't make this up. I think we are at this stage here, this struggle for
independence..."

Using the Relationship Map was another diagrammatic (externalising) intervention. It
was used for making a point in the sessions and as a way of helping the couple see that
they couldn't expect things to improve suddenly and that it was a slow process. In
session two Janet asked about whether it was possible to come back when she saw the
map and her question led to the naming of the inse:urity in the relationship. In session
four Janet reported that she had tried to be civil to Dick in recognition of where she was
on the Relationship Map, but that she also knew she was at the withdrawal point. Dick's
report on how he had moved up on the

Relationsr~p

Map helped both Janet and Dick

see that there had been some change.

In session seven when Janet reported letting Dick know her "true effort" for the
relationship made her vulnerable, and Dick reponed an unwillingness to do anything
other than what came naturally to him I drew a diagram that shows the different
perspectives in the relationship. I drew a simple di.1gram of two hills with a valley in
between as described in the write up of the counselling session. Janet nominated her
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desired place in the diagram was behind a tree. This led to both Dick. and Janet
exploring their own perspectives of where they were in the relationship and also being
able to see where the other was diagrammatically. Dick at one

st~ge

wanted to use the

process as ammunition against Janet by trying to tally up the number of times she
dashed behind a tree. Two metaphors came out of this exercise: that of "tree-jumping"
(which signified a moving on in the relationship when it felt safe for Janet) and "trench
digging" (which signified Dick's "keeping at" Janet and trying to force an issue or
decision). This intervention was used to extemalise the pattern of blaming each other
for what were their differences in perspective about the relationship. I suggested that
the couple use the ideas form this diagrammatic perspective to look out for "tree
jumping" and "trench digging" in the relationship over the coming weeks. Janet said
that it was a good exercise but that she was worried that it might be turned into
ammunition. I explored what might happened if it was used for ammunition and
wondered if the exercise got used for ammunition ifit would sabotage the very pattern
breaking that it was designed for. Janet believed that spotting the ammunition might
"sabotage the sabotage" but Dick said that he believed he did what was naturally "best
for the relationship anyway." The example that Dick used (of forcing Janet to have a
glass of water because he knew what was best for her) led to further discussions about
how keeping at something is "trench digging" and how asking the question "whether it is
helpful or unhelpful for the relationship" was often a helpful tactic before any choices
were made. This last intervention was reinforcing the belief that the couple could make
choices about how they responded to each other.

In the post-test session (session eight) I inquired where Janet was in relations to the
perspective diagram drawn in the last session. Janet reported that "I think I have come
out, I did go back again, but now I come out and I'm not going down there again. I'm on
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. my way up." Janet explained that she was not at Rock bottom any more, which was a
mixing up of the continuum of where the relationship was between Rock Bottom and
Near Perfect and the different perspectives for two vantage points. nonetheless Janet
was reporting that the diagrams had given her a way to describe where she was currently
believing she was in terms of the relationship. dick did not report that the diagram from
last session was of any use to him. He spoke instead, at this part of the counselling
session which had asked for feed-back from the set experiment, about how he had
"forced Janet to listen" to his tapes.

News ofdifference or establishing a new pattern
In session two Dick reported that the conflict had been less on the Friday and Saturday
and so, in order to help the couple to see that there had been news of difference, I
wondered what skills they had used to manage an exception to the usual pattern so that
Friday and Saturday were better. Dick said he wanted something to tell me as they were
coming to counselling on the Monday. When I asked Janet if she had any idea why
those two days had been better she angrily told Dick that she did not attempt to hide the
article from him (which he had insinuated earlier in the session). This early attempt to
help the couple see that there could be news of difference was not successful.

Janet reported in session three that she had decided to try and break the pattern of the
past after what she had learnt from the previous week's session and had initiated the
move to talk to Dick on the drive home after counselling. Janet mentioned two other
ways she had tried to'break the past patterns. None of her attempts had met with any
success. However, I pointed out to the couple that this had been news of difference.
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At the beginning of session four there were reports of a new pattern starting as a result
of trying the experiment from the end of last session. Dick and Janet reported that this
had lessened the conflict in the week as well and I affirmed that it meant they could
change patterns.

In session five there were more reports of news of difference. Janet reported that she
had achieved a break from the pattern of negative conflict by engaging in positive
communication. She also reported that she had made a choice when Dick was goading
her to fight she decided to walk away. I affirmed that she had made a decision that had
helped break the pattern of negative conflict and it had helped lower the level of conflict
for that week. In this session Janet also reported that there was a good thing in their
marriage, sex. I responded that this offered news of difference and that if we explored
what was good about it that may be helpful to the relationship. Janet reported that it was
good because it was the only time they "felt equals." This led to Janet discussing her
perception of the imbalance of power in the relationship. At the end of the session Janet
said that she was willing to put a ten out often effort into the relationship if Dick would
let her go. I pointed out that it was news of difference and wondered if Janet knew why
she had changed so much. Janet reported that her change was due to the insights she
had, to the paradoxical intervention as to who would decide when to leave, and to her
use of the diary for "lots and lots" of thinking and writing. Janet also said that the
drawing of the two negative dependency circles had been helpful: that she had lost
herself "into Dick, like into Dick's circle." Janet's final words at the finish of the session
were: "but after what we have gone through it would be criminal if the relationship were
to stop."
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Dickts individual session (session six) offered more news of difference. He reported
that Janet had told him of pain in her leg and that she had to go to hospital. When I told
Dick that this was news of difference as Janet had refused to con1ffiunicate to him about
any of her needs in the past months, Dick acknowledged that he hadn't realised it was a
break in the old pattern but he could now see it was. Later in session six Dick reported
more news of difference. Dick said that Janet had willingly made him a cup of coffee
and brought it to him. When I affirmed that this was new news, Dick said that he hadntt
realised it was but that it reminded him that he was seeing another change in the
relationship. Dick described that after an argument he and Janet would try and resolve it
again whereas before counselling "we never did before." I reinforced that it was news of
a new pattern beginning and that it indicated that both of them were making an effort
(this was to balance Dick's belief that he was the only one working at the relationship).

At the end of session five I had asked Janet if I could share her decision to put a ten out
often into effort for the relationship with Dick. I asked her permission because I
thought it would be news of difference for the relationship and increase hope and lower
the insecurity. When I mentioned it to Dick at the end of session six, he replied that his
"hope is greater now" and that he was seeing Janet doing things differently.

In session seven there were quite a number of reports of news of difference of new
patterns being established. There were reports of pattern-breaking the cycle of negative
conflict; of Dick "backing off' which lessened anger; of Janet planning Christmas
together; and of Janet desiring to go to Dickts work to sho\v an interest in what he was
doing. I affirmed the positive steps they had taken and reminded the couple that each
small positive step taken was a giant step for the relationship. I observed that Janet had
a sense of achievement as she reported these factors of news of difference. Dick
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reported

th~t

they \vere desires of his heart and that he could see they \verc nevv news but

that he was unable to see they were positive if they were not going to last. I observed
that this last part of Dick's statement had a negative impact on

th~.

positive news that had

been built up. Janet started to cry and Dick becan1e angry at Janet's reason for crying.
Avoiding being dravvn into \vhat was really another on-going tight of Janet and Dick's I
asked about the pattern of swinging that had just occurred. This led Janet to reporting
that when she revealed her true effort to Dick she became vulnerable and to Dick saying
that he did :lot wish to think before he spoke but would rather just do things naturally.
This led to
relative

J

diagrammatic extemalising intervention that

inr~uence

In session

~ight

allo~·ed the

couple to have a

view of the relationship (see under diagrams for session seven).

there were a number of reports of news of difference from both Janet

and Dick.. \\ith a notable difference being that both partners (and especially Dick) were
recognisinf the changes to be ne\vs of difference before reporting them to the
counsellor. Janet reported that change had occurred in the levels of conflict; that her
self-esteer:: \vas "coming up"; that the things she vvanted to change in Dick she now
accepted; 2.Ild that she had a desire to change herself no\v rather than "brood on what is
wrong in

tt~

marriage." Janet also reported in session eight that she had come up from

Rock Bottcm and that she now knew she wanted to stay married ("I think this is the
right \vay ::0\V"). Dick reported ne\v news too: that Janet had been forced to listen to his
tapes and

L~at

had been good for the relationship as Janet had gained from them and

even brougit two books fro him as a result. I reinforced that this \vas news of difference
as they

~'e=-~

trying to share an interest. Dick also reported that he \vas trying to make

decisions :::-0m the basis of\vhether it would be "detrimental to the marriage or not."
Dick also

r~?orted

that he had tried a new pattern \vhen they had a tight the other
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he had walked a\tvay and then in the morning instead of "playing no speaks" he had
taken two "cuppas to the bedroom."

E.xperiments

At the end of session one I gave Janet and Dick diaries and asked them to share one
thing with each other during the week and then write in their diaries \vhat it meant to do
that. This experiment was trying to address the separateness that was finnly entrenc~ed
and to re-establish the link of talking about simple things the couple had described fdd
been a part of their early relationship. In this session I also asked Janet and Dick to ~ook
at the Morand article (1992) and mark the stage they thought their relationship \vas

2L

The Morand article was reported by Janet to have been very helpful and to have gi\=:1
her much insight into the relationship. Dick could not report that it had been of any iclp
as he did not read it.

At the end of session two the experiment set \tvas to share one thing they had done 2.::d
for the other to just listen and not assess if it \vas a worthwhile thing or not. This
experiment was not successful because Dick refused to talk. Janet had made an etIC'rt to
follow it through. The report-back about the experiment allowed for the couple to

5c~

that there had been an effort to try a ne\v pattern.

At the end of session three Dick and Janet indicated they would like to work on
communication and so we called it "bridge-building" (relating it to a metaphor fron:
earlier in the session). As part of formulating the experiment I involved the couple

~l

the planning of it and so they set up the rules for communicating for this next \veek. I
then posed a dilemma as to \vhether it \vould \vork as I though it might be too much :or
them. When Janet asked for a day off from trying I suggested they tryon the odd d2.ys
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of the week and not try at all on the even days of the week. To help sabotage ,the pattern
of not trying that had happened the previous week I asked Dick and Janet to nominate a
number for effort for this experiment. Dick nominated five and Janet two out often
with ten being the number that indicated trying very hard. When I wondered again if the
task was too hard Dick reported that they had broken a pattern in the past and so they
could do it again. Dick's words indicated a willingness to join with the change process.
At the beginning of the next session I asked them both how the experiment had gone.
Janet and Dick reported that they had made quite an effort. Janet reported that they "did
everything." She reported that they had communicated but had also had huge fights.
However, she was able to report that the week was not all bad. This was evidence of
change. Dick said his perception of the experiment was the same as Janet's. Dick said
that he had done two things after last session, that he had tried the experiment and he
had "tried not to do what I have always done." Dick reported that his hope for the
relationship had gone up and both Janet and Dick reported that conflict had lessened.

The experiment set at the end of session four was: to list in their diaries some goals to
beat the pattern of negative conflict (this suggestion had come from a comment from
Dick that if they "set goals the could beat it"); and for both Janet and Dick to look at the
equality wheel. In using the equality wheel they were to: work out which section they
would like to start in; they were to look and determine which was the area most out of
balance and which was the least out of balance; each was to then scale the sections from
one to ten and share their nominated scales and decide which section to work on first by
the scaling numbers. There were no reports on how effective this exercise had been.

No experiment was set at tIle end of session five.
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The

~xperiment

set for Dick at the end of session six was three fold: to back off effort;

to go through the equality sheet; to watch out for sabotage and to find ways to sabotage
the sabotage. I asked Dick how he would know if there was an improvement in the
relationship and he replied he would know "if things get different or better." In session
seven Janet reported that Dick had "backed off' a lot which she said meant that she
wasn't getting as angry with him.

At the end of session seven I offered an experiment that I hoped would be of on-going
value to the couple to help them be aware of the other's perspective. I suggested they
use the diagram of the perspective of two hills looking at the relationship to help them
continue to understand where each other was in the relationship and yet show each what
would be helpful for their own progress in the relationship. They were to become
"spotters" of trench-digging" and of "tree-jumping." In order to beware that the
experiment could be sabotaged they would also need to spot the anununition that might
be used against the success of the experiment. I reminded the couple that the
experiment was to raise their own awareness so they could discover when they were
"trench-digging" or "tree-jumping" and make choices about that.

5.4 SELF-REPORT

Self-reports during the sessions allowed the clients to express their perceptions
concerning the nature and levels of conflict. In keeping with the focus of this study the
self-reports included in this section cover the following categories: information
indicating either an increase or a decrease in negative conflict; information indicating an
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ir:crease or decrease in positive conflict; and indications of perceptions of change
including perceptions of change in the marriage.

5.4.1. Results indicating an increase or decrease in levels of negative
conflict.

T.1e self-reports indicating an increase or decrease in both frequency and intensity of
negative conflict are summarised in Table 5.1

Table 5.1 Data from self-reports indicating an increase or decrease in levels of
negative conflict.

P:-e-Test
Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Session 6
Session 7
Session 8
Post-Test
Lung term
Follow-up

7+

7+

high

high

7+
7+
2-3
low

7+
7+
2-3

high
high
high
lower

high
high
high

less

high

o

o

o

o

1

3-4

8

8 or 9

low

low

10

high

T:e numbers in the frequency column refer to the actual number of negative conflict occurrences and the
r::.::nber on the intensity columns refer to a scale between one and ten where ten is the highest and one the
kwest.
- = not applicable

(h;erall, the self-reports on frequency indicated a lowering of the frequency of negative
c0nflict after session three. However, the self-reports on intensity indicated very little
c:':mge. Both Janet and Dick reported that when they had a fight it was quite intense.
l::.net used the word "huge" (session four) to describe the impact and Dick used the word
"5iell-shocked" (session six).
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In session two the reports on negative conflict indicated that the week had been
dominated by the pattern of "no speaks" with then a huge argument after that. The
attempt to change the pattern of negative conflict in this week (achieved on the Friday
and Saturday) was accredited to the desire to have something to report to the next
counselling session.

Between sessions two and three the self-reports revealed an increase in negative
conflict. Janet reported "I'd definitely put us back this week ...you know of our chances
of surviving because this week has been covered in negativity." Janet reported "this
week the arguments have been so much more. It's not the same swearing and throwing
things but putting feelings across instead and insults. The trouble is that twice I've done
it in front of Adrian. This fighting has been going on for ages..." In this report Janet
was describing a difference in affect but that the impact was still destructive, and the
conflict was being conducted in front of their son.

Dick and Janet, in session three, reported "constant conflict" that had been escalating
with two very intense "blow-ups."

There were mixed results in session four with the frequency of negative conflict
lowering and yet the intensity of negative conflict being reported as high, and on one
occasion higher, as past reports. The lowering of the frequency of negative conflict
reported was attributed by Janet to both she and Dick trying everything, including trying
to communicate.

The individual sessions had little to report on the levels of conflict.
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The significant reduction in the levels of negative conflict reported in session seven
were attributed by Janet to Dick "backing off' a lot and by both Qick and Janet to them
both keeping to the "not bringing up the past rule." However, after reporting major
gains in the week before that session both Dick and Janet had an incident within this
session that could have escalated if there had not been an intervention by the therapist.

There was a six week interval between session seven, which had no reports of negative
conflict, and session eight which was the post-test.

5.4.2. Results indicating an increase of decrease in positive conflict

Overall there were a small number of reports of resolving conflict in new ways that did
not lead to escalating negative conflict. Often Dick and Janet might not realise that they
had actually done anything differently until I questioned them about the patterns over
the preceding week. This may have been because they focused on the negative conflict
more than the positive, with a very strong "pay-back" pattern or "punishing" pattern
dominating the relationship. Results indicating an increase of decrease in positive
conflict are summarised in Table 5.2

In session four there was a report of the couple trying to communicate and achieving it
without it becoming negative conflict. This was a break-through report. Janet reported
more positive communications occurring in session five and even said she had
contemplated not turning up at the session because she was feeling "so good." Dick
reported a positive change in Janet's way of relating to him, in session six, but hadn't
realised it was a positive at the time.
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Table 5.2 Table/or showing evidence of, and/requency of, self-reports o/positive
conflict
.

Pre-Test
Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Session 6
Session 7
Session 8 *
Post-Test*
Long tenn
Follow-up

no
no
yes#
yes
yes#
yes
no
no

no

o

o

no
no
yes#

o
o

o
o

#
1

#

yes#
yes
yes
no
no

1
#
1

#
1

o
o

o
o

* Session eight and post-test have been listed separately here (despite being the same session) as there
were differing reports for positive conflict from the counselling session and the QCR.
# These reports were of positive communication occurring in the relationship rather than positive conflict
resolution. These include a report of walking away instead of fighting, or continuing the fight.
- = not applicable

Session seven reported positive communication occurring between Janet and Dick.
Janet attributed it to Dick "backing off' a lot and to her anger decreasing in response to
Dick's backing off. This was a report of a circular awareness.

There was a six week interval between session seven, which had no reports of negative
conflict, and session eight which was the post-test. Dick and Janet had indicated on the
phone when they agreed to come in for the post-test that they would appreciate a
counselling session with it. The post-test was conducted first and then Janet and Dick
nominated what they wished to discuss. There was some discrepancy between the
reports in the post-test and the reports in that session. The impression of the verbal
reports, in the session immediately after the post-test was conducted, was more positive
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than the answers to the post-test about new approaches of handling conflict. In session
eight Dick reponed that he had tried a new pattern when they had a fight the other night
(although both Dick and Janet has said there had been no

~ghts

in this period when

doing the post-test), he had walked away and then in the morning instead of "playing no
speaks" he had taken two "cuppas to the bedroom." Dick reported that there were
positive communications occurring in the relationship with Janet sharing an interest in
his tapes and

bu~ing

two books for him as a result. Dick also reported that he was

trying to make decisions from the basis of whether it would be "detrimental to the
marriage or not." Janet reported that she'd like to think she was on more ofa (equal)
level with Dick in the relationship and that she realised that it was important to not "do
it all his way or all my way, we've got to agree you know sort of, in the middle." Janet
also said that \\-nen Dick "raises his voice conflict escalates, but now we realise there is
an option."

5.4.3 Indications of a change in perception of desire to change, including
a self-report on the marriage.

In the early sessions there were few reports of desire for change, other than desiring the

partner to change. Janet reported that she didn't know if she wanted to stay in the
marriage but that she wished to do something about her own "rage and anger." Dick
reported a desire for things to change but at other times was quite ambiguous about
change. Janet \vas consistent in her reports as to not knowing whether she wished to
stay in the m4L-:1age or not. Dick would give differing reports, although he admitted to
telling Janet he \vas leaving the marriage to try force her to nominate a number for her
commitment cr effort (session six). I hypothesised that Dick had used a similar tactic i;
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session two when he reported "no hope" for the relationship he was trying to force
commitment form Janet.

Table 5.3 Summary ofselfreports on commitment to the marriage and perceived
changes to the marriage.

Session

Commitment
.to·marriage
. ~Janet

Pre-Test
Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Session 6
Session 7
Session 8
Post-Test
Long Term
Follow-up

Commitment
to marriage
Dick

no answer

yes

unsure
unsure
unsure
10

unsure
yes'
yes

Perceived
.changes in
the marriage.
. Janet

Perceived
.changesinrhe
marriage
Dick .<.

4

2

2

5
8

10

yes
yes

7
yes
yes

yes
yes

yes

yes

yes

*

8
yeslbut
yes

yes

Numbers are from a scale of one to ten with ten representing highly committed, or a lot of positive change,
and one representing little commitment and little perception of change.
* indicates one of the biggest changes Janet reported. Janet reported that she was planning for Christmas
together whereas she reported that before counselling she just wished to get the separation over and done
with so that she and the children could get on with Christmas.
- = not applicable

Dick's report on how he had moved up on the Relationship Map (Appendix 6) helped
both Janet and Dick see that there had been some change. Dick attributed this change to
a course he had attended for work.

In session eight Janet reported that things (for the relationship) had improved since the
start of counselling. Sl1e said there had been a big improvement in the level of conflict
and that the "marriage \vould have failed for sure if we', had not attended the counselling
sessions." Janet reported that she no longer wanted to change Dick but rather herself.
She expressed her perception that, in regards to her commitment to the relationship and
where she was in it now, she had moved up from Rock Bottom and expressed it in
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words of continuing to move upwards. Janet said that at the beginning of counselling
she didn't know if she wished to stay married but believed "this is the right way now."
In session eight Dick reported that he was now making decisions

~bout

the relationship

on the basis of whether it was "detrimental for our marriage or not." He also reported
that he perceived that Janet was trying in the relationship, mentioning that when she had
listened to his tapes that had been good for the relationship. Dick reported that he could
see news of difference in that as they were trying to share an interest.

5.5 PRE AND POST-TEST RESULTS

The results of the pre- and post-test are given in Appendix 12.

In the descriptors of the types of negative conflict in the Pre-Test, Dick and Janet
indicated a wide range of typical conflict incidents with variable causes, indicating most
(at least 6 for each of the ten options) of the options in questions one and two. In this
Dick and Janet commented separately that they could go more than a week without
speaking to one another, and often went three weeks. Post test results showed that the
major causes of conflict were restricted to raising voice or yelling or screaming (Dick
and Janet) and not speaking to each other (Janet). Indicated sources of conflict in the
post-test were also reduced to "time together" for both, with Dick also indicating that
"future goals and plans were an additional source. During the post-test Janet
commented that she felt more secure than she had earlier.
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5.5.1 Results indicating an increase or decrease in frequency and
intensity of negative conflict

Both Dick and Janet showed a reduction of two levels (from 2-4 times a day to 3-4 times
a week: Dick; from daily to once a week: Janet) in the frequency of negative conflict
incidents over the counselling period. However, the intensity of the conflicts remained
very intense (9 out of 10 for Dick in both pre and post test) and actually rose from eight
(pre-test) to ten (post-test) out often for Janet. Both found that, even though there had
been a reduction in negative conflict frequency, and that less conflict was normally
experienced in a typical week, the level of unresolved conflict remained unacceptable.

5.5.2 Results indicating an increase or decrease in levels of positive
conflict.

Incidents of conflict where both Dick and Janet were happy with the outcome were not
recorded in a typical week for both in their pre and post tests, however, Dick reported
that there was one such incident 8 days prior to the pre test. This lack of change in the
frequency of positive conflict was also reflected by: little change in their approach to
conflict between both tests; and that conflicts remained unresolved. Janet commented in
her post-test they she thought they were like "two boxers" that alternate between
"fighting and time out."
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5.5.3 Indications of change in perception of desire to change, including a
self report on the marriage (questions 8, 9, 12, 13)

Dick and Janet were in strong agreement at both the pre and post tests that they wanted
to change the frequency and intensity of negative conflict (1 out of 10 : strongly agree).
Dick had no desire to change things about Janet that bothered him at the start of
counselling, wanting her to change without him trying. He changed his view at the post
test. Janet indicated that she desired to change her partner at both tests. At the post test
both revealed increased effort (3 out of ten level increase for both) into trying to change
things in the other that bothered them.

5.6 LONG TERM FOLLOW-UP

In the long-term follow-up interview, conducted twelve weeks after the counselling
process had ceased. Dick and Janet reported that the frequency of negative conflict was
usually less. They reported that the pattern of "no speaks" had decreased although it was
still occurring. Both Janet and Dick said that the negative conflict could still escalate
quickly. Dick said that there were times of respite from the conflict.

However, the intensity of negative conflict was still at an unacceptably high level. They
said that when they had a fight it was "huge." Janet reported that the report on the
intensity was "really sad" because some weeks the intensity might only be a five or six
but prior to this interview it had been a ten.
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When asked about occurrences of positive conflict, Janet reported telling Dick how she
felt instead of raising her voice "straight off." Dick said his first way of trying to get his
point of view across to Janet was to tell her how he felt about something. Dick reported
that mutual decisions were being made in the areas that are not conflictual but when
they try in conflictual areas it tended to become a "shouting match." Janet reported that
she was no longer taking the blame Dick "puts on" her. She said that when he would
say "look what you've done" she reframed it as "look what we've done."

Janet reported that she now cared about the relationship and that there was no longer a
pattern of swinging as to whether she should be in or out of the relationship. Janet said
she felt they had a chance if they worked together as they "had gone through so much it
would be a waste if it didn't last." Dick reported that his ideas for future goals and plans
were not just for himself rather they were "for us."

5.7 DISCUSSION

Dick and Janet presented for counselling with a highly conflictual history. They
reported firmly entrenched pattern of negative conflict which escalated daily to
unacceptable levels of both frequency and intensity. They were allowing the fights to
involve their eight year old son, with Dick infonning Adrian of exactly what the
situation was, and using that as a weapon against Janet. The use of a family member as
a strategy was mentioned as an ongoing strategy that impacted on marriages and their
children by Reiss et al (1994). The impact of Janet's and Di'ck's negative conflict on the
family fits with that offered by Reiss et al (ibid). Janet reported that her self-worth had
been affected by the abusiveness of the relationship, a factor mentioned by Easteal
(1994) in her description of the impact of violent relationships on women.
P. F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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This case adds to the debate about use of systems in violent relationship (Wileman and
Wileman, 1995; Shaw and Pye, 1995; Kaufman, 1992; Avis, 1992; Mcgregor, 1990;
James and McIntrye, 1990). In the case of Dick and Janet, the therapist mostly used
systemic methods (although occasionally would be directive) and, from all the reports,
Janet was not placed in danger from participating in conjoint sessions. Janet's reports of
the results of the systemic interventions were positive. She reported that her self-esteem
had risen; that her insight into who she was angry with had really helped; that she was
aiming for equality with Dick and the areas where she had it were conflict free; that she
knew she wanted to stay in the marriage; her sense of security had risen; her insights had
increased, empowering her. Dick, from time to time, was very defensive about having
to change. I observed that when he did make efforts to change it not only helped the
relationship but that he might change in an area that he was saying he wouldn't in the
previous session. Dick would, at times, join against the things that were part of the
abusive pattern without feeling that he was being attacked. At other times Dick would
resort to old ways of relating. Overall Dick was resistant to change, while claiming that
he had been the one to change after their first attempt with counselling.

This case reflected what was being reported in the literature in the following areas:
negative reciprocity and the escalation of conflict; matching of responses; impact of the
number of negative responses to positive; and negative conflict being damaging to
intimacy. The descriptions of when partners engage in negative reciprocity it escalates
the conflict in Cahn (1992) was acted out fully by Janet and Dick. They matched their
hostile response with similar hostile responses, especially the "no speaks" or the
shouting at each other. (This pattern had been described in O'Leary and others, 1992;
Knapp and Vangelistic, 1992; O'Leary and Vivian, 1990). Dick and Janet also fitted
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with the claims made by Gottman about the number of negative interactions compared
to positive one (1994). In response to the number of positive ones increasing there was
a decrease of Janet's contempt for Dick. Escalating negative

con~ict

was observed and

reported as being damaging to the couples' intimacy (Cahn, 1992).

The notion of commitment to the relationship was associated with the negative conflict.
Sometimes the fights were initiated in order to "find out" if Janet was committed to the
relationship or not. T4e researcher found little in the literature on the relationship
between commitment to the relationship and negative conflict. The case of Janet and
Dick indicates a connection between commitment and negative conflict. Cahn (1992)
reported a "chilling effect" in uncommitted relationships where one partner is powerless.
Janet's and Dick's case would match that notion, and they displayed the opposite in their
interpersonal communications as Janet became more empowered. As Janet realised
what was happening in the relationship and as she worked out her decision to stay, the
"chilling effect" decreased.

There was no report of the conflict being cathartic, in fact Janet and Dick were reporting
the opposite response to the conflict: in Dick's words, "shell-shocked."

Janet and Dick's perception of change while undergoing a systems-based counselling
approach include:
•

a decrease in the frequency of negative conflict, but no change to the intensity of
negative conflict;

•

a small increase in positive conflict, including new attempts at communication;

•

the achievement of some of goals;

•

an increase in commitment to the relationship;
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Dick's initial goal of wanting "this marriage to work" could be claimed to have been
partially achieved. His other stated initial goal of changing the pattern of him
"exploding and carrying on" followed by Janet "refusing to speak to me for weeks on
end" was also partially achieved. The couple reported that at the time of the post-test
and the long term follow-up they did not usually interact this way but at other times this
would re-occur. Janet did report that she was no longer refusing to speak for long
periods and both reported that they would occasionally withdraw and then try to resolve
things later. Janet's initial goal of "doing something" with her "rage and anger" was
achieved, as was Janet's goal of "building up" her self-worth.

The joint goal of "talking more and agree or disagree without arguments and trying to be
fully involved with all the family, was at least partially achieved. Janet and Dick
reported communicating more but it seems that it had to be in areas that were not
conflictual for it to be achieved without argument. The goal that Dick mentioned in
session eight, "to save the marriage," was reported by Janet in that same session to have
been achieved. However, the counsellor believed that on-going counselling was
necessary to sustain that goal.

At the conclusion of counselling the clients felt they had achieved, or partially achieved,
the above individual and joint goals. This is evidenced in the self-reports of the clients
perceptions during the counselling sessions, in the final counselling session, in the post
test (QCR) results and in the long tenn follow-up interview.

The systems-based counselling sessions facilitated Janet and Dick to decrease the
frequency of negative conflict and to come to an understanding of their commitment to
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the relationship. They reported in the. last sessions new ways of communicating witll
each other and of occasionally withdrawing from the conflict instead of shouting louder.
The results in the QCR indicate a lowering in negative affect.

However, along with these overall changes to the frequency of negative conflict and an
increase in the couple's commitment to the relationship, the level of intensity of negative
conflict was unchanged and the pattern of conflict was still destructive for the
relationship, for the individuals in it and for the family. The theoretical perspective of
Michael White might explain why there was no improvement in intensity. Dick was
strongly resistant to change and this was not adequately addressed in counselling
sessions. Dick gave evidence of strong negative feed-back loops which counter change
(White, 1986b). This made it hard for a small change to bring about large scale change,
which had been the aim of the therapist. Information in a system is selected by the way
a system views itself and information which does not fit does not get through (Durrant,
1988). The information given in sessions did not match Dick's perceptions enough.
Dick had verbalised that he liked Janet dependent on him and that it made him feel
needed. Changes offered did not "fit" to Dick's information as to how he wished the
marriage to be. This is also reflected in Erickson's principle that people operate from
their own internal maps rather than from sensory experience at any given moment. This
would explain why Dick found it so hard to see the news of difference, and when he did,
it did not bring about long term change for him. In fact he would sabotage the impact of
the news of difference at times (eg "Yes, but it's not positive if it is not going to last"
[session 7]). Dick perceived change, in the relationship and in his commitment to the
relationship, after attending a motivational course for work, which I hypothesise better
matched his internal map better than the systemic methods the researcher was using.
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Through the counselling process there is evidence of times that the systemic
interventions did not succeed. One example is in the area of circular questioning where
the pattern of blaming each other (and punishing each other) was _so entrenched that
when a circular question was asked the answer would be a missile towards the other
partner (eg session two, circular question about the stages of relationship). However, on
another occasion the circular question facilitated Dick to express his fear that Janet
could leave the relationship. It is possible that some of the systemic interventions had
little or no effect because the notion of restraint was not sufficiently addressed.

However, there is evidence to argue that some systemic interventions were very
successful. The paradoxical intervention between session four and five is an example of
this (when they had to take it in turns to decide who was leaving the relationship). This
was reported by Janet to have addressed the imbalance of power in the relationship.
After that particular paradoxical intervention the pattern of forcing a decision about the
relationship was no longer a controlling issue in the relationship.

In the case of Dick and Janet, some goals were achieved and some partially achieved
and others not achieved at all. Although those achieved, were reported still effective at
the time of the long term follow-up, the researcher's concern was that the couple could
not sustain any positive change unless the intensity of conflict was also lowered. The
self-reports support an argument as to the effectiveness of the systemic-based
counselling approach in achieving some change. However, the evidence they provide is
not claimed to be conclusive as to the effectiveness of the systemic-based counselling
approach as there was a co-existent, confounding factor (Dick's attendance of a course)
which also impacted on the changes that were occurring. The counselling sessions did
not deal with the resistance to change and the negative feed-back loop. This may have
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6.1. INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

Mary had initiated the decision to come to counselling and she and Joe turned up for a
conjoint appointment. After explaining the Conflict in Relationships Study, I invited
Mary and Joe to participate in the study to which they readily agreed. Mary and Joe had
a very troubled relationship and had sought help over the years in every place they
could. As John was on a disability pension for multiple health problems and Mary was
unable to work, they had approached both welfare and charities and been "helped" a
number of times. Joe had three AVO's (Apprehensive Violence Order) served on him
and he had been away from the relationship for two lengthy periods to allow a coolingoff time. Joe said that he was still baffled as to why the AVO's had been served on him.
Mary had two "breakdowns" and she and Joe said she had trouble coping with ordinary
life. I received the impression that help was sought in times of crises, and that the
couple were in a regular pattern of a cycle of crises.

6. 1.1 Presenting problem

Mary said that she and Joe had come to counselling to put their marriage back together.
Mary said that unaddressed issues were the source of conflict and she felt that it was the
time to be "honest" and look at them. Joe said that he thought the problem was Mary
who had a break-down some years ago and who had become worse recently when she
had supported a neighbour undergoing similar childhood abuse to what Mary had been
through. Joe stated that he was not there to put the marriage back together and he
thought they should be concentrating on getting themselves out of debt rather than on
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their marriage. He said the problem was "not always 'we' 'we' 'we'. Its 'Mary' not 'we"'.
Joe believed that Mary digging things up again from the past was causing "big
problems". Joe said that he couldn't see a problem with their marriage other than the
fact that Mary didn't do her housework and that causes conflict but that he was at
counselling because Mary had said: "we've got to get our marriage together."

6.1.2 History

This was Joe's second marriage and Mary's first. They had been married 15 years and
had four sons. Their sons were becoming difficult to manage and were exhibiting
behavioural and discipline problems. The eldest son was twelve years old and the
youngest was six. Joe said that his first marriage had been very similar to this one and
there had been violence in it. Mary had realised three years previously that she had been
sexually abused as a child and had a break-down. She had tried to take an overdose,
been hospitalised and had a lot of support from the Mental Health Team and local health
and family support workers. During her crisis Joe had left her for a ten nl0nth period.

Joe was rather critical of Mary's inability to cope and saw it as an attempt to avoid
housework. Joe was very focused on the state of the house and its untidiness and
interpreted questions about the relationship in terms of the state of the house. Mary said
one of the times that she had left Joe she had an affair (eight years previously) and that
Joe never let her forget it. Mary said that she had always looked for an older man as she
had not had much love from her father and so she had married Joe who was older and
the man she had an affair with was older. Mary described living with Joe had been like
"waiting for an explosion" as he was so angry and could go off at any time. However,
after each AVO Joe's ability to control his anger had improved and he would now go
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outside if he was about to explode. She said that she was no longer in danger of
physical violence but that there was emotional and spiritual violence there at present and
that was worse. Mary also said that she had no intention of leaving the marriage at this
stage because she was sure that God said it was going to be fixed.

All appointments were booked to be one week apart except between session four and
five when Mary went away for a week, which meant a gap of three weeks between
session four and five. The individual sessions (sessions two and three) were in the same
week, on different days. The counselling process was stopped by Joe walking out of
session five (which became the final session) after physically threatening me twice in
that session. However, Joe and Mary both agreed to participate in the post-test and a
long term follow-up.

6.1.3 Attempts to solve the problem in the past

In the last four years Mary had taken out Court Orders when the physical violence in the
relationship had become too much. Joe had gone to an Salvation Army Officer and tried
to get his support to tell Mary to pull her weight in the house. The Salvation Army
Officer had refused to do that and Joe was now quite critical of the help they give
married couples. Joe and Mary had been to Relationships Australia in Bathurst for
couple counselling but Joe reported that they did not persevere with that as he believed
it was a waste of time. I suspect that the Bathurst relationship counselling had been at a
court suggestion but I did not ever clarify that.
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6.1.4 Goals

Joe and Mary did not form unified goals. Joe stated that he was only attending the
counselling because Mary had said he was to come.
Mary's goals were:
•

to put the marriage back together once and for all, and

•

to address some of the unresolved issues that caused conflict in the relationship.

Joe's goal was:
•

to make Mary do more housework, and

•

to attend because Mary had said to him that they had to put their marriage back
together.

6.1.5 Commitment to change

Mary reported that she was committed to change and indicated that she wished to do
what ever was necessary to help their marriage. Joe didn't believe any change was
necessary other than Mary doing housework, and indicated that he did not wish to be
present at the counselling sessions.

Initially Mary's commitment to improving the marriage was presented as five out often
on a scale of one to ten (with ten being the highest level of commitment). Initially Joe
had no commitment to improving the marriage.
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6.1.6 Restraints

The biggest restraint was the long history of abuse. Joe had managed to control his
physical responses to anger but it appeared that he regularly used methods of emotional
abuse. Mary and Joe appeared to have both been emotionally damaged from traumatic
childhoods and were not easily able to see perspectives other than their own immediate
suffering. Mary appeared to lack life management skills.

,,~

major restraint was Joe's reluctance to attend the counselling along with Joe's inability

to see that the relationship could have been better. He maintained throughout
counselling that there was nothing wrong with it other than Mary's inability to do
housework. Joe's entrenched habit of blaming Mary was also a strong restraint.

Mary also revealed an ambiguity of commitment and hope towards the relationship,
\vhich in itself was a strong restraint against achieving her stated goals.

6.2. SUMMARY OF COUNSELLING SESSIONS

6.2.1 Session 1

The first session was con.;"oint (see Table 1.1). My observation was that the couple
looked very ill at ease. We did the pre-test and then I inquired as to their goal in coming
to

see me. Mary answered first saying: "To put our marriage back together once and for

all, with God's help." I remarked that that was a big agenda and asked for more
information. Mary said: "We've gone for years where we haven't really addressed
issues and walked around them I suppose, really its been easier to just not do it And I
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think that's where a lot of the conflict has come from. Now leave it there, leave it buried
thinking it will right it eventually, but it doesn't. Now just come to a realisation that
unless we do, I do, unless I do something about it ... " Mary didn't finish the sentence
and so 1 asked what she would rate her commitment to working on the marriage if she
were to attempt a scale between one and ten with ten being highly committed. Mary
marked it as follows:

- - - - - - - - - - - - -5- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -10
X
Mary said: "I would have to say a five because I haven't really committed, even though 1
am saying I have committed.

1 then asked Joe why he was l1ere,

Joe said: "Well, this is all very difficult because the main problem is that Mary had a
break down some years ago and she had counselling and seeing the doctor regularly, a
psychiatrist regularly and had a family support worker. And it was all the do with
Mary's past and it got very difficult and this went on for three years and I thought that's
allover and done with now and then a little while ago, the girl across the road got into
some trouble and next thing Mary is going back into the past and taking it all up again.
Instead of leaving it buried and trying to sort things out allover again. So the whole
thing she has a breakdown, goes into a hospital for a few days, goes to her mum's and
then comes home morbid. (Joe turned towards Mary and raised his voice considerably)
Do you really want us to get our marriage together, we've got to get out of debt. So this
is why I said in the first place its not always we we we, its Mary not we. Mary wants to
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sort this out but having gone through three years with all these people, I thought it was
all sorted out. Then low and behold she digs it all up again and starts allover again.
Trying to sort it out allover again and that causes big problems."

Joe gave a laugh as he finished speaking.

We talked for a while about how relationships are affected when issues from the past
come up and I normalised the experience that people who have a history of abuse can
have memories triggered when they hear of someone else having a similar experience.
Joe said: "Yes
. But three years of dealing with it and then it all crops up again, are you going to start
dealing with it allover again. I went through three years of it dealing with it before, I
can't go through it allover again. I am not prepared to go through it allover again....
she uses this poor Mary as a crutch. Poor Mary was sexually assaulted. Poor Mary was
this, well. ...Instead of saying that happened three years ago, I've been through
counsellors and all of that and I got rid of that years ago. Now I can get on with my life.
I can't use that as a crutch anymore for not coping with my housework and this that and
the other and it seems to me its just are-occurring of things that have happened that
have been dealt with and I don't know what goes on up there. I only know what does on
inside my head." Joe laughed as he finished talking.

I stressed that our sessions would not be dealing with Mary's past but I informed Mary
and Joe about the individual counselling that was available should either of them require
it while we looked at relationship issues. I asked Joe ifhe could help me understand a
bit better why he was here today. Joe responded: "Oh I suppose because Mary said
'because we've got to get our marriage together'. No I can't see what's wrong, apart
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from the fact (Joe turned to Mary and raised his voice) that you don't do your housework
and it causes conflict. And she suddenly comes home and says I've made an
appointment for us to see a counsellor and I said 'Oh well,

I~J

go along'. That's why I'm

here."

I asked a paradoxical question (see Table 1.1) of Joe, asking if he was aware of any
difficulties in the relationship that could be terminal?

Joe replied: "No the only difficulties in the relationship are.. dle housework and the
sexual part."

He said that his big worry was that they had a letter from t::e Department of Housing
informing them of an inspection in two week's time. "Well snort of getting everything
and bundling it out the door, we are going to be flat out I knc'~v from the very onset
before the start. Before I even start that I will carry it alone." Joe continued to talk
about the state of the house and how Mary lost focus when s::e started any housework
and so never finished anything she started.

Joe complained that Mary would callout to him for support ~·hen the children
misbehaved when she was in the same room as them.

"No~-

she's in the same room,

the child is doing something wrong, instead of saying 'stop doing that and ifyoll don't
stop', she's got to call me to deal with it and it has always be=:llike that." Mary joined
in saying: "it hasn't always been" - and after a pause she said ·perhaps for most of our
marriage, we've been, I've responded to Joe's behaviour and I couldn't cope with the
kids, even when I only had two of them... when Dino was a t.lby, and I couldn't cope
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with him being a baby. He wasn't an easy baby -. he'd cry a lot of the time and I couldn't
cope with that."

I asked it had been a cause of division having more children? Mary said: "yes quite
possibly. The last two were planned." I inquired if there were more children planned.

Mary said: "No, I've had my tubes done and I'm going to have a hysterectomy this year
anyway." Joe spoke up and said: "Yeah that's another part of the problem, ... urn when I
come out I'm going to need more support for a certain period, she already knew that that
was a crutch before it even happens." I asked "is there a sense of doom beforehand?"
Joe answered: "Yes the trouble at home too is that I've done the washing, and I hang the
washing out and I come in later and it's still outside and say that washing will have to
come in and maybe two or three days later, usually two or three days later, when I go to
do the washing that washing is still hanging on the line. And I have to bring it in before
I can hang it all out.... And she admitted this morning that she has two big problems:
one she hates folding clothes up and putting them away; and two she hates vacuuming.
And she always had a fetish about peeling potatoes, I don't know why (Joe laughed)."

Mary added: "I still do". Joe continued: "She hates the potatoes (laughed quite a bit).
This is the problem as I see it. It's not this "we" business, it's you that has the problem,
not me."

In an effort to externalise the problem (see Table 1.1), I said: "I take the view that no
one person is the problem for the relationship but the problem is the problem and that
when we blame people we are not taking responsibility for the relationship. So the
problem is the problem, and blaming people is any easy way to get out of facing up to
what is going on in the couple interactions" Mary nodded and made a 'um mm ' sound.
Joe said: "Urn. It happened some years ago now that I just never used to, I put it down
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to menopause, I never used to do that. And though when I got married again I find that
I'm in a very similar situation. And 1can remember I said years ago "Now", to myself,
"this is a problem, this has got to be dealt with because it is affecting our marriage. So I
went to a Salvation Army officer at the time and I said: "I have a problem, that I feel
needs to be sorted out". And he said "Well what's the problem?" And I said" well the
problem is that my wife doesn't seem to really cope with housework. And the normal
things to do you know in the house." "Oh fine, let's go and have a talk." When this
chap walked into the house, sat down, Mary sat on the lounge and I sat on the chair and
he said "Well Joe what's the problem?" And I said "the problem is that Mary can't cope
with the housework." "Oh if you are going to run Mary down in front of me like that it's
not worth my while being here." He just got up and went out the bloody door like that."

I decided to look for news ofdifference (see Table 1.1) and externalise the problem (see
Table 1.1). I asked when it was that Joe had seen a problem in the relationship and tried
to get help. He answered: "It was quite a few years ago." I asked if it had "been
addressed since then, what you see as the problem?" and Joe replied: "Obviously not as
the problem is still there." I said: Yeah, well it sounds like it is a major frustration within
the relationship and urn your not happy with it (to Mary) and Joe is not happy with it
and it has escalated." Mary said: "That's right. One of the things I see is urn is fought
my relationship all the way along. From childhood. I was always let down ..." Mary
gave some details of her expectation of always being let down and of her early
expectations in this marriage of Joe being a father to her. "When I married Joe I saw
him as the father, not a husband." she said. Mary also said that she had been let down in
this relationship because of abuse. In answer to my question about whether Joe abused
her she said: "He did but not now. In the past yes... Mentally and physically." I asked
"What changed that?" Both Mary and Joe said "urn" then Mary said: "Faith." Joe
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added: "yes she got out of the situation and went home to her mother's." I asked: "So
you have had more than one separation already, have you?" Mary said: "Yeah we have."

The conversation was about some of the times of separation and the way Joe uses
humour to deal with difficult times and I said: "And that helps you cope with what
bothers you?" He replied: "It helps me cope, Yes." I asked: "Does it mean you both
resolve the situation?" Mary said very quickly: "No" and Joe said with a laugh: "The
situation's still the same." I said: "Yes, Yes. So the humour helps your sense of
frustration and has been a wise and helpful companion but doesn't resolve things yet 
there is still more to be done, isn't there?" Joe then started to talk about cleaning the
lounge room again: "Yeah, I feel that if I clean the lounge room Mary comes home and
... tend to think to myself (in a raised voice) "Why, Why should I be coping, why should
I be doing this?" "I'm not the housewife, I'm not the - right I've taken on the washing
up, I look after the toilet, bathroom, and doing this, this and this that leaves you with
(voice tapers off). I get up in the mornings, not at the moment, but because I can't find
the school shoes... I'm starting to think that the more I do the more I'm expected to do,
instead of 'the more I do to help you the more you should do to show you appreciate it
by doing something as well."

Still seeking to externalise the problem (see Table 1.1) by looking for the patterns in the
relationship that were proving to be urlhelpful, I mentioned the pattern of "over
responsible and under responsible." And the more one partner is over-responsible
(counsellor draws on paper) there - the more the other partner is under responsible over
here (diagram) and so the more you (to Joe) work on this side the more Mary might go
to that side. And the more Mary might work on this side about something the more you
might on the other side. (Joe goes mm). I also suggested the pattern of 'being let-down'
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could be looked at and Mary explored that for some time offering suggestions about it.
Mary thought the pattern of being let down happened only at home. But as we mapped
the territory of the pattern (see Table 1.1) it seems it had more ground than Mary had
realised. She said that her usual response to the pattern happening was: "they let me
down I think 'Oh Yeah it has happened again"'. I said: "Yeah, so do you think you can
set it up though as a self fulfilling prophecy? Because we can do that with patterns. If
we expect it, it is more likely to happen. You know that self-fulfilling prophecy stuff?"
Mary said: "Exactly." I asked: "How could the pattern of being let down urn be stopped
or be changed. Do you want it to be changed?" Mary replied: "Of course, I don't want
to go on in life like that." Joe spoke up and talked about when he had been let down and
said: "But then I had to put that away and get on with life and as Mary knows that she
has been let down, and let down and let down and can't cope at this stage, put it away
and get on with life then that is one big sad problem isn't' it?" I turned the conversation
towards the notion of trust and that as trust builds up the pattern of 'being let down'
might go down.

I wondered if they might try an experiment (see Table 1.1) over the next week. To
observe when the pattern of being let down was happening and to see if a building up of
trust did anything to it. We talked about some concrete ideas of what building up trust
might be and the one they both mentioned was to actually tidy the lounge room if one
said they would (that the other person could trust what was promised).

The couple declined'to participate in the diary proposal.
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6.2.2 Session Two

As the first conjoint session had revealed a history of Domestic ~iolence I requested
separate sessions to determine the safety aspects of the relationship. This session was an
individual session with Mary. In the first session Mary had hardly spoken had sat
looking intimidated and vague. In this separate session she was lively, enjoying talking
and said that she had trouble talking openly in front of Joe. Mary also talked a lot about
her history of abuse in her childhood and in her marriage.

Mary said that she was mostly recovered fron1 her experience of childhood abuse but
that she still gets flash-backs at times. I asked what strategy she used to cope when she
was experiencing flash-backs and Mary said "Prayer" and that she found it useful. I
asked if Joe was supportive at those times and Mary said: "Joe doesn't understand and
still has a long way to go but I take control of it now and don't give in to him whereas
before I'd let him have his own way and I'd feel like I was being abused again. You
know there are times in our marriage when I felt like that. Like he might get violent if I
don't give in and do it." I asked if Joe gets violent now and Mary replied: "Not now. He
had before we had the ten months separation and once since then - that was virtually at
the time I was breaking down - a few weeks back he got violent, grabbed me ann and I
said to him 'if you keep this up I'll go back to the police'." In order to reinforce that

Mary had already been taking on the establishment of new patterns in the relationship, I
said that I was pleased that Mary was so strong and she said: "Well Joe would like to
keep me under his thumb and he can't anymore because I'm a stronger person". I said to

Mary that it appeared that as she showed respect for herself it might have raised Joe's
respect for her and she said: ItYes, he's shown more respect since."
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·Mary talked about the difficulty she has in giving discipline to the boys and that she and
Joe do different things when it came to discipline. When I inquired if she and Joe ever
talked together about discipline Mary said that they never had d0!1e that but that if it was
important that the boys heard something from her she would ring the school and ask one
of the teachers there to get the message across. I encouraged Mary to think that
discussing the discipline of the children at a time when there was no conflict happening
it could be an example of positive conflict.

I asked whether Mary felt she was safe in the relationship and inquired how safe the
children were. Mary said that Joe hit the children and that it had been worse when they
were younger. She said that two of the boys were Joe's favourites with one son being
"the favourite" and that others felt that keenly. Mary said that she was safe from
physical violence these days but that Joe regularly put her down "you know emotional
violence and sometimes spiritual violence". I asked Mary what she meant by spiritual
violence and she replied: "My Christianity is knocked at times. That is really hard to
take. That is one that is hard to take. I've even turned around at times and said: "I'm not
a Christian" at times because it is really. I'd say the physical violence is nothing
compared with the emotional and spiritual. Because they're are the ones that leave
scars. You can never be rid of them."

I asked Mary about the frequency of emotional violence and she said that it was every
day many times. The spiritual violence was reported to be less frequent but it hurt Mary
more than the other types of violence.

Mary said that Joe had come back after their last separation because she had asked him
to return. He had returned to town last Decen1ber and lived in a caravan in their
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backyard and then she had asked him to come into the house in April (two and a half
months prior to our counselling sessions). Mary said: "It was a bit soon, it should have
been longer but I felt I needed him at home ... He was as nice as pie when he first ~ame
back. He didn't swear, he didn't smoke in the house. He was really lovely there for a
while but then couldn't keep it up ..." A little later in the session Mary said that she had
another break-down a few weeks after Joe returned to the house and she booked herself
into hospital and then spent time at her mother's place while she recovered.

I asked Mary if she could give me an indication of where she thought the relationship
was in regards to a Rock Bottom and Near Perfect Scale. I asked Mary to mark on a line
where she thought Rock Bottom was in the relationship and when and to mark where
she thought as near to Perfect would be. I then asked Mary where she would put the
relationship now in relation to Rock Bottom and Near Perfect.

Mary drew it as follows:

x------------------now------------------------------------------------------x-------P
Rock Bottom

near Perfect

When Mary marked the place for "Now" she said: "we resolved it but you see there's
still a lot left to work out." I asked Mary what they had resolved, was it the separation?
She replied: "No we resolved what happened last night - when he put me down in front
of other people. I said to him if you want to do that wait till we are at home." I asked
Mary when Rock Bottom had occurred in the relationship and she answered that it was
when she couldn't pray and her blood pressure had gone up. I said "when was that?"
Mary said "yesterday". "So you would say that Rock Bottom was yesterday?" I asked.
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"That's very close," I said. "Was there a Rock Bottom when he

left for about ten months?"

Mary replied: "I would have had a rock bottom for months.

I had a family support worker who I could ring every night. Here. was me with four
kids, one still at home (Mary was referring to the others having started school - all four
children were still at home), Welfare on our doorstep and he just left me with the lot. It
was easier for him to just walk away and leave me with it all." I asked how Mary came
to the decision as to whether she wanted him back or not. Mary said: "God gave me the
words and said to me 'I'm going to put your marriage back together and build it on solid
ground where it cannot be shaken again'." I posed a dilemma (see Table

1.1) to Mary,

asking her if Joe had to do his part in co-operating for those words to come about.

Mary

appeared a bit surprised at the question and then said that yes that would be right.

I asked

Mary to give me an indication as to how much commitment she personally had

to work on the relationship out of a scale of one to ten.

Mary recorded her commitment

as follows:

1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------)(10
After telling me that her commitment was ten out of ten she said that she had also said
to Joe that when he had rung up and asked ifhe could come home she said "if you come
home we are going to have a fresh start, and rebuild things."

Mary then told me that when they first split up she had a relationship with another man
but that Joe wouldn't forgive her. She said "I know God has forgiven me but Joe won't."
She said that "Joe keeps bringing it up. He's now dead. I always look for a father
image. Joe's never let me live it down. It came up yesterday and he said 'you even went
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to his funeral'. I felt I had to say good-bye to that man." I asked how long ago the affair
was and she said about eight years. Then Mary said: "That was a big year. He
physically abused me (Joe), my dad was dying. He died that night and I haemorrhaged
because of the abuse and I lost the baby two days later. I lost my father and a baby
within a few days." After that Mary said that Joe left her for nine months when she had
a standing order served on Joe and had him put out of the house. Mary said that she had
help from the Salvation Army to do it. She then said: "It could be the kids next. The
second time in court it was only on me, but he was hitting Thomas. I had that
restraining order for two years". I said that if Joe was abusing the children it was a
serious thing and that for their protection she needed to tell someone. Mary said: "I find
it hard to talk when Joe is here." I reflected that Mary seemed different in this session to
the first one when Joe was present." "he seems to dominate," she said, "he didn't want
to come but I said we need Marriage Guidance counselling. I could see it was getting
worse and he'd go off and kill something. I could see it happening if we didn't do
something. I know I've got a lot to do. I've got to organise myself and learn to run a
household which I've never done before. He thinks I faked the break-down. I couldn't
do nothing, I couldn't read a book or anything. That was last Easter, ... the one before
was four years ago ... I wanted to get on top again."

I asked Mary how she got on top again and she said "by not giving in". I encouraged
Mary in showing such determination and winning through. I asked her what other
strategies she had developed to cope with everyday life. Mary replied that she set
herself goals each day such as getting out of bed, "I learnt to do it minute by minute at a
time." Mary also said that when tension was building up she learnt to "walk out the
door." Mary said that things were much better these days and so I asked what had
improved them. Mary responded: "finding out the root cause." (Mary was referring to
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discovering her history of sexual abuse of which she had been unaware until three years
ago). I told Mary that she had managed to break a vicious cycle to the point that when
Joe had grabbed her arm the other day she was able to say 'hey, this isn't on.' I told Mary
that since there had been some exceptions that other exceptions could be found but I
reminded her that the marriage could not be 'fixed' unless Joe did his part too, despite
the promise she had from God. Mary said "I know. I think someone is not pulling his
weight. When he says anything about the house or the sexual side it really hurts me. I
was getting heavy periods every two weeks and I stopped ovulating for months and he
didn't understand what was happening and was still putting all those (sexual) demands
on me as well." Mary said that she was going to have a hysterectomy soon which was a
point of conflict as Joe kept complaining that she was going to hospital again and then
would probably stay at her mother's and then not do anything at home.

I asked Mary if she was on any medication and she said that she was on antidepressants.

Mary said that both she and Joe had many health problems. I reflected that between the
two of them there were many stressors on the relationship.

Towards the end of the session I mentioned to Mary that rebuilding the relationship may
be a hard task and wondered if it might be too hard. Mary expressed she had faith and

that "faith is what has helped me." As a way of looking at the relative influence (see
Table 1.1) of the problem, I showed Mary the diagram of the Relationship Map (see
Appendix 6) and showed her how people can't usually go backwards and that it takes the
t\VO to want to go forwards.' NIary appeared quietly confident. I then showed Mary the
Domestic Violence circles (see Appendices 10 & 11) and we talked about them for a few
minutes and I suggested she take the Equality one home and think about which section
she might like to start with as a beginning to rebuilding things with our next joint
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session with Joe. As she looked at the circles Mary said that the other day she drew a
circle with her support people listed in the circle "and the strange thing was I left Joe out
of it."

6.2.3 Session Three

This session was an individual session with Joe, in order to keep the balance in the
counselling relationship. Joe arrived and produced a note from Mary to him that he
requested I read before we started the session. The note expressed that Mary didn't feel
supported by Joe and thought that was the main cause of her depression. As soon as I
finished reading it Joe said: "I feel that is wrong. She's wrong there" and Joe gave an
example of when Mary had called out for help when the family as getting ready to go
out and everyone was occupied but that May had continued to callout 'you don't do
anything to help me'. Joe said that the eldest son said at the time: 'you cook, you clean,
you get kids ready for school and yet you don't do anything to help.' "I (Joe) said, I've
put up with this for years. I've left twice. I get sick and tired of me doing everything
and her not doing anything and she says I verbally abuse her and the last time she did it
she took it out for two years and I said to her 'you're on your own and I'm not coming
back'. I can't understand what she wants me to do."

Joe was talking so fast that he didn't have much time to catch his breath and he gave a
number of examples of Mary forgetting things including to take the washing off the line
for days on end. The main focus of Joe's grievances was the mess in the house. When I
asked about role expectations Joe got cranky and said there was no expectations except
that he do it all the time. Joe said that he did most of the cooking, cleaning, and keeping
the household running. Then Joe said "I've been trying to say to people for years that I
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needed help because I couldn't cope with Mary being that way. I went to the Salvation
Army and he came and sat on my lounge and said 'what's the problem?' but when I told
him it was Mary he said 'well if you are going to talk about your ~ife that way I'm not
staying'... I tried and tried and tried and eventually got help. Mary was going to see a
psychiatrist every month and a psychologist every week and finally a family support
worker and I went through the house from top to bottom."

I asked Joe ifhe could give me a picture of his hopes for the relationship. In answer to
the question Joe proceeded to tell how disorganised Mary was and how she wouldn't do
one job at a time. I then asked questions around news ofdifference (see Table 1.1) and
Joe said that there weren't any times that were different.

I asked Joe if we could focus on the relationship rather than on Mary. Joe continued to
tell me how frustrating he found it living with Mary putting in illustrations every few
seconds: "even when she makes a cup of coffee." So I asked Joe what he did with the
frustration. Joe said: "just keep it bottled up. I may go outside and do something and
the steam will gradually go away. It's not important." I affirmed the use of non-violent
methods to deal with the frustration but Joe quickly moved the conversation back onto
how messy the house was and how vague he saw Mary to be. I wondered with Joe how
he coped with the frustration and he said: "I still have my sense of humour". I used Joe's
answer as an opportunity to reframe (see Table 1.1) and suggested that Joe's sense of
humour was a friend and asked how it might help the frustration. Joe answered: "If I go
again I'm not coming back. Twice is enough."
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I asked Joe if he could then give some indication of his commitment to the relationship
on a scale of one to ten with one being low commitment and ten being high. Joe replied
as follows:

1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------)(10
Joe said that at the moment he was committed to the relationship ten out often.

I asked Joe if it was more likely to stay a ten out of ten or less likely. Joe said: "less.
Because from my point of view I can see its going to change because I'm not getting any
fitter and the pain is getting worse and I can't cope and I know I'n1 selfish to say but
when I'm on my own I can keep the place clean and tidy and I can't live like a tramp
forever."

I asked a relative influence (see Table 1.1) question with the hope of making the
relationship issues bigger than the issue of house-keeping. I asked: "Acknowledging
that your need for cleanliness and tidiness is a strong need, is your need to live with
cleanliness and tidiness more or less stronger than your need to live with the family?"
Joe replied: "That varies too. Because the only reason I came back last time was for the
sake of the kids". Joe then said that he believed that the Bible says that one should
"keep your own house clean and Mary lives outside the house. She's only ever home
two days a week". I asked if Mary's focus was more outside the home and Joe said that
"she's used it for years as a cop-out rather than do house work." When I asked if Mary
was less depressed outside the home and was she more happy outside the home or less
happy, Joe responded that Mary was more happy. He said: "Yes, she seems to be more
happy. when she is home she will say 'I'm crook will you do this for me and I say 'yes
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sure, but you'll be as fit as a fiddle when its time to go out tomorrow." Joe describes
examples of Mary behaving like a victim at home and then said: "I've been telling her
for years most of her illness is in her mind." I reframed (see Table 1.1) that statement
with a dilemma (see Table 1.1). 1 wondered if it would be possible that if Mary was
happier with a focus outside of the home and, especially as Joe did most of the home
things already, would Mary be more mentally healthy if she was given more freedom in
that area. I said that Joe's freeing Mary up to be out of the house may be helping her to
be more healthy. Joe was quick to come back with some ferocity saying; "that can't be
so because 1 never help her do I? (Joe was referring to the note Mary had written about
lack of support from him) If it is so it becomes more confusing. She'll be in someone
else's house and she will help them with the washing, ironing and the things that she
won't do at home".

1chose to do aparadoxical intervention (see Table 1.1) at this point and asked Joe what
his beliefs about love were and he said: "1 think she loves me. This morning was
completely wasted as far as I was concerned and she asked me to drop her off at physio
and she got out of the car and said 'I do love you, and I do have time for you but 1 was in
a hurry - that's why 1 didn't give you a kiss' and I said to her You've had all morning and
you just wasted the time. She's mentally immature." I said "You mean that Mary is

different to you with different patterns of behaviour to you." Joe said: "No. She's
mentally immature. When we first got married it took me a while to first work out what
was wrong with our marriage. To start with I was her father and not her husband..." I
said that Joe must be very perceptive about the relationship. Joe replied: "Yes. The
hardest time was when her father died. We broke up just after that. She didn't shed a
tear. She had an accident. We had a blew, a barney and she went racing out the back
door ... she fell over. She bruises easily. She was pregnant at the time. On the Monday
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she went out cherry picking and I went out with a Salvation Army Officer and tol~ her
that her father had died and about three days later she started to haemorrhage then the
police came later and picked up her clothes. And a day later (after the police visit) it
was a real shock when they served me with an AVO. I was accused of kicking, bashing
and causing her a miscarriage."

I asked "How much truth was there in it?" Joe said: "There's no truth in it and Mary
swears by it today but I know what happened. It was that she was climbing ladders and
picking cherries when she shouldn't have been and her father dying plus she fell over in
the backyard." I asked how it might be possible to have different perspectives of the
incident and Joe said probably because they had a "blew that afternoon."

Joe said that Mary was scared of him because when he got angry he used to hit her but
he doesn't anymore. Joe said that he had three AVO's served on him because Mary had
a mental disability and that he believed that she had them served on him when he
usually wanted to go off somewhere and that Mary also would book herself into hospital
whenever he needed a break." Joe said that his theory about it (the record of violence)
was that Mary was "crazy." Joe said that whenever Mary wanted to go to her mother's
for a break he would stop her, telling her she had responsibilities back at home.

I asked Joe a circular question about the relationship and said "if I were to ask Lyle
(eldest son) to describe the relationship what would he say?" Joe said: "I don't know." I
asked what Mary's mother might say. Joe said: "I think she used to think I was abusive
but when the children were younger there were always dirty nappies on the floor. The
place stank. When she went to her mum's, her mum did it for her. Mary didn't have to
do it." After Joe described things a bit more I said: "so Mary's mum's description in the
P. F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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past would have been to protect Mary from you?" Joe said: "Yes". "What would it be
now?" I asked. Joe said: "Well urn, Mary's sister. I said to her just tum up and see the
place and then she'll understand why I am how I am. The sister said I understand.. "
"What do you mean 'I am how I am' in terms of the relationship?" I asked. "The A H",
Joe replied, "I'll admit it was hard for Mary but its her own stupidity that put her in the
situation. If she stayed more at home instead of going out I would have still been there.
We can't have a partnership without both of us there." I asked Joe what he meant by 'A
H' and Joe then described an incident where he believed he looked bad in front of others
while Mary looked innocent. Joe said his belief around that was that others perceived
him as an 'A H'. I asked Joe ifhe was describing a pattern in the relationship whereby
Mary appeared the angel in the relationship and he, Joe, appeared like the A H. Joe
leant forward in his chair and said: "Yeah - the pattern is that Mary is out there looking
for sympathy." I asked Joe in what ways he fed the pattern, such as when he got more
angry did Mary look more like an angel which then made him look more like an A H?
Joe said: "Yeah, I get more angry because I know that when Mary goes to see people
like her doctor she runs me down. But her doctor is silly enough not to look up Mary's
records and see that."

I interrupted Joe from the line of thinking he appeared to be about to follow and

attempted to externalise (see Table 1.1) the issue by saying: "let's focus on the pattern
and see how it can be licked. I'don't think it is a case of taking on one of you or the
other. I think it is a case of you joining together to beat the pattern so that the pattern
doesn't have the say anymore. Recognising the pattern is the beginning of it then
deciding how to work against that so that the pattern is not controlling the relationship is
next. It seems to me that the relationship is triangulated when Joe is seen to be the
problem by Mary or if Mary is seen to be the problem by Joe and so you have both
P. F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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become experts at calling in a third opinion to build up a case against this one or that
one - whether it be Mary getting sympathy from outside or whether it is Joe's frustration
as to how untidy the house is getting. Whatever it is you are actually working at
opposites to each other. In fact it appears like a tug-of-war with the two of you pulling
apart. Joe responded to the use of metaphors (see Table 1.1) about "tug of war" and
each becoming "experts at drawing in a third opinion" and Joe said: "yeah and no one's
getting anywhere." I said that together he and Mary could work out ways to sabotage
the patterns that were pulling them apart. Joe then said: "I can't walk in and say look at
this kitchen table it is an absolute disgrace when are you going to do it? Because that
leads to conflict." Joe gave details of how the kitchen table had 'got' to him and how
Mary had refused to clean it off and so he came in and threw the dishes all over the
kitchen. I asked what that achieved and Joe said: "resentment." I told Joe that he had
just given a good example of how the situation he had just described added to the case
against each other which feeds the pulling apart instead of feeding a pattern of pulling
together. Joe then showed a willingness to take on systemic thinking about patterns that
were less than helpful when he remarked that there was a lot of 'stuff happening to
cause them to pull a part and asked "how do you stop it?" I said: "What do you do to
feed the pattern of pulling apart?" Joe then said: "I don't know where you are coming
from with this pattern business. I say to the kids 'the fact is you have to clean up your
bedrooms' and they say 'mum doesn't' and I say I'm not talking about mum just go down
and clean it ... if it doesn't get cleaned you wont' get tea.. .' I decided to collapse time
(see Table 1.1) and asked "what would you like for the children for the future of the
relationship?" Joe said to have the two parents together. "but they ha\'c seen the other
side of Mary, her screaming and yelling at them." I suggested \ve take the focus off
Mary and look at what the pattern of pulling apart was doing and today what Joe could
do about that. Joe said: "there isn't anything I can do I never reached the point where I
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felt I needed counselling. Mary did. As far as I'm concerned we went to a Nlarriage
Guidance Counsellor in Bathurst and [ said I'm not going back there again. It's a waste
of time. If you can't sort out your own problen1s 110w can you expect anyone else to:
That's my way of looking at it. I'll just keep my lTIouth shut or I'll say something and
end up in strife. But I'm not getting anywhere so get on with it. But I want you to know
all the problem is Mary's."

Joe then stated his belief that Nlary was the problem in stronger terms than he had at the
beginning of this session. I then asked Joe if what he had just described was an example
of a pattern of pulling apart, as the idea in a relationship is to pull togetl1er. Joe became
angry \vith me and said "so I'm meant to do it all." I said "no the idea is to do it together
and to take blame out of the \vay of dealing with it." Joe said "so if its not my fault and
it's not Mary's fault the lounge room doesn't get done. You said nobody gets blamed."
Joe was getting very heated. I replied that it \V"as my belief that "the relationship is not
the lounge room the relationship is the marriage." Joe said: "Isn't part of the relationship
keeping the house clean and tidy so if you're not feeling ashamed when someone comes
to the door to visit." I used some humour to reframe (see Table 1.1) the understanding
and said: "That part is not in the marriage vows. Living together is how you work out
the relationship and I hear you loud and clear that the lounge room and the house is a
major frustration. But its an isslle. Let's look at the relationship as a whole, such as the
\vays you and Mary connect or don't connect. Let's keep away from the 'hot coals' like
the lounge room and find little ways to work together. The house one is too big an isslle
to tackle first and we need to tind an easy one to work on so the t\VO of you can pull
togetl1er and not apart." Joe said in a depressed tone of voice: "let's forget about the
house." I encouraged him to name an issue that he could fore-see them pulling toget11er
in and Joe volunteered to "gO olltside the house." Joe t11en related a storY
. about ho\v
~
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they had helped a friend move house and how Mary had been in the way and then they
got into a fight. We explored together what could have been done differently in that
situation. Joe expressed it that both he and Mary had wanted ditferent things out of the
afternoon. I said that they had different needs that afternoon and hadn't told the other
person.

I suggested an experiment (see Table 1.1) to Joe that he try to sabotage the pattern of
pulling apart by trying to discover one need of Mary's this week. I said that Joe would
also be starving the pattern that made him appear the A H. I also suggested that if he
was unsure of Mary's needs he could actually ask her straight out. Joe said he was
happy to 'have a go at the experiment' which he re-labelled homework. Joe made ajoke

,I
t
,

,

that he never did his homework when he was at school.

6.2.4 Session four

I

II
,

This session was a conjoint session a week after seeing both Joe and Mary separately. I
began it by looking for news 0/ difference or the establishment of any new patterns (see
Table 1.1) asking: "What was helpful in the two individual sessions last week and is

I

t

I

anything different in the relationship?" Joe said to Mary: "You can answer that one
love." Mary said: "Things in the relationship. Urn there are a few thing that are urn
better urn as far as support goes." "That sounds like good news," I said. Mary
continued: "And Joe said he loved me. I knew he loved me but it was good to hear him
say it." I said: "It sounds like there was some news o/things being d(fferent (see Table
1.1) in the last week along with some 'good to hear' news. It sounds like Joe did
something positive for the relationship by being understanding about your needs." Mary
said that she too had been able to support Joe on Sunday \vhen he ended up in hospital.
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[n order to affirm the establishment ojOa new pi-II/ern (see Table 1.1) I asked Joe: "Was
that good for you to be supported by Mary? [s that a different sitllation?" lVlary
answered and described what s11e did in getting the children to the hospital and then·
getting them looked after so she could be with Joe. I asked Joe: "How was it for you to
have Mary support you on Sunday." Joe said at first that he didn't know and then gave a
description of how it all happened. And then he said: "I was lying in casualty and then I
looked up and saw our two eldest sons and wondered how they got there so quickly and
then I turned around and saw tvfary there. I got a shock really because once before I had
an accident at home ... " Joe described how no-one from home knew he had been to
hospital until he was back at home. Then he said: "but I didn't see J\lIary that time till I
was home again. So it "vas quite a surprise." I asked: "Was it a nice surprise?" Joe
said: "Yeah. It "vas good to see her there. It "vas really good." I affirmed the attempt to

establish a new pattern (see Table 1.1) of relating by saying to both Joe and Mary: "You
two have just been doing, over the last week, some really good positive couple things 
such as supporting each other" enjoying the support of each other. Being there for the
other and recognising that."

Joe then volunteered: "I've noticed a difference at home too. Its urn things are tidier." I
said: "How did that come about?" Joe said: "The night before last Lyle helped me wash
up ... and I noticed that Mary had washed-up last night and instead of leaving things
lying around on the kitchen table when she had finis11ed she had tidied a"vay and put
them where they belonged and cleared the whole table." "Did you enjoy t11at?" I asked
\vith a laugh. "Yeah.. " he said laughing back. I asked lVfary ifshe t110ught Joe \voliid
have enjoyed it when she cleaned up the table and Nlary said sl1e didn't kno\v. Joe said:
"She probably didn't realise she'd done it." Mary said: '011 yeah" I usually Pllt things
U\VUy"."

Joe responded: "Gh yeah it hasn't been very' often." I interrllpted and said \ve

r
;
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would try to hold on to the joy of this particular time and Joe said that the clean table
had continued and in fact was still 'that way that we'd be able to have tea together as a
family at the table again." Joe then reported to me that Mary had kept a boundary with
the boys and said that the TV was going off and they were going to bed. "She kept to it
too," Joe said. I reflected that the changes that had happened had benefited the whole
family as well as their relationship. Mary said that she was even remembering to bring
in the washing from the line. I reminded the couple that they had just described some
new patterns in the relationship and that the positive changes had brought about more
positives for the relationship.

I,

,,
I
I

II

I said how good it was to see them both smiling and that I hadn't seen that before. Joe
said that he had "reigned himself in" saying: "I said to myself 'It'll happen when it
happens - don't worry about it'. And its like \vhen I said something last night and Mary
got really upset about it and normally when she gets upset she takes off and I take off
after her and tell her to stop being stupid and come home you know. Last night she took
off and I didn't worry about it. I just carried on and got tea ready for the kids ... she
came back in again ... everything worked out." I asked ~rary if she had noticed that Joe
had stopped worrying so much about things. "Yeah. He's more relaxed and calmed
down." she said. I queried if that had affected the relationship at all. Mary said: "Well
its better. more relaxed." When I asked in what way Mary said: "He's not so uptight and
doesn't get angry as much." To facilitate an understanding of the relative influence (see
Table 1.1) of Joe's efforts on the relationship as a whole I asked what the household was
like when there was less anger there. rvrary' said it was lot calmer. I then inquired what
Lyle would say about the difference. Mary believed that he would say that Joe was less
angry and that Lyle felt threatened by Joe. Joe spoke up and said there had been a
change in that too. Joe exp1::lined that he had sat all the children down and "told them.
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I've had enough of their being cheeky, back-answering mum., not doing as t11ey're told.
And I told them quite strongly firmly then if they keep doing it I'm going to take the
stick and wrap it round them cause you've all old enough to understand now and I'.m
going to come down hard on YOLlse. So pull your socks up or else." I at1irmed that Joe
had made a definite step to establish a new pelffern (see Table 1.1) by supporting Mary
and that they were starting to work together about discipline and that this was a first
step. Joe said: "1 used to verbally abuse Mary and urn I've been a lot harder on Tim with
his tantrums but I've changed that too." Mary spoke up to support what Joe had just
said: "yeah he's spent a lot of time in his room this week for disobedience." I affirmed
that the fact that they had decided together to send Tim to his room was news of

difference (see Table 1.1). Joe said: "That's the best way to do it. 'Right room'" and Joe
gave a whistling noise as he illustrated how he sent Tim to his room. I brought up again
that this was good news that Joe and Mary were supporting each other and that as the
parents modelled respect for each other the children also learn respect.

1 asked how frequent negative conflict had been in tIle last week and Joe said that it \vas
only seldom and not as much \vith the children. Mary said that it had happened only' last
night. Joe explained that he had got angry with the kids for not obeying him
immediately and yelled at them and told them it was their fault their mum had taken off.
I asked Joe who he was really angry at in that scene. Mary said: "the kids" but Joe said

with a laugh: "no myself." I said: "Yeah it often is and \ve often don't realise it at the
time and yell at others." Joe said: "Yeah that's right. You're angry with yourself for
being so stupid for saying the \vrong thing or doing the ""Tong tIling and tend to take it
out on someone else." I asked a relative influence (see Table 1.1) question by asking if
it was helpful or unhelpful for the relationship \vhen we took out our anger out on
others. Joe and Mary both thought it \vas unhelpful.
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Joe recounted an incident the previous night where Mary didn't want the dog to stay
inside the house and Joe said: "Fair enough I'll just take the dog and live

somewher~

else

and the dog can then live inside." [posed a dilemma (see Table 1.1) by wondering with
the couple how the issue over the dog had suddenly become an issue over the
relationship." Joe said: "because I feel that because I want the dog and I want to have it
house-trained and all of a sudden Mary says a dog can't be house trained, so I think if
you don't want my dog in the house you don't want me in the house either." I expressed
amazement at how a message about the dog had become a message about belonging in
the relationship. Joe said that cats are allowed in the house and so I asked if that was
what he really meant. Joe said: "Naw." I asked Joe what he was really saying about the
dog and he said that it meant a awful lot to him and explained ho\v he had always had a
dog when he was young. I wondered if Mary had understood his message and Mary said

I

I
,,

that she did and that they had actually compromised over it anyvvay with the dog outside
in the daytime and coming in at night. I affirmed the example they had just given me
about compromise and said that increasing positive conflict occurrences like this one
would lessen negative connict occurrences.

t

I
,

i

Mary reported that she was mind-boggled by the support she was now getting from Joe.
She felt it was more support than she had ever received. I asked if there was less abuse
or more abuse in the relationship when there was more support. Mary said that there
was less abuse and that there was only verbal abuse when Joe got angry. I asked a
relative influence (see Table 1.1) question by wondering if support \vent up was abuse
likely to go down and Joe said "yeah". I said that we couldn't make too much of that
factor in their relationship.

r told the couple that they had discovered that they could

join forces against the pattern of abuse and then they did they saw a sense of support rise
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in the relationship too. [said that respect usually rose too when a pattern of abuse was

i

conquered.

Joe asked if he could bring up the topic of love. He said that Nlary had said that she
didn't know how to show Joe how much she loved him. He talked about love and what
it meant to the relationship and said that if you loved someone you "shouldn't criticise
what they do and say they are doing it wrong." He said he believed that love was about
"appreciating what you are doing for me." Joe gave some examples from their
relationship and I said that it seemed like Joe was saying that when he is criticised for
doing something for the relationship the criticism gets in the \vay of a message about
love. Joe aQ:reed with that and said he felt unloved if he was criticised and Mary added
that Joe felt rejected when he was criticised. I said that it seemed like the couple were
discovering the meaning that went with their communications and that the way we just

I
I,

explored the meaning around criticism and love was an example of positive conflict. I
affirmed the process that we had just gone through in the counselling room by saying
that they had just explored a topic in which they had different opinions and
understandings, without blaming anyone, and with the intention of trying to discover the
meaning it held for the other person. Joe then offered some other examples of how he

I

I

I
\

and Mary were supporting each other with Joe expressing an understanding that Mary
had just had an uncle die.

I suggested an experiment (see Table 1.1) for the week: to try and discover one new way
each to show the other they loved them. and to try recognise what the other was doing
and give positive feed-back. "Mary see if you can find one way to show Joe love. And
Joe see if you can spot it and to encourage Mary tell her something positive about it like

what you like about it. Only positive feed-back allowed no criticism. Now vice versa.
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Joe you are to tind one way to show Mary love. eg give her a cup of tea while she is
watching tellie or something, and Mary you are to encourage Joe and give him positive
feed-back. No criticism allowed." I then said that what we were doing with the exercise
was starving the negative patterns and building up the positive patterns so that they then
dominate the relationship. I affirmed the determination I had seen in their efforts and
suggested they keep channelling it into building up the relationship.

6.2.5 Session five

This was a conjoint session. Mary had been away for a week and so there was a three
week interval between the last session and this. Mary arrived looking very happy and
contident. I observed Joe, on the other hand, walk very reluctantly into the room and
took some time in sitting. Joe looked agitated and unhappy and the session started with
a question from me as to how Mary and Joe were. Joe said he was unhappy and Mary
reported that she was feeling happier. I asked a relative influence (see Table 1.1)
question wondering if they had detected a balancing effect that as Mary became happier

I

did Joe become more unhappy. Mary said she hadn't thought about it and Joe said that it
was hard to say.

I inquired if the positives for the relationship that had been reported in our last session
were continuing. Joe said: "A lot has changed since then. Oh I'm sick and tired of
hearing how I'll (Joe was referring to Mary here) be going to hospital soon for this
operation and I won't be able to do anything for six weeks after I come out - dav after
day after day. The bloody washing hasn't been folded for two \veeks. its still sitting
there (Joe almost shouted that fact at me). It never changes. it never has changed. As
far as I'm concerned all this isjust a waste of time." I inquired \vhetha Joe had been
P. F. Swart-Smith, 1999
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reluctant to come to counselling that day and he replied: "Things haven't changed over

1
!

the last fifteen years. I don't expect them to change over night. I wish they could." I
reminded Joe that we had seen evidence of change only three weeks ago. He

said~

"That

happens every so often. Once before change happened. It lasted a couple of months and
just went back to the same old route again. She's never at home at all."

Joe continued:

"I can't see the point because I never do anything right." Joe then said that Mary wasn't
ever happy with the way he pegged out the washing. I asked an externalising question
(see Table 1.1) of both partners "how much control does the 'never do anything right'
pattern have over the relationship?" Joe replied with a loud voice: "I wouldn't know. I
sit and hear pattern, pattern, pattern. It's not bloody pattern it just downright laziness as

,
,

far as I can see."

t

Joe talked with great energy on how young Charlie (the youngest) pooped his pants
every day and how he's "jack" of washing them and gave details of the words he and
Mary had over the washing of Charlie's pants and then the washing in general. Joe then
gave details of how the lounge room hadn't been vacuumed and so they both had to get
in and do it together yesterday and he continued: "Where's the pattern there? Just
bloody laziness. There's no pattern about it at all (Joe's voice was getting louder). Joe

I,

left his chair and stood over me in a way that I felt was threatening. I stayed in my chair
and Joe went back and sat down again saying again: "it is downright laziness." Joe
continued to offer a list of things that were bothering him and he continued to get

j
worked up. Joe said amongst other things: .. "fifteen years of it and its just too much and
I can't see this making any difference whatsoever. Mary wants this, Mary \vants that .. "

I decided to name the anger that had just been demonstrated and said that there \vas a
vast amount of anger in the room at the moment and asked if it was typical of the
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relationship. Mary said that it was quite frequent. While she was talking Joe left his
seat and came at me and stopped just over my chair. He then said: "Oh women, always
right ... " and then turned and walked out of the room, slamming the door as he

le~.

I asked Mary if she would experience more anger when she got home and she said
"probably." I made inquiries as to her safety in the house and she assured me that he
didn't touch her these days. "It's just verbal," she said. I also asked Mary how she
would get home as Joe had the car, and she said she knew he would be out there
waiting. I inquired if there had been conflict before they had come that morning and
Mary said that Joe had been upset about possibly being late and she was not ready on
time. Mary appeared disconnected from the whole experience and still sat with a smile
on her face until the end of the session.

I asked about the son soiling his pants and Mary said it had only been going on for a
week and the cause was that he was being bullied at school. Mary said she had been to
the school and it was all sorted out and that Charlie had never had the problem before.
Most of the rest of the session was about safety issues for Mary and the children. Mary
said that she believed the relationship would work out and I reminded her that it took

t
"

two to make it work and that her own and the children's emotional security was possibly
at risk. I expressed concerns for the future of the relationship and suggested that if she
was determined to try and make it work it was essential that she and Joe get more
professional help. I suggested that if Joe wouldn't come back to counselling with me,
that the couple attend Relationships Australia and that Joe also see one of the men \ovho
was especially skilled at working with men and anger issues. On parting I reminded
Mary that she couldn't make the relationship work all on her o\ovn and that I '.vas
available if the couple decided to return to counselling.
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6.3 COUNSELLING PROCESS

The counselling process included the following systemic techniques: externalising,.
including the use of metaphor, naming of patterns in the relationship, and diagrams;
questions about relative int1uence; posing dilemmas; paradoxical interventions; news of
difference or establishing new patterns; and experiments. Due to the difficult nature of
this case with its entrenched extreme patterns of negative cont1ict and the abruptly
shortened counselling process I will discuss the effectiveness of all of these techniques
while Joe and Mary were undergoing a systems-based counselling approach.

Externalising
Externalising was attempted by using words like "the problem" and "the relationship" in
the first session. In that session it appeared to have very little success as Joe kept

I
I

returning to his belief that Mary was the problem. In response to Joe's resistance to
externalising methods I stressed that people were not the problem but rather the problem
was the problem. I consistently invited the couple to look for patterns that were

happening in the relationship and mentioned the possible pattern of "over responsible
and under responsible." However, I didn't dwell on this pattern early into the therapy as
I felt it could have the potential to be misunderstood by Joe and become another weapon
by which Joe might accuse Mary of laziness. I also suggested the pattern of 'being let

J

down' could be looked at and Mary identified that it regularly became a self fulfilling
prophecy. Mary indicated a desire for that pattern to change and Joe said he had
experienced the pattern too but he believed it could be conquered by personal will
power. I suggested a counter balance to the pattern of 'being let down' and that was to
attempt to build up trust in the relationship, expecting that as trust builds up the pattern
of 'being let down' might go down.
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During session three, [ attempted to externalise Joe's blaming of Mary by asking a

circular question. [asked Joe (using a description he had just offered) if he was
describing a pattern in the relationship whereby Mary appeared the angel in the
relationship and he, Joe, appeared like the A H. Joe leant forward in his chair and said:
"Yeah - the pattern is that Mary is out there looking for sympathy." [asked Joe in what
ways he fed the pattern, such as when he got more angry did Mary look more like an
angel which then made him look more like an A H? Joe said: "Yeah, [ get more angry
because I know that when Mary goes to see people like her doctor she runs me down."
Joe still managed to move into a blaming pattern just about every time he spoke. I then
named how it triangulated the relationship each time either of them tried to get a third
party to help in the case against each other. I used a metaphor to describe the process as
a "tug-of-war". Joe joined with this description and said that neither of them got
anywhere with it either. I followed this reframing metaphor up with the use of an
example that Joe provided as evidence of the pattern of pulling apart. Joe asked how the
pattern could be stopped but when it involved him looking at his place in feeding the
pattern he moved back into his monologue on the state of the house. At the time I
wondered if the effectiveness of the intervention had been lost because I had moved too
quickly into asking Joe what he did to feed the pattern and he became very defensive. A
more objective circular question at this point may have been more helpful. Later in
that session I said: "The house one is too big an issue to tackle first and we need to find
an easy one to work on so the two of you can pull together and not apart." Joe
reluctantly agreed to start with the pattern of "pulling apart" and he then offered an
example so that I was able to affirm his perception and expand into a suggestion for an
experiment which Joe said he would participate in.
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Session four revealed that the above intervention had been very effective. Joe reported a
number of examples of his initiative to "pull together" instead of "pulling apart." Mary
reported feeling more supported by Joe which [ aftirmed as them pulling together. ·Joe
also reported that the house was tidier. Joe gave other evidence of his joining with the
pulling together pattern. He talked to the children telling them they had to support their
mother and he affirmed Mary's use of boundaries in her discipline. Another positive
result from this intervention appeared to be Joe's use of sending his son to his bedroom
rather than "hitting" him. Joe and Mary both appeared happy with the results of trying
the pattern of "pulling together" and were more relaxed, the home was calmer and had
less anger in it, and their body language was happier as they sat in the counselling room.

[n session four the externalising techniques appeared to be more effective.
I asked circular questions in session four around some of the changes the couple were
witnessing to the relationship. When Joe reported that he had stopped worrying so
much I asked Mary what impact that had on the relationship at all. Mary reported that it
was "better" and "more relaxed." When I asked Mary what she meant by that she said
that Joe was less uptight and didn't get "angry as much." Once again asking an
externalising question, I asked what the household was like when there was less anger
there. Mary said it was lot calmer. Hoping to help the couple to see how much territory
they had gained I asked another circular question about what the eldest son would say
about the difference. In her answer Mary indicated that the son would be less at risk
from his father. Joe spoke up at this point showing how he had attempted to put his
support behind his wife by telling the children they had to behave. and reporting his own
threats to them. I chose to use positive encouragement of the action to send the child to
his room rather than point out to Joe that his way of speaking to the children could
actually be seen to be rather threatening.
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Diagrams
Towards the end of session two I mentioneu to Mary that rebuilding the relationship
may be a hard task and wondered if it might be too hard. Mary expressed she had faith
and that" faith is what has helped me." I used diagrams as part of the change process,
giving Mary the Relationship Map (see Appendix 6) and the Domestic Violence circles
(see Appendices 10 & 11). I used these diagrams to extemalise and objectify and yet to
point to the possible realities of this conflict stricken relationship.

Relative Influence
In session three I asked Joe a relative influence question with the hope of making the
relationship issues bigger than the issue of house-keeping and to address the swinging
nature of the relationship. I asked: "Ackno\vledging that your need for cleanliness and
tidiness is a strong need, is your need to live with cleanliness and tidiness more or less
stronger than your need to live with the family?" Joe's answer gave an indication of his
commitment to the relationship. He said that it varies and that the only reason he came
back to the family after the last separation was "for the sake of the kids."

Reframing
I tried during session three to reframe Joe's belief, that Mary's being away from the
home was a "cop-out." I posed a dilemma wondering if it would be possible that if
Mary were to be given more freedom outside the home, as Joe was reporting that she
\vas happier with a focus outside of the home, would it also meant that Mary was more
mentally healthy. I said that Joe's freeing Mary up to be out of the house may be helping
her to be more healthy. Joe did not see it that way and answered the attempt at
reframing aggressively.
P. F. Swart-Smith, /999
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Posing dilemmas
In session two, I posed a dilemma to Mary about whether Joe had to make an etI0t"!
towards change for the words that Mary had put her hope in (and sincerely believed
were from God) to eventuate. Mary appeared a bit surprised at the question and then
said that yes that would be right. I hoped by posing that dilemma that Mary would see
that Joe and Mary together had to be committed to change for her goal of saving the
marriage to be achieved.

I asked Joe a collapsing time question in session three to try get an idea of his perception
of the future of the relationship. I asked what Joe would like for the children in the
future of the relationship. Joe, at first, said to have both parents together but

I

immediately began criticising Mary. The collapsing time intervention was unsuccessful.

I

The result of this intervention did contribute to my hypothesis that Joe and Mary's
relationship was too destructive to continue. I believed that unless both saw the need for

1

the negative conflict to stop and put every effort into change they did not have much
hope of sustaining the relationship into the future.

f

I

In session four I posed a dilemma as to how an issue about a dog could become an issue
over the relationship. This was a successful intervention because it led to Mary and Joe
describing one example of positive conflict in the last week. It also allowed Mary and
Joe to explore the meaning around what their communications had been about.

Paradoxical intervention
In session one, recognising that Joe was not inclined to think in terms of the relationship
as a whole I asked a paradoxical question: asking Joe if he was aware of difficulties in
P. F. Stuart-Smith, /999
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the relationship that could be terminal. Joe's answer began to be about the relationship
but shifted quickly to the state of the house. This intervention appeared to be
ineffective.

In session three when I asked Joe about his beliefs about love it was deliberately
paradoxical in timing as an attempt to shift the strong focus on Mary's role and
housework. I also was asking a process question. Joe's answer was not about himself
and his beliefs about love. In fact he used the question to lead into a description of one
of the couple's violent episodes in the past and to accuse Mary of being crazy. At the
time I had believed the intervention to be ineffective. However, during session four Joe

,

requested if we could talk about love and proceeded to reveal that he had been thinking
about the topic and about how it related to himself and Mary. In that session it led to

I

f

some meaningful insights and an example of positive conflict right in the counselling

I

room. This led to my understanding that Joe was quick to defend himself and his first

,

reaction to most interventions was to blame Mary, but he would revisit the questions or
challenges later.

Highlighting wins over the problem: News a/difference, Exceptions to the rule,
Establishing new patterns
During session two I also encouraged Mary to see that there had been an exceptions to
the usual way of dealing with conflict. "I told Mary that she had managed to break a
vicious cycle to the point that when Joe had grabbed her arm the other day she was able
to say 'hey, this isn't on.' iv[ary had reported that she had not let Joe be physically violent
with her and that she was strong. When I inquired if her action of showing respect for
herself had raised Joe's respect for her, Mary replied: "Yes, he's sho\vn more respect
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since." Mary's move to a new way of handling the violence could not be claimed to
have been the result of the systemic-based counselling approach in our sessions,
however I encouraged Mary to see that she could impact upon the system by
highlighting to her a time when she had effectively achieved a change in patterns
occurring in the relationship that were negative conflict. I also reminded Mary that she
could not bring about a conflict-free marriage on her own.

Some attempts to find news of difference were ineffectual. In session three when I
asked Joe about hope for the relationship, Joe proceeded to talk about how disorganised
Mary was. When I then asked Joe to report on times that were different he reported that
there were none.

Much of session four was spent highlighting and affirming new patterns the couple had

,I

forged. They reported supporting each other at times of need and a change in pattern of
Mary always being the one to get support as Joe acknowledged he had found it good to

~

,,
t

be supported too. When Joe also reported: "I've noticed a difference at home too. Its
urn things are tidier," I affirmed what a break-through that had been for the relationship.
I affirmed the pattern of supporting each other as a new pattern and pointed out the
resultant lowering effect on abuse. I highlighted the positive communication example
they had and the combining together in the disciplining of the children. I affirmed the
description that when anger is lower the relationship and household was calmer. At the
end of the session I invited the couple to continue to starve the negative patterns and
build up the positive patterns.
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Experiments
At the end of session one [ suggested the possible trial of an experiment over the
following week. [suggested they observe when the pattern of being let down was
happening and to see if a building up of trust did anything to it. [helped them name one
or two ways this might be achieved. [chose an experiment that [ hoped could not be
turned around into a situation of blaming the other partner. This experiment had three
aims: to increase their ability to look more objectively at the relationship; to encourage
them to seek a positive course of action rather than a negative; and to focus their
attention away from blaming each other. There were no reports as to the success or
failure of this experiment.

At the end of session three I suggested an experiment to Joe that he try to sabotage the
pattern of "pulling apart" by trying to discover one need of Nlary's this week. I said that
Joe would also be starving the pattern that made him appear the A H. I also suggested
that ifhe was unsure of Mary's needs he could actually ask her straight out. Joe said he
was happy to 'have a go at the experiment' which he re-Iabelled homework. At the
beginning of the next session (four) Mary reported that Joe had done something about
her need of more support from him. I would argue that this was a response to the
experiment that was set at the end of the previous session.

At the end of session four I set an experiment that was intended to have the couple build
on the positive gains they had made. "I suggested an experiment for the \-veek: to try and

.

discover one new way each to show· the other thev loved them. and to trv recognise what
~

the other was doing and give positive feed-back. "Mary see if you can find one way to
show Joe love. And Joe see if you can spot it and to encourage Mary tell her something
positive about it like what you like about it. Only positive feed-back allowed no
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criticism. Now vice versa, Joe you are to tind one way to shO\v Mary love, eg give her a
cup of tea while she is watching tellie or something, and Mary you are to encourage Joe
and give him positive feed-back. No criticism allowed." I then said that what we were
doing with the exercise was starving the negati ve patterns and building up the positive
patterns so that they then dominate the relationship. I affirmed the determination I had
seen in their efforts and suggested they keep channelling it into building up the
relationship." There was no report on the effectiveness of this experiment in the next
counselling session.

Conclusions

,
I

I would argue that there was initial evidence of the effectiveness of the systemic-based
approach through the self-reports in session four. That session had a large amount of

1

f

evidence of direct responses to systemic interventions of session three. Unfortunately

I

Mary went away for a week and the couple did not return to counselling for three weeks

,

and Joe had been in the messy house without the sense of anyone supporting him. Joe
and Mary reported a change to the frequency and intensity of the negative conflict to the
extent that it was lowered considerably in the period that the couple were responding to
systemic interventions. There was also evidence of positive conflict in that time.
However, the changes could not be sustained when the process was interrupted by
Mary's trip away and the powerful restraints in the relationship won out.

However, the evidence that this was a violent relationship meant that there had to be
many changes to the system to shift it permanently from its entrenched pattern of
negative conflict.
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The focus of session two was tirstly Mary's and the children's safety and this became the
focus of session tive after Joe abruptly left. One of my hypotheses was that Joe had an
issue with control and that Joe became more angry the less control he had over Mary,
and in particular Mary's perceived lack of doing the housework. These issues were not
challenged overtly and there was short-term success over them when the pattern was
shifted towards a "pulling together" pattern (sessions three and four).

Joe's stated belief that Mary was "crazy" because she had AYO's served on him (when
he acknowledged himself that he had at the time been using physical violence) reveals
that Joe has very little desire for change, nor for accountability for his actions. This was
a major restraint limiting the potential for change. Mary appeared to be so in the middle
of intense negative conflict that the ability to think beyond each day was limited (this
may have been compounded by the medication she was on). vv'hen I asked questions
about intensity and frequency of the conflict or about the relationship, Mary often

,
I
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replied about the latest fight of the last 24 hours or about the past. From the history of
the relationship that had been mentioned I suspect there were many points of rock
bottom but I also suspect that each day had its Rock Bottom for Mary and that she had
accumulating a "battered effect." I became torn between my very real concern for the
continued safety of Mary and the long term safety of the children and the fact that Mary
had presented requesting help to put the marriage back together. I felt the goal of
counselling as requested by Mary was unrealistic in the present circumstances.

The paradoxical intervention about love (in session three) had some reported success
and was one factor leading to one occurrence of positive conflict in the session four.
The collapsing time question in session four was an unsuccessful intervention probably
because of Joe's inability to gauge himself what he really wanted for the relationship. I
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hypothesised that unless both saw the need for the negative contliet to stop and put
every effort into change they did not have much hope of sustaining the relationship into
the future.

As mentioned above session four offered hope for the relationship and evidence of
changes happening in the relationship and to the levels of conflict. Mary reported that a
few things were better in the relationship, particularly in the area of support. Mary also
reported some positive communication interactions: "Joe said he loved me ... it was
good to hear him say it." Both Joe and Mary reported that things had been better at
home. Joe reported that the house was tidier, that he and Mary had combined in some
areas of discipline of the children (whereas there appeared to be a pattern of the children
playing the parents off before) and of Mary keeping to a boundary she had set with the

I

I
It
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children. Mary reported a lessening in the level of anger which made the relationship
much calmer. Joe reported that the verbal abuse had lowered. Mary and Joe reported
only one incident of negative conflict and that its intensity had been low because Joe
had "reigned himself in" and not pursued Mary when she "had taken off'. I argue that
these "gains" were the direct result of the systemic approach of the previous session.

The building up of positive interactions in the relationship is of utmost importance to
shift the balance from overwhelming negative interactions (Gottman, 1994) and it could
be argued that the systems-based counselling approach had brought about this change.
At this point I affirmed the couple in the positive progress they had made and pointed
out what they had done. The couple were reporting that the changes not only benefited
the relationship but that it had benefited the family as well. At the end of session four I
set an experiment that I hoped would reinforce for Joe and Mary the positive gains they
had made. I neglected to warn the couple that it might be hard to sustain the changes.
P. F. Stuart-Smith. /999
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The change process was effectively sabotaged in session five. Joe was very angry
before arriving that day and proceeded to express his anger at every sentence. Mary was
unable to say very much and Joe dominated the session until his aggressive walk-out. I
missed the opportunity to name the sabotage going on at the time (as the room was so
charged with an explosive atmosphere) and to name the 'self-fulfilling' prophecy talk of
change being only temporary. In his anger Joe actually named his frustration at the fact
that changes don't last, "Once before change happened ... went back to the same old
routine" and the counselling process may have been able to help more if Joe had not
aborted it. The counselling process had failed to deal effectively with the restraints.

,•

There were other destructive patterns that were not addressed in the counselling process
such as the pattern of blaming, the pattern of sabotage. and anger.

t
6. 4 SELF-REPORT

t

I,

Self-reports allowed for the clients to express their perceptions concerning the nature
and levels of conflict. In keeping with the focus of this study the self-reports are
discussed in the following categories: results indicating increases or decreases in
negative conflict; results indicating increases or decreases in positive conflict; and
indications of the clients perceptions of change including perceptions of change in the
marrIage.
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6. 4. 1 Results indicating an increase or decrease in levels of negative
conflict.

In the overall view of the self-reports while the couple were undertaking a systemsbased counselling approach, the frequency and intensity of negative connict fluctuated
somewhat. The lowest reports were in session four. After session four both the
frequency and intensity of negative conflict increased again. After session five the
couple stopped the counselling process. However, the post-test and the long term
follow-up reported low levels of frequency and intensity.

The self-reports on the levels of negative conflict from the counselling sessions are
summarised in Table 6.1

Table 6.1 Datafrom self-reports indicating an increase or decrease in levels of
negative conflict.

Session number

frequency
Mary

frequency
Joe

intensity
Mary

Pre-Test/Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Post-test
Long Term follow
up

1
7+

1

"~

- =

,I

•

~

high

2
I
increased
0
very low

intensity
Joe
.,

2
increased
1
0

low
hiah
e
1
3

high
low
hiah
e
"

~

low

not applicable

In session one Mary reported that they were attending counselling because a lot of
conflict had come from not addressing issues in their relationship. Joe reported extreme
negative conflict around the issues of housework, around Mary's reactions to her
childhood sexual abuse and around her coming surgery.
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There was a considerable discrepancy between Mary's self-report on negative cont1ict in
session one and session two which Mary reported was due to the fact that "she had
trouble talking openly in front of Joe." In the individual sessions. in particular, the self
reports had a tendency to go back into past history and it was difficult to keep the
counselling process in the present. In session two Mary reported that Joe might get
violent if she did not give in to him. Mary also reported that the physical abuse was
better these days and that Joe no longer used physical violence with her. She reported
that he had grabbed her arm the other day and that she had threatened to go to the police
if he repeated that sort of behaviour. Mary reported in this session that she was now
safe from the physical violence but that emotional violence was regularly used against
her. Mary reported the emotional violence to be "put downs" and having her
Christianity knocked so that she would even reach the point of denying she was a
Christian. Mary reported the frequency of the emotional violence to be many times a
day and that it had the impact of hurting more than any other type of violence.

In session three Joe reported that Mary says he verbally abuses her. Joe reported that he
had threatened to leave Mary and not come back if she took out another AVO on him.
Joe reported in this session on a past occasion of intense negative conflict where Mary
had received bruises and had suffered a miscarriage. His report of the incident was that
Mary had incurred the physical symptoms herself. by falling over and by climbing a
ladder when she was pregnant. all of which was compounded by the news of her father's
death. Joe also reported that Mary was scared of him because he used to hit her in the
past. He also reported that Mary served the AVO's on him because she had a mental
disability. Joe reported a fairly intense negative cont1ict occurrence at home when he
had "thrown the dishes all over the kitchen."
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Session four was the tirst time there were any sci f-reports of changes happening in the
relationship and to the levels of conflict. Mary reported a lessening in the level of anger
which made the relationship much calmer. Joe reported that the verbal abuse had
lowered, and reported on the frequency of negative conflict as "seldom." Mary reported
only one incident of negative conflict and that its intensity had been low because Joe
had "reigned himself in" and not pursued Mary when she "had taken off'. Joe reported
two incidents of negative conflict.

At the beginning of session five Joe reported that "a lot has changed since" the last
counselling session. Joe's manner and descriptions of circumstances that he perceived
to be frustrating indicated that there had been verbal negative conniet before attending
this counselling session, although it was not specifically reported verbally. Joe reported
that he perceived Mary to be the problem and that he believed changes never last.
During the session Joe gave two demonstrations of negative conflict as he came quickly

I

towards the counsellor and stood over her in a threatening manner before walking out of
the session. Mary reported very little this session except that Joe's anger was quite
frequent and later that she believed she would be safe when she returned home as Joe's
anger would only be "verbal."

In the post-test Mary reported that there had been no incidents of negative conflict in the

I
f

last week (question 3), that this number of times of engaging in negative conflict was
acceptable to her (question 4) and that it represented a typical week (question 5). Mary
also surprisingly reported that a typical week would have less conflict than the number
just indicated (question 6). Mary then offers a contradictory report on her desire to
change the frequency of the negative conflict. When asked. in question twelve. if she
would like to change the frequency of negative conflict that is currently occurring in the
P. F. Swart-Smith. /999
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relationship Mary circled number one which meant that she strongly agreed that she
would like the levels to change. Mary's comment otTered with that question reveals that
she understood the question as she added: "Yes. [ would like to change it with God's
l

help." In question thirteen Mary again agrees strongly that she would like the intensity
of negative conflict to change adding again: "Yes, I would like again to change it with
God's help." In the post-test Joe reported one incident of negative conflict in question
three. In question twelve Joe reported that he fairly strongly agreed (he circled the
number two) that he would like the frequency to negative conflict to change and
similarly would like the intensity of the negative conflict to change (he circled the
number three).
1

I

In the long-term follow-up inter,,:iew Mary reported that the frequency of negative
conflict was very low and the intensity was relatively low (Mary rated that as three out
often with ten being the highest).

6. 4. 2 Results indicating an increase or decrease in levels of positive
conflict.

Results indicating an increase or decrease in positive conflict are shown in Table 6.2.

In the pre-test Mary reported one incident of positive conflict in the last week when she
had taken Joe aside and told him how she was feeling. Mary reported that she viewed it
as positive because she had been the one to explode and had come back to Joe and
apologised to him. Joe reported one incident of positive conflict but said that he
couldn't remember it.
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Mary and Joe both reported one incident of positive connict in session four. They had a
discussion about the dog and Joe had globalised Mary's response to desiring the dog to
be outside and had threatened to leave the relationship if the dog could not be inside.
Mary said that they had managed to compromise and that the dog was outside in the day
time and inside at night. Another incident of positive conflict occurred during the
counselling session when Joe had told Mary that he felt unloved when he was criticised
and Mary had said that she realised that Joe felt rejected when he was criticised. The
couple dealt positively with this discussion in the counselling session without resorting
to blame. Mary also reported some positive communication interactions: "Joe said he
loved me ... it was good to hear him say it,"
Both Joe and Mary reported that things had been better at home.

Table 6.2 Table for showing evidence
conflict.
evidence
session number
Mary
Pre-Test! Session 1
yes
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Post-test
Long Term follow up

no
n.a
yes
no
yes
yes

of, andfrequency of, selfreports ofpositive

evidence
Joe

frequency
Mary

frequency
Joe

yes
n.a
no
yes
no
yes
no

I
no data
n.a
1
no data
1

o
n.a
no data
1
no data

2

I

1

n.a = not applicable

In the post-test Mary offered contradictory answers to the occurrence and frequency of
positive conflict. Mary's answer to questions 11 and 14 indicated that there had been a
positive conflict incident. However, in question 15 Mary reported that the question
asking how many occurrences of positive conflict there had been in the last week was
"not applicable" adding in the open-ended remarks that went with that question that
there "wasn't one in the last week." Joe's responses within each question in the post-test
were also contradictory self-reports. In question 11 Joe reported that there were no
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occasions when he had tried a different approach to raising his voice in the last week. In
Question 14 Joe said there was a positive contlict incident and in the comments section
below he said: "There would have to be but I can't remember." In question 15 Joe
reported one positive conflict situation in the last week and reported in the comments
below that it was "when she got her way and went" to a friend's house "for a cuppa."

Mary reported in the long-term follow-up that there were times of positive conflict
resolution. She said that these occurred when she approached the issues calmly and told
Joe about how she felt. Joe gave two different answers to the inquiry about the
occurrence of positive conflict and the frequency of positive conflict. Joe reported no
occurrences of positive conflict and then when a further question was asked about
frequency he said that there had been one in the last week.

6. 4. 3 Indications of change in perception of desire to change, including a
self-report on the Marriage

Questions were asked during the counselling sessions about the couples' commitment to
the marriage relationship and about their perceptions of change in the marriage
relationship. As this relationship was rather an embattled one and as there were not
many conjoint sessions these questions were not asked very frequently. The question
about commitment was designed to gain an understanding of the couples' willingness to
work towards positive change for the relationship.

The results of Joe and Mary's perceived commitment to the marriage relationship and of
their perception of change occurring in the marriage are in Table 6.3
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[n session one Joe made it clear that he wasn't at counselling to change but that he
believed that Mary needed to change (Joe kept repeating that Mary was the problem).
Joe resisted questions and techniques aimed at looking at the relationship rather than at
Mary and his perceived problem with her. In that session the question of commitment
to the marriage was asked of Mary but the counsellor decided against asking Joe the
same question during that session because of Joe's antagonism at being at counselling.

Table 6.3 Summary ofsellreports on commitment to the marriage and perception of
changes occurring in the marriage.
Session
number

commitment to
marriage
Mary

commitment to
marriage
Joe

Pre-test!
session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4
Session 5
Post-test
Long-term
follow-up

5

no data

10
n.a
high
no data
yes
yes

n.a
10
high
no data
yes
yes

perceived
changes to
marriage
k/ary

perceived
changes to
marriage
Joe

no
n.a
yes
no
no data
no data

n.a
no
yes
no
no data
no data

Mary's report in session two about her commitment to the relationship revealed her
commitment to change, and she also acknowledged that she had told Joe that there was a
need to rebuild the relationship. Mary's commitment had moved from being on five (out
often. with ten being a very high commitment) to ten (out often) in only a week. Mary
reported daily emotional abuse and gave very little indication of satisfaction in the
relationship. Although Mary had reported a high commitment to the marriage she also
reported towards the end of the session that she had recently drawn a circle with her
support people listed in the circle "and the strange thing was I left Joe out of it." This,
in itself. was a report of Mary's perception of the current marriage relationship.
P. F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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[n session three Joe said: "['ve been trying to say to people for years that [ needed help."
Joe then described the one occasion he believed helped the relationship and that was
when a family support worker came to the home and helped clean it lip. Joe
demonstrated a confusion between an understanding of the relationship and with the
house cleaning. They appeared to be the same thing to Joe. This perception made it
difficult to gain an understanding of his perception about the relationship, other than
what appeared to be a desire to control Mary (particularly in having her do the
housework). Joe reported in this session that his perception of Mary taking out a
restraining order on him was due to Mary's craziness. However, Joe did, in this session,
nominate a very high commitment to the relationship, a factor which was supported by
the fact that he had turned up at the counselling session when it was not his desire to
come to counselling.

In session four Joe and Mary reported perceptions that the relationship was much
improved with Mary saying: "Well its better, more relaxed." Mary reported that she was
receiving more support from Joe and he had received support from her. Joe had also
told Mary that he loved her. In session four Joe was very engaged and not like a man
who didn't want to be there. He had tried hard during the week to try out the things we
had discussed in the previous session. He appeared insightful and committed to the
change process. Mary had also been trying and was quite proud of her efforts. Joe gave
a lot of examples of desiring to change in session four including the incidents of abuse:
Joe said: "I used to verballv. abuse Marv. and urn I've been a lot harder on Tim with his
tantrums but I've changed that too."
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In session tive Joe appeared to retreat from any desire for change. He arrived angry to
the session and stormed out of it early. He declared that he didn't believe things could

I

I

change and that they had changed briet1y but that they always last for only a short time.
I

1.

6.5 PRE- AND POST- TEST RESULTS

The results of the pre- and post-test for Joe and Mary are in Appendix 13

Joe and Mary indicated in their pre-tests a wide range of conflict sources in their
relationship, in particular; money; household chores; sex; and children. Mary found that
friends; time together; and that "interests outside the home" were also causes of conflict.
A conflict incident was typified by either not speaking to one another (Joe) or raising of
voices, yelling or screaming, or sometimes vvithdrawing (Mary). The post tests showed
little change in a typical conflict incident with the causes remaining much the same for
Joe (excluding sex) and reduced for Mary, who found future goals or plans, children
and time together the main causes.

6.5.1 Results indicating an increase or decrease in negative conflict
(questions 3-7).

The results of the pre- and post-test indicate a small decrease in negative conflict in
frequency and little change in the level of intensity.

In their pre-test, Joe and Mary indicated that conflicts with no resolution occurred once
a week in the week prior to the test, and that this frequency was acceptable to them.
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However, the week was not consilkred typical with Mary indicating that more connict
was normally experienced. This view was opposed to Joe who suggested that a typical
week had less conflict, although he stated that more conflict was experienced up to a
month ago. He also commented that he needed to have a "blue" once a week. In the
week prior to the pre-test intensity levels experienced in the majority of negative
cont1ict incidents were moderately low (3 out of 10 for both Joe and Mary).

Mary reported a complete reduction in the frequency of unresolved cont1icts in a typical
week and that there were no such cont1icts in the week prior to their post-test whereas
Joe could not remember but thought it was once a week, and indicating frequency and
intensity levels the same as for the week prior to the pre-test.

6.5.2 Results indicating an increase or decrease in levels of positive
conflict (questions 10,11,14,15)

In both pre and post tests Joe and Mary experienced incidents of connict about once a
week where they were both happy with the outcome. Mary commented that although
there was no positive connict experienced in the week prior to the post-test there had
been a recent incident where "we both sat down and talked about. .. money was the
problem.. probably I think when the car broke down". Joe named another incident with
a positive outcome.

Joe's usual method of trying to get his point of view across by raising his voice
remained unchanged, although in the pre-test he indicated he had tried different
approaches such as humour. In both tests Mary indicated she usually tried raising her
voice, repetition, or say what she felt and had tried ditferent approaches. In the pre-test
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she noted that whl:n she tolu Joe .. how sht: felt. .. anu discussed it" she felt better than
when she ranted or raved. In the post-test Mary also observed that when she had
"approached it calmly .. things were resolved".

The QCR results for Joe and Mary suggest little change in the generally low level of
positive conflict experienced. However, they do reflect a growing awareness
(particularly in Mary) of the benefits of using different approaches and more open
communication to resolve conflicts.

6.5.3 Indications of change in perception of desire to change, including a
self report on the marriage (questions 8, 9, 12, 13)

Joe and Mary were in solid agreement at the pre test that they wanted to change both the
frequency and intensity of negative conflict (level I (agree) out of 10 in questions 12 &
13). Joe wanted to change the things about Mary that bothered him, but was only
prepared to put the same low level of effort (3 out of 10; question 9) as Mary into trying
to change the things in the other that bothered.

At the post test, both expressed that they did not desire to change the things that
bothered them in the other partner. Joe did not change his previously indicated low
level of effort and showed a reduced desire to change the frequency and intensity of
negative conflict (levels 2 and 3; questions 12 and 13 respectively). Mary, on the other
hand. indicated a modest increased effort (5 out of 10) and remained unchanged in her
strong desire to change the frequency and intensity of negative conflict.
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The comparisons of the results of the QCR indicating change in perception of desire to
change or in change in perceptions regarding the marriage demonstrate very little change
in Mary and Joe's perceptions about the marriage. Both Joe and Mary still report a
desire to see a change in frequency and intensity of negative conflict thus revealing little
or no perceived change. The anomaly in these reports is that Mary had reported no
incidents of negative conflict in the post-test and reported that it was a typical week.
However, Mary is still strongly agreeing that the frequency and intensity of negative
conflict needs to be changed.

6.6 LONG TERM FOLLOW-UP ON THE ACHIEVEMENT OF
INITIAL GOALS.

The long-term follow-up was conducted three months after the final session in the
lounge room of Joe and Mary's house. Joe did not stay in the room while I interviewed
Mary. Mary reported the frequency of negative conflict to be very low and the intensity
as "relatively low" (Mary nominated the intensity as a three out of ten) but that she
would like both to be lower. Mary reported that there were times of positive conflict
resolution. She said these occurred when she approached the issues calmly and told Joe
about how she felt.

Joe came into the room only to answer the questions I put to him and then left quickly.
He reported no negative conflict at all and then in answer to a question about intensity
said that it was low. When he reported on occurrences of positive conflict Joe appeared
to again contradict himself. At first Joe said that there was no occurrences of positive
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conflict. Joe then reported that there had been one occasion in the previous week when
Mary had "got her own way again."

6.7 DISCUSSION

Mary and Joe were a couple with a long history of abuse in the relationship. Joe had
two court orders served on him and he and Mary had two long periods of separation.
Mary had a "breakdown" prior to one of these separations. It was difficult to obtain
joint goals of counselling as Joe "vas insistent that Mary was the "problem" and that
their marriage did not need any help. Mary's goal of counselling was to put "the
marriage back together once and for all." There was discrepancy between Joe's reported
commitment to the relationship and to a willingness to put effort towards change. A
major restraint to the success of counselling Joe and Mary was the fact that Joe did not

,

I
I

wish to attend counselling.

As there had been such a history of abuse I suggested individual counselling sessions
early in the counselling process (session tvvo for Mary; session three for Joe) as distinct
from conjoint sessions. This was in keeping with suggestions by Kaufman (1992), Avis
(1992), McGregor (1990), and James and McIntyre (1990) that individual sessions are
preferable in counselling women in violent relationships. However, as Mary had
expressed the desire to help the marriage and wanting to address the issues that were
presenting within a holistic context the therapeutic intention was to alternate joint and
individual sessions until the therapist was convinced that

~Iary's

safety was not at risk.

The long term goal of therapy was in keeping with Reiss' claims, namely "the resolution
of contlict is a fundamental task of all enduring marriages" (Reiss et al 1995). The goal
of counselling was to address the conflict issues in keeping with a systemic approach to
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counselling. This meant that the focus would be on the interactional system and on
patterns of communication rather than the content of communication. This approach
reflected some of Jenkins' approach (1991) which suggests we can ask questions in
cases of Domestic Violence which promote responsibility with abuse perpetrators.

Mary displayed no reciprocal violence which differed from what Knapp and Vangelisti
(1992) suggests often happens (also O'Leary and others, 1992), although there was
pattern matching occurring with the reciprocal raising of voices. The lessening of
intimacy which was claimed by Cahn (1992, and O'Leary and others 1992, Knapp and
Vangelisti, 1992) was observed to occur in Mary and Joe's relationship. This case also
matched what was stated by Straus and others that when a couple engage in negative
reciprocity conflict escalates (Straus and others, 1980; also Cahn, 1992). There was also
evidence of a label being chosen by Joe for the violence that made it seem more trivial, a
factor that had been mentioned in the literature and was described by Knapp and
Vangelisti (1992).

Jenkins proposed that cases similar to Mary and Joe's be based on theories of restraint
when using a systems-based counselling approach (1991). There were strong restraints
operating in their relationship and vicious cycles amplified by homeostatic feedback
mechanisms (Robinson, 1980). All information was selected in keeping with the way
the system viewed itself. Reframing and relabelling, along with an attempt to label the
patterns of interactions occurring were the focus of the therapeutic interventions. A
strong restraint that kept the system stuck was Joe's preoccupation with a particular
subject (namely blaming Mary for not doing enough housework) and a traditional
generational way of thinking within the system. The therapeutic processes tried to
relieve the system of the idea of blame and help identify patterns of behaviour. There
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was evidence as the counselling process continued that some interventions provided an
impulse for perceived change (self-reports in session four). This matches the theoretical
perspective of systemic therapy and in particular suggestion of Gau and others (1988)
that the stimulated system itself decides in which direction and to what extent the
impulse will effect a change.

Overall, in the case of Mary and Joe, the clients perceptions of change while undergoing
a systems-based counselling approach include:
•

Joe perceived no change to the frequency of negative conflict, Mary perceived that it
had reduced considerably;

•

Joe perceived no change to the intensity and Mary perceived the intensity to be a
little less;

•

no reportable perceived changes to their perceptions of the marriage;

•

no reported changes to their commitment to the marriage;

•

the couple gave no report of learning ways to prevent conflict escalating;

There is no evidence that Mary's goal of putting "the marriage back together once and
for all" had been achieved by the counselling process. I would assess that the other
stated goal of Mary's, to address some of the unresolved issues that caused conflict in
the relationship, was not adequately achieved. Neither \vas Joe's goals of counselling, to
make Mary do more housework, achieved. Joe had also attended because Mary had said
to him that they had to put their marriage back together.

It could be argued that while both Joe and Mary co-operated \vith the systems-based
counselling process there was evidence of the method's effectiveness (In particular
starving the pattern of "pulling apart" and feeding the pattern of "pulling together"
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{sessions 3 and 4 }and posing a dilemma about how an issue over a dog {session
4}could have become an issue over the relationship). However, the gains were not
sustained. Homeostatic feedback mechanisms acted to maintain the status quo.

There was a considerable discrepancy between Mary's self-report on negative conflict in
sessions one and two. Mary attributed this to the fact that "it was easier to talk" without
Joe in the room. Mary's comment that it was easier to talk without Joe in the room
provides evidence of the importance of otfering separate sessions in cases of abuse, and
reflects what James and McIntyre (1990) and others have claimed Kaufman, 1992; Avis
1992; McGregor, 1990). It also differs from what Wileman and Wileman argue (1995).
The counsellor also found an incongruency between the body language around the self
reports on negative conflict and the verbal reports. This was particularly the case in the
post-test and the long term follow-up \vhere the words given by both clients did not
seem to match the observable state of the relationship at the time. However, the clients
were reporting on their perception of the levels of negative conflict which was a
measure of this study.

The story of Joe and Mary's relationship was that of a severely wounded relationship
with a long history of abuse. The issues in the relationship were compounded by both
Joe and Mary's own childhood histories of abuse and neglect. Change did occur while
undergoing the counselling process but did not become second order change.
Homeostasis in the system won out and the patterns of destruction were numerous so
that the impact of the positive interventions \vere too contained (which tits with
Gottman's suggestion of the need for positive interactions to be five times those of
negati\"e, 1994). The interval of Mary's trip away was unfortunate timing for the fragile
state of the relationship change that had begun. Another major restraint to the
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effectiveness of the counselling approach was the factor that Joe did not want to attend
counselling. Mary also revealed an ambiguity of commitment and hope towards the
relationship, which in itself was a strong restraint against achieving her stated goals.

1
I

!,
In looking at the issue of individual verses conjoint sessions, Mary reported that she
found it easier to talk without Joe in the room. However, as the relationship is a system
that includes the two of them it would not be appropriate to conduct all the sessions
individually. Joe also seemed to benetit from the individual session as the evidence
revealed that he made an attempt to change some things after session three.

At the conclusion of counselling the clients perceived that there had been a little
reduction in the frequency and intensity of negative connict. They did not achieve any
of their individual goals. There is evidence of the systems-based counselling approach
facilitating some change but it was not change that made a difference over time.
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7.1 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Unresolved and/or escalating negative conflict in marital relationships has the potential
to impact upon the couple's intimacy and marital satisfaction. It also can affect the
children's development, the family as a whole as well as impacting on society. A
popular approach to counselling couples and families is a systems-based counselling
approach. A systems-based counselling approach is increasingly becoming a favoured
method of marital relationship counselling. There has been a lack of rigour in research
methods in investigating systems-based counselling approaches and no substantial
studies to evaluate the client's perceptions of effectiveness of a systems-based
counselling approach for marital relationships experiencing cont1ict. Other studies (for
example Gurman and Kniskern, 1981) on systemic counselling focused on outcomes
and did not distinguish client perceptions from outcomes. This study examined the
clients' perception of change to the level of conflict in marital relationships while
conjointly undergoing a systemic-based counselling approach for marital conflict, using
multi-methods of reports.

The client perceptions of change were measured by continuous assessment of:
the type and cause of negative conflict; the frequency of negative conflict: the intensity
of negative conflict; the desire to change the other partner; occurrences of positive
conflict: approaches to handling conflict: the frequency of positive contlict. This
involved an examination of: the verbal self-reports at the pre-post -tests; continuous
self-report throughout the therapeutic sessions: self-report in response to specitic
questioning concerning the levels and frequency of contlict: self -reports during the
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session concerning the affective areas and the usc of a diary; and self-report at a longterm follow-up interview. A questionnaire, known as the QCR, was devised specifically
for the pre- and post-tests and designed to measure: any increase or decrease in positive
connict; changes to both the intensity and frequency in negative connict; and
perceptions of the desire for change.

7.1.1 Case Studies

Three case studies were conducted, with embedded units of analysis, within the context
of a therapeutic process which drew on current theories of systemic counselling. The
case study approach was the most appropriate method because it allowed a description
of the therapeutic intervention in its real life context, an exploration of the interventions
being evaluated, and a contextual analysis of the problem. Conflict was measured and
operationalised as overt behavioural conflict, communication of negative affect,
frequency of disagreements, intensity of disagreements, desire to change the other
partner, the desire for change. and evidence of, and frequency

ot~

positive conflict. All

of the cases approached a counselling centre for therapeutic help in dealing with conflict
in their relationships.

Case one, Sonia and Ted, presented for counselling reporting "unbearable" negative
conflict. Sonia had become violent in the relationship and Ted was unsure of his level
of commitment to the relationship. Sonia and Ted attended thirteen sessions of
counselling, nine of which \vere conjoint and four individual sessions. At the end of the
therapeutic process Ted and Sonia reported that all their goals of counselling had been
achieved.
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Janet and Dick. case two. sought counselling because they perceived their marriage was
failing and that there was either no communication occurring at all or volatile negative
contlict with extremely high levels of intensitv. Janet was ambivalent about her
commitment to the relationship and Dick was ambivalent to the notion of change in the
relationship. Dick and Janet attended eight therapeutic sessions, with six of those being
conjoint and two individual sessions. At the conclusion of the counselling contract,
Janet reported that the marriage would have failed had the couple not attended
counselling and that there had been a 'big improvement" in the level of conflict in the
relationship. An examination of the self-reports, including the QCR, reveal a lowering
in the frequency of conflict for Dick and Janet but no change to the intensity of negative
cont1ict.

The third case, Mary and Joe, attended counselling because Mary wanted to fix the
marriage "once and for all." Joe did not wish to take part in the counselling process and
terminated the therapeutic process. Mary and Joe had a violent relationship with Joe
controlling the physical violence at the time of counselling. Mary reported emotional
and spiritual violence and that she could not answer the pre-test honestly with Joe in the
room. Joe and Mary attended for five sessions with three sessions being conjoint and
two individual sessions. At the post-test Joe reported no change to the frequency and
intensity of conflict whereas Mary reported a perceived improvement.

7.1.2 Client perceptions of changes to the frequency and intensity of
negative conflict

In all three cases the clients reported that the frequency of negative cont1ict lowered to
some degree while undergoing systems-based counselling.
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Case one, Ted and Sonia, reported signiticant lowering of both the frequency and
intensity of negati ve conflict and still perceived that to be the state of the relationship at
the time of the long term follow-up.

Janet and Dick's (case two) perception of change was that there was a decrease in the
frequency of negative conflict. However, they perceived little change to the intensity of
negative conflict. Dick's stated initial goal of changing the pattern of him "exploding
and carrying on" followed by Janet "refusing to speak to me for weeks on end" was
partially achieved. The couple reported that at the time of the post-test and the long
term follow-up they did not usually interact this way but at other times this would re
occur. As with the case of Sonia and Ted, there was a correlation in the case of Janet
and Dick between the increasing commitment of one partner to the marriage relationship
and a subsequent lowering of negative conflict.

In case three, Mary and Joe reported some short-term reductions in the levels of negative
conflict (particularly in session four). Overall. the clients perceptions of change while
undergoing a systems-based counselling approach include: Joe perceived no change to
the frequency of negative conflict: Mary perceived that it had reduced considerably; Joe
perceived no change to the intensity of negative conflict; and Mary perceived the
intensity to be a little less. The counselling process may have had more potential to
bring about second order change in case three if Joe had been a willing participant in the
process and if ~{ary had shown more commitment to the counselling process and not
gone away at a crucial time in the process. Through the self-reports in session four there
is evidence of some initial changes in the relationship and of Joe becoming engaged in
the counselling. This. in itselt: otfers evidence of the etfectiveness of the systems-based
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approach as change was beginning to occur even when one partner did not wish to be in

I

the counselling process at all.

7.1.3 Evidence of positive conflict

Consistently throughout the study the reports on positive conflict were more vague than
those of negative conflict. There were few reports of an increase in the frequency of
positive connict. This may have been due to a confusion of meaning between the
words "positive" and "conflict" and by the fact that all couples reported that they found
it easier to remember the negatives in comparison to remembering the positives.

I
;

i

\

I
All cases reported incidents of positive conflict but reports on the frequency of positive

I

conflict were low. Ted and Sonia reported in the final session having worked out a way
to prevent negative conflict escalating and reported on incidents of positive conflict and
a belief that they have a good relationship. Both Dick and Janet offered evidence of
occurrences of positive conflict when they reported that they would occasionally
withdraw and then try to resolve things later. They reported in the last sessions new
ways of communicating with each other and of occasionally withdrawing from the
conflict instead of shouting louder. This was a new pattern of interacting. Mary and Joe
reported one incident of positive conflict in session four where they had compromised
over the dog. There was also a positive conflict incident for Mary and Joe during that
counselling session.
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7.1.4 Desire for change

The desire for change is discussed in three categories: the desire to change one's partner;
desire to change the frequency and intensity of negative conflict; and the desire to
change the relationship

7.1.4.1 Desire to change one's partner

As Braiker and Kelley (1979) described the desire to change the other partner as a factor
in marital dissatisfaction and an indicator of possible conflict in relationships, this study
looked at the desire of each partner to change the other and asked an indication in the
QCR of how much effort each was willing to put into changing the other. In case three,
Joe reported strongly in the pre-test that he w"ished to change Mary but would only put a
low effort into doing that. However, much of Joe's time in the therapeutic sessions was
on his perceived faults of Mary and his desire for her to change (particularly in the area
of doing the housework). In the post-test, neither Mary nor Joe reported a desire to
change the other but Mary indicated a modest increase in her efforts to try and change
Joe. Joe's self-reports, about Mary being the problem (and that her "laziness" about
doing housework was what was wrong with the marriage), in the therapeutic sessions
support Braiker and Kelly's notion about the desire to change the other partner. Joe's
desire to have Mary do the housework and his desire to change Mary towards doing
more housework was his expressed focus not only of dissatisfaction with the
relationship but was how he described the relationship (in relation to housework). Joe's
self-reports in the sessions about his desire to change Mary were not supported in the
QCR results for case three. In case one, Sonia often reported during sessions regular
efforts on her part to try and change Ted. At other times both Ted and Sonia would
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report an ambivalence towards desiring to change each other. [n both the pre- and posttest. Sonia and Ted both reported a desire to change things in the other which bothered
them.

[n two of the three cases, one partner respectively reported on the importance of
discovering that changing him/herself had become more important than trying to change
his/her partner. In case two, the QCR responses for the pre-test reveal that Dick had no
desire to change Janet and that he wished her to change without him trying to bring it
about. However, Dick's self-reports during the sessions reveal that he went to
considerable lengths to try and make Janet change (even "punishing" her by taking her
tablets away from her on one occasion). The continuous self-reports reveal the
inconsistency in Dick's answ'ers to this factor in the QCR. At the post-test both Janet
and Dick reported an increased effort in trying to change things in the other that bother
them.

Evidence, from this study, associated with the desire for change matched Braiker and
Kelley's theory (1979). However, the measurement of the desire for change the other
partner did not add any significant insights into the effectiveness of a systemic-based
counselling approach for marital connict.

7.1.4.2 Desire to change the frequency and intensity of negative conflict

In all cases the clients expressed in the pre-test a desire for the levels and intensity of
negative contlict to change. [n the post-test two of the three cases still reported a desire
to lower the frequency and intensity of negative connict. The other case (case one)
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reported that there was no desire to change these factors as they were no longer
experiencing negative connict.

7.1.4.3 Desire to change the relationship

The desire to change the relationship was an indicator of dissatisfaction with the current
state of the relationship and also an indication of commitment to the relationship. In
two of the cases the couples presented for counselling reporting negative conflict and a
desire for change as to the current state of affairs. In these two cases, that desire for
change was met. In the first case, it was met in lowering both the frequency and the
intensity of negative conflict and in the second case, it lowered the frequency of
negative conflict but did not meet the desire for change in lowering the intensity of
negative conflict.

In the final session, Ted and Sonia (case one) reported that they believed they had a
good relationship providing a strong comparison to the first session when the
relationship was very unstable and Ted said that he was "testing the waters" as to
whether he would stay in the relationship. At the post-test and in session eight Janet and
Dick (case two) reported that their desire for change for the relationship had been met,
with Janet reporting that their marriage had been saved. In the third case (Joe and
Mary), one partner in the relationship did not wish to attend counselling and reported no

desire for change to the present relationship. At the post-test that partner reported no
change to the levels of negative conflict and yet his wife reported reduced levels to the
frequency and intensity of cont1ict in the post-test.
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There was evidence, in all cases, that as the counselling process continued, some
interventions provided an impulse for change (eg. case two, self-reports in session four).
\

This matches the theoretical perspective of systemic therapy and in particular suggestion
of Grau, Moller & Gunnarsson (1988) that the stimulated system itself decides in which
direction and to what extent the impulse will etfect a change.

7.1.5 The usefulness of the QCR and other self-reports as measures of
clients' perceptions of the effectiveness of the counselling approach

In investigating the validity of the use of a questionnaire and other tools in providing
measures of change in a systems-based counselling approach no one method of
measurement alone could be claimed to be effective. However, when the multi-methods
were analysed they provided together a very effective measure of the client's perceptions
of the changes attributable to the counselling process.

There were two occurrences when the client's reports in the QCR were contradicted in
the session immediately following the conducting of the pre-test. There was a
considerable discrepancy, in case three, between Mary's self-report (case two) on
negative conflict in sessions one and two. Mary attributed this to the fact that "it was
easier to talk" without Joe in the room. This reveals a limit to the effectiveness of the
QCR as the client was not able to answer the questions with complete honesty. A
similar limit to the QCR occurred in the pre-test in case one where Sonia (case one) was
too embarrassed to answer honestly while the QCR was being conducted but answered
more honestly during the sessions. In case one. the evidence of the ditlerent types of
self-report mostly matched. There was a discrepancy between the pre-test reports on the
labels of negative connict and the self-reports in the tirst and continuing sessions.
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The different methods of self-reports helped to indicate where there was incongruence in
just one method of self-report. While conducting the post-test in case three, the
counsellor observed an incongruency between the body language around the self-reports
on negative conflict and the verbal reports. The words given by both clients did not
seem to match the observable state of the relationship at the time. Although Joe was out
of the room while the post-test and long term follow-up were being conducted there was
observable evidence that Mary was feeling intimidated. Her voice had a very flat aspect,
she looked nervously to see where Joe was from time to time as she answered the
questions and Joe kept loudly passing by the door although declining an invitation to sit
with us while the post-test was being conducted, and Mary appeared to be disconnected
from what she was saying. There was also evidence. in case three, of a label being
chosen by Joe for the violence in both the pre-test, continual self-reports, and post-test,
that made the violence seem more trivial. This was supported by the multi-methods of
measurement when Mary in her continuing self-reports in the individual sessions said
that she was the victim of emotional abuse and had in the past been victim to physical
abuse.

Conflict occurring immediately before the testing, in at least one case, affected the QCR
results. The discussion after the post-test in case t\\/O revealed there were more positive
reports of the changes that had been occurring. The context of the recent period before
counselling would also have an effect upon the self-reports of the next session. The
most obvious were in case three where Mary's self-reports were based on the previous
twenty four hour period than on the time scales requested.
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The QCR revealed a limitation when intimidation, as occurred in case three, was a
factor in the couples answering the questions during a conjoint session. To be useful the
QCR needs to be viewed as one of a number of measures. [t could not be claimed to
offer sufficient evidence as to the clients' perception of the effectiveness of the
counselling approach by itself. However, the continuous self-reports during the sessions
allowed for a more exact description of the clients' perceptions of the levels and
intensity of the negative conflict that was occurring in the relationship.

Although the diary was named as a dependent variable in the study it is not able to be
commented upon as a measure as only two clients used it and one couple did not even
take a diary. The two people who used it. reported it to be helpful in working out their
emotions and both reported writing in the diary instead of turning to habitual negative
conflict patterns.

I

I
i

7.2 CONCLUSION

A systems-based-counselling approach was conducted on three single, case studies in
order to assess, from the clients' perspective. changes to the levels of cont1ict they were
experiencing. It also complements other studies on systemic-based counselling
approaches which recorded outcomes of that style of counselling. The methods
employed were self-reports in the form of a pre- and post-test (the QCR), self-reports
during therapeutic sessions, self-reports on a ratings scale, and self-reports at a long
term follO\v-up session. Overall, the self-reports showed that the clients perceived that
the systems-based counselling approach was highly effective in reducing the frequency
of negative contlict in two of the three cases (cases one and two). and perceived to lower
the frequency of negative conflict by one partner in the third case. The systems-basedP. F. Swart-Smith, /999
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counselling approach had variable success in decreasing the intensity of negative
conflict. Although there were a small number of reports of incidents of positive
cont1ict, consistently throughout the study these reports were more vague than those of
negative conflict. In each case there were reports of a slight increase in the frequency of
positive conflict.

No one tool for measuring the client's perception of change was sufficient to assess the
etfectiveness of the counselling process. The QCR alone would not have provided
sufficient reliable and valid data, despite the cross checks in its structure. In this study,
the assessment of the client's perception of the etfectiveness proved adequate because
there were multiple units of measurement together with a detailed recording of the
sessions. No one tool was more effective than any other. Together the multi-reports
provided a more rigorous method than anecdotal evidence generally quoted in the
i

I
I
I
I
-~

journals on family therapy, adding to counsellors' understanding of the possible effects
of a systemic-based counselling approach on conflict that is experienced in marital
relationships. This study has shown that an effective measurement can be made of a
systems-based counselling approach from the clients' perspective, within the limitations
that any counselling approach has of confounding factors that occur while therapy is

;

being undertaken.

I

Two aspects of measuring client perception of change were not useful in the self-report
process - measuring positive conflict and the desire to change the other partner.
Negative conflict was easier than incidents of positive connict for the clients to
remember and quantitY where asked. Consistently throughout the study the reports on
positive conflict were more vague than those of negative conflict. Although all cases
reported incidents of positive contlict there were rev,; reports of an increase in the
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frequency of positive conflict. This may have been due to a confusion of meaning
between the words "positive" and "conflict" and by the fact that all couples reported that
they found it easier to remember the negatives in comparison to remembering the
positives. Future research would do well to avoid the term "positive conflict" and use a
term that indicated arriving at mutual solutions.

The validity of self-reports was influenced when there was violence in the relationship
(either emotional or physical). On more than one occasion the client's response to the
QCR, or the counselling session, was affected by conflict prior to the session. Mary (in
case three) found it hard to report on anything longer than the last twenty four hours
when answering questions about the scales for frequency and intensity of negative
conflict. This confounding factor, on use of a questionnaire, was also evident when
clients felt either intimidated or embarrassed. The use of the multi-methods proved
useful in limiting this confounding factor.

Two of the cases (cases two and three) add to the debate about use ofa systems-based

,

I

counselling approach in violent relationships. Janet's reports (in case two) of the results
of the systemic interventions in mostly conjoint sessions were positive and were
consistent with White (1986a) and Jenkins (1993, and 1994) suggestions about conjoint
therapy with couples in violent relationships. However, Mary (case three) reported the
opposite, stating that she could not answer questions honestly or freely with Joe in the
counselling room at the same time. Mary's case is in accord with the arguments of
Kaufman ( 1992). Avis (1992). McGregor (1990). and James and NlcIntyre (1990) that
individual sessions are preferable in counselling women in violent relationships. The
two cases above provide conflicting evidence about the appropriateness of conjoint
sessions in counselling violent relationships. Both theories are not necessarily
P. F. Stuart-Smith, /999
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exclusive. The decision by a therapist to use conjoint or individual counselling sessions
is dependent on each particular situation accessing as to whether conjoint sessions are
beneficial and safe.

Results of this thesis also indicate an association between commitment to the
relationship and negative conflict. In two of the cases, an increase in commitment to the
relationship is commensurate with the lowering in the frequency of negative conflict. In
one of the cases (case two) fights were initiated in order to "find out" if the partner was
committed to the marriage or not. This association is beyond the scope of this thesis
and is an area for future research.

In addition to assessing the clients' perception of the effectiveness of a systemic-based
counselling approach, this study provides some useful insights into other aspects of
systemic counselling. Where both partners co-operated with the systems-based
counselling process there was evidence of the method's effectiveness (cases one, two
and in one session in case three - session four). Sometimes, however, homeostatic
feedback mechanisms were not sufficiently addressed and acted to maintain the status
quo and the gains were not always sustained. The study reinforced that if one of the
partners does not wish to be part of the counselling process then it is not possible for any
method to be effective. In one case, (case three) one partner abruptly stopped the
counselling process, and the other partner interrupted the counselling process by going
away at a critical time in the change process.

Systems therapy is a difficult model to evaluate and does not lend itself easily to control
group methods, nor to empirical studies. Although still providing an area for ongoing
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research. this study offers a contribution to the field of providing an effective method of
assessment of a systems-based counselling approach in counselling conflictual couples.
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INFORMATION FOR PARTICIPANTS
Conflict in relationships study
I am Trish Stuart-Smith, a researcher from the University of Canberra. I am inviting
you to participate in a study that will investigate the effectiveness of systemic
approaches in counselling couples in connict situations.
It is important that both participants in the relationship participate in the study so
that both points of view are understood.

Conflict, in itself, is neither good nor bad. However, sometimes couples tlnd
themselves in patterns of conflict that can be destructive of each other and the
relationship. This research is specifically designed to look at conflict situations that
are currently not very constructive for both partners and the relationship.
Information from this study will help the counsellors working with couples in their
efforts to understand and resolve conflict w·ithin relationships.

The stages of the study include: an initial phone contact; the answering of questions
before and after the therapy process; attending (approximately) between four to eight
counselling sessions; and a follow-up session six weeks later. You are also asked to
keep a diary in the period that you are undergoing counselling, and do a small
amount of writing and/or drawing in it.

All information will be treated as strictly confidential.

Participation in this research is entirely voluntary.

If you would like more information about your possible participation in the study
please phone Trish Stuart-Smith on 295 7097, or the supervisor, Carole Kayrooz on
201 5261. If it is necessary to leave a message, please leave your name, phone
number. and the best times to ring back. Your call \vill be returned as soon as
possible.
Thank you.

II
I

j
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CONSENT FORM
Conflict in relationships study
Thank you for considering being a participant in this study.
Before you participate in this study please read the information for participants sheet
carefully.
•

You are under no obligation to sign the form nor does signing this form compel you to
participate if you later change your mind. At any time throughout the process of this
study you may withdraw your participation in this study, or refuse to answer the
questions.

•

The study is strictly confidential. Your name will not appear on any interview
transcript. Audio or video tapes will be wiped after they have been transcribed. No
other person other than the researcher will have access to material identifying you. All
documentation will be destroyed after the study is finished.

•

The counselling sessions will be either audio taped or videotaped. If you are concerned
about this please discuss it with me before you sign this consent to participate.

•

Results arising from this study will be available from me if requested.

•

All volunteers who participate in this study must SIgn this Consent Form before
beginning participation.

*****************************************************
I, the undersigned, have read the above information and the participant's information sheet,
and volunteer to participate in this study on conflict in relationships. I understand that
participation will involve answering questions before and after therapy, participating in
approximately four to eight counselling sessions and a six week follow-up session, and that
the counselling sessions will be either audio or video taped. I also understand that I am free
to withdraw my participation in this study at any time.
Name:
signed

P. F. Swart-Smith. /999
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Questionnaire for conflict in relationship study (The QCR)
Definitions:

Conflict occurs in couple relationships when there is opposition to one another;
disagreement; or clash of ideas or interests. It may involve emotional disagreement and for the
purposes of this study has been categorised as either negative or positive conflict. Negative
conflict is unresolved conflict that leaves one or both partners feeling dissatisfied. Positive conflict
is conflict in which a resolution is reached and both partners were happy with the outcome.
1. What words or phrase best describe a typical incident of conflict occurring in your
relationship?
(Interviewer circle only one)
not speaking to each other
a)
b)
withdrawing such as walking out of the room,
c)
raising voice or yelling or screaming,
d)
swearing at the other person,
e)
threatening,
f)
verbal fights,
g)
hitting with hand.
h)
hitting with an object,
i)
physical fights
j)
other (please describe)
_
Comments:

2.

-------------------------------

What are the major causes of conflict in your relationship?
(Interviewer circle as many as apply)
money
a)
b)
household chores
c)
sex
d)
future goals or plans
e)
children
f)
relatives
g)
friends
career
h)
i)
time together
j)
other (please describe)
_

Comments:

-------------------------------
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3.
How many times have you and your partner engaged in negative conflict [that is
conflict that didn't seem to be resolved and left you feeling dissatisfied] in the last week?
(Interviewer circle one only)
a)
once a week
b)
3 - 4 times a week
c)
daily
d)
2 - 4 times a day
e)
other (Please nominate)
_
Comments:

------------------------------

4.

Is this number of times (of engaging in negative conflict) acceptable to you?
(Interviewer circle one only)
Yes
No

Comments:

5.

Does the level of conflict you experienced in this last week represent a typical week?
(Interviewer circle one only)
Yes
No

Comments:

6.

------------------------------

------------------------------

Would a typical week have more conflict or less conflict?
(Interviewer circle one only)
More conflict
Less conflict

Comments:

------------------------------
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7.

If you were asked to put the majority of negative conflict incidents experienced in
your relationship on a scale to indicate their intensity, with one being not very intense
and ten being very intense how would you rate the intensity of your conflict with your
partner in the last week?
(Interviewer circle one number)
2

not intense

Comments:

8.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0 very intense

------------------------------

Would you like to change things about your partner that bother you?
(Interviewer circle only one)
Yes
No

Comments:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

9.

I

On a scale of one to ten how much effort do you put into trying to change things about
your partner that bother you?
(Interviewer circle one number)
no effort I

Comments:

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 constant effort

------------------------------

10. How do you usually try to get your point of view across when your partner
disagreeing with you?
(Interviewer circle as many as apply)
a)
say how you feel
b)
keep repeating your point in the same words
c)
raise voice
d)
use physical force
e)
other (please describe)
_
Comments:

IS

------------------------------

P. F. Stuart-Smith, /999
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11.

Was there one occasion this week when you tried a different approach?
(Interviewer circle only one)
No
Yes
What did you do and what happened?

Comments:

12.

------------------------------

Would you like to change the frequency of negative conflict that is currently occurring
in your relationship?
(Interviewer circle one number)
agree

Comments:

13.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 disagree

------------------------------

Would you like to change the intensity of the conflict that is currently occurring in
your relationship?
(Interviewer circle one number)
agree

Comments:

14.

1 2

1 2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 disagree

------------------------------

Was there a time, recently, when you and your partner had a conflict incident with
which you were both happy with the outcome?
(Interviewer circle only one)
Yes
No

Comments:

------------------------------
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15.

f

How many times in the last week did you and your partner have a conflict situation in
which you were both happy with the outcome?
(Interviewer circle one only)
a)
once a week
b)
3 - 4 times a week
c)
daily
d)
2 - 4 times a day
e)
other (Please nominate)
_
f)
not applicable

Comments:

------------------------------
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The QCR
Question Categorisation
Description of type of conflict.
1. What words or phrase best describe a typical incident of conflict occurring in your
relationship?
(Circle only one)
a)
not speaking to each other
b)
withdrawing such as walking out of the room,
c)
raising voice or yelling or screaming,
swearing at the other person,
d)
e)
threatening,
f)
verbal fights,
g)
hitting with hand,
h)
hitting with an object,
i)
physical fights
j)
other (please describe)
_
Major causes of conflict
2.
What are the major causes of conflict in your relationship?
(Circle as many as apply)
money
a)
b)
household chores
c)
sex
d)
future goals or plans
children
e)
f)
relatives
g)
friends
career
h)
i)
time together
j)
other (please describe)
_
Frequency of negative conflict
3.
How many times have you and your partner engaged in conflict with no resolution in
the last week?
(Circle one only)
a)
once a week
b)
3 - 4 times a week
c)
daily
2 - 4 times a day
d)
e)
other (Please nominate)
_
4.

Is this number of times (of engaging in unresolved conflict) acceptable to you?
(Circle one only)
Yes
No

P. F. Stuart-Smith. /999
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5.

Does the level of cont1ict you experienced in this last week represent a typical week?
(Circle one only)
Yes
No

6.

Would a typical week have more cont1ict or less conflict?
(Circle one only)
More conflict
Less conflict

Intensity of negative conflict
7.
If you were asked to put the maj ority of negative conflict incidents experienced in
your relationship on a scale to indicate their intensity, with one being not very intense
and ten being very intense how would you rate the intensity of your conflict with your
partner in the last week?
(Circle one number)

2

not intense 1

3

4

5

6

7

8 9

10 very intense

Desire to change other
8.
Would you like to change things about your partner that bother you?
(Circle only one)
Yes
No
9.

On a scale of one to ten how much effort do you put into trying to change things about
your partner that bother you?
(Circle one number)

no effort 1

2

4

5

6

7

8 9

10 constant effort

Methods of handling disagreements
10. How do you usually try to get your point of view across when your partner is
disagreeing with you?
(Circle as many as apply)
a)
say how you feel
b)
keep repeating your point in the same words
c)
raise voice
d)
use physical force
e)
other (please describe)
_
11.

Was there one occasion this week when you tried a different approach?
(Circle only one)
Yes
No
What did you do and what happened?
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5.

Does the level of conflict you experienced in this last week represent a typical week?
(Circle one only)
Yes
No

6.

Would a typical week have more conflict or less conflict?
(Circle one only)
More conflict
Less conflict

Intensity of negative conflict
7.
If you were asked to put the majority of negative conflict incidents experienced in
your relationship on a scale to indicate their intensity, with one being not very intense
and ten being very intense how would you rate the intensity of your conflict with your
partner in the last week?
(Circle one number)

2

not intense 1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 very intense

Desire to change other
8.
Would you like to change things about your partner that bother you?
(Circle only one)
Yes
No
9.

On a scale of one to ten how much effort do you put into trying to change things about
your partner that bother you?
(Circle one number)

no effort 1

2

"

.)

4

5

678

9

10 constant effort

Methods of handling disagreements
10. How do you usually try to get your point of view across when your partner is
disagreeing with you?
(Circle as many as apply)
a)
say how you feel
b)
keep repeating your point in the same words
c)
raise voice
d)
use physical force
e)
other (please describe)
_
11.

Was there one occasion this week when you tried a different approach?
(Circle only one)
Yes
No
What did you do and what happened?
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Desire for change in frequency of conflict

12. Would you like to change the frequency of negative conflict that is currently occurring
in your relationship?
(Circle one nllmber)
agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 disagree

Desire for change in intensity of conflict
13. Would you like to change the intensity of the conflict that is currently occurring in

your relationship?
(Circle one number)
agree

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 disagree

Incidents of positive conflict
14. Was there a time., recently, when you and your partner had a conflict incident with

which you were both happy with the outcome?
(Circle only one)
No
Yes
Frequency of positive conflict

15. How many times in the last week did you and your partner have a conflict situation in
which you \vere both happy with the outcome?
(Circle one only)
a)
once a week
b)
3 - 4 times a week
c)
daily
d)
2 - 4 times a day
e)
other (Please nominate)
_
t)
not applicable

P. F. Stuart-Smith, 1999
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APPENDIX 4

Cycle of Violence/Abuse

Redlinin

Explosion

Esc:l.iation from
abusivc to
uangcrous.

Various forms or
abusc anu violence.

Control & Fcar
Juslification.
Minimi7.:11ion of

Build-up

~uil(

Temper tantrums.
Self-righlcous.
inttl.~icaling angcr.

Without resolution

Difference of

Buyback
Pusui l. prom iscs.
helplessncss. thrcats.

Opinion
Honeymoon
Sensc of forgivcness.
mutu:u dcpendency.
e1oscncss. scx. gifts. etc.

From Relationships Australia, Professional Training Course, 1994
(adapted from Education Groups for Men Who Batter, Duluth Model)
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DR ISOLINA RICCI'S DESCRIPTION OF RELATIONSHIPS
(Ricci, 1980)

ACQUAfNTANCE OR BUSINESS
RELATIONSHIP

NEGATIVE INTIMACY

No assumptions

Negati ve assumptions/ expectations

formal courtesies

distrust, disrespect, disloyalty

public structured meetings

privacy, informality

explicit agreements

confidences are not respected

low risk, disclosure

implicit agreements and assumptions are negative

high personal privacy

com peti ti veness
disclosure in order to hurt the other
insecurity, discomfort
maximum intensity of emotions and feelings

FRIENDSHIP

,r

J~

POSITIVE INTIMACY

Increased assumptions, expectations

Positive assumptions/expectations

growing trust, respect and understanding

trust, respect, loyalty

increased emotional exchange and personal
disclosure

privacy, informality
confidences are protected

increase in private meetings and shared feelings
implicit agreements and assumptions are positive

....

supportiveness/co-operation
high positive disclosure
security, comfort
maximum intensity of feelings and emotions

low formal ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ high intimate
intensity
investment
involvement
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RELATIONSHIP MAP

Positive Relationships

civility

courtesy

friendship

politeness

closeness

.....
(1)
::::;
(J'l

o

:J

...
withdrawal

(1)
(J'l
('[)

:J
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('[)

:J
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.....
.....

...
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o
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From Sloane.K., & Cogan, N., 1992.
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LETTER READ TO CASE ONE SESSION 6

14/8/95

To Sonia and Ted.
Some understanding of the patterns which have taken over in your relationship as witnessed
in the last week.
When Ted is 'stuck' in his perception of what to do next he will tend to use a third person or
persons to get a message through to Sonia. This is not a new pattern and Sonia has
frequently commented in sessions that she has heard about what Ted is feeling about the
relationship through his Mum or other people. It is a pattern of avoidance and has the effect
of undennining trust and confidence in the relationship. One result of the way this pattern
operates is that those other people are left to pick up Sonia's emotional responses putting
Sonia in an embarrassing position and a responsibility on the 'third person' that belongs
within the relationship.
As a recipient of this pattern of avoidance I felt that I was left with Sonia's anger and
resulting issues of safety as the tape recorder and the counselling sessions were used as
vehicles of this pattern of avoidance.
How much control did Ted have in the decision to use the tape and the counsellor to feed
this pattern?
How does Sonia buy into this pattern and let it control her responses to relationship issues?
How much responsibility does this pattern really allow Ted to give up or is it only a sneaky
way of seeming to spread the responsibility out?
Is this pattern of avoidance of responsibility one that is used only at crisis points in the
relationship or does it have a lot of control at other times, (at all times)?
What is this pattern of avoidance saying about the relationship?
Why does Ted feel it is necessary to use this pattern when he wants to say something to
Sonia?
What does it say to Sonia when the pattern becomes the vehicle of relating?
What would happen to the relationship if this pattern were to have less opportunity to work
in the relationship?
What would honesty have to say to the pattern of avoidance?

Sincerely, Trish
P. F. Stuart-Smith. /999
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DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES OF STANDING ON A HILL

x

y

The house in the valley depicts the relationship that can be viewed ditferently from hill
marked 'X' to hill marked 'y' - but is the same relationship

,
,

,

I

J
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RESULTS OF PRE- AND POST-TEST
CASE ONE: TED AND SONIA
Questionnaire for Conflict in Relationship study (QCR)
Description of type of conflict.

1. What words or phrase best describe a typical incident o/conflict occurring in your
relationship? (Circle only one)
Ted
Sonia
pre
post
pre
post
a) not speaking to each other
b) withdrawing such as walking out of the
room, c) raising voice or yelling or screaming,
d) swearing at the other person,
e) threatening,
f) verbal fights,
g) hitting with hand,
h) hitting with an object,
i) physical fights
j) other (please describe)

x

x

x

x

Major causes of conflict

2.

What are the major causes ofconflict in your relationship? (Circle as many as
apply)
Sonia
Ted
pre
post
pre
post

a) money
b) household chores,
c) sex,
d) future goals or plans,
e) children,
t) relatives,
g) friends.
h) career,
i) time together
j) other (please describe)
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Frequency of negative conflict

3.

How many times have you and your partner engaged in conflict with no
resolution in the last week? (Circle one only)
Ted

pre
a) once a week
b) 3 - 4 times a week,
c) daily,
d) 2 - 4 times a day,
e) other (please nominate)

Sonia

post

pre

post

x
x
x

x none

none

4.

Is this number oftimes (of engaging in unresolved conflict) acceptable to you?
(Circle one only)
Sonia

Ted

pre

pre

x

x

x

Does the level ofconflict you experienced in this last week represent a typical
week? (Circle one only)
Sonia

Ted

pre
Yes
No

6.

post

x

Yes
No

5.

post

post

pre

post

x

x

x

x

Would a typical week have more conjlict or less conflict?(Circle one only)
Sonia

Ted

pre
More conflict
Less cont1ict

x
not much
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post

pre

post

x
same

same
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Intensity of negative conflict
7.

Ifyou were asked to put the majority ofnegative conflict incidents experienced
in your relationship on a scale to indicate their intensity. with one being not
very intense and ten being very intense how would you rate the intensity ofyour
conflict with your partner in the last week? (Circle one numher)
Ted

pre
1 (not
2,
3
4,

Sonia

post

pre

post

intense)

5
6,

7,
8,
9
10 (very intense)

x

x
none

none

Desire to change other

8.

Would you like to change things about your partner that bother you? (Circle
only one)
Sonia

Ted

Yes
No

P. F. Stuart-Smith. /999

pre

post

pre

x

x

x

post

x
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On a scale ofone to ten how much effort do you put into trying to change things
ahout your partner that hother you ? (Circle one number)
Ted

I (no effort)
-,
3
4,

Sonia

pre

post

x

x

pre

post

')

x

5
6,
7,
8,
9

x

10 (constant effort)

Methods of handling disagreements

10. How do you llsually try to get your point ofview across when your partner is
disagreeing with you? (Circle as many as apply)
Ted

pre
a) say how you feel
b) keep repeating your point in the same words,
c) raise voice,
d) use physical force,
e) other (please describe)

11.

Sonia
post

post

pre

x

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
xnone

Was there one occasion this week when yOll tried a different approach? (Circle
only one)
Ted

pre
Yes
No

What did yOll do and what happened?
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Sonia

post

pre

x

post

x
x

x
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Desire for change in frequency of conflict

12.

Would you like to change the frequency ofnegcltive conflict thilt is currently
occurring in y()ur relationship? (Circle one number)

Ted
pre
1 (agree)
2,
3
4,
5
6,
7,
8,
9

Sonia

post

pre

post

x
x

10 (disagree)

x

x

Desire for change in intensity of conflict

13.

Would yOlllike to change the intensity ofthe conflict that is current(v occurring
inyollr relationship? (Circle one number)

Ted
pre

1 (agree)

Sonia

post

pre

post

x

2,

x

3
4,
5
6,
7,
8,
9

10 (disagree)
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x

x
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Incidents of positive conflict
14.

Was there a time, recently, when you and your partner had a conflict incident
with which you ~vere both happy with the outcome? (Circle only on~)
Ted
post

pre
Yes
No

Sonia

x

pre

post

x

x

x

Frequency of positive conflict
15.

How many times in the last week did you and your partner have a conflict
situation in lvhich you lvere both happy ltvith the outcome? (Circle one only)
Ted
pre

a) once a week
b) 3 - 4 times a week,
c) daily,
d) 2 - 4 times a day,
e) other (please nominate)
t) not applicable

P. F. Stuart-S'nith. 1999

Sonia
post

pre

post

x

x(2)

x

x

tlpp<!/Idic<!s

APPENDIX 10
POWER AND CONTROL WHEEL

From Paymar, 1993
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RESULTS OF PRE- AND POST-TEST
CASE TWO: DICK AND JANET
Questionnaire for Conflict in Relationship study (QCR)
Description of type of conflict.
1. What words or phrase best describe a typical incident ofconflict occurring in
your relationship? (Circle only one)
Dick
Janet
pre
post
pre
post

a) not speaking to each other
b) withdrawing such as walking out of the room,
c) raising voice or yelling or screaming,
d) swearing at the other person,
e) threatening,
f) verbal fights,
g) hitting with hand,
h) hitting with an object,
i) physical fights
j) other (please describe)

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

Major causes of conflict

2.

What are the major causes ofconflict in your relationship? (Circle as many as
apply)
Dick
Janet
pre
post
pre
post

a) money
b) household chores,
c) sex,
d) future goals or plans,
e) children,
t) relatives,
g) friends,
h) career.
i) time together
j) other (please describe)

P.F. Stuart-Smith, /999

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
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Frequency of negative conflict

3.

How man.,V times have you and your p{,lrlner engaged in conflict with no
resolution in the last week? (Circle one only)
Dick
pre
post

a) once a week
b) 3 - 4 times a week'l
c) daily,
d) 2 - 4 times a day,
e) other (please nominate)

4.

x
x
x

x

Is this number oftimes (of engaging in unresolved conflict) acceptable to you?
(Circle one only)
Dick
pre
post

Yes
No

5.

x

x

Janet
pre

post

x

x

Does the level ofconflict you e.x,perienced in this last l,veek represent a typical
}veek? (Circle one only)
Dick
pre
post

x

Yes
No

6.

Janet
pre
post

x

Janet
pre

post

x
x

Would a typical }veek helve more conflict or less conflict?(Circle one only)

pre

Dick
post

More conflict
Less cont1ict

x

same
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Janet
pre

post

x

x

-
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Intensity of negative conflict

7.

Ifyou ltvere asked to put the majority o/negative conflict

incidents e.xperienced
in your relationship on a scale to indicate their intensity, with one being not
very intense (znc/ ten being very intense hol,;v would you rate the intensity 0/your
conflict with ."vour p(lrtner in the last week? (Circle one number)

Dick
pre

post

x

x

Janet
pre
post

1 (not intense)
2,
3
4,

5
6,
7,

x

8,
9
10 (very intense)

x

Desire to change other
8.

Would YOlt like to change things about your partner that bother you? (Circle
only one)

Dick
pre
Yes
No

P. F. Stuart-Slnith. 1999

post

x

x

Janet
pre
post

x

x
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9.

On a scclle oJ'one to ten how much ejjhrt do you put into trying to
ahout your pClrtner that bother you ?(Circle one number)
Dick
pre
post

c~ange

things

Janet
pre
post

1 (no effort)

x

2,
3
4,

x
x

5
x

6,
7,
8,
9
10 (constant effort)

Methods of handling disagreements
10.

Ho1,V do you usually try to get your point o/view across l,vhen your partner is
disagreeing lvith you?(Circle as mCln..v (,lS apply)
Dick
pre
post

a) say how you feel
b) keep repeating your point in the same \vords,
c) raise voice,
d) use physical force,
e) other (please describe)

11.

x
x
x

Janet
pre
post

x

x

x

x

ryras there one occasion this week when ];'Oll tried a different approach? (Circle
on(vone)
Dick
pre
post

Yes
No

fVhat (}id you do and ltvhat happened?

P.F. Sluart-S,nith, /999

Janet
pre
post

x
x

x

x
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Desire for change in frequency of conflict

12.

Woulci you like to change the.frequenGY oj~negative conjlict that is currently
occurring in your relcltionship? (Circle one number)

Dick
pre
post
1 (agree)

x

x

Janet
pre
post

x

x

2~

3
4,

5
6,
7,
8,
9
10 (disagree)

Desire for change in intensity of conflict
13.

Would yOll like to change the intensity ofthe conflict that is current(v occllrring
in your relationship? (Circle one number)

pre
1 (agree)

...
J

~

-'""
4,
5
6,
7~
8~

9

10 (disagree)
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x

Dick
post
x

pre
x

Janet
post

x
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Incidents of positive conflict
14.

Was there a time, recently, when you and your partner hacl a conflict incident
with which }'Oll were both happy with the outcome? (Circle only one)

pre
Yes
No

Dick
post

Janet
pre
post

x
x

x

x

Frequency of positive conflict
15.

HOlV many tin1es in the last week did you and your partner have a conflict
situation in lvhich you were both happy lvith the outcome? (Circle one only)

pre
a) once a week
b) 3 - 4 times a week,
c) daily~
d) 2 - 4 times a day,
e) other (please nominate)
f) not applicable

x

Dick
post

x

Janet
pre
post

x
none
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APPENDIX 13':'
RESULTS OF PRE- AND POST-TEST
CASE THREE: JOE AND MARY
Questionnaire for Conflict in Relationship study (QCR)
Description of type of conflict.

1. What words or phrase best describe a typical incident ofconflict occurring in
your relationship? (Circle only one)
Mary
Joe
pre
post
pre
post
a) not speaking to each other
b) withdrawing such as walking out of the room,
c) raising voice or yelling or screaming,
d) swearing at the other person,
e) threatening,
f) verbal fights,
g) hitting with hand,
h) hitting with an object,
i) physical fights
j) other (please describe)

x

x

x
x

x

Major causes of conflict

2.

What are the major causes ofconflict in your relationship? (Circle as many as
apply)
l\!Iary
Joe
pre
post
pre
post

a) money
b) household chores,
c) sex,
d) future goals or plans,
e) children,
f) relatives,
g) friends.
h) career,
i) time together
j) other (please describe)

P. F. Stliart-Sm ith. /999

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
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Frequency of negative conflict

3.

How many titnes have you and your partner engaged in conflict with no
resolution ill the last week? (Circle one only)
.Joe

a) once a week
b) 3 - 4 times a week,
c) daily,
d) 2 - 4 times a day.,
e) other (please nominate)

pre

post

pre

x

x

x

lVIary
post

x
none

4.

Is this number oftimes (of engaging in unresolved conflict) acceptable to you?
(Circle one only)

Joe
pre

post

x

Yes

x

Does the level ofconflict y'OU experienced in this last l,veek represent a typical
"rveek? (Circle one only)

Joe
pre

post

Mary
pre
post

x

Yes

x

No

6.

x

x

No

5.

Mary
pre
post

x
x

fVould a typical "rveek have more conflict or less conflict?(Circle one only)

Joe
pre
More conflict
Less cont1ict
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x

post

pre

x

x

Mary
post

x
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Intensity of negative conflict

7.

Ifyou were asked to put the majority oj'negative conflict incidents e.x:perienced
in your relLlti()nship on a scale to indicclte their intensity, with one heing not
very intense {Inti ten being very intense holtv would you rate the intensity oj'your
conflict "vvith your pClrtner in the lLlsI 'rveek? (Circle one number)
.

Joe
pre
1 (not intense)
2,
3
4,

post

Mary
pre
post

x
x

x

x

5
6,
7,
8,
9
10 (very intense)

Desire to change other
8.

Would you like to change things about your partner that bother you? (Circle
only one)

Mary

Joe
pre
Yes
No

P. F. Stuart-Smith. 1999

post

pre

post

x

x

x

x
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9.

On a scale oj'one to ten how much ejl'ort do you put into trying to ch{.lnge things
about your pc/rtner that bother you ? (Circle one number)

Joe
pre

post

x

x

Mary
pre
po.st

1 (no effort)
2,

3
4,
5

x
x

6,

7,
8,
9
10 (constant effort)

Methods of handling disagreements
10.

HOlV do you usually try to get your point oj'vielv across when .your partner is
disagreeing vvith you? (Circle as man.y as apply)

Joe
pre
a) say how you feel
b) keep repeating your point in the same words,
c) raise voice,
d) use physical force,
e) other (please describe)

11.

post

x

x

Mary
pre
post

x
x

x
x
x

rVas there one occasion this lveek when you tried a different approach? (Circle
only one)

Joe
pre
Yes
No

What {lid you do and lvhat happened?

p, F. Sluart-Sm ith, /999

post

x

Mary
pre
post
x

x

x
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Desire for change in frequency of conflict

12.

Would you like to change the frequency oj'negcltive conflict that is current(v
occurring in f'our relationship? (Circle one number)

Joe
pre
1 (agree)

post

x

Mary
pre
post

x

2,

x

x

-'""

4,

5
6,

7,
8,
9
10 (disagree)

Desire for change in intensity of conflict
13.

YVouldyou like to change the intensity ofthe conflict that is currently occurring
in your relationship? (Circle one number)

Joe
pre
1 (agree)

post

x

x

J
-,

-'""

4,

5
6,
7,

8,
9
10 (disagree)
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Mary
pre
post

x

x
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Incidents of positive conflict
14.

Was there a time, recently, when you and your partner had a conflict incident
with which you were both happy with the outcome? (Circle only one)

Joe

Yes
No

pre

post

x

x

Mary
pre
post

x

x

Frequency of positive conflict
15. How many times in the last week did you and your partner have a conflict
situation in which you were both happy with the outcome? (Circle one only)

Joe

a) once a week
b) 3 - 4 times a week,
c) daily,
d) 2 - 4 times a day,
e) other (please nominate)
f) not applicable

pre

post

x

x

Mary
pre
post
x

x
none
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